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HEARING ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
REFORM

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1995

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SF:

253, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Larry Pressler (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Staff members assigned to this hearing: Donald McClellan, coun-
sel, and Katherine A. King, counsel; and John D. Windhausen, Jr.,
minoriV counsel, and Kevin Joseph, minority professional staff
member

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESSLER
The CH URMAN. I call this meeting to order. I thank everyone for

being with us today. I have a brief opening statement that I will
place in the record, but I believe we will call the witnesses forward.

[Prepared statement of Senator Pressler follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESSLER

We are nearing the end of what I believe will prove a very fruitful Eirocess of bi-
partisan work for a new law on telecommunications. On Thursday the CommerceCommittee will meet to mark up legislation to give Americans unprecedented free-
dom to choose among communications products and services. This freedom will be
the catalyst for innovations in health care, in education, and in other vital social
services. This freedom will be key to growth in investment, sales, profits and jobs
for Americans competing in the global economy.

Today it is my pleasure to welcome three panels of distinguished witnesses to ad-
dresa the topics of cable rate deregulation; questions of ownership limits and spec-
trum flexibility for broadcasting stations; and the limits on foreign ownership of
U.S. telecommunications enterprises. These are significant issues of change in the
upcoming telecommunications deregulation legislation in the 104th Congress.

I look forward to a robust discussion of deregulating cable TV rates. The federal
price control system has caused booming growth in bureaucracy at the FCC. Cable
meanwhile has direct competition from the direct broadcast satellite (DBS) and
"wireless cable" media. It is unfair as well as unproductive to single out this indus-
try for federal price controls.

I also strongly support lifting the limits now imposed on ownership and invest-
ment in broadcasting stations. Electronic media today are so diverse and so competi-
tive that there is no realistic threat of any untoward concentration if we remove
government-imposed barriers to new investment in broadcast stations. Indeed, in-
creased investment in radio stations, for example, is likely to improve the quality
of news and other programming to benefit the listening public. The reform bill I am
working to pass also would allow broadcasters opportunity and flexibility in offeringsu lemental electronic communications through use of digital technology

e United States is the world leader in telecommunications products, software
and services. Still, we labor under self-defeating limits on our ability to grow at
home and compete abroad. Most foreign countries retaliate for the strict U.S. limits
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on foreign investment. This keeps us out of markets where we would have the natu-
ral competitive advantage and leaves them open to our competitors. Telecommuni-
cations innovation and productivity are flourishing in such countries as the United
Kingdom, which has eliminated all barriers to foreign investment. We should pass
new legislation to lift limits on foreign investment in U.S. telecommunications enter-
prises on a fair, reciprocal basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us call the first panel forward: Mr. Decker
Anstrom, Mr. Richard Cutler, Mr. Gerald Hassell, Mr. Roy Neel,
Mr. Bradley Stillman. If they would come forward and take their
seats, we can proceed. I will call on Decker Anstrom first.

STATEMENT OF DECKER ANSTROM, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

Mr. ANSTROM. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to testify this
morning.

Our message today is simple: We support telecommunications
legislation because the cable television industry is ready to com-
pete. But if we are to compete successfully, legislation must include
rate relief for cable companies.

Our systems today pass over 95 percent of homes in the U.S.,
and carry up to 900 times more information than telephone facili-
ties. Already several leading cable companies are building state-of-
the-art communications facilities that deliver voice, video and data
over the same wire.

Put simply, if this committee wants to bring competition to the
local phone monopoly, we are it. We are the other wire. Cable has
the infrastructure, the technology, the expertise, and the desire to
compete with the local phone industry. What we do not have is suf-
ficient capital or, in most States, the legal authority to compete in
the local loop.

We hope Congress will remedy the latter obstacle with legislative
measures to open up the local phone markets to competition. But
if legislation does not also include some relief from the 1992 Cable
Act's rate regulation provisions, then these pro-competitive meas-
ures will not be adequate to create real competition, because we
will not be able to raise the capital needed to compete.

Let me explain. Both the cable and phone industries must raise
tens of billions of dollars to put new information technologies and
services in place. In this competition for capital, telcos have a huge
head start. Cash flow for the seven RBOC's is seven times greater
than that of major cable companies. Telco annual revenues are four
times greater than those of the cable industry.

This disparity, Mr. Chairman, is exaggerated by the costly, com-
plex, and constantly changing regulations on the pricing, packaging
and marketing of cable services that are imposed by the 1992 Cable
Act. These rate regulations have weakened cable companies, and
made financing for new infrastructures much more difficult to ob-
tain.

The cable industry's capital crunch is no theoretical matter.
Faced with emerging competition and stringent regulation, 14
major cable companies have already folded their cards and merged
with or been acquired by other companies. In the only independent
analysis of the consequences of rate regulation on the cable indus-
try, the Economic Resource Group concluded the cable industry "is

6
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finding it increasingly difficult to obtain investment capital with
which to build the national information infrastructure."

That is why we strongly believe Congress should revise the Cable
Act's definition of effective competition, which dictates when price
regulations can be lifted.

Under the current statute, these regulations continue until a
cable company loses 15 percent of its market sharea level suffi-
cient to cripple a cable company. That definition should be revised
to reflect the telephone companies' legal authorization to enter the
cable TV market, rather than the loss of an arbitrary amount of
market share.

Mr. Chairman, we know that the issue of cable prices has been
a controversial one. But a lot has changed since Congress last con-. sidered this issue 3 years ago. Cable prices have been slashed by
17 percent. Most importantly, competition is here. And consumers
will have choices they did not have 3 years ago.

A direct broadcast satellite has arrived, and it is the most suc-
cessful major new product in consumer electronics history. Today,
you can walk into any Circuit City store and purchase an 18-inch
satellite dish that provides all the programming services available
on cable, and more.

And just last week, Direct TV announced three additional manu-
facturers have been authorized to manufacture DBS dishes, which
may bring dish prices down to $399 next year.

That is competition.
Cable is also confronting a terrestrial threat from the original

pardon me, Roy-800-pound gorillas, the local phone monopolies.
When Congress passed the 1992 Cable Act, you left the restrictions
on telcos entering the cable market. Now the courts have lifted
those cross-ownership restrictions. And the FCC is giving the green
light to build video dial tone facilities. And among the proposal you
are considering today, one would put the phone companies into our
business on the day the law becomes enacted.

These choices will constrain cable prices. But, most importantly,
with rate relief, cable companies will be able to attract the invest-
ment capital they need to compete with the riant telephone monop-
olies. If we do not do that, no one else will. That is what is at
stake. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Anstrorn follows:i
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TESTIMONY OF DECKER ANSTROM
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is a strong need to replace ad hoc decisions by the courts and regulamry agencies
with a comprehensive national policy that will promote the development of Americds
information infrastructure. NCTA strongly supports this committee's efforts to develop
legislation that will foster competition and spur the development of new telecommunications
services.

Cable operators now have in place broadband facilities that can serve 97 percent of
American homes. The cabl o. industry is also a leader in the use of fiber optic and digital
compression technology. These enhancements %sill ultimately allow cable companies to deliver

virtually every type of communications service. As such, cable television companies are the
most likely competitors to local phone monopolies - which now entirely dominate the local
telephone business.

While cable companies have the technoloey and expertise necessary to compete with local
telephone companies, they face several substantial impednnents. First, state and local barriers to
competition preclude them front entering most local telecommunications markets. Second, cable
companies suffer a significant disadvantage vis-a-vis local phone companies in raising money a

critical element in making competition a reality and getting the information superhighway built.
For example. local telephone companies have annual revenues of $100 billion and sesen times
the cash flow of cable companies. Third. rate regulations exacerbate this competitive imbalance
by making lend. rs reluctant to invest in the cable industry. As long as regulatory restrictions
remain in place, cable companies will not be able to obtain the financing necessary to compete
v.ith the telephone companies. Indeed, these regulations have already had adverse consequences
tor both cable operators and programmers.

The current definition ot "effective competition" in the 1992 Cable Act is flawed since it
maintains costly regulations on the pricing, packaging, and marketing of cable channels until
cable operators lose 15 percent ot their customer base. In fact, the cable television industry is
already facing significant competitive pressures from the telephone companies, which are gaining
entry into the television business through the federal courts and the FCC's video dialtone
proceedings. In addition, the cable industry faces real and growing competition from the direct
broadcast satellite industry. For example, Df3S services offered by non-cable affiliated providers
such as l'SSB and DirecTV expect to serve 2 million homes by the end of 1995.

Cattle companies will not be able to secure the financing necessary to compete with the
entrenched local exchange monopolies unless they obtain rate relief in their core business (the
expanded programming tiers> as soon as telephone companies are authorized to enter the video
business As such. the definition of effective competition - the trigger for cable rate relief -
should be modified to reflect the telephone companies' legal authorization to enter the video
market, rather than the loss of an arbitrary amount of a cable company's market share.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, members Of the committee, my name is Decker Anstrom and I am
President and CEO of the National Cable Television Association t: .CTA). Thank you for
inviting me to testify before you today on behalf the NCTA, which represents more than 100
cable programming networks and most of the cable operators serving our nation's 61 million
cable subscribers. We welcome this opportunity to comment on pending l-zgislative proposals to
update the Communications Act of 1934.

As this committee is aware, technology is changing quickly and will s.,on allow
consumers to choose between competing providers of advanced voice, video, and data services.
There is a strong need to replace ad hoc decisions by the courts and regulatory agencies with a
comprehensive national policy that will promote the development of America's information
infrastructure. NCTA strongly supports this committee's efforts to develop legislation that will
foster competition and spur the development of new telecommunications services.

Cable operators now have in place broadband facilities that can serve 97 percent of
American homes. The cable industry is also a leader in the use of fiber optic and digital
compression technology. These enhancements will ultimately allow cable companies to deliver
virtually every type of communications service As such, cable television companies are the
most likely competitors to local phone monopolies which now entirely dominate the local
telephone business.

While cable companies have the technology and expertise necessary to compete with
local telephone companies. they face several substantial impediments. First, state and local
barriers to competition preclude them from entering most local telecommunications markets.
Second, cable companies suffer a significant disadvantage vis-a-vis local phone companies in
raising money a critical element in making competition a reality and getting the information
superhighway built. For example, local telephone companies have annual revenues of $100
billion and seven times the cash flow of cable companies. Third. rate regulations exacerbate
this competitive imbalance by making lenders reluctant to invest in the cable industry. As long
as regulatory restrictions remain in place, cable companies will not be able to obtain the
financing necessary to compete with the telephone companies. indeed, these regulations have
already had adverse consei ences for both cable operators and programmers.

The current definition of "effective competition" in the 1992 Cable Act is flawed since it
maintains costly regulations on the pricing, packaging. and marketing of cable channels until
operators lose 15 percent of their customer base. In fact, the cable industry is already facing
significant competitive picssures from the telephone companies, which are gaining entry into
the television business through the federal courts and the FCC's video dialtone proceedings. In
addition, the cable industry faces real and growing competition from the direct broadcast
satellite industry. For example. DIIS services offered by non-cable affiliated providers such as

ISSE and DirecTV expect to serve 2 million homes by the end of 1995.

12



Cable companies vill not be able to secure the financing necessary to compete with the
entrenched local exchange monopolies unless they obtain rate relief in their core business (the
expanded programming tie-st as soon as telephone companies are authorized to enter the video
business. As such, the de:inition of effective competition the trigger for cable rate relief --
should be modified to reflect the telephone companies' legal authorization to enter the video
market, rather than the loss of an arbitrary amount of a cable company's market share.

II. THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET TODAY

There is a fundamental imbalance in the telecommunications marker today: at the sante
nme Mat cable laoes competition from DBS. MNIDS, and telephone companies, cable operators
cannot olfer tekThone service in most states by virtue of state and local barriers to entr)' (see

Appendix B. "Status of Local Exchange Competition in the United States"). Even in the 14
states that are taking sonic action to allow competioon in the local loop, telephone companies
Call use bureaucratic delays to fight new entrants at every turn. For example, it took six years
tor competitive access providers (CAPS) in New York and Illinois to beat back administrative
challenges by the incumbent Bell Operating Companies and win regulatory approval to provide
lot al exchange service - even though they had the statutory authority to do so.

lbe ru imary challenge for Congress is to open up the local loop to competition and give
Fs choices from among several different telecommunications providers. In the

myannine. local exchange companies continue to monopolize the provision of voice and data
sci h. Cs III then markets.

TELENIONE COMPA NIES,El'ILL MONOPOLIZE
LAICAL EXCHANGE MARKETS

Vs lule other American telecommunications companies prepare for a vigorously
ompentise marketplace, local telephone exchange companies ;.LECsi, and especially the se en

Itcoainal Bell Operating Companies IRBOCsh continue to maintain their dominant, monopoly
po anon in the telephone marketplace. In comparison to other telecommunications firms, 1.1:Cs:

are tom times nigger than the cable industry in annual resenue:
has e significa. :1 better access to capital markets;
drniunate most nos markets they enter: and
still handle niore than 99 peicent of all local telephone calls.

Despite Intancial and technological hurdles, many entreprenems are taking substantial
'14s to compete v.ith the incumbent local teleplmne companies. These new service providers
lase ssell enuenched ineunthents which benefit how large and sec«re revenue streams
horn Men cote monopolies. leas me compoiti providers only a tiny share of the telephone
maikei 1 aither. despite their dominant monopolies, RBOCs have slalied jobs and reduced
insestment in the local telephone netssork. ss hile increasing investment m new, high risk
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ventures without insuring that residential telephone users ate sufficiently protected from
subsidizing these costs.

The following data demonstrate the cominuing dominance the telcos maintain in the
local exchange market, and argue that public policy makers should take great care' prior to
allowing local phone companies to enter new lines of business or else face the prospect of the
local phone companies creating nem even larger. monopolies.

1. SIZE

Local telephone companies are extraordinaril!, large and powerful entities. For example,
as the following charts illustrate, revenue for the seven RBOCs far exceeds that of the
broadcast, cable, and motion picture industries conthined. Indeed, their revenue even surpasses
the Gross IN,tional Product (GNP) of several industriali/ed nations, including Egypt. Israel, and
Venezuelv.

Unlike the cable industry. the local exchange business is extremely profitable.
generating S6.8 billion in earnings during 1993.1 Local phone company revenue has grown by
almost 45 percent since the divestiture of AT&T in 1984, making RBOCs among the most
profitable corpotations in America. Not surprisingl ). four of the top 50 U.S. companies ;ire
RROCs 2

gn gg n.

ANNUAL, REVENIYS OF THE RHOCS VS. (AMY TV
1984-1991

Now, c kW S. Annual Keil. qt.. P.m] . iS. Cabin IS hmn, fat Dan,b,,,A.
ion, I '1,14. p g gtg.t.c.1

1..111101y', hclow ckti.wiLlindr dein, and I 11.115.e. pm, plc.
Arid 19'71.
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2. RELATIVE FINANCIAL STRENGTH

The local telephone companies. by the nature of their monopoly revenue streams, bring
enormous financial resources to bear on any business in which they wish to compete. For
example. the value of telephone company stock has jumped an average of 192 percent in the
past ten years. Moreover, thc telephone companies ability to raise money in debt and equity
markets is very strong. as shown by the high quality ratings givcn to their debt offerings and
their relatively low cost of capital.

RBDC AVERAGE STOCK PRICES. JANUARY 2. 1984 AND DECEMBER 31. 1993

Dollar* top 55.0
I. .

S0.10 ALIgUNI 2 1 Ng, p 211 14trhoo, Comp., Sliarrhohke r,

BOND RATINGS, 1993 - 1994

RBOCs Ameritech A I+
Bell Atlantic A 1-

BellSouth AAA
NYNEX A
Pacific Telesis 134

Southwestern Bell A+
II S West A+

Cable ICI BBB-
Cornetist BB
Jones Bll

rime Warner 13 1313-

Sour.. Standard and Nor'! Howl Pest. No, ember 29. Ie94 Amemet hi 1,1111.+ II 111

tommer. impr, Soulhwevern Bell hLl tliuigcil as name lo Sill Contniun,Morm

16
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VALUE OF 100 SHARES OF RROC AND AT&T STOCK
REFORE DIVKSTITURE AND AT THE END OF 1993

31 ilec111 31 One

SOM..< U29 rode". August Ii. 1991. p 211 When AT&T oas spht up. insesiom wall shmes of ATM gin 100
shares 1 the slimmed doss n AT&T. plus 10 shares in each 01 the scum regional Bells The .msgm.d 100 share insennuan
!worth $0.1,0 km December 11. 1081Do as MOM $19.030 a.s ol Desenther 31. 19q, The 1110 uninnol shores hose gross n
ii ,7, shores due us nock splits Telephnne Common Shaerhodder Sees O fl

RELATIVE EQUITY COST OF CAPITAL
FOR CAR' I' AND TFLEPHONF COMPANIES

SOLlice (MI of "spool rellerb the e.tse c (h which a 000p.ins ran raise inseoment capital in order iii espand tts
business 5 is .1 les parameler let measuring Nuns atol 01 capital the looser the beta iN rub. Ihe easmnis.spmi.mI is 10 asquite 5
given here are from Valur lane, an independent and widely used source of Insesmcni infolmonon. in "Ratings and Repurts."
/s. Whet 14 14,74 ros du 1 elmos hod "No Meomnatul im0msmre mm rcPmn
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3. CASII FLOW

a.sh is critical 10 businesses without it. they cannot I unction When companies are
healthy and strong. their operating activities will generate cash for capital expenditures.
investments in infrastructure, and financing new businesses.

As the following OA 0 charts demonstrate, the RBOC.' cash f1ow3 is much greater than
the cahle industr.'s. Indeed, cash floss fOr the largest cable company (T(' I) is less than half that
of the IOW(' with the smallest cash flow (Pacific Telesis).

30

25

FMK' CASI1 FIAWV VS. CABLE TV CASH FLOW IN 1993

20

15

10

Os A

25.3

RBOC Cable TV '

IS 1.4,1'y us.i
r 14

11,. I ,:lar t.nls the Feo 1,118. Al& 11. ,1111,01,

'I'. thk, 1..t,h La%lids.5lir,cmcni, I. often sAlsulaied inthre, II% 55 5unlmIng orerminr inInlc
%It 1 thine, Ian, ocilel.111% !Ile lairrSt ol :1 firm S ilon .1.11 epcII.I. and mis alici non, .1,11 rwoosi,

C=.(.1
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CABLE AND TELEPHONE COMPANY
1993 CASH HAMS

0.4
0. 0.

ae7dis

to,

11

S..-ce I ein...;Imunt...II:ntr. hin.th, tat Itt-fot:Znon I-h Telrfhrtnt. Ln.I.Calle-Cittnparucr.
% Gene A,,ounung Ott we. air . 4t14 p 14 Note that du, chat repre,ents thr h 4,1 raah 114o

r4 Tom SS ante, Inc flour, rt only ahatut Is percent ot Tont Warner :mull revenue, are I ri.nt LahIe s.turars

4. MARKET DOMINANCE OF DIVERSIFIED BUSINESSU

Where local telephone companies have been allowed to diversify into businesses that
allow them to leverage their local core monopolies, they have moved !swiftly to capture a
dominant share of the market, I oreclosing the benefits of any significant competition

For example. R BOCs and other local telephone companies now control 65 percent of the
cellular licenses in the top 20 U.S. markets. Eight Years ago. non-telephone company providers
served 50 percent of those markets. In one-third of the top 20 U.S. markets. RBOCs or GTE
control both major cellular franchises.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CELLULAR LICENSE DOMINANCE IN THE
TOP 20 U.S. MARKETS. 1986 AND 1994

50%
PtiOG
or GTE

1986

50%
ran. raiouriorre
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65%
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or GTE
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35%
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Sour, Dm Ark...Imam knrrne. The It rreler, Cimmunt.anon.11..luall.tiummet 1494. pp 59. 50

MARKETS WHERE RBOCs OR GTE CDNTROL
ROTH MAJOR CELLULAR FRANCHISES

Market Market Rank

Chicago 3

Boston 7

Washington, DC I 0

St. Louis 15

Baltimore I 6

Phoenix 17

Source Donaldson. I ram. Jemenc. 1 he 14 ireln G,monant, at... Indultn. Summer 1094 Pr S4. "I
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5. LOCAL COMPETITION

Local telephone companies claim that competition in the local loop for voice services is
pervasive and not only threatens their core business, but jeopardizes their ability to provide
universal service. In reality, the so-called "competitioe to local telcos is so minuscule as to be
virtually irrelevant.

For example, competitors for the network access portion of the local exchange market
(i.e., access to long distance services such as AT&T and MCI) have garnered less than I percent
of that market. At the same time, RBOCs have installed thirty times as much fiber optic cable
as their competitors who provide access services. For the residential user. there is still no
pyactical alternative to the local telephone company for local telephone service.

NETWORK ACCESS REVENUE. 1993

LECs

$25.7 billion
(99.2%)

CAPs

$209 million

(0.8%)

S,.r,.c 14,nonlica and Teehnology. the anal Hatfield etssoLlates. The Endursng Baulenerk Fr5marf 1944 p 2
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"The Local Network is Almost the Onl3 Telephone Market Today

that Continues to be Dominated by a Single Provider"
Reed Hundt, Chairman, FCC, Feb. 12, 1994

Long Distance
Networks

Cellular
Network
Switch

Local Telephone
Network

Souite As tiled in Mc lettinion% 0! 120ben Allen. CILiirman. SA. hclore Me Senate committee In

Commerce. Science & Tranytirt.mon. M.0. (2. Pr r



The alleged economic benefits of elinnnating restrictions on which businesses local
telephone companies may enter are illusory. The record shows that in recent years there have
been no net jobs created by RBOC diversification. In fact, local telephone companies has e cut
employment by 18.5 percent since 1984, a period in which the RBOCs amassed nearly S66
billion in profits.

RBOC EMPLOYMENT
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RBOC JOB SLASHING ACCELERATES

Company Jobs cut

1992 Bell South 8.000

1993 NYNEX 22.000
Bell South 2,200
US West 9,000
Southwestern Bell 1.500
Ameritech 1.500

1994 Pacific Telesis 10.000
NYNEX 16.800
Ameritech 6.000
Bell Atlantic 5.600
US West 1.000

Source Kathryn 'Bell Adantic Joining a Cutting rend." SM. Fork Ton, August lb. 1994. at 01. 1/4 'US
West Cutting Jobs in ()rerun: Asownved Pees, August 24. 1994. availsthle on Broths,. Company 14mvs filc

Although the cable television industry is significantly smaller than the RBOCs, its
commitment to capital expenditures is on par with that of the RBOCs. as the following chart
demonstrates:

1991 CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENTAGE OF CASH FLOW

71,
66,

a HOC

,ourut 1 el, ononuno anont I. mow oil lnjOrmanon on IS Telephone ond Cable l'onspanse,. U S General Accounting ()limn. July 1994.p 14 'MA mute 0Ir the largnst publicly held c Ai, V, companies only
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B. DBS OFFERS SIGNIFICANT COMPETITI
TO THE CABLE TV INDUSTRY

In addition to the phone companies, which are entering the cable business through the
courts and the video dialtone proceedings at the FCC, cable companies now face competition
from DBS Direct Broadcast Satellite. DOS companies offer multichahnel video service
directly to consumers via a small satellite receiving dish about 18 inches wide. DOS services
that deliver up to 150 channels of traditional cable programming and pay-per-view movies are
now available to every home in the continental U.S. Consumers can easily purchase DBS
satellite dishes through retail outlets across the nation, including Circuit City. Sears.
Montgomery Ward's, and companies participating through the National Rural
Telecommunications Cooperative (NRTC).

I. DIN services are erowine rapidly

DBS clearly represents a significant ncw form of competition to the cable television
industry. In June 1994, two DBS service providers unaffiliated with the cable industry4 began
selling video programming in 23 states. DireeTV, a unit of GM/Hughes Electronics. ha.s two
DOS satellites in orbit and offers home-viewers program packages containing 40 cable
networks. 40 to 50 pay-per-view movies. 20 channels of a-la-carte programming, and 30
channels of digital audio recordings. Subscription prices range from $5.95 to 521.95 per month:
pay-per-view movies cost $2.99. USSB (United States Satellite Broadcasting. a division of
Hubbard Broadcasting), offers home viewers program packages of 30 cable channels, including
basic services and multiple versions of HBO, Showtime. The Movie Channel. and Cinemax.
Subscription prices range front $7.95 to S34.95 per month. In addition, DBS offers exclusive
events such as NBA games which are not available on cable.

Analysts predict that DOS will be one of the fastest introductions ev.tr of a new
consumer electronics product. Within months of its launch, DireeTV and USSB attracted more
titan 100,000 customers. At the end of 1994. USSB and DireeTV reported adding some 2.000
new subscribers a day.5 It is estimated that non-cable-affiliated DBS companies will have
approximately 2.2 million subscribes by the end of this year, and 5.1 million by the year 2000
an increase of more than 130 percent in just five years.6 If DOS attracts 3 million or more
subscribers by the end of 1996 as expected, it will be among the top five multichannel video
distributors in the U.S. and will be larger than most cable companies.

4A consoMum of cable companies owns Primestar, a directlo-home satellite service that has approximately
6(X).()00 customers nationwide Pnmestar current1 :. does not use the small high-povered dishes used by DirecTV
and USSB, but rather a medium-sized dish
5Thr Atlanta Journal and Constitution. November 6. 1994
^Paul Kagan Associates. Cable TV hit-emu. May 18. 1994
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2. DIttisampanies are large and aguressiveh markoiligilisjr_serakes.

DOS companies are run by sselTlunded major I '.5 corporations and can be expected to
remain viable in the long term. Fot example. DirecTV's parent company. GM/Hughes
Electronics. has annual revenues of approximately $14 billion and lias already commuted $700
million to DirecTV oxer the past decade; It is rolling out DireeTV ss oh a $50 tnillion advertising
campaign 7 In total. DOS set-) ice pro) iders tune budgeted SI 10 million tor advertising in
1995,s

DOS k Mtragttng_a %vide rams of custookciN
inelusOnVhose in areas served by cable

The DOS advent ong campaigns are producing results. !fall of 1M3S subscribers ate
from urban areas alteady passed by cable, according to DirecTV's i iiitial findlngs of their new
subscribers." Moreover. USSO's initial research shows that in any given market, the profile tel
L`SSO subscribers matches the general demographic makeup of that market). A, such, DOS
subscribers do not appear to be drit%n from any particular demographic group and represent a
kiss of actual and potential cable customers'acioss the nation.

4. The cotd_of Dlitilialgiliteilisho is expected tutlecline quickly

Although dishes currently cost approxImatel) $700. RCAIFItomson currentl) the sole
manufacture( - will soon face competition. The result of this compoition will be rapidly
declining dish prices For example. Sony IN licensed to begin productir-i when RCA has sold
one nullion units. which is expected to occur as earl) as May 1995. Just last week. DneeTV
announced that it would license additional manufacturers il indent. Toshiba ,ind Hughes
Nets% ork Systems), ss ho ss ill start to sell their s)stems in early 199h

Dish prices are expected to drop significantly becauseis recent histor) slums, thc:
prices of con MCI' electronics decline dramataall) shortly utter taint introduction. lot
example. the average real prices ot cer.dar telephones declined 55 pelsent ni mil:. two )ears
Similarly, the average real price of sideocassette recorders declined percent in only two
)ears. With declining equipment costs, the rate ot DOS subscriptions nahonwide sk ill

accelerate, incteasing the level of competition to the cable industry. At last ). eek's Satelltte
lit oadcasting and Communications Association's meeting in Las Vegas, press reports indixated
that prices for individual di,hes would Mop to appnromately SI914 in 19% 11

he iVa,luntlon DC(11111,4:I 25 i

511-dia. Entii.tm, 16. 1996
l lull, Varier,. I icecnitwr 70. 1,0)4
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5. !PIS has mandAtocyJegaLisi cmin cable prommmin
while no similar riteits are avaihg* to cohle providers

1)13S mos incrs deliver virtually every program network offered on cable, including
mos les. sports. and dozens of channels of pay-per-view movies. They are assured access to
cable programnang through the Cable Act of 1992. DOS providers are also developing

ew lusts e prop:miming. I-or exainple, DirecTV has cair.racted with the National Basketball

Associ mon to oner 400 NBA games this season and approximately 700 games next season.

The cable industry has no similar program exclusivity rights, nor does it have mandated access

progiamming dm eloped by DOS companies (Pr telephone companies.

h. The multichannel video market v.ill_grow inereasio2ly competitive

Additional DliS competitors are expected to oiler their services in the near future.
1.choStai expects to huffish the fist 01 two satellites and begin a competing DOS service in
Noceniter 1995 In .iddition to Ingh powered DOS competition such a.s DirecTV, cable also
tat es such t (impel mon hum mei lour million low-power ('-hand dishes tunionwide.12
wireless cable providers I 51511)51 cunently serve about 600,000 subscribers across the country.

-iitis,ribership is expected to inclease 158 percent in the next two years to 1.5 million, and to
14 out ii ii M. the ear 2000 11 All of these satellite and microwave competitors. combined

%.itli the entry 01 the telephime companies into the video business, indicate a vibrant.
, onipetioce ides ision marketplace

RA'1T RE(;ULATION HAS IIM) SENTRA!, NEA;ATEVE,
uNINTENDED coNsEQuENcEs FoR THE CABLE INDUSTRY

Despite sonic assertions that the FCC's rate regulations have not harined the cable
indu.trs, there are data %%loch show that federal rules base had a significant linpact on cable

ompames 1.0r example

Cable tele ision industry revenues were flat in 19O4 the first time ever that the industry's

resCillies itac not grown from one !.ear to the nest. According to estimates hy Paul Kagan
Associales. total annual recenue loi the indusir) will be 523 012 billion in 1994 versus
521 1121 billion in 1991

Skiny ,,thlt' cornixuticx suffered substantial earnings losxt, iii Ihe tlUrd quarter of 1994 Vor

example. 1 (Ts cash l)ow \Las 5417 million during the Litho-lei, a neail) six percent decline
-

A,, mtimi
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from the same quarter a year earlier. Sirni lafly, Time Warner's cash flow decreased nine
percent. Indeed, for the first nine months of 1994, Time Warner Cable's cash flow
decreased six percent from the same period a year earlier. Another major cable company,
Cablevision Systems, also saw declines in the third quarter of 1994.

The FCC's first rate cuts were in September 1993; deeper cuts did not go into effect until
mid-1994. Therefore, the initial impact of the FCC's regulations on the industry's finances
will not show up until the full year 1994 financial data arc reported. The full annual impact
of both cuts will not be clear until the 1995 data are reported.

While it has been suggested that FCC-mandated rate reductions have stimulated the growth
in the number of cable television customers, in fact, the rate of growth has actually declined.
According to data published by the independent media research firm of A.C. Nielsen, the
rate of growth in the number of customers between February 1994 and February 1995 wa.s
2.85 percent as compared to 3.14 percent a year earlier.

The cable television industry's ability to obtain financing to fund necessary investments in
plant. equipment and programming has also suffered as a result of the FCC's regulation.
According to a recent, independent analysts by The Economies Resource Group, Inc." risks
to investors in cable companies have increased due to regulatory uncertainties created by the
FCC and constraints on operating flexibility created by reregulation. among other factors.
These risks have slowed the flows of capital to domestic cable companies which has, in turn,
tielayed capital expenditure programs and discouraged investments in programming.

According to the sante Economics Resource Group analysis, these negative investment
effects are likely to be most severe among small and medium sized firms in rural markets
because such systems have disproportionately hiuh regulatory burdens and low permissible
rates. (There are nearly 1,700 small and rural cable companies that serve about 30 million
customers in the U.S.)

The FCC's rate regulations have slowed the growth in cable television programming. In
particular, the substantial uncertainty created by the FCC's "going forward" rules had a
diatnatic impact during the first half of 1994 virtually halting any increase in the number
of households reached by basic cable networks.

Although the FCC's recently-released "going forward" rules may have helped some cable
networks, the rules "are largely a non-event"15 for new networks and reportedly "may
actually have been harmful" because they "relegate many of the start-ups into a-la-carte
packages or new product tiers." Indeed. Americana Television Network, which began
operation in 1994 but went dark, has been referred to as a "casualty of the FCC's going

14Wilham M. Emmons, Adam B. Jalle and Jonathan Taylor, The Investment ConAequences of the
lie regulation of Cable Televiston, The Economics Resource Group. December 20, 1994.
'Vaal Kagan Assouates. Cable TV Prograinnung, January 19, 1995, p 1
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forward rules." 16 At least a dozen other start-up services have postponed their launch dates.
including The Health Channel, Talk TV Network, The Military Channel, Parenting Satellite
Television, The Te2hnology Channel, and the Arts & Antiques Network.

Cable operators have seen the value of their stock diminish greatly since September 1993,
the time of the FCC's first rate cuts. As tracked by Paul Kagan Associates, the value of
cable operator stocks dropped six percent between September 1993 and February
1995, as compared to the S&P 500 index and the NASDAQ composite, which rose six
and seven percent respectively during the same period.

A perverse result of cable reregulation is that American cable companies are now
investing their money overseas instead of at home - a phenomenon that runs counter to the
Administration's stated goal of accelerating deployment of a National Information
Infrastructure. As one trade publication observed, "No major American MSO completed an
initial public offering during 1994, although several U.K. operators did market public equity
successfully."17 Christopher Dixon. an industry analyst at PaineWebber. concluded, "You
won't sec any capital move into the U.S. cable industry until the regulatory environment clears.
Ironically, the opportunities outside the U.S. where regulation is much more benign is where
investors are starting to look."18

IV. THE EFFECTIVE COMPETITION TEST
FOR CABLE TELEVISION SHOULD BE CHANGED

Cable television companies are the most likely competitors to local phone
monopolies. They have the technology and expertise necessary to compete with the telcos but
face challenges from DBS as well as regulatory, legal. and financial obstacles which place them
at a competitive disadvantage. Most notably, many cable companies are finding it difficult to
obtain the billions of dollars needed over the next five years to upgrade their headends. finish
installing fiber, and expand their use of digital compressioh technology.

While investors have enthusiastically supported cable's expansion in the past. they are
now reluctant to assist the industry's efforts to build competitive telecommunications systems.
Investors lack the confidence they need to provide loans to the cable industry since the FCC's
costly, complex, and constantly changing regulations on the prijing, packaging, and marketing
of cable services remain in full effect until cable companies lose a crippling 15 percent of their
market share. By contrast, the larger, richer phone companies enjoy much easier access to
capital than their would-be competitors, the cable industry.

IbBroadriming and Cable, Nosember 21. 1994, p. 24.
171'ub'u Financing Lao A., Bank, Re.Enter The I. old. CableTV 1.mance. December 30, 1994

Daniels..S/0 ',dhoti cable bill m waif of FCC tallback,,"rhy wood Runner, May .5. 1994
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The current statutor) definition of effective competition should be modified to reflect

changes in the competitive landscape over the last three years. As outlined above, Df3S

services are already competing directly with cable TV companies. Moreover, when Congress

reregulated cable rates in 1992. it also preserved the 1984 law barring phone companies from

competing with cable in video services. But now the courts have lifted the cross-ownership ban

for the RBOCs, Cali, and all other members of USTA (except Southwestern Bell and SNET).

Phone companies have also received approval to deliver video services directly to consumers

through video dialtone facilities, and many more VDT proposals are pending. Indeed.

Congress seems poised to allow telephone companies to enter the cable business in the very

near future. Legislation that recognizes marketplace changes and refines cahle rate regulation

will permit cable companies to compete with the phone companies for access to capital and to

compete IA ith them in the provision ofadvanced telecommunications services.

A. .1 HE DEFINITION 01:EFFECTIVE coMPETmois TODAY

Cable teles ision companies todas are regulated by federal law. The Cable Act or 1992

specirres that cable rates are subject to FCC regulation unless the cable company faces

"effecuse competition" which requires satistymg two tests: ( At least 50 percent of the

homes in the Iranchise area must have access to a second multichannel video provider; and (2)

At least 15 percent of the Ironies in the franchise area must pnrchse multichannel video service

1min an alternative providet

1 he FCC has determined that today. only 40 to 50 communities nationwide meet this

standard of effective competition, Cable companies that serve the remaining 30,000 U.S.

color numues aie subwet to lengthy and complex regulations at both the feder,d and local level.

B. MARKET CONDITIONS HAVE ('HAN6H)

The eltecti se CI rinpeiition standard I'm cable television was developed at a time when

the 1984 Cable Act's teko-cable cross ownership restrictions were in full effect. Since then,

telephone companies have been moving aggressively to enter video markets through regulatory

applications. court proeeedings, and legislative action. Ftirthermore, cable faced no

competition Irom OBS when the Cable Acts oh 1984 and 1992 were signed into law. As noted

previously in this testimony several DRS services are now available to consumers.

The RBOCs and other local telephone companies have developed plaris to deliver

multichannel %Rico services to consumers via wire-based "video Mahone" (VDT) facilities.

The FCC has begun to apptove VDT applications: as of January 1995, local phone companies

were authunted to deliser VDT serviees to over I 5 nrilhion homes. Video Mahone poses an

enormous compentise threat to cable companies. particularly in view a the telephone
industr) 's reads access to capital. tremendous market power, and ubiquitous access to telephone

onsumers

30
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Moreover. Congress is contemplating legislation that will allow the local telephone
companies to program and deliver video services themselves - in essence, to act as cable
operators. At the same time. Federal courts have struck down the Cable Act's telco-cable cross
ownership ban for six of the seven Bell operating companies and GTE. These legislative and
legal measures will ultimately unleash extraordinarily powerful competitors to the cable
television industry.

C. PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT DEF iNITION
OF EFFECTIVE COMPETITION

The current definition of effective competition to cable is flawed in at least two
important ways:

It restricts the ability of the cable industry to respond to competitive pressures until
individual cable companies lose 15 percent of their market share.

It improperly emphasizes the loss of market share over the price.constraining
presence of actual and potential competitors such as DOS and the telephone
companies.

Moreover, cable systems today are hobbled by a host of local and federal regulatory
burdens that prevent them from responding to competitise challenges. These regulatory
burdens take a number of forms, including the following:

1. Exess
In an environment where no effecuve competition exists, rate regulation may confer

benefits on consumers that outweigh the costs, delays. and inefficiency imposed by regulation.
But if effeetis e competition does exist, rate regulation serves no other purpose than to impose
costs and constiamts on cable to the benefit of cable's competitors.

Regulatory lags make service offerings inflexible. The current definition of efkctise
co, Anion would retain cable regulation long past the point where it is even necessary, thus
pro enting cable from responding to consumer demand and marketplace changes. Aside from
the huge expense of complying with regulations, cable systems must cope with local and
federal government review of nearly each action the cable system takes.

Under current regulations, a cable system's decisions regarding pricing or channel
terings are often subject to regulatory review and approval whether those decisions involve

increasing prices decreasing prices, or adding, deleting, or repackaging channels. Each of the
nation's 13,000 cable systems face not only second-guessing by regulators. but regulatory
dela s of 30 to 120 days or longer

0
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Regulatory lags and micro-management impede every cable system's ability to quickly
respond or to respond at all to the actions of their competitors. Competitors will be free to
change packages and prices, while cable operators' packages and rates are fixed by statute and
regulation.

Regulations limit the investments needed for competition. As discussed in section III
above, many cable companies have suffered substantial setbacks in cash flow as a consequence
of rate regulation. The FCC's implementation of the Cable Act of 1992 has increased risks to
investors in cable companies, delayed capital expenditures, and discouraged investments in
programming.19

2. Inappropriate emphasis on loss of market share

The Cable Act's effective competition standard demands that cable's competitors
capture, community-by-community. 15 percent of thc multichannel video market before federal
regulators legally can deem an alternative provider a true "competitor" to cable television. In
reality, however, cable companies will respond to competitive pressures brought by any
credible alternative provider actual or potential whose ability to compete with them
constrains their ability to raise cable prices. Indeed, a long and well-established body of
antitrust and economic literature maintains that prices are constrained by the ability of new
firms to enter the market. In the case of cable television, of course, DBS providers are art ady
offering competing services.

In addition, the market-by-market measure of effective competition leads to a paradox:
cable's competitors will gain the most market share where cable service is least satisfactory or
most expensive: leaving cable operator; with the hest service and lowest prices regulated longer
than those with higher prices and mediocre service.

3. The need to redefine effective competition

The definition of effective competition for cable television is flawed and places the
cable industry at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis the telephone companies. These flaws
have grown particularly evident with the emergence of strong competition to cable television.
such as DBS. The definition of effective competition for cable television should be revised so
that cable companies can respond to these competitive pressures. The new definition should
rely not on an arbitrary measure of market share. but rather on the ability of credible
competitors to enter the television market and compete with cable operators. In the case of
telephone companies, the authorization of their entry into video is sufficient to warrant
deregulation of the cable industry's upper service tiers.

lqWilham Nunims, Adam B Jit Ic mmmd Jonath,m Taylom. The Investment (;tnmetillelICem III the Kerexulotion of
C'obIe 111( Reource Gr0up. t )ecember 20. 1994
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VI. CONCLUSION

The cable industry endorses the passage early this year of telecommunications reform
legislation. The time has comc for Congress to take back telecommunications policy from the
courts and update the Communications Act of 1934. The problem for both Congress and the
cable industry is that there is a fundamental imbalance in the video market: competition has
arrived for cable in the form of DBS, MMDS, and telephone company entry into cable before
the telephone companies have had to open up their local exchanges. At the same time that the
federal courts are allowing RBOCs into television and the FCC is allowing telcos to provide
video dialtone. state and local barriers arid an intrusive regulatory regime prevent the cable
industry from competing in the provision of local telephone service. Congress needs to rectify
this regulatory imbalance and establish new groundrules for fair competition.

4
89-309 0 95 2
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS ON NCTA'S TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY POSITIONS

A. ELIMINATE STATE AND LOCAL BARRIERS TO COMPETITION

NCTA believes that Congress should (1) eliminate state, county, and city barriers
to competition in the market for local phone service, and (2) prohibit the imposition of

new state and locai barriers to competition. The reason is simple: Over 99 percent of all
telephone calls are routed through the local telephone "loop" the phone wires that connect

telephone users to the phone company's central office. This monopoly on phone sels ice is
typically protected by a myriad of state and local regulations that bar competition in themarket

for local phone service. Today only 10 states have taken measures to open up local phone

service to competition. In the remaining 40 stales, state and local barriers to competition
remain unchanged, thereby impeding the development of competition (see Appendix B for a

state-bystate summary).

Competition in the local loop will not emerge this centun if at all if potential
competitors are forced to fight regulatory barriers in each of forty states. Congress' renuwal of
entry harriers is a key ingredient in the formula for introducing choice to consumers of
telecommunications sen ices. Es en in those states where barriers to competition have been
lifted, local telephone companies continue to pursue legal challenges that further delay the
introduction of competition. If the information superhighway is to become truly seamless and
serve all Americans potential competitors must be able to enter the marketplace on a national

basi s.

B. ENSURE COMPETITION BY ESTABLISHING CONDITIONS FOR
TELC) ENTRY INTO NEW LINES OF BUSINESS SUCH AS VIDEO

Local exchange companies developed over the past 100 years as monopoly providers of

telephone service and still handle 99 percent of all local telephone calls. The Regional Bell
Operating Companies alone enjoy annual revenues of $85 billion as compared with 523 billion
for the cable industry, $27 billion for broadcasting. and $45 billion for newspaper publishing.
Local exchange companies have the power to limit competition, even in markets where they are
no 'onger legal monopolies, by restricting access to their networks and their consumers.

A key question before Congress is hoss hest to introduce competition into local
exchange market, dominated by telephone company monopolies. The answer is that Congress
should condition the telephone companies' entry into new lines of business on their willingness
to open up the local loop to competition. Before allm)ing local telephone monopolies into

34
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new lines of business, Congress must establish conditioos that mill guarantee the abilit) of
new entrants to compete with them in the provision of local telephone service. These
conditions include the unbundling of the telephone companies' netuorks and services;

interconnection; access to poles and conduits; number portability; dialing parity; and fair
compensation far call termination.

Ensuring viable competition is the best safeguard against predatory behavior and unfair

pricing by local telephone companies. As such, the Federal Communications Commission
should make an affirmative ruling that the following conditions have been met before allowing
telephone companies into video:

Interconnection: Since new competitors will not be able to duplicate the existing
telephone network's reach. competitors should be allossed to interconnect their facilities
with the telephone compan5's. thus guaranteeing customers access to both networks.

Cgmpsnsation: Charges tor terminating a call on the incumbent telephone company's
network should he fan and not place new service providers at a competitive disadvantage.

L'nbundlin: In order to foster competition, regulators must require telephone companies
to "unbundle" their services. i.c , separate the various features of their networks (such as
switching, billing, and access to individual homes) and offer them to all corners under equal
prices, terms, and conditions.

Lo lineation: In order to interconnect with telephone networks, coinpetitors need to be able
to locate their lines and equipment in the telephone companies' central offices.

AcciLss to poles and mdults: Ihstoricall, telephone companies has e discriminated
against cable companies by denying them access to poles and conduits. It Is crucial that

cable companies be allowed to use the telephone companies' facilities to provide
telecommunications services for a fair lee.

Number Portability: Consumers should be allowed to keep their telephone numbers and

carry them trinn one network to another when changing telecommunications providers.

Dialinn_Parity: Consumers chould be able to dial the same number of digits to reach a

telephone number no matter whose nemork the use (some telephone companies are

suggesting that people using a competitor's network should have to dial a longer number to

relch one of their customers).

Resale; There should be no restrictions on the resale oi sharinr of telecommunications
Nen. ices, including local telephone service

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 3s
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C. AVOID INCREASE!) REGULATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES AT THE CITY LEVEL

Some cities argue that they should be given expanded authority to regulate non-video
communications services offered by cable companies such as telephone service, wireless
communications, and multi-media applications. They have also suggested that Congress should
expand their existing authority under the Cable Act to assess a five percent franchise fee on
cable television revenues to cover these ncw services. Congress has historically rejected these
appeals as an unwarranted intrusion by local government on interstate commerce and the
imposition of an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy on the national information infrastructure.

Cities should not be allowed to regulate or tax new competitive telecommunications
services offered by cable companies. Regulation of tele-communications services is
already handled by state Plies and the FCC. It would be a mistake to expand the cities'
existing regulatory authority over cable franchises to include telephone, PCS, or any other
telecommunications service.

(I) Cities already have adequate control over local cable franchisees

Cities already collect franchise fees from cable operators for video services and control
access to public rights of way. The Cable Act allows cities to tax up to five percent of all cable
company video services revenues. In 1994 this amount exceeded SI billion.

Moreover, cities have existing authority to regulate "street cuts," whereby telephone
companies, utilities, and cable companies dig up public rights-of-way only with the permission
of local authorities. Telecommunications reform legislation need not take away any existing
municipal jurisdiction over cable franchises or street cuts. Rather, it should merely prevent
cities from unwarranted expansion of their regulatory authority over new telecommunications
services.

(2) Cities have a long history of abusing rate setting powers

City councils are political bodies, not quasi-judicial agencies. They lack the personnel,
economic resources, or knowledge required to administer national telecommunications
networks. Before the 1984 Cable Act, cities abused their rate-making authority to extract
concessions from cable franchisees that had nothing to do with the provision of cable service,
e.g.. funding for parks and public works.

Recently, local franchising authorities have attempted to expand their authority over the
provision of cable service to include telecommunications services offered by cable operators.
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In some eases, franchising authorities have conditioned the renewal of cable franchises on
agreements by cable operators to construct new telecommunications networks in addition to
upgrading their existing video facilities.

(3) Cities would raise the cost of new services
jeth' eting.them to franchise fees

Franchising authorities have already sought to collect franchise fees - statutorily
authorized in connection with the offering of cable service - on the basis of revenues that cable
operators earn from providing telecommunications services. Absent a clear statutory
prohibition on such efforts, these instances are likely to increase as more cable operators
upgrade their cable facilities and offer telecommunications services other than video.

(4) Cities would slow the development
of a national information infrastructure

Local regulation of telecommunications services offered by cable operators would
undermine the public interest by subjecting cable operators to multiple and inconsistent
regulations. Under the cities' proposal, cable's telecommunications services would be regulated
by three levels of bureaucracy federal, state, and local.

Local governments have not historically regulated intrastate telecommunications
services The "Balkanization" of regulatory authority over intrastate telecommunications
services that would result from local regulation of such services would frustrate the rapid
growth and development of a robust telecommunications infrastructure.

The cable industry does not seek to restrict a franchising authority's legitimate exercise
of its authority over the franchising or provision of cable service as established in Title VI,
including the collection of franchise fees based on cable revenues. However, we believe that
the state public utility commissions, which are generally responsible for the regulation of
intrastate telecommunications, are better equipped than cities to exercise authority over a cable
operator's intrastate telecommunications.facilities and services.

D. ALLOW FLEXIBILITY FOR MERGERS AND JOINT VENTURES

Pro-competitive telecommunications legislation is appropriately based upon an
economic model in which several providers compete to deliver telecommunications services to
consumers. Under present law, local telephone companies are permitted to engage in mergers
and joint ventures with cable companies outside their own telephone service territories.

In many markets, two wires will be available to consumers, who will be able to choose
between competing providers However, it is unrealistic to expect that all markets in the U.S.

1

$
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M. ill be able to sustain competing broadband t'acilines. particularly in light of develop*
Lompetitton from wireless and 1)135 seri. ices Consequently, polic) makers must detertnine
how to encourage the development of ads anced telecopmlunications facilities in areas whose
economies cannot suppoit mitre than one o ire Allowances for met gers and joint %elutes ate

essential in ordei to promote the as ztilahtlit of at.1 % anced telecommunkations sers ices to all

inertcans.

Telecommunications law should permit joint ventures between cable and telephone
companias, and allow mergers in low-density and rural markets that are unlikely to
support two-wire competition, for three reasons:

An ouright ban on mergers and joint ventures will diminish the w idespread
availability of advaoced communications services. Rural areas and smaller markets might not
support the indep.:tnlon construction of advanced int ormation infrastructures by cable or
telephone companies.

i2> In such areas where side-by-side communications networks could not he expected
to exist. cable and telephone companies may still be able to introduce ads anced

communications services b) poolIng their resources in a regulated environment.

(31 Antitrust laws allow joint ventures or mergers to occur when they do not create
monopolies or lessen competition, and recognize that such transactions produce constnner
benefits that llould not otherwise materialtze.

K. TREAT RURAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES EOUA LIS

Teleconmninlcations legislation offered in the llouse and Senate during the 103rd
Congress presented severe inequities lOr rural cable operators S. 1822 and H.R. 3626 included
exemptions that would have allowed rural telephone companies to offer cable service without
opening up their networks for interconnectIon ith competitors meaning. as a practical
matter, that rural telcos would be shielded front competition. The Senate bill, S. 182_ cioated
further competitive disparities between rural cable and telephone companies. Specifically. S.
1822 authorized slate-imposed barriers that would have protected rural tcleos front local
competition while permitting them to enter the cable business.

Nes1 telecommunications reform legislation should not disadvantage rural cable
companies, but should treat all rural businesses equalb, Interconnection and equal access
obligations should apply uniformly to all telcos, including rural telcos, seeking to provide
cable service. Rural telcos, like other telephone companies, should be in compliance with
these obligations before they begin providing cable service. If rural cable operators
effectively are barred from entering the telephone business. then rural telcos should
likewise be precluded from entering the cable business.

33
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Pursuing the approach taken in last year's legislation would raise the following
problems.

) Exemptions tor rural telcos from interconnection and equal access obligations
create insurmountable obstacles to the des elopment of competition. To ensure competitive
parity. rural teleos must (pen up their networks to competition before they enter the cable
business.

(2) State-imposed entry barriers hobble and unfairly penalize rural cable operators
in their efforts to compete, while protecting the rural telcos' local telephone monopoly.

(3) If rural telcos are concerned that interconnection and other requirements would
be too costl) and burdensome, then those telcos clearly are nut equipped to enter the video
market. Likewise. if those telcos are capable of entering the video market, then they would
certainly be able to meet the requirements of interconnection and other pro-competitive
conditions.

tl) The net effect of proposals to exempt rural teicos from interconnection and
equal access obligations, to authorire state-imposed barriers to local competition, and to allow
rural telcos into the cable business in rural areas create significant competitive disparities for
rural cable operators. Such proposals deny rural cable operatois access to capital needed to
improve their networks and remove any incentives other companies may have to develop
alliances, leas mg rural cable operators with few, if any strategics to compete and survive.

(5) Notwithstanding the impact such barriers and exemptions have on rural cable
operators. rural telcos have argued that state-imposed barriers to competitive entry are
necessary because of the threat such entry poses to universal service. Rather than preserving
universal service, such barriers serve primarily to shelter the rural telcos from local
competition

F. GUARANTEE UNIVERSAL SERVICE

Basic telephone servic: is an essential service, and subsidies may be ne,:essary to ensure
that it remains affordable to loss income and rural customers. Regulators established a
"unisersal service fund" in the aftermath of AT&T's divestiture in order to make sure that the
support of affordable phone service was equitably distributed among all long distance
companies. A similar model has been proposed for a competitive local telephone marketplace

Its a competitive marketplace, cable companias and others who become providers
of telecommunications services have a corresponding responsibility to contribute to the
maintenance of universal service. The cable industry understands and accepts this
respansibili.ty: it recognizes the vital importance of ensuring universal basic telephone
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service and is prepared, as cable companies begin to offer telephone services, to pay a
proportionate share of any subsidies required to meet this goal. It is important, however,

that all providers that are willing to deliver universal service should have access to the

subsidy fund to which they contribute.

Local competition will promote universal service policies by driving down prices and

affording consumers greater choice among providers. The universal service provisos of new

telecommunications legislation should:

(.1) Require that competitors in the local telecommunications market, to the extent
necessary, pay a fair share of the cost of universal service;

(2) Make univer.al service subsidy funds available to any provider that is willing to

deliver universal service;

(3) Define universal service as basic touch toneservice. and permit later redefinition
if it is made necessary by the market-based adoption of additional services.

(4) Require that the amount necessary to support universal service be carefully
calculated to avoid imposing unnecessary burdens on consumers and jeopardizing the growth

of competition.

G. ENSURE FAIR POLE ATTACHMENT RATES

The Pole Attachment Act of 1978 recognizes that cable attachments occupy the excess
space on a pole and establishes an appropriate formula for pricing pole attachment rights.
Under present law. utilities are permitted to charge cable operators a share of all the direct and

indirect costs that the utilities incur to install and maintain the entire pole.

The share of those common costs cable operators pay is based, quite logically, on the

percentage of usable pole space occupied by them typically about one foot of pole space.
There are usually 13.5 feet of usable space on a pole and only one foot of that is used by cable
operators. FCC regulations require a cable operatta to pay seven and a half percent of the
utility's total costs for each pole used. Therefore, cable operators pay a proportional share of
the costs of the non-usable space on a pole as well as the usable space.

In 1993 the Federal Appeals Court affirmed an FCC decision to apply the standards of

the Pole Attachment Act to attachments used by cable operators for both video and other
telecommunications services. However, the electric utilities are advancing a proposal to require
that cable operators delivering telecommunications services be required to pay not only a
proportionate share of the usable space, but also an equal share of the cost of the non-usable

space on thc pole.
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he electric utilitiesequal share' proposal defies established law and marketplace

logic. It would harm efforts to deliver advanced telecommunications sers ices, disadvantage

rural areas, and deter cable operators from constructing advanced tckcommunications services

tor the following reasons:

An "equal share" formula is comparable to permitting the owner of an office

building to charge his sole tenant one-half of the costs of maintaining a building elevator and

lobby - esen thought the owner occupies twelve floors of the building the tenant only one

floor

121 An "equal share" formula would triple the pole attachment expenses of a cable

compam offering telecommuMcations services. These extraordinary costs could undermine the

esonomic feasibility of competitive telecommunications services and deter new service

pios iders trom constructmg advanced telecommunications networks.

t31 Tlw effect ot these sharply increased costs would he particularly acute in rural

areas, where it lakes more poles to reach the same number of customers. These are precisely

the ;ireas m a loch tile incentives for infrastructure competition arc already the most

piohlematic

(4 ) The electric utilities themselves are considering entering the telecommunications

business Its i liposing these extraordinary costs on tekcommunications providers, the utilities

in,0 in tact be impeding their potential competitors.

Cable operators should not be required to pay more than a proportional share of

the usable and !um-usable space for all pole attachments. As such, no change in current

ltpA is necessary. If telecommunications legislation addresses pole attachments, cable

operators should not he required to pay more than a p oportional share of the usable and

ru,!Ittv,ii.blv space for all pole attachments.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Roy Neel, president
and CEO, United States Telephone Association.

STATEMENT OF ROY NEEL, PRESIDENT AND CEO, UNITED
STATES TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Mr. NEEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Hollings.
Thank you, both of you, for your leadership on this issue and for
continuing this debate this year.

Decker is exactly right. This is about local competition. And it is
important as you go through this debate, as you consider whether
or not to repeal cable's rate regulation under the 1992 Cable Act,
that you understand that it is not an isolated move here; that it
does relate to local competition.

In doing so, you provide additional investment incentives, but
you also go further in tilting the playing field. Competition is the
right way to go. We embrace it. We are ready to go. But it is impor-
tant to consider several factors.

First of all, as Decker pointed out, we do not need legislation for
the telephone companies to get into video and cable now. The
courts have spoken in this area, and we are hopeful that you will
simply affirm those decisions.

Second, there is a myth here at work. And that is that the size
of the local telephone industry is such that cable companies need
something of a head start to get into this; that we nave sort of
mom and pop entrants here, ready to come do battle with the so-
called 800-pound gorillas. But I do not think that is really the case.

Let me just quote very briefly from a Cox Cable annual report,
in which Jim Robbins, the CEO of the company, says:

The telephone industry is a $100 billion industry and cable is a
$20 billion industry. For us to get into their businessfor cable to
get into telephonewe need only spend X in capital investments.
For them to get into our business, they need to spend at least 2,
3, maybe 4 times X. For that 2 to 4 times X, they get to chase a
$20 billion pie. For our single Xmeaning the cable companies
we get to chase a $100 billion pie. That paradiri drives my entire
thinking. Can we run circles around these guys. Yes.

So much for the idea that cable needs a head start.
From Time Warner's annual report: Time Warner Cable posted

record earnings of $1.035 billion in 1993, up from $977 million in
1992, due primarily to internal growth in subscribers and so on.

So, so much for the idea that we have a weak, vulnerable, new
entrant. Cable is especially able to compete in this market.

The third myth here is that cable price regulation is strangling
the industry. We do not oppose this committee, this Congress re-
moving cable rate regulation here. But it is important to realize
that there are clear signs that cable, especially the large cable op-
erators, have had plenty of funds to invest, they are not small, they
are not cash-strapped.

Myth No. 4 about this debate is that the price regulation for the
cable industry is the same or even more stringent than that for the
telephone companies. The fact of the matter is that telephone com-
panies come under significantly more rate regulation, through var-
ious rate-of-return rules, that are not shared by either the cable in-
dustry or any other competitive entrants herr,.
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Again, we do not oppose the lifting of rate regulation on cable,
if that is what you decide to do. But do not think for a moment
that this somehow levels the playing field among these various
competitors here.

I think it would be helpful to point out exactly what kind of regu-
latory burdens exists now for telephone companies as they seek to
compete for all kinds of services as compared to those for all the
new entrants that you will make successful in your efforts to open
up the local telephone market in this legislation.

I have a poster here. The information is included in the testi-
mony. I will not go through it, but it notes approximately 20 major
regulatory provisionsyou can call them burdens, whatever
major regulatory provisions, burdens, restrictions, reporting re-
quirements, and so on, that fall to the local telephone companies.
These are essentially to larger and mid-size phone companies that
do not fall on any potential competitor or existing competitor,
whether it be cable, whether it be a competitive access provider,
like Teleport, or whomever. These are rules that apply to telephone
companies and not to their competitors.

Let me just give you an illustration here. This is a manual re-
quired by the FCC for telephone cost separation. It deals with only
one regulationonly one regulation. There are 20 up here. So you
could take this and multiple it times 20. None of our competitors
cable, CAP's, anyonehas to deal with anything like that. So that
is an important point as you go through the process of considering
a so-called regulatory level playing field.

Could we look at the second poster there?
We appreciate the work you have done to relieve some of the reg-

ulatory burdens. We have included some of those in our draft testi-
mony. But you have done a number of things. You have eliminated
the requirement of 214 for video after 1 year, and done several
other thmgs dealing with cable buyout prohibitions and so on.

But it is important to note that the committee draft that was re-
leased last month still imposes perhaps 10 or so new regulatory
burdens on telephone companies that do not apply to competitors.
And so these are just illustrations to point out the kind of continu-
ing regulatory disparity facing the telephone companies alongside
of all the new entrants.

Now, there are any number of good reasons to open up the local
telephone market to competition. And we know that you are going
to deal with these in a fair way and a thoughtful way. But the
main thing to consider is, do not assume that by simply allowing
these companies to get into each other's marketplaces that the job
is done.

There are enormous regulatory problems facing our industry, the
telephone industrysome facing Decker's industry, but the vast
majority of them facing the local telephone industryin being able
to compete with cable for either cable services or to compete to
keep telephone customers. It is a central issue. We appreciate the
opportunity to be here, because this issue goes far deeper than just
whether or not the cable operators will have their rates deregu-
lated.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Neel follows:I

4"3
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Fbank you. Mr. Chairman. My name is Roy Ned. I am President and CIO of the
l'nited States Felephone Association a 'STA I. I SF:\ has approximately 1.100 member local
telephone companies including the RIRK's. FE. and Sprint, each of st hich has millions of
customers. as %sell as over a thousand mid-sized and smaller telephone companies. many of
%%Inch serve a few hundred customers.

One of the reasons that the Committee st ill he able to mose to mark up a bill quickls
is that, frankly. tse base all heard.much of this testimons before. So. rather than repeating
my self. I have decided instead go to through the existing record and pros ide the Committee

ith a list or the top seven myths about current lass and the reality of competition

MYTH NI MBER ONE: LEGISLATION IS NEEDED To ALLOW TEIA'OS TO
COMPETE IN TIIE CABLE BUSINESS.

The fact is that the Courts - seven or them, in fact - have alreads determined that the
108.4 cross-ossnership ban is unconstitutional. I he ssidest ranging of these cases is the class-
action suit t A and the R FC \son in Januar). The ruling in this ease enjoined the FCC
from enforcing the ban on telephone companies compefing in the cable business.

Prior to this string of court eases the telcos have been pro emed from entering the
cable business since 1970. it hen the first FCC rules on this subject %tent into Meet. I hat's a

quarter ot a century for the cable industry to get on its l'eet It is noss time l'or the race
belts een these competitors to begin.

MYTIT:Nl:MBER.2: THE AGGREGATE SIZE OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE
INDUS FRY DEMANDS EHAT CABLE SHOULD BE GIVEN A REGULATORY
HEAD START.

As a matter of fact, the cable industrs itself has been telling the financial markets that
because they Use a broadband netts ork. compared to the tradttional telephone copper \sires.
the telcos still base to ins est three and four times ds much money to get into the ,able
business as they still have to invest to get Into our business In addition, since the local
telephone market is more lucratis-e than the cable market. the cable industry has still anothei
compentise advantage oser the telcos

Perhaps the hest analssis of this aigument about the relause si"e of our respeclisc
industries can be found in 11q4 Annual Report ot Cox Cable I nterprises.

I he telephone industrs is a S1(10 billion dollar indusfis and cable is S20 billion
industn. I 0, us (cable I to get into the telephone busine:,s ste need to spend

U



capital investment For them to get into the cable business the!. need to spend 2. 1 or
mak be 4 times X. For that 2 to 4 times N thek get to chase a 520 billion pie. For our
single X we chase a S I UO billion pie. Nat paradigm dris es my entire thinking t. an

%se run circles around those guk s Yes!"

I submit to the Committee that the cable industry's ossn analysis suggests that if amone
should get a regulator) head start. it should be the telephone industrk

Myr!! NUMBER 3: CABLE PRICE REGULATION IS STRANGLING 'HIE
INDUSTRY AND PREVENTING IT FROM INVESTING.

ime Warner's 1994 Annual Report documents that last year its cable business had
record earnings before interest. taxes and depreciation of SI.035 billion -- up Irons 597
million in 1992.

Co\ Cable's Annual Report boasts that last year it amassed record revenues of nearlk
S:t billion.

lite big skinner in last skeek's PCS auction was Wireless Co. I.P, a consortium of Cox
Cable. l'CI cable. ( 'omeast Cable and Sprint. ss hich bid more than 52 billion and \son 29
licenses

I et me he clear about this. I am s.elighted that one of ins member companies ss as

able to do so %sell in the PCS auctions. and I think that this sort of cooperation betsseen out
industries is pro-gross th. But. these facts suggest that the cable rate regulation reghne has not
strapped the industry to the point that it needs to be gis en regulator) ads antages oser the
telephone industrk.

MYTH NUMBER FOUR: PRICE REGULATION FOR THE CABLE !NM SFR \ IS
IIE SAME OR MOPE STRINC ENT THAN THAT O F T HE TELCOS

First. does not oppos: the Pressler draft language granting price deregulation to
the cable Mdustry. We have nese. been supportise of the sort of market lest that emsts m the
1192 Cable Act which ssould eliminate cable price regulation onlk after a pet centage of the
market has been captured. llosseser. we insist that the same standard be applied to the
telephone industry that is being applied to the cable industry.

Since sse :ire removing the barrier, to entering each other's mat k et.. competition
regulation - should be the governing prmciple.

not

Second. if cable price regulatton is considered escessise then telco priLe revulation Is
far more onerous Indeed, the telephone Lompanics IS uhf %tell:lune being f ephated tmdcr the
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sort of price regulation scheme from which the cable industry is lobbying to get released.

'he Price Cap plan the FCC has approved for the cable industry has no productivity
factor and no limits on earnings. Under this plan cable prices are permitted to rise ssith
inflation, and cable operators who are able to be more efficient. introduce a new service, or
increase demand can keep all of the resulting profits. Indeed, it is the growth in these areas
that explains the record cable company earnings we have already documented.

The Price Cap plan for telcos. on the other hand, requires that telcos make productis ity
improsements of $ .3°,i each year. The plan also contains earnings limits. similar to rate-of-
retu:n regulation. sshich further dampens our incentises.

The majority committee draft does take a progressise step in granting telcos price
regulation for competitise services. However, under the majority committee draft universal
service (a category that will presumably gross) will remain under rate-of-return regulation.
Our cable competitors under this draft would have no mice reeulation at all.

As these two industries merge. their pricing regulation should also. l'rices for basic, or
universal non-competitive services should be regulated under a pure price cap plan such as the
current cable model. Competitise sers ices offered by either a cable or telephone company
should be goserned by the market.

Of course, there are some smaller telephone companies who. due to the markets they
serve. are best left to traditional rate-of-return regulation. Th se small and mid-sized
companies should have the option to maintain that more stringent regulation.

MYTH NUMBER FIVE: PASSAGE OF THE PENDING LEGISLATION WILL
ALLOW FOR THE CABLE AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES TO CONIPETE ON
EQUAL REGULATORY FOOTING.

he assumption of some is that the draft legislation will allo y. telcos and cable
companies to compete on even footing. his is a myth. telephone companies will sti:l be
subject to massive regulation that would not apply to their cable competitors. We have
prepared a chart for the Committee's consideration that details some of the regulatory
requirements that telcos will be left with if the draft bill were enacted.

fhe first chart specifies the regulations currently in place for telcos and sshich ssill
remain in place after the bill is enacted, but which will not apply to any nets enttants.
including cable companies. The second chart details the new burdens that telcos still hate
to endure under the draft sshich %sill also not be applied to our cable competitors.

Again, let me be clear about this. he majority draft does make some impressise
strides toward deregulation. For example. there will be enhanced price regulation for telcos.

5 '



but not nearly as streamlined as that currently existing for cable. 214 requirements for
programming are eliminated after one year. And there is a biannual regulatory review and the
possibility of forbearance.

But when the smoke clears. the fact is that telcos ill be asked to compete under far
heas ier reaulation than our cable and other competitors.

The charts detail the massise interconnection rules, equal access. unbundling. pricing
restrictions. tariff requirements, cost allocations, annual audits. 214 applications, and in the
case 01' the RBOCs. there would also be separate subsidiaries. Ail of these costl regulator
burderis would be non-existent for cable companies pros [ding telephone services, giving the
cable companies a massis e competitive advantage.

Esen if language is adopted granting some of our small and mid-si/ed companies
waivers from the interconnection and unbundling rules, they will still be regulated far more
heas ily than their cable competition. This is true even if the cable competitor is the more
dominant pros ider in the area.

Take for example one of our mid-sized companiesALLTEL and Cincinnati Bell. In
Ohio. th,:se companies are preparing to compete against a Time Warner cable s.stem which
passes four times as man> homes as AI.1,TEL does. Yet, it sstll be subject to far less
regulation than the far smaller and less dominant local telephone company even if ALI.TEI.
or Cincinnati &II is granted a waiver front the interconnection rules in the bill.

Our proposed solution ts not to regulate the cable companies as heavils as the bill will
regulate the telcos. Although if we are forced to open our network to cable companies we
think their network should be equally open to us. But the more appropriate solution would be
deregulatory parity.

Ihe premise of telecommunications reform is that competition. not gosernment. should
regulate the telecommunications market Consequentls. if members of this Committee support
a les el playing field. ss t. strongl> beliese ot.i should do more to deregulate local telephone
companies in this legislative effort.

MYTH NUMBER SIX: FEDERAL LEGISLATION IS NEEDED TO ALLOW THE
CABLE INDUSTRY TO COMPETE M;AINST THE LOCAL EXCHANGE
INDUSTRY.

In his testunon> before this Committee last !sli*. Decker Anstroin included a NARCC
study of competitise barriers in the states. lhat studs documents that 28 of the 50 states
alread permit full or partial competition in the local exchange
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I he question is %sits 1.%01.11d solne Males choose to open up onls part of the market to

competition 1he reason is that most ol the local telephone business is not profitable. A iside

range of studies Imse documented that residential telephone sers ice is massisely subsidiled.

In general. residential rates cos er onls half th. cost of pros iding basic telephone

sen ice in urban are:Js. and residential rates are subsidired far more Ilea\ ily in rural areas.

imt means es Cr \ one of us in Ons room are receis mg hundreds of dollars of telephone

subsidies each sear.

fibs mousls sou can't has e a market that is simultaneousls free and subsidited And

competing against subsidiced residential hers ice is a slIte loser, so no one ssants to compete in

this area under current conditions.

110%st:set. the non-residential market is being ssidels opened to compention because

that's ss here the inones is. and that's sshere the cable industrs is competing l'eleport. one of

the 'mist prominent competnise access pros iders is a %%holly ossned emits of sec eral sable

companies including I t. I. time \\ miter. Cos. (. onunental and Comeast,

lmither cc idence of the grossing competilion in the local exchange. although not from

cable. can be lound in \ICI's annual report siluch states: -Bs sear end \ICI metro %sill has e

fiber Optic netssorks operational in 20 maior dties. I hese cittes represent 40°0 ol the busniess

.1CCess market

MN TH NUMBER SEVEN: CABLE IS SEVERELY HANDICAPPED IN ITS

ATTEMPTS To PROVIDE UNIVERSAL SERVICE.

msersal sers ice issues are intimatels tied to pricing both for cable and telephone

I hat is because the intent of the Icgislatise et tort is to establish competition in both the cabls

and telephone industries. and pricing. is an essential element of both

\ belies es that in many markets there can be competition I '7 traditional

residential. or anis ersal. sers ice And the cable industrs. along \snit the electric

satellite. and mobile pros iders. are hkels competitors.

Indeed, the cable industrs's ossn tostimons bel.re this Committee last sear stated that

"cable can reach of American homes and . oser the nest Ilse sears their capacus suIt

double \s such cable is in a position to be, ome a facilities-based competitor to local

telephone

\ belies es that ans facihnes-based carrier should be able to be designated bs the

commissions as the one ate,: carnet ot last resort lor an eskting I I I sers ice area and

hem,: bc the emits that is eligible for unisersal sersice subsids
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II late, are penmued to appro\unate costs that is, if sse can create a true market lig
hientaii serlee - then there can be competition that is not for subsidies. but for customers

I I e maionts cotmnittee draft bill makes some progr .sise movement in the direction of more
s balanced rates And I think that on this point - !he remosal of implicit subsidies

i.,in isjs er tI set-sit:L. sse should he able to reach agreement

()`st I I SI() \

LlIN:11,01

;els-phone companies do not need legislation to enter the cable business

i \ does not oppose the maionts committee draft's [nose to curtail price regulation
and Oh: market tests mandated by the I992 Cable Act. I lossever onerous the price

method curretufs applied to cable is. it is far less burdensome than the price
stem applied to telephone companies. I his is because the cable ptice

culation ss stem lask- ptoductisits otkets and earnings limits.

I I% as eairentis di.thed skill create a largei ineyintahle plaing field tor telcos
...role In sonic cases the I:lige and more dominant cable conglomerates %sill :lase

Allots idsantages oser tar smaller telcos Prices must not onl he deregulated. hut
oteic must he Isoad deregulators pant tor competition to flourish.

( tile inn-tests. a, \%ell as Others. Can tad alreads are. aggressis el> competing in the
phqualth: business markets in most states Cable mdustr annual reports document
:hat ii t financialls aisle to compete and indeed ts alreads in an adsantageous position

c-mipetmon

I .1, price', in,]nd111,2 those tor tuns ersal sets:cc. must he adnIsted 11111shell

is.hes ale eliminated I III, s, ill permit true las ilities-based competition on price
.Is :cc i tl:e residential telephone maiket

bu



Regulation of Local Exchange Carriers
Compared to New Entrant Providing Comparable Services

Under Communications Act

A. LEC Regulatory Requirements New Entrant Regulatory Requirements_
Reports

Quarterly reports detailing revenues, expenses.
plant in service, depreciation and investment
errors - report must be allocated in a
regulated/non-regulated basis.

No comparable requirement

Reports on inside wiring service. No comparable requirement

Annual reports on reveoues, investments and
expenses broken down by Part 32 accounts

No comparable requirement

214 Approvals-----,- _.

FCC must approve extension of lines No comparable requirement

FCC must approve construction of new line. No comparable requirement
i

_

Tariffs

Must file copies of contacts with other carriers
with the FCC within 30 days of execution.

No comparable requirement

New tariff offering or changes with existing tariff
offering must be supported by explanation and
data.

Tariffs filing relaxed 14 days nouce before
going into effect

Cost Allocation

Costs must be allocated between regulated and
non-regulated activities and LECs must use
attnbutable cost methodology.

No comparable requirement

LEC must file a cost allocation manual with the
FCC.

No comparable requirement

Cost allocation manuals must be updated
quarterly.

No comparable requirement

Cost allocation manual must be annually audited
by an independent auditor that provides a positive
opinion on the data contained therein.

No comparable requirement

-----1Interstate Access

LEC must provide expanded interstate access
collocation.

No comparable requirement

5 1- BES (fur I AvedLiAbLE
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...--,...............--,,------,==_______ _

I Jurisdictional Apportionment

LEC subject to additional Jurisdictional
Apportionment procedures.

No comparable requirement

Accounting

LEC subject to a Uniform System of Accounts
requiring more extensive accounting requirements.

Limited accounting requirements.

,
.._

B. LEC Requirements Under
Pressler Discussion Draft
(Proposed Additions to Current Law)

New Entrant Regulatory Requirements 1
Good faith negotiations for binding

interconnection agreement.

No comparable requirement

Provide uon-discriminatory access to network
functions on art unbundled basis.

No comparable requirement

Non-discrimination On an unbundled basis to
telecommunications facilities and information.

No comparable requirement

Interconnection at any technically feasible point. No comparable requirement

Access to poles, ducts and conduits No comparable requitement

Number portability. No comparable requirement

Services and functions unbundled for resale. No comparable requirement

Collocation. No comparable requirement
----1

s classified as Dominant, Tier I or Class A

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The CHAIRMAN. Next, we will hear from Richard Cutler, presi-
dent of Satellite Cable Services, speaking for the Small Cable Busi-
ness Association. We welcome you here.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. CUTLER, PRESIDENT, SATELLITE
CABLE SERVICES, INC., SPEAKING FOR THE SMALL CABLE
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

Mr. CUTLER. Good morning, Chairman Pressler and members of
the commerce committee. I appreciate the oppo:tunity to visit with
you about the new telco regulations, the new telecommunication
legislation, and how it affects small cable companies, particularly
ones like myself, which serve small towns and rural areas.

We began constructing cable in small towns in eastern South Da-
kota in 1980, and we now serve 57 r.ommunities, with 10,000 sub-
scribers. Our largest system has 829 subscribers.

Our smallest system has 30 subscribers. In fact, of our 57
headends, 26 serve communities with less than 100 subscribers.

So I think you can see that we have built these cable systems
relying on a de-regulatory environment, with no use of any univer-
sal funds or any government grants or loans.

I am also a member of the Small Cable Business Association,
which was organized in May 1993, as a direct result of the 1992
Act and the FCC rules and regulations interpreting that Act. The
SCBA now consists of 300 small cable operators, and those opera-
tors serve approximately 1.8 million subscribers.

The Cable Act of 1992 and the subsequent FCC rulings have a
devastating effect on many small operators. We mistakenly be-
lieved that because we were providing good service at reasonable
rates, the bill would not apply to us. Now, let us just go back a lit-
tle bit in history.

The 1984 Cable Act deregulated cable and made it possible for
people like myself, together with our bankers and some of our in-
vestors, to build cable TV in these small communities. In fact,
Chairman Pressler continued to ask me why we cannot build a sys-
tem in Humboldt, South Dakota. And Humboldt, South Dakota,
was eventually built during this era of deregulation.

And, by the way, the company that built that is Douglas Commu-
nications, a member of our group, that is now having some finan-
cial trouble.

So, through this process, the bankers were willing to support us
because they knew that as we provided these enhanced services in
these small communities and brought on additional programming,
we would be able to get rates to support this debt and the capital
investment.

Well, in 1990, we started hearing about re-regulation of rates in
cable. And all of a sudden the bankers got nervous. And you know
when the bankers get nervous what happensthere is no money.
And so, all of a sudden, building in these rural areas came to a
halt, and expanding our systems and providing additional service
became extremely difficult.

Then, of course, was the 1992 Cable Act. And when we read the
Act, our first reaction was that many of our problems in the small
industries were going to be solved, because it specifically spoke
about taking care of the interests of small cable operators; it spoke
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about providing price parity in programming. And so we were feel-
ing fairly good.

But then came the regulations. And the regulations were a mon-
ster. The first regulation provided, for example, that we were going
to pay 38 cents per subscriber for this regulation. The only thing
is, they said that they will assume that each headend has a mini-
mum of 1,000 subscribers. That meant, for a town of 30 subscrib-
ers, I was going to pay the FCC a rate of over $12 per subscriber
for regulation.

Now, they hired over 200 lawyers and economists, and they just
forgot about any cable systems below 1,000 subscribers, like we did
not exist. But, as many of you know, we are the ones that brought
cable and brought this additional programming to these small
towns of rural America.

Of our 350 members of the SCBA, we estimate approximately
one-half of them are currently in trouble with their lenders. And
in fact, we have a list of various members in 12 States, many of
them in some of your States, that are now in some process of the
foreclosure proceeding.

So it has become a very urgent matter for the small cable opera-
tors to be deregulated from this very onerous burden.

The FCC, through the SCBA, we continue to put in lots of plead-
ings. There was. even a lawsuit brought. Some of you signed a let-
ter-16 Senators, including the chairman--signed a letter through
the small business committee to the SBA, asking them to intervene
with the FCC, to make a different determination as to who were
small cable operators.

All of your efforts have fallen on deaf ears at the FCC for some
reason.

Sixty-five members of the Rural Caucus in the House petitioned
the FCC to reconsider the issues involving small cable companies.
They got kind f an arrogant letter back from the FCC saying we
have considered them, and all of their needs are being met.

Well, I can assure you, as a small cable operator trying to comply
with all of the paper processes, to file in all of the FCC proceed-
ings--in fact, the SCBA did try to file in many of these proceed-
ings. And by the end of the year, we were $100,000 in the hole for
paying lawyers to file in these various proceedings.

In fact, when we had our annual meeting in F'ebruary, the FCC
came out with a new ruling to give some rate relief for small cable
operators. And it sounded very good at the first blink. It said that
we could get an inflationary adjustment of 5.2 percent. And then
it went on to say that if you negotiated with your community, you
could make an arrangement to provide additional service and get
additional rates. And it all sounded very goo But then there was
a caveat at the end.

It said that in order to do this, the community had to be cer-
tified.

Now, the FCC knew that virtually none of the rural communities
are certified Two of my 57 communities have certified. And they
do not want to be certified. They do not want to spend the money
with the lawyers.

One pf my communities, the entire city budget is $65,000. How
are they gomg to spend the money to have an FCC lawyer make
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the proper presentations and the proper filings in order to be cer-
tified and to get involved in this process? So, it just does not face
reality. The people at the FCC do not seem to understand the
unique issues of the small cable operators.

Now, there are a couple of items we would particularly implore
you to exempt from rate regulation immediately upon the enact-
ment of this legislation, the cable operators. And there are a couple
of other sources that are pressure on rates that I think you could
address.

First, we need fair pole attachment rates. The competitors are
going to be the telephone companies and the utilities. And they
control many of those power poles. And it is very important that
the language of Section 204 be implemented so that there will be
a fair determination on pole rates, so that everybody will be paying
the same rates.

Also, it is very important that there be nondiscrimination in pro-
gramming rates. Chairman Pressler and I have worked for the last
10 years to try to eliminate the pricing differentials between the
large and small cable operators. And this has gone on and on.

In fact, in the 1992 Act, it was the intention of the legislature
and Congress to eliminate that price disparity. But the FCC came
and ruled that there was no intent on that part. And in the most
recent filings, you will see that the rates on programming, for the
same package, for a small cable operator versus a large cable oper-ator, is 54 percent.

And so we cannot compete fairly if we are paying that kind of
additional price for the programming. And now we have DBS and
MMDS in our backyard. These providers are buying the program-
ming at these lower rates, particularly the large DBS people.
Hughes, with General Motors behind them, they are buying at the
discount rates. They are selling into our backyard. They are buying
the programming at these discounted rates.

So I hope that you will see the importance of that.
Now, all of us would probably like to say we would love to have

a monopoly and maintain the monopoly, and we would like you tokeep it in that form for us. But we recognize that is not reality.
And so we do want to have competition, but we want it to be on
a competitive, neutral basis with the rural phone companies.

If the rural phones companies are given an advantage over the
rural cable companies, so that we cannot effectively get into the
telephone business, we will not be able to compete. And also, it will
be very important that we have the right for joint ventures, merg-
ers and buyouts.

I thank you for your time, and I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cutler follows:1
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Mr. Cutler began Satellite Cable Services, Inc. in 1980. Today the company serves 10,000 customers in
57 systems in eastern South Dakota. The largest system has 829 subscribers, and the smallest has 30
Twenty six of the systems have fewer than 100 subscribers

Satellite Cable Services built most of the systems, bringing cable to many of these communities for the
first time. All of these systems were financed using private money-- no universal service funds,
government grants, or subsidized loans.

Mr. Cutler is a member of the Board of the Small Cable Business Association (SCBA) Organized in
May of 1993, SCBA is an organization of 350 opeiators nationwide, mostly in small towns and rural
areas. SCBA members provide cable service to nearly 1.8 million customers The Association was
formed when it became clear in the wake of the Cable Act of 1992 that no one was adequately
advancing the real interests of small cable operators.

The following issues are of primary importance to small operators in the proposed legislation

Immediate exemption from rate regulation requirements of the Cable Act of 1992 and related
FCC rules

The FCC rules are lengthy, complicated, and in many instances, virtually incomprehensible to anyone
other than a telecommunications lawyer The rules, regulations, notices, worksheets, forms,
reconsiderations, and corrections of the rate regulation provisions alone seem to be approaching the size
of the U S tax code There are more FCC lawyers, economists and others now regulating small cable
operators than there are subscribers in many small systems'

The primary problem rate regulation causes small operators is that it is an open liability, and lenders and
investors do not like uncertainty The door to reasonable financing opened for small operators and
small systems with deregulation in 1984. That door slammed shut again in 1992

.
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Non-discriminatory Program Rates for Small Operators

Programming for cable TV is like the food in a restaurant, it's what we sell In early 1994, SCBA
submitted information to the FCC in its rulemaking proceedings showing that a typical small system
operator pays 54% more per subscriber than the largest cable companies pay for identical
programming At issue is the FCC's interpretation of Section 628 of the Cable Act to mean that
"volume" is a legitimate basis for differentiated pricing between small operators and big ones

There is no documentation whatsoever placed before the FCC that it costs programmers any more to
provide cable service to a small company than a big one, let alone 54%! We believe Section 628 should
be amended to clarify that progranmung rates should be based on the cost of providing that service

Fair pole attachment rates

This is one source of upward pressure on subscriber rates that easily can be alleviated by this bill The

language in Section 204 prohibits the unfair practices of some utilities, and we strongly support the

provisions of this section

Competitive Neutrality Between Telecommunications Providers in Rural Areas

We applaud the Committee's l;ln1111111 Ment to competitive neutrality This legislation is about removing

barriers and encouraging hur competition .1 he law cannot he formulated so that the winner is anointed

before the competition begins

Congress should not subsidize one entrant in the market whde refusing the other Yet, rural telcos
continue to lobl.iy for special exemptions from or exceptions to opening markets, retries ing barriers,
interconnection. access, and interoperabilay requirements Further, rural teleos continue to seek
provisions that has e the elfect of denying small cable both entry into telephony and access to the
Unisersal Sen. ice kind

We trust ou will he diligent about ensuimg that all pros iders Ili the marketplace emos fair treatment in

this landmark legislation

Provide reasonable opportunities for joint ventures, mergers and buyouts

While competition is highls desirable, the reality is that most small toss ris, rural areas, and less viable
communities may not enjoy the benefits of these new services any time soon unless potential providers

ate able to work together Implementation of these services will cost millions of dollars We belies e
that the wise course is to permit potential providers to work together

Moreover. since miall cable operators have taken the risk and built these systems is it hold government
subsidies or REA lomis, it seems over-regulatory to place arbitrary restrictions on is ho these cable
operators can work with, partner with, or sell to
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Good morning Chairman Pressler and members of the Committee. I want to express to you my
appreciation for being invited to discuss the proposed telecommunications legislation and how it
would affect small cable 1 V operators like myself, who primarily serve small towns and rural
areas

1 began the company in 1980, and we now provide cable service to a total of 10,000 subscribers
in 57 communities in eastern South Dakota. Our largest system has 829 subscribers, and the
smallest has 30 Twenty six of the systems have fewer than 100 subscribers Our company built
most of the systems, bringing cable TV to many small communities for the first time We did it all
with private money -- no universal service funds, government grants, or subsidized loans

I am a member of the Board of the Small Cable Business Association (SCBA). The Association
was organized in May, 1993, as a direct result of the Cable Act and the release of the first round
of rules and regulations in April, 1993 SCBA now has 350 operator members, mostly in small
towns and rural areas The member companies serve 1 8 million customers nationwide

The Cable Act of 1992, and the subsequent FCC rules, have had a devastating effect on many
small operators We mistakenly believed that because we were providing good service at
reasonable rates, the bill would not apply to us Instead, Mr Chairman, there are more lawyers,
economists, and others regulating my company than there are subscribers in most of my systems,
And 1 bet not one of those regulators has ever provided any service to rural or small town
America

Top priori!). - immediate rate deregulation for small cable companies

It is interesting to note that rate deregulation in 1984 is what made small operators and small
systems more attractive to banks and investors For the first time, buying, building, upgrading,
and operating small systems was appealing to lenders because rates could rise to reflect the capital

investment.

I lowever, by 1990, serious efforts were being made to re-regulate cable rates, and lenders started
to get nervous about small cable loans As we all know, a worried banker is a cautious banker
When the Cable Act of 1992 passed, followed by the release of the FCC's rate iegulation niles in
April, 1993, most small operators found that they no longer had access to any new sources of
financing, and many of their current lenders %sere trying to get out of the loans

Plus, the Commission put in place a rate freeze that was supposed to last three months, and ended
up effectively lasting for 17 months Because of the rate freeze, many small operators,
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particularly those who got into business in the mid to late 80's, began to default on their loans,
with real or threatened foreclosure not far behind

There have been foreclosures in South Carolina, a bankruptcy in Kentucky, with many more small
cable operators well along the road to losing their systems. These are people who provide much
desired services in small towns all over the United States They are jeopardized by alleged
"experts" who are burying them in hundreds of pages of regulatory restrictions that the
Commission itself cannot explain.

How is a small cable operator with four employees supposed to deal with the sante regulatory
framework as the biggest cable conglomerate? How are we supposed to serve our customers and
upgrade our networks when our resources must be directed at understanding and complying with
regulatory requirements? We can't treat our customers badly. We see them at church and the
grocery store. Our kids go to school together.

This is a classic example of the disastrous effects of government regulation gone wild Since the
passage of the Cable Act of 1992, the FCC has put out thousands of pages of rules, regulations,
forms, worksheets, and on and on and on

We finally took the FCC to court to challenge the Commission's arbitrary definition of a "small
company." To what end? The FCC's army of lawyers and seemingly limitless ability to spend the
taxpayers money has the litigation tied up for the foreseeable future

We turned to Congress. Sixteen members of the Senate Small Business Committee, including
you, Mr. Chairman, wrote to the Small Business Administration, instructing them to file an amicus
brief in support of small cable taking the position that the FCC should adhere to the Small
Business Act However, the FCC and SBA ignored your message and "negotiated" an agreement
to speed up a cost study that is now long past due

A record 65 members of the House Rural Caucus wrote the FCC expressing their concern about
the fate of small cable and its customers They got the classic Washington response detailing how
regulators inside the beltway know better than elected Representatives what is best for their
constituents.

We believe that small cable was not the target of the 1992 deregulation provisions, but we and
our subscribers arc the victims While this is not a great environment for big cable, big cable is
not suffering to the extent that SCBA members are. Remember please, we have higher costs per
subscriber than any others in the industry

This comes at a time when the Republican Party is calling itself the "Party of Main Street," and
the Administration is announcing its commitment to regulatory reform Well, small cable
businesses are on Main Street, and we certainly need regulatory reform

Being exempt from rate regulation will bring certainty to our financial situation, and that makes
bankers happy. It is our hope that there will bc lenders and investors who arc once again
enthusiastic about small companies which operate small systems
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Fair Pole Attachment Rates

As telephone and electric companies MO% e into sideo and other competitive serv ices. it is
important that they not be permitted to be the bottleneck to competition The Republican draft's
pole attachment provisions in Section 204 eliminates a long standing special deal allowing certain
utilities to hold up, hold hostage or price gouge small operators

Whatever form the final bill takes, Congress should not on the one hand allow telco's and other
government subsidized utilities into the cable television business while allowing those sante netv
competitors to be a bottleneck by dictating terms and conditions for small cable operators to
attach to their poles

A major source of upward pressure on rates can be alleviated by this bill is by ensuring fair and
non-discriminatory pole attachment rates The language in Section 204 prohibits the unfair
practices of some utilities, and we strongly support the provisions of this section

Non-Discriminatory Program Rates

Another major issue for us is fair and non-discominatory rates for programming As you know.
Mr Chairman, this remains a volatile issue in South Dakota and other rural states It still has not
been resolved for small cable companies, in spite of Senator Pressler's best ellbrts I am told that
other members of the Committee are also concerned about this problem

Programming for cable "I V is like the food in a restaurant, it is what we sell That should help the

Committee understand why this issue is so imponant to us

At issue is whether "volume" is a legitimate basis for pricing diffei ences between small operator s
and big ones The word "volume" is never mentioned in the '92 Act In S2cuon 028,
programmers arc permitted to establish "different prices, terms, and conditions to take into
account actual differences, oi other direct and legitimate economic benefits reasonably attributable
to the number of subscribers served by the distributor

Apparently, the FCC could think of no "direct and legitimate economic benefits" that were not
volume related Therefore, in its First Report & Order, adopted April I. 1003, tlw FCC stated it
would "permit vendors to establish pricing schedules based on v elated factors This has

resulted in gross disparities charged on a per subscriber basis

In early 1994, SCBA submitted information to the FCC in its rulemaking proceedings showing
that a typical small system operator pays 54% more per subscriber than the largest cable
companies pay for identical programming However, there was no documentation whatsoever
placed before the FCC that it costs programmers any more to deliver this progranuning to a small
system operalo, than to a very large one, let alone 54% more'

Even worse, the small operator's competitors now have access to programming at non-
discriminatory prices by virtue of the other provisions of Section 628 The most expeditious way
to correct this disparity is to delete ft um Section 628 the language relied on by the FCC which
had no other purpose than to justify discriminatory pricing
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Parity between Small Cable Operators and Rural Telephone Companies.

I want to touch briefly on what now is being called "competitive neutrality It used to be called a
level playing field, but the truth is out We now know that a level playing field means "What's
mine is mine, and what's yours is negotiable

Competitive neutrality is the foundation of this legislation which will serve as this country's
telecommunications policy for many years to come Competitive neutrality, and the intellectual
integrity of this legislation, are severely threatened by the attempts of small and rural telephone
companies to receive special treatment in almost every competition oriented provision of this bill,
be it remova of barriers to entry, access to universal service funds, build-out requirements.
interoperability, interconnection, etc.

Through absolute barriers to entry, disparate timetables, special exemptions from opening
requirements, judgments left to state commissions, or unrealistic buildout requirements, rural
telcos are advocating provisions which, when closely scrutinized, have the effect of allowing the
telco to build a barrier around its service area precluding small cable entry at the very same time
the telco is permitted into cable

These rural telcos have received decades of REA financing and Universal Service Fund subsidies
They have guaranteed rates of return, and have established enormous reserves They have no
need for -- and it is contrary to the principle of competitive neutrality to permit-- special
provisions that give them, etTectively, exclusive access to Universal Service Funds and create a
barrier to small cable entry into telephony The net effect will be competition in big cities but no
competitive choices for rural and small town America

Competitive neutrality will not exist unless true parity is a.-hieved in each section of this
legislation Once language has been made available, SCI, will be pleased to submit its analysis
of where disparity has crept into the legislation and parity is lacking

Joint Ventures. Mergers and Buyouts of Small Compahies

The Republican draft places no restrictions on joint ventures, mergers, and buyouts The
Democratic draft placed size limitations on these activities Our position is that no restrictions are
necessary and none are justified

Why/ Because unlike government subsidized telcos. small cable companies have taken the risks
necessary to build systems and serve customers All along the way. that meant making choices on
financing, expansion, technological upgrades, etc

Congress may or may not succeed in getting the FCC to stop regulating my 30 subscriber system
thc sante way it regulates huge cable conglomerates. Congiess may or may not eliminate the
unfair and discriminatory pricing for programming or the special pole attachment exemption
enjoyed by certain utilities Congress might mandate parity or it could enact special "disparity"
favoring telco's
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Whatever happens, Congress should not foreclose options for small operators who took a risk by

telling us when, how and to v,hom we can sell our systems, merge, or do joint ventures The

correct policy is no restrictions, and there should not be an artificial ceiling placed in the way

Some of my fellow small cable operators want to co..,pete in new areas oftelecommunications,

and we know competitors will be in our business. But we also know that the wonderful new

world of telecommunications will not come to most small towns and rural areas unless providers

are permitted to work together.

These new services are not small ticket items They will require muhi-million dollar investments
Most small cable operators don't have that kind of money, and we suspectsmall telephone

companies don't either. But, we can make exciting things happen if we can work together 1

urge the Committee to carefully consider and support the benefits of cooperation between

telecommunications providers

That concludes my comments Again. I very much appreciate the opportunity to be here today 1

will ba happy to answer any questions the Committee may have
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will be putting the
full statements of everybody in the record.

We will next hear from the Consumer Federation of America, Mr.
Bradley Stillman.
STATEMENT OF BRADLEY STILLMAN. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

POLICY DIRECTOR, CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA
Mr. STILLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning. Good

morning, Senator Hollings, members of the committee.
It was just 5 years ago that this committee was the first in Con-

gress to see that there was something seriously amiss in the cable
industry. A bipartisan contingent of committee members recognized
that the cable industry had abused its market power by blocking
competition, discriminating against programmers, and raising rates
to ridiculously high levels.

This committee recognized the irrefutable evidence that rates in
those very few markets where there was head-to-head competition
had cable prices nearly one-third lower than the rest of the coun-
try. And ultimately, it was this committee that said that $6 billion
in overcharges to cable consumers was enough. And, through a bi-
partisan effort, the cable companies were finally reined in.

So the logical question to ask is, what has been the result?
First off, the FCC had a very difficult task. It was called upon

to regulate a $20 billion industry. And this job was made even
more difficult because there was essentially no publicly collected
data about the industry between 1984 and 1992.

Still, the FCC was required to come up with a regulatory ap-
proach that would work for the entire country.

Now, looking at the industry numbers since regulation, program-
ming rates have come down about $404 million. There has also
been $827 million in reductions for equipmentsuch as convertor
boxes and remote controls.

To get a full picture of this consumer savings we must remember
that the cable industry had been raising rates at 3 times inflation.
So without the rate freeze and the reductions, consumers would
likely have seen increases totaling another $1.7 billion based on the
historical trends.

This consumer savings is also reflected in the consumer price
index. The CPI for cable is down 11 percent from the trend line
during the period of deregulation. This represents a savings of at
least $2.5 billion for consumers.

Even so, these reductions did not eliminate all of the inflated mo-
nopoly rates or return all excess revenues to consumers. The rules
represent a good first stepa down payment of sortsthat leaves
cable consumers better off than they otherwioe would have been.
The reductions, however, should be greater.

The cable industry continues to prosperperhaps more than
they shouldbecause the FCC did not reduce rates enough.

According to Paul Kagen Associates, while under regulation, the
cable industry has increased the number of homes passed, in-
creased the number of subscribers, increased the revenues from the
expanded basic tier, increased revenue from premium channels,
mini-pay services, pay-per-view services, increased the revenue
from digital auciio services, and from other sources.
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The plain facts indicate then that consumers are doing better,
and the industry is doing just fine.

This committee had the foresight to build in an automatic sunset
to rate regulation in the lawa point which is almost never men-
tioned by the industry. The problem for cable operators seems to
be that the Act requires a competitor to actually be in the market
before a company can be deregulated.

The question CFA has continually been asking itself is, what
does the cable industry want to do to respond to a competitive
threat that it cannot do under the Act?

Can they improve service?
Yes.
Can they reduce the price of their regulated tiers to respond to

a competitor'?
Yes. The benchmark is only a ceiling.
Can they increase prices when they add new programming to

regulated tiers?
Yes. And they could do so at a premium above the benchmark

rate.
If a competitor enters the market, for instance, with all a-la-carte

services, can they respond and do the same?
Yes. And then those services are totally unregulated.
Can they create a tier of new programming in response to a com-

petitor?
Yes. And thi, new tier is also unregulated.
And, finally, can they create a package of a-la-carte services to-

gether in response to a competitor, such as all sports programming,
all public affairs and news programming?

The answer again is yes. And these services are unregulated.
Any of these actions can be taken by the cable operator without

any prior approval or authority from regulators.
There seems to be only one thing that the cable operator cannot

do, and that is raise its prices for regulated services above a rea-
sonable level. Why would any company in its right mind, which
fears losing customers to competition from DBS or from the phone
companies or from anybody do such a thing?

The only answer I could come up with is that, there is no mean-
ingful competition to cable, and the facts support this conclusion.

irect broadcast satellite service, which was cited by the pre-
vious panelists, has no more than 500,000 customers nationwide
right now. That represents less than one-half of 1 percent of the
cable industry's market penetration.

There is also a $700 up-front cost for the dish, as well as month-
ly programming fees. And it does not, deliver local broadcast sig-

nals.
There is not a single commercial video dial tone service available

in the entire country. So there is absolutely no actual competition
from the telephone companies.

And when competition does arrive from the phone companies
and we think it may ultimately, but nobody knows exactly when
the rate regulations will sunset.

In conclusion, the cable industry promised to behave once before,
and consumers got stung by huge rate increases and notoriously
poor service. The comm;ttee got it right last time around. CFA be-
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lieves the last thing Congress should do for the second time in a
decade is deregulate the cable industry before competition actually
arrives, and put consumers at unnecessary risk. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stillman follows:]
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SUMMARY

After the cable industry was deregulated in 1986. consumers were hit with the biggest rate

increases in cable history Rates skyrocketed at roughly three-umes the rate of inflation. By
1992 when the industry was finally re-regulated. CFA found that Cable rates were 28% above

competitive market levels and cable consumer's were being overcharged $6 billion annually.

The monopoly cable industry is again asking Congress to deregulate rates before effective

competition arrives Such action will likely.resuli in a return to the hyper-intlated rate increases

and other monopoly abuses by the industry that were the norm prior to passage of the 1992 Act.

Until actual competition arrives, consumers and potential competitors alike need regulation to

protect them from abuse.

Despite industry claims, cable revenue numbers show impressive growth, even in the face of rate

regulation. While the industry experienced declines in basic cable revenue and equipment

revenue, increases in other areas went a long way toward making up that decline. So while

consumers saved about $2.5 billion as compared to historical trends. after all of the revenue

increases are added. i.able industry revenues declined by only $538 million.

Since the Cable Act passed in October. 1992, the Kagen Index of cable stocks has increased by

47.8%. Over the same period. the S&P 500 Increased only 11.251, . Debt financing by the cable

industry has also climbed to S10.8 billion in 1904 trom 56.9 billion in 1903. Even under

regulation, it would appear that investors and lenders are comtbnable with the overall health of

the industry.

The most important policy question betbre Congress is. what would any reasonable business

which was responding to competitive pressures seek to do that the cable industry can't do under

the Act'? The simple answer is nothing The 1992 Cable Act and the Commission's regulations

give a great deal of flexibility to the operators to respond to competition. An operator can do

just about anything, except raise its prices in response to competition.

Despite cable industry claims that competition has arrived or that they are feeling competitive

pressure. cab:: operators have not been able to demonstrate that a competitor or competitors are

serving 15 percent of their market. Even DBS. perhaps the most real threat has accumulated

less than one-half ot one percent of the cable industry's market penetration.

The idea is simple: once competition arrives, rate regulation is no longer necessary. The cable

industry wants to change or eliminate this test in an attempt to preserve its local monopoly or

at least permit price gouging until there is actual competition. The cable industry de-regulation

proposals should be rejected and the effective competition test preserved. CFA urges Congress

to let the 1992 Cable Act continue to protect consumers from unreasonable rates until actual

competition arrives. At that time. the rate regulation will automatically sunsets under the Act.

The Consumer Federation uf America is a non-profit association of 240 pro-consumer groups.

with a combined membership of 50 million, that was founded in 1968 to advance the consumer

interest through advocacy and education.
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I. Monopoly Abuses Led to Cable Re-regulation

In 1984. the cable industry came to Congress and asked to be deregulated. At the time.

the industry claimed that serious competition was looming from satellite services and wireless

microwave providers and others. Consumer advocates were concerned about the potential

dangers of deregulation before competition actuallydevelops. However, based in large part on

the rosy scenarios provided hy the industry, cable was de-regulated. effective 1986.

It quickly became apparent that consumers worst fears were being realized. The

monopoly cable industry took steps to stifle competition before ii started. Service was terrible

and its many places remains that way. Consumers were hit with the biggest rate increases in

cable history. Rates skyrocketed at roughly three-times the rate of inflation.' By 1992 when

the industry was finally re-regulated. CFA found that cable rates were 28% above competitive

market levels and cable consumer's were being overcharged $6 billion annually.

The data submitted by the cable industry to the Federal Communications Commission

("Commission") indicated that rates in communities with two cable companies competing head-

to-head had i.ates which were 28 percent lower than in the monopoly markets.' CFA and other

1991 Survey of Cable Television Rates and Services; General

Accounting Office, July, 1991. Se=. also, Bureau of Labor

Statistics-Consumer Price :ndex.

24M Dkt. 92-266; First Report and Order and Further Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking; Adopted April 1, 1993, Released May 3, 1993 at

Appendix E page 12-13.
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public interest groups proposed rules which would have brought rates down to competitive

market levels and saved consumers virtually all of the $6 billion in overcharges. The

Commission went only part way. After the first full year of regulation, cable consumers saved

apprommately $2.5 billion in cable programmmg and equipment charges as compared to

historical trends.' While CFA was happy to see some of the overcharges squeezed out of cable

rates, we still maintain that the Commission should lower rates further to make them reasonable.

In 1995 it looks like deja vu all over again. as Yogi Berra said The monopoly cable

indusu-y is agam asking Congress to deregulate rates before effective competition arrives.

Consumers want reasonable rates and protection from monopoly abuse by the cable industry,

whether from competitive alternatives or through regulation. Deregulation of rates before actual

2ompetition arrives will likely result in a return to the hyper-inflated rate increases and other

monopoly abuses by the Industry that were the norm prior to passage of the 1992 Act.

The 1992 Cable Act is Pro-Consumer and Pro-Competitive

The most fundamental goals of the 1992 Cable Act are tO bring the full benefit of

competition to the cable market by eliminating discrimination in program distribution, and assure

reasonable rates for cable service and equipment. As a general principle. CFA believes

consumers are best served by competition. However, consumers want to receive the full benefits

of competition even when market or other impediments slow its development. So until actual

1994.
'Bureau of labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index, Year End
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competition amves a surrogate -- rate reductions to reasonable levels and access to programming

for potential competitors -- is needed to protect consumers' interests.

The Cable Act is a model for legislauon designed to protect consumers and potential

competitors during the transition from monopoly to competition. The Act recognizes that

regulation of rates is necessary only while a company retains ILS monopoly or has significant

market power. The Act =lodes a built-in sunset, so rate regulation completely disappears once

there is an alternative provider offering roughly equivalent service for consumers. There is no

danner that rate regulation will prevent monopoly cable operators from competing fairly once

competition actually arrives or that rules which are no longer useful or necessary will remain

in effect.

CFA maintains that the only way to determine if a service is a true alternative -- a

competitor to the incumbent cable monopoly, is whether consumers actually subscribe to the

alternative. The Act does not require the incumbent cable monopoly to lose a specific

percentage of market share before It can have it's rates deregulated. The alternative only needs

to make its service available to half the households in a given market and have 15% of the

households in the market as actual subscribers. This 15% can come from any households in the

market, whether they currently subscribe to cable or not. The cable industry's penetration rate

of roughly 60 percent means rate regulation could actually be eliminated if a portion of

consumers in a community who do not subscribe to cable opt for the new alternative. CFA

believes this is an extremely reasonable standard. Indeed, much of the economic literature
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defines a fully competitive market as one which contains tive or six entities of roughly equal size

offering equivalent services.

III. Cable Industry Attempts to Thwart the Act

It came as no surpnse to anyone that re-resulatmg a 520 billion industry, especially one

which was fignung at every step ot the way, would be no easy task. Although it has been

difficult, it has certainly been worthwhile for the American consumcr and potential competitors

who now have a realistic hope of getting a toothold m the business. Furthermore, many of the

problems, delays and much ot the excessive paperwork were generated by the oable industry

itself and not the Act.

Although the 1992 Cable Act was passed by an overwhelming. bi-parusan super-majonty,

it seemed that many at the Commission never believed the bill would become law. The agency

did not appear to take steps to prepare for implementation of the Act. As a result, some of the

rate regulation proceedings got off to a rough stan. Once a new chairman was confirmed and

new staff reinvigorated the implementation process, efforts were made with some success to

better reflect Congress statutory mandate and improve the rate regulation outcome for

CORSUIllers.

At the same time, however, the cable industry has attempted to overwhelm the

Commission and thwart the purposes of the Act. For instance, many industry filings wasted the
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Commission's time and tied it in knots by arguing against the plain language of the Act. The

following arc just a small sampling Of the baseless arguments made by the Industry:

The Act explicitly states that the Commission must assure that rates for Cable
Programming Services are "not unreasonable" Several cable operators,
including Time Warner. Comcast and TCI claimed that the Commission should
establish a standard of regulation based on "egregiousness.' instead.' The
aompanies claimed that the Commission could only regulate the 2-5% of cable
systems with the highest rates.

The Cable Act requires that ail equipment used by subscribers to receive the basic
tier, including converter boxes and remote control units, must be regulated in a

cost-based manner. If a subscriber requests, this would include an addressable
converter box or other equipment necessary to receive programming on other

service tiers. Several industry commenters claimed that only equipment used by
subscnbers of the basic tier was subject to this provision. This narrow
interpretation was explicitly rejected by the Conference Committee.'

Some in the industry also tned to convince the Commission to ienore the actual

cost language of the Act.'' Instead the companies urged the Commission to set
prices based on national average methodologies or load inappropriate costs into

their proposals.'

Several cable industry iilings asked the Commission to define a multichannel
video programming distributor as anv entity (including a broadcaster) which

§622
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makes video programming available."' This ignored the statutory requirement
that for purposes of the effective competition test, the alternative provider must
offer comparable video programming. It also ignores the fact that Congress
rejected earlier Commission rules which defined effective competition r:s 3 or 6
over-the-air broadcast channels.

Much has been said about the many pages of regulations and the number of proceedings

which followed the Act. Most of those pages are not regulations at all. Rather, they contain

history and descriptions of the comments filed by the parties. This predominantly includes

responses to the high-powered cable lawyers' attempts to re-argue the Act and disregard it's

plain language as described above.

With respect to the actual regulations themselves, much of the detail is largely designed

to protect the cable industry, not consumers. For instance, there are hundreds of pages of detail

which permits the indusn-y to challeage the regulated "benchmark" rate as too low. There is no

correspondina power for consumers to demonstrate that the "benchmark" rate is too hieh for

their particular company.

The cable industry has also attempted to slow the regulatory process by bringing legal

challenges to every portion of the Act and every regulation and ruling made by the Commission.

Again, the fact that the regulations were completely in line with the plain language and intent

of the Act was irrelevart to the industry and its lawyers.

'''7.:7:mments of Continental Cablevision at 6; TCI at 13;
Cablevision :ndustries at 63; Time Warner at 11, January 27, 1993.
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IV. The Cable (ndustry is Thriving Under Regulation

When Congress was debating passage of the 1992 Cable Act, many in the industry

claimed that operators would be forced into bankruptcy, the industry would be unable to increase

program offerings, improve service or compete in the broader telecommunications market. The

bankruptq, 's never came, new programming is abundant, there is a new campaign to improve

service and billions of dollars are being invested by the industry. It is time to cut through the

cable industry rhetoric and look at what's really happening in the marketplace.

The tndusu-y has seen increases" in all of the following in the past year alone:

number of homes passed (up 1 million)

number of total new subscriptions tup 5.29 million)

number of baste cable subscribers (up 1.4 million)

number of er-i-inded basic cable subscribers tup 1.08 million)

number of ; ay cable subscribers (up 2.01 million)

number of mini-pay subscnbers (up 800,000)

number of new programming channels

enhanced basic revenues (up $229 million)

cable television advertising revenues (both local, regional and network up $644

"Th?. Kagan Metha Z-7,?bruary 24, 1995.
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million)

digital audio revenue (up S25 million)

home shopping revenue (mostly carried on and owned by cable. up 3430 million)

mini-pay and premium channel revenue (up $37 million and $293 million
respectively)

Pay-per-view revenue (up S112 million)

The actual industry revenue numbers show impressive growth, even in the face of rate

regulation. Between 1993 and the end of 1994, the industry experienced declines in basic cable

revenue of $404 million and equipment revenue of $827 million. During the same period.

however, new revenues from pay servivis and advertising alone totalled $740 million. After all

of the revenue increases arc added, cable industry revenues declined by only $538 million. In

light of the fact that reasonable rates would have resulted in a 28 percent rate decrease, the

industry has done quite well.

Just looking at revenues doesn't tell the enure story. Stock values of the cable MSO's

have risen dramatically as compared to the Standard and Poor's 500 ("S&P 500). Since the

Cable Act passed in October. 1992. the Kagen Index of cable stocks, the primary measuring tool

for the industry, has increased by 47.8%. Over the same period, the S&P 500 increased only

11.2%. In fact, in every month since passage of the Cable Act, the Kagen Index has exceeded

the pre-regulation trend line. CFA does not believe this is the mark of an industry hamstrung

by regulation. On the contrary, investors seem bullish on the industry and prospects for cable's

ability to take on the local telephone monopoly.

8
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Another Important measurement of investor confiden. debE financmg by the cable

industry, has climbed to $10.8 billion in 1994 from S6.9 billion in 1993. This growth has been

steady since 1991 when there was a "credit crunch" in the banking industry.' Even while the

Federal Reserve Board was raising interest rates to stave off inflation, banks continued to

provide private debt to the cable industry. Even under regulation. it would appear that lenders

are comfortable with the overall health of the industry.

In addition to all of these measurements which indicate a very healthy industry under rate

regulation, one need only pick up a newspaper over the past few months to see that the Industry

players seem to have access to plenty of money tO invest':

February 1995. Time Warner offers $2.7 billion for Cablevision Industries systems

Jrnuary 1995, Time Warser offers 52.244 billion for Houston Industries systems

January 1995. Intermedia Partners. TCI and others offer 52.3 billion for Viacom's
systems.

November 1994, Continental Cablevision offers $i.4 billion for Providence Journal's
systems.

September 1994. Time Warner offers 53.2 billion for Newhouse's systems.

September 1994. Time Warner offers $337 million for Summit's systems.

August 1994. TCI offers 51.56 billion to,: Te Ie-cable's systems

June 1994, Cox Communications offers 52.3 billion for Times Mirror's systems.

June 1994. Comcast offers $1.2.7 billion for Rogers Communications' systems.

s731.:1 Kagan Cab...e 77 Flnance, 2ecember :.994 newslter.

.Wall F,..br'.:ary 3, 1995,



The industry has also been active at the state level, including Florida. Georgia. North

Carolina. Ohio. Texas. Virginia, Missouri and Arizona. announcing its Intention to get states

to open up the local telephone market to competition. Many cable companies have committed

to making the network investments necessary to otTer telephone service as we,I as cable.

And most recently, a consortium made up of ICI, Cox. Comcast and Spnnt just spent

52.1 billion dollars on 29 PCS licenses. Cox also will pay 5250 million for a license in southern

California. In fact, this consortium of cable companies spent more money than any other bidder

in the enure auction. One has to wonder, where's the substance behind the rhetonc of the

cable industry' The evidence is clear, the cable industry has fared well under this pro-

con.sumer, pro-competition regulation. Indeed, CFA maintains that in lieht of this and other

evidence, the Commission should take action to reduce cable rates further.

V The Cable Industry is Not Compeutnely Disadvantaged 13y the Act

The most important policy question before Congress is, what would any reasonable

business which was responding to competitive pressures seek to do that the cable industry can't

do under the Act? The simple answer is nothing. The 1992 Cable Act and the Commission's

regulations give a great deal of flexibility to thc operators to respond to competition. An

operator can do just about anything except raise its pnces in response to competition. It is

difficult to believe a company that was truly interested in responding to competition would take

Mar.:h
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such a step

.-X competitor will most hkely enter market where it believes it can provide an

equivalent or better service and charge a lower price than the incumbent. In most cases, the

re :noose of the incumbent would be to lower its pnces and add new sernces to make it's service

more distinctive or more competitive. Under the Commission's regulations. as new services are

added to regulated tiers, the incumbent can raise the price it charges. There is nothing in the

1992 Cable Act or in the regulations established by the Commission which prevent a cable

operator frcm responding fairly to competition.

fie rate regulation benchmark operates as a cap on prices. If a competitor comes in to

a market with a lower pnce. the incumbent is completely free to lower its price, without any sort

it pre .approval or certification by the Commission or local authorities. What the incumbent

cannot do is discriminate it e. engage in unfair competition through predatory pricing by

lowering the price tor some people and not for others in an effort to drive the new entrant out

,if ihe market)

In addition to being able to respond to competition based on rates, the industry has been

ratited a geat deal of flexibility in the way it can market its services. Cable operators are

permuted under the regulations to add new programmmg to regulated tiers at a premium price

to coosumers above and beyond what they would normally be permitted to charge under the

'Ifenctirnark attain without any pre-approval or certification. They can add these programsand

11
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raise prices whether consumers want the new programming services or not.

Operators are free to offer any programming service either on an a-la-carte or stand alone

basis or in a package of other a-la-carte services at any time, without first obtaining permission

from regulators. The prices for these services are totally unregulated. They can also create a

new tier Of services with new programming which will remain totally unregulated. If a

competitor enters the market with an all sports tier, the cable operator can respond If the

competitor enters the market with a news and public affairs package, the cable operator can

respond. Each and every one of these things, and more, can be done without the operator first

obtaining authority from federal or local regulators.

There is also nothing which would prevent the incumbent cable operator from improving

the quality of service. The industry has recently launched a program to improve its image in

an effort to convince consumers that the cable industry will provide more reliable service in the

future, including for local telephone service when cable enters that market. Again, the real

question is what can't the monopoly cable industry do. other than raise rates, in response to

competition. The answer: Virtually nothing.

One thing the industry .:annot do. and CFA urges Congress and the Commission to

prevent, is upgrade the cable network through excess profits. CFA believes Congress and the

Commission have a fundamental obligation to prevent any industry from building the information

infrastructure on the backs of captive customers. The cable industry believes this eXcept

12
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only with respect to others.

CFA has been at the Commission and in the offices of this very committee, at times even

with the NCTA, to make sure that local monopoly telephone companies are not permitted to

overcharge local telephone ratepayers as a means of getting into the video business through vi:teo

dialtone. Indeed. CFA and NCTA have gone so tar as to file a joint petition and other

documents with the Commission to establish clear rules to prevent dus kind of monopoly abuse.

In our petition. NCTA and CFA said:

"The pending tvideo dialtonej applications demonstrate that the threat of cross-subsidv

remains alive and well with respect to video dialtone offerings notwithstanding earlier

speculation that existing regulatory safeguards and purportedly eroding monopoly power

of local exchange carriers had reduced that threat."'lemphasis in original)

"The consequences of inaction are clear. If an excessive share of jointly-used plant is

assigned to telephone service, telephone rates
will be greater than justified and the rates

for video dialtone service will not reflect the full costs of providing that service."'

"Emerging competition may actually increase the danger of cross-subsidies, as the local

te!ephone company attempt to lower the pnces of services potentially subject to

competition by raising the prices of services not subject to competition (or by failing to

reduce prices that should be reduced). Regulators must respond to the mixture of

competitive and monopoly services with appropriate safeguards. Only when all telephone

company prices are constrained by the presence of competitive alternatives will the need

ational
TelevisionAssociacion and Consumer Federation

of America Join: Petition for Rulemaking and Request for

Estaolishmen: of J Joint Board; Federal Communications Commission;

April 8, L'./92 at 3. Citino New Jersey Cable Television

Association Reply to Opposition to Petition to Deny, File No. W-P-

C-6840 'Filed Fec. l993, App, A (Affidavit of Leland L.

Johnson; a: Z-2.
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for regulation be reduccd."(emphasis in onginal)''

We believe the same principles, designed to protect captive customers and prevent unfatr

competition, must apply to all sectors of the telecommunications market equally. The cable

industry would apply these principles only to others and not itself.

The cable indusu-y has argued eloquently that consumers should not be forced to pay for

the network build-out for competitive ventures of the monopoly telephone company. CFA

whole-heartedly agrees. We -ilso believe that consumers should not be forced to pay for the

build-out for competitive ventures of the monopoly cable company, whether it is entry into the

telephone business or improvements to the cable network in response to a competitive threat.

In either case, the monopoly company would have an unfair competitive advantage at the

expense of captive customers Indeed, if this type of anu-consumer, anti-competitive practice

were permitted, the result would be both cable and telephone charges far higher than they should

be or would be in a competitive market.

Upgrades by monopoly companies should be done with shareholder money or with funds

obtained from the capital markets, just like any competitive venture. If the money lenders on

Wall Street arc not willing to take the risk, and it cannot be done through re-investment of

reasonable profits, then it probably should not be built because it will be uneconomic from the

outset and will require excessive rates to support it. It certainly should not be built on the backs

Cross-Subsidy Concerns Raised by Local Exchange Carrier
Provision of Video Diaitone Services, Hatfield Associates, Inc.;
March 29, 1993 at IC.
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of cable monopoly ratepayers. In this case, regulation has not prevented Wall Street from

supporting cable's build-outs and expansion into other markets.

VI. The Cable Industry is Trying to Gut the Act

Many in the cable industry have portrayed attempts to limit rate regulation to the basic

service tier or to make changes to the "effective competition" standard as nothing more than fine

tumng of the Cable Act. Noihing could he further from the tnith. The indusny proposed

changes would either eliminate regulation of all popular cable programming or all rate regulation

while their cable monopoly persists. The result for cable customers would almost certainly he

significant rate increases.

In deference to the industry's First Amendment rights, the Act only requires that

broadcast and public access channels be offered on a basic tier, although the operator has the

flexibility to include anything else as well. If regulation were limited to basic cable, cable

operators would have an overwhelming financial incentive to move all popular satellite-delivered

cable channels to an unregulated, higher-priced tier. Currently, approximately 90% of cable

consumers subscribe to a service which includes some satellite delivered programming such as

CNN, ESPN, TNT, MTV, Discovery, Arts and Entertainment etc. Under the industry proposal

then, consumers who wish to receive the programming they have today, will have to purchase

an unregulated tier of service at a much higher price.

IS
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Cable programming services like those listed above are the ones which drive the purchase

decision for most cable consumers. In other words, cable companies want the freedom to raise

rates on the most popular cable programming because that is precisely where they can get away

with it while the monopoly persists. CFA believes one of the cornerstones of the Cable Act was

to regulate all tiers of service under the same formula to prevent "gaming" of the regulatory

system and to discourage the operators from stripping popular programming out of the basic tier.

This industry proposal virtually guarantees these abuses will occur and rates will go up.

VII. There is Little Competition to Cable

Despite cable industry claims that competition has arrived or that they are feeling

competitive pressure from Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS), microwave wireless cable and others

is totally unsubstantiated. Other than those few companies that faced head-to-head competiuon

before passaQe of the Act, cable operators have not demonstrated to the Commission that a

competitor or competitors are serving 15 percent of their market.

The effective competition test is simple. straight forward, and easy for the Commission

to administer. The cable operator and it's competitors are required to provide data on

penetration levels and services areas. The 'effective competition" test is simple and easily

reviewable by the Commission. The DBS industry, which many believe is cable's most likely,

near-term competitor, has developed a measurement of subscribers on a zip code basis. This

will be made available to the Commission. It will not be difficult to determine when alternative

8 d
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providers of video services are available to 50% of the market and 15% of the consumers in the

community actually subscribe to the alternative service.

The idea is simple: once competition arrives, rate regulation is no longer necessary. The

cable industry wants to change or eliminate this test in an attempt to preserve its local monopoly

or at least permit price gouging until there is actual competition. In essence, the industry is

asking Congress to permit it to operate as a virtually deregulated monopoly for as long as iE can.

CFA believes the cable industry proposals would cost consumers billions of dollars in excess

cable rates.

Although Congress took important steps designed to help spur competition to cable in the

1992 Act, a review of the market shows that competition is growing very slowly. Even the

introduction of DBS, which the cable industry points to as the most serious competitor, has only

attracted at best. 400.000 to 500,000 customers. This represents less than one-half of one

percent of the cable industry's market penetration. In addition, DBS requires at least a $700 up-

front investment in a satellite dish in addition to the monthly service fees, and it does not deliver

local broadcast or public access, educational and governmental channels. Telephone company

entry into the video business remains only a theoretical threat. There is not a single commercial

video dialtone system operational today, so there is no actual competition from the local

telephone companies.

While competition from a variety of sources may be on the horizon, it has not yet
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arrived. Competition cannot be wished to a market; that is what happened in 1984 and led to

massive consumer and competitive abuses. Consumers need protection from the cable monopoly

until real competition develops. Only actual competition or regulation will effectively constrain

cable prices and keep them reasonable. Until effective competition develops, the Cable Act

allows cable operators to respond as any reasonable business would to threats of competition.

VII. Conclusion

The cable industry de-regulation proposals should be rejected and the effective

competition test preserved. CFA urges Congress to let the 1992 Cable Act continue to protect

consumers front unreasonable rates until actual competition arrives. The Act has ROI prevented

the cable industry from being a full participant in the information revolution, rather it is simply

preventing them from competing unfairly and abusing consumers.

eti
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Gerald Hassell, senior executive vice president, the Bank of

New York.
STATEMENT OF GERALD L. HASSELL, SENIOR EXECUTWE

VICE PRESIDENT, TEE BANK OF NEW YORK

Mr. HASSELL. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

The Bank of New York has had a long and substantial involve-
ment in the broadcasting, cable television, and telecommunications
industries. We have extended loans to some of the founding compa-
nies in these industries, dating back to the late 1940's in the case
of broadcasting, and the early 1960's in the case of cable television.

During that time, the Bank has been a consistent, long-term-ori-
ented supporter of the development of these businesses. Today we
have over $6 billion in loan commitments to these industries, $2
billion to cable television alone.

I understand that this committee hopes to create a competitive
market for telecommunications services. I concur with that objec-
tive.

But I am here today because I am concerned that two rounds of
enormously complex cable television rate regulations enacted over
the past 2 years may in fact, if left un-remedied, lead ultimately
to less competition.

True competition in telecommunications will only develop if both
cable television and the phone companies not only survive, but
flourish. Specifically, I recommend that expanded basic program-
ming and premium programming should no longer be subject to
price regulation.

Regulation of basic programing and certain service activities
could be retained. This would create the necessary financial incen-
tives and rewards for future capital investment, while protecting
the consumer regarding broadcast basic programming.

Many of us in the banking community believe that the cable com-
panies are the most likely source of competition for the local phone
companies. Cable is prepared to invest tens of billions of dollars to
upgrade their national and local infrastructure with advanced tech-
nologies. These investments would allow cable to build systems
that will offer enhanced and expanded product offerings, and which
will compete directly with the local telephone companies.

However, I question the cable industry's resolve and ability to
make these expenditures. Cable regulations currently provide little
incentive for cable companies to rebuild or improve their systems.
The FCC takes no account of the cost or vast public benefits of re-
builds and investments for cable.

FCC regulations restrict the ability of cable operators to respond
to competitive pressures with enhancements and with alternative
packaging of their services. In addition, these regulations can only
be lifted after an operator loses 15 percent of its market share,
which is an unacceptably high figure. And perhaps most trouble-
some is the continuing absence of certainty regarding cable's regu-
latory environment. The notion that cable's nonbasic business and
new ventures will continue indefinitely to be micromanaged by the
Federal regulators is most unsettling.
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Cable companies face considerable disadvantage vis-a-vis the
telcos. Cable bond ratings are consistently much lower. And cable's
equity cost of capital is substantially higher.

At the same time, cable's financial performance has suffered
greatly in the wake of rate regulations. Despite continued sub-
scriber growth, cable industry revenues were flat last year, for the
first time in history. Major cable companies experienced cash-flow
reductions of 5 to 10 percent.

In just the past year, companies representing 17 percent of the
Nation's cable subscribers have either merged out of or are in the
final stages of exiting the industry.

In 1994, the amount of capital that the cable industry raised in
the public debt market totaled nnly $1.5 billion, which is an 87 per-
cent drop from 1993's level. The entire high yield debt market ex-
perienced only a 38 percent decline during that period. No major
domestic cable company completed an initial public offering of eq-
uity during 1994.

Our bank has supported the cable industry's efforts to expand
and grow for over 30 years, and we continue to believe that cable
can be a successful long-term competitor. But today, in light of the
cable industry's regulatory environment and the direct and future
competition from the telcos, it is extremely difficult for us to be
supportive of the industry's efforts to build am advanced infrastruc-
ture.

By the nature of uur business, we are making decisions today
that have 8, 9 and 10 year implications.

If Congress will enact some comprehensive measures to increase
competition in telecommunications and at the same time provide
appropriate regulatory relief for the cable industry, capital will con-
tinue to be available to the cable companies.

We understand and support the need for true competition in tele-
communications, and we are anxious to see the delivery of the next
generation of telecommunications services to business users and
consumers. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hassel] follows:)

9 2
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Statement of Gerald L. Hassell
Senior Executive Vice President

The Bank of New York
to the Senate Commerce Committee

March 21, 1995

Executive Summary

Two rounds of enormously complex cable television rate regulation
enacted over the past two years may in fact, if left unremedied, lead
ultimately to less competition in telecommunications.

Cable regulations currently provide little incentive for cable
companies to rebuild or improve their systems. The FCC takes no
account of the costs or vast public benefits of rebuilds and investments
for cable: and it has indicated that it has no plans to do so in the future.
And perhaps most troublesome is the continuing absence of certainty
regarding cable's regulatory environment. The notion that cable's non-
basic business and new ventures will continue indefinitely to be
micromanaged by Federal regulators is most unsettling.

Our Bank has supported the cable industry's efforts to expand and
grow for over 30 years, and we continue to believe cable can be a
successful long-term competitor. But today, in light of the cable
industry's regulatory environment, and the direct and future competition
from the telcos. it is extremely difficult for us to be supportive of the
industry's efforts to build advanced infrastructures.

If Congress will enact comprehensive measures to increase
competition in telecommunications and at the same time provide
appropriate regulatory relief for cable companies, capital will continue to
be available to the cable industry.

BEST Copy AVAILABLE
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Statement of Gerald I.. Hassell
Senior Executive Vice President

The Bank of New York
to the Senate Commerce Committee

March 21. 1995

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name
is Gerald Hassell and I am a Senior Executive Vice President of The Bank of
New York.

T'he Bank of New York has had a long and substantial involvement in the
broadcasting, cable television and telecommunications industries. We
extended loans to some of the founding companies in these industries dating
back to the late 1940's. in the case of broadcasting, and the early 1960's, in the
case of cable television. 1, personally, started following these areas as a junior
banking officer in 1975. During that time the Bank has been a consistent, long
term oriented supporter of the development of these businesses. Today, we
have over $6 billion in loan commitments to these industries $2 billion to
cable television alone. Virtually all the major cable television and
telecommunications companies are our customers.

I understand that this Committee hopes to create a competitive market
for telecommunications services. I concur with that objective. But I am here
today because I am concerned that two rounds of enormously complex cable
television rate regulation enacted over the past two years may in fact, if left
unremedied, lead ultimately to less competition. True competition in
telecommunications will only develop if both cable television and the phone
companies not only survive but flourish.

Specifically, I recommend that expanded basic programming and
premium programming should no longer be subject to price regulation.
Appropriate, non-punitive regulation of basic programming and certain service
activities could be retained. This would create the necessary financial
incentives and rewards for future capital investment while protecting the
consumer from egregious pricing practices for broadcast basic programming.

Many of us in the banking community believe that cable companies are
the most likely source of competition to the local telephone industry. Cable
television executives tell me they are prepared to invest tens of billions of
dollars to upgrade their national and local infrastructure with advanced
technologies. These investments would allow cable to build systems that will
offer enhanced and expa-,ded product offerings and which will compete directly
with the local telephone companies.

9 1.1
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However, I question the cable industry's resolve and ability to make these
expenditures. Cable regulation:, currently provide little incentive for cable
companies to rebuild or improve their r,ystems. The FCC takes no account of
the costs or vast public benefits of reluilds and investments for cable, and it
has ,ndicated that it has no planr to do so in the future,

FCC regulations restrict the ability of cable operators to respond to
competitive pressures with enhancements and with alternative packaging of
their services. In addition, these regulations can only be lifted after an
operator loses 15 peccent of its market share, which is an unacceptably high
figure. And perhaps most troublesome is the continuing absence of certainty
regarding cable's regulatory environment. The notion that cable's non-basic
business and new ventures will continue indefinitely to be micromanaged by
Federal regulators is most unsettling.

Cable companies face a considerable disadvantage vis-a-vis the telcos in
their ability to finance upgrades and new systems. While telco revenues exceed
$100 billion annually. the cable industry generates only about $25 billion each
year. Cable bond ratings are consistently much lower than those of the telcos,
and cable's equity cost of capital is substantially higher.

At the same time, cable's financial performance has suffered greatly in
the wake of rate regulation. Despite continued subscriber growth. cable
industry revenues were flat last year for the first time in history. Major cable
companies experienced cash flow reductions of five to ten percent. The value of
cable stocks dropped over by 6 percent from September. 1993 to date, while
the S&P index rose by 6 percent. And most telling, in just the past year
companies representing 17 percent of the nation's cable subscribers have
either merged out of or are in the final stages of exiting the industry.

Cable's regulatory emironment has had a significant impact on the
industry's access to capital markets. In 1994. the amount of capital that the
cable industry raised in the public debt markets totaled only $1.5 billion,
which is an 87 percent drop from 1993s level. The entire "high yield" debt
market experienced only a 38 percent decline. No major domestic cable
company completed an initial public offering of equity during 1994. although
several American cable companies operating in the United Kingdom. where
cable regulation is much more supportive, did successfully undertake initial
public offerings.

Our Bank has supported the cable industry's efforts to expand and grow
for over 30 years, and we continue to believe cable can be a successful long-
term comp,Aitor. But today, in light of the cable industry's regulatory
environment. and the direct and future competition from the telcos, it is
extremely difficult for us to be supportive of the indust Ty s efforts to build
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advanced infrastructures. By thc nature of our bumness we are making
decisions today that have, eight, nine. ten year implications.

If Congress will enact comprehensive measures to increase competition
in telecommunications and at the same time provide appropriate regulatory

relief for cable companies, capital will continue o be available to the cable

industry.

We understand and support the need for true competition in
telecommunications, and we are anxious to see the delivery of a new generation

of telecommunications services to business users and consumers. I hope this

Congress will pass legislation that will allow all of this to occur.

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We have 15 Senators here, so I am going to ask for 8-minute

rounds of questions, and we will have second rounds.
Mr. Cutler, your testimony mentions an FCC cost study and the

fact that small cable operators have higher costs per subscribe
than large cable operators. Did the FCC take this into account in
setting small cable's benchmark rates?

You also discuss a number of problems unique to small cable
companies across the United States. I guess they would be in Cali-
fornia and New York as well as every State. Will the deregulation
effort solve this problem?

Mr. CUTLER. Well, you mention a number of things. The States
that are involved with small cable operators that are in trouble are
South Carolina, Kentucky, California, Indiana,

New Hampshire, Vermont, Mine, Mississippi, Washington
State,

Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Nebraska. These are where there are
currently preliminary foreclosure and foreclosure proceedings going
forward against small cable operators.

You asked about whether deregulation would solve some of our
problems. Certainly as our banker friend mentioned, certainty with
bankers is very important. If the small cable operators are deregu-
lated, we will 'be in a position to compete--particularly nowwith
DES, which will mean that we need to broaden our offerings.

We cannot have systems in these small towns with 12 channels
of cable. We need to have 20 channels and 30 channels of cable.
This will require rebuilding the cable systems. It will require in-
creasing our offerings.

And so we need to have that opportunity so that we can compete
with the MMDS and the DBS providers.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stillman, what would your response be to
small cable's arguments? And also, last Friday, a Federal judge
ruled that the regional Bells can begin providing video dial on a
larger basisor at least one of them can. It will probably be ex-
tended to all of them.

Is there not now enough competition from DBS and the Bells, so
that there is competition in the cable area?

So I guess my question is a two-part one, dealing with the small
cable company issuehow would you deal with that or respond to
that? Because some of these small towns probably would not be
wired if it were not for small cable companies and probably will not
be in the future.

Mr. STILLMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the issue of
small systems, we understand that the situation is significantly dif-
ferent for the truly small, independent companies, who do not ben-
efit from the economies of scale and scope of the larger companies
in this industry. And we have never objected to any attempts at
the FCC to provide relief for these small, independent operators.
And that would continue to be our position.

In addition, we negotiated with some of the small companies
back in 1992, to try and see if we could come up with some reason-
able relief for those companies who were going to be burdened, per-
haps unfairly, in a small number of cases by the 1992 Cable Act.
But the industry itself and those companies that we were negotiat-
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ing with had decided at the time that they were going to cast their
lot with their bigger brothers in the cable industry and try and
fight for no regulation for anybody in the industry, instead of try-
ing to come up with a fix for the small, rural operators.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, this is addressed to anybody on the panel.
Price controls have preceded a marked drop in cable companies'
revenues and overall value. How then have price controls impacted
access to the capital needed for future investment and risk taking?

I guess maybe that would fall in Mr. HasseE's area mostly.
Mr. HASSELL. Cash flows declined last year, as I said, ioetween

5 and 10 percent for most cable companies. The basis by which we
lend to these companies is based on cash-flow, not on revenues.

To the extent that they do not generate cash-flow, they do not
have ability to borrow.

The CHAIRMAN. But is that due to price regulation, or is it due
to DBS and other competition?

Mr. HASSELL. Both. [A brief interruption.]
The CHAIRMAN. Staff tells me that is interference with the police

channel.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, I do not know where that

is coming from, but I certainly think it is appropriate that it either
be turned off or the person who has it leaves the room.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cutler, you talked about the competition or
the relationship between the small cable companies and the rural
telco and so forth. Would you expand on that a little bit?

Mr. CUTLER. Well, at this point, we both are very defined in our
business. But I think we are going to see, through the legislation
and so on, that there will be the opportunity for competition. But
I think in the rural areas what we are going to see are joint ven-
tures, various kinds of arrangements, so that these new tech-
nologies can be provided in these communities. But they are very
expensive. And to duplicate those in the towns the size that we are
serving is just not realistic.

So that is why the joint ventures and merger provisions are very
important. And I think the key thing as far as the cable companies
are concerned is that we have an opportunity to compete so that
the rural te'cos will allow us to the table.

At this point, they are just not prepared to negotiate with us. We
have tried to talk with them about using joint fiber optics in some
of these things. They are not prepared to discuss these issues, be-
cause, in their mindsas we read it at leastthey think they are
going to put us out of business.

So, if we can have an equal opportunity to be a competitor,
thenand there is also the provisions for mergers and joint ven-
tures and so onI think the economics in those rural areas will
lictate that there will be joint ventures. And that is how this type
of technology will be brought to our customers.

The CHAIRMAN. But the list of States that you read, that was
where there are small companies in financial trouble. But these
problems would exist in any towns of less than 1,000 or less than
2,000 people, wherever they exist, the things you are talking about;
is that not correct?

Mr. CUTLER. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Good.

9 8
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Sent.1-pr HOLLINGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The unregulated disruption that we just suffered from the police

channel brings to mind the fact that the communications people
Mr. Neel, you talk about all those regulationsthe communications
people, the broadcasters themselves, ask for regulation as a result
of just what occurred back in the twenties. And that is how we got
the 1934 Act.

So when you list all the regulations that you put on the chart
there, you ought to list on the other side, of course, the fact that
they have got about a $5.5 billion guaranteed cash-flow. They spent
about $600 million in taxes. They keep New York happy with about
$1.6 billion in dividends, thereafter investing $1.7 billion in up-
grading their equipment and going to fiber optic and otherwise.
Leaving them anywhere from $1 billion to $1.6 billion excess prof-
its.

That is one of the problems we have here at this particular level.
They are rich. They are powerful. And there are several of the
RBOC's that do not want any deregulation. They like it the way
it is. And we have had a hard time getting this bill moving.

So, yes, the regulations were there over a 60-year period, but it
had not really been too burdensome. If Senator Pressler and I are
successful and we can get them to unbundle and join the field of
competition, all of those regulations will go out of the window.

Specifically, Mr. Anstrom, what we had in cable was almost vio-
lent intermural. In fact, I refereed almost a fist fight in the back
room and we came out here and voted 18 to 1 to regulate you folks.
Thank heavens you are here. We had difficulty with the previous
representative. [Laughter.]

Senator HOLLINGS. But I am delighted to see you. And I just
have a lot of confidence in you. And I want to know what is the
big, dramatic change that would cause us to deregulate further
cable, other than the provision for the FCC to constantly oversee
it?

In other words, yes, you got DBS, but it is, as Mr. Stillman has
said, less than 500,000 homes, or one-half of 1 percent. You have
to pay about $700. You have to pay an annual fee. And if I got DBS
at my home, which I have entertained the thought, then I could not
get the local channels, which is predominantly my interest, to find
the local broadcast network programs.

So DBS has really not brought about any real competition.
None of the telephone companies have gotten into cable. There

have been decisionsBell Atlantic here, a year and a half ago, but
they are not into it.

I am wondering why the dramatic change. We saw a good bill
pass. In fact, it was the only override of President Bush's veto in
his 4-year period. And we held tight to that particular position on
a vote of 18 to 2 in this committee just last year.

Now, what is the big change, would you describe for us, that we
have now competition going and everything else and the cable oper-
ators are suffering?

Mr. ANSTIZOM, Senator Hollings, I think several things have
changed since the last time this committee and Congress looked at
the question of regulating cable 3 years ago. First of all, cable
prices have been cut 17 percent already as a result of the FCC reg-
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ulations. So where we are starting from today is very different from
the time that this Congress looked at this question.

Second, the world is changing very quickly.
Senator HOLLINGS. Oh, 1 know the world is changing. On the 17

percent, that was onlywe gave you back halfor, rather, the
FCC gave you back half. Get over on the House side and listen to
Mr. Markey and the rest of them. They are really peeved at the
FCC, after we tried to get it back in line to a reasonable profit,
they gave you back half your profit. You did a pretty good job at
the FCC level on that 17 percent.

Incidentally, Mr. Hassell was talking about the investments and
the bank. And that is not the reaction of the bankers. In other
words, debt financing by the cable industry has climbed to $10.8
billion in 1994, last year, from $6.9 billion in 1993, even while we
had a credit crunch and the Federal Reserve Board was raising in-
terest rates. That is not the way the financial market looks at it.
They look at it as a good moneymaker and a good investment.

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, I would defer to Mr. Hassell on that ques-
tion. I think he has probably a different view.

Senator HOLLINGS. I defer to the fact.
Mr. ANSTROM. And I would defer to the banker on those facts,

Senator Hollings.
Senator HOLLINGS. This is a banker's facts, yes, sir, what I have

given.
Go ahead.
Mr. ANSTROM. Well, again, I think if you look at the measures

of capital availability, as Mr. Hassell indicated in his statement, it
is very clear that lending, our access to the public markets, our ac-
cess to the private markets, are markedly down from the pre-regu-
lation period. And, in fact, as I indicated in my statement, the only
independent analysis of this whole issue was conducted by the Eco-
nomics Resource Group, which concluded, after looking at all of the
available options for financing, that the cable industry faced real
impediments to raising capital.

And I think, Senator Hollings, if I may, I think the other thing
that has changed, in addition to the arrival of DBS, which ye think
is a real and vibrant competitor, is the question that is in front of
this committee and that was suggested by your comments to my
friend, Mr. Neel, here.

Which is, what you are expecting from our industry is much dif-
ferent than the world in 1992.

When you all passed the Cable Act in 1992, you kept in place the
restrictions that kept the telephone companies out of our business.
Those restrictions have now been struck down. The phone compa-
nies are coming into our marketplace.

And these are the original 800-pound gorillas, as I indicated. And
in order to raise the capital to compete with them in terms of pro-
tecting our own business, as well as providing competition to them
in their business, so that they do not act anti-competitively, we
have to raise tens of billions of dollars. And that was not the situa-
tion in 1992.

And I think those things are very different.
With respect to the question of, well, the telephone companies

are not providing service yet--I grew up, as I think you know, in
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the rural Midwest. And I sort of look at this as the way a variety
store owner in a town looks when he hears that WalMart is buying
parcels of land outside of his town to put in a WalMart store.

And it does not take WalMart to be in operation. The moment
that variety store owner hears that WalMart is coming into town,
he is going to do everything he can to earn his customers' trust and
confidence. He is going to keep his prices reasonable. He is going
to provide more service and more variety.

A.nd the simple, legal authorization of the phone companies to
get into this business is going to be a major constraining effect on
the cable companies. If not, we are going to be out of business, Sen-
ator Hollings. I think that is the reality of it.

And of course, they are already there in our communities. They
have a wire in 94 percent of the homes, every business. They are
out there marketing and selling in every community today.

Senator HOLLINGS. Well, you are right. They are powerful. And
like I said, it was intended that they have that monopoly, and they
have given outstanding service. And one of the big problems we
have is not to repeat our disaster with airline deregulation, where-
by we have ruined them all, and now the regulated foreign air-
lin,sKLM is taking over Northwest, and British Air, regulated,
is taking over US Air and all the rest.

So we have come full circle. We try to learn from those experi-
ences. But, specifically, you do not think we are going to pass a bill
that allows the cable companies to buy an RBOC?

Mr. ANSTROM. I do not see that happening.
Senator HOLLINGS. I do not think that is going to happen either.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NEEL. Senator Hollings, very briefly. I am not sure I ever

thought I would be in this room coming to the aid of the cable in-
dustry, but I think that it is important to point out that what you
are trying to do with this legislation is to get people to invest, to
build out these networks, to build the so-called information super-
highway. It should not matter whether cable is taking its money
and investing it in its networks or the telephone companies.

Why do you want to be constantly and terminally refereeing this
kind of investment contest?

If you break down these rules, if you minimize regulation, you
will create dramatic investment, both in the cable industry and in
the telephone industry. So the issue of whether one company is
earning more than another company should not even be a factor in
this debate, going forward.

Senator HOLLINGS. Of course, the object is not to referee the
fight; it is to try to develop competition. And that is exactly the
thrust of Senator Pressler's bill, my bill, and everyone else's. The
one under consideration is to try to develop competition, where you
are bringing in a monopolistic entity, like an RBOC, that is deter-
minedand there is no question about our experience here for the
past 3 or 4 yearsthey are determined to extend that monopoly.

And how to put a bridle on that animal is a very difficult thing,
but we are going to do our best.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Hassell, tell me a bit about the Bank of

New York. I have not heard of it before.
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Mr. HASSELL. The Bank of New York is the oldest bank in the
United States.

Senator PACKWOOD. IS it a merchant bank?
Mr. HASSELL. No; it is a commercial bank.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is it?
Mr. HASSELL. It was founded by Alexander Hamilton. So we have

been around a long time. And in this particular industry, as I said
in my statement, we made some of the very early loans to the
founding companies in these businesses.

Senator PACKWOOD. I was rather impressed with how deeply in-
volved you are in telephone, cable and whatnot. Now, I wonder,
there are lies, damn lies, and statistics. And I cannot make heads
or tails out of two what appear to be conflicting statements.

Mr. Stillman says, since the Cable Act passed in October 1992,
the Kagen Index of cable stocks has increased by 47.8 percent.
Over the same period, the Standard & Poor 500 increased only
11.2. You say the value of cable stocks dropped over 6 percent from
September 1993 to today, while the Standard & Poor index rose by
6 percent.

Now, I realize you are slightly a year off. But are those two
statements compatible?

Mr. HASSELL. I believe they are. We went back to look at Sep-
tember 1993, when the regulation was enacted, and looked at the
composite of public cable companies. And that is the decline in
their stock value, while the S&P is, as I stated, it rose during that
time period.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is Mr. Stillman taking an artificial base pe-
riod, then, going back a year earlier?

Mr. HASSELL. I am not sure how Mr. Stillman came up with his
numbers.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, can you tell me, Mr. Stillman, did you
go back a year earlier to get that higher base period? Had you
measured from October 1993, would you have the same figures as
Mr. Hassell does?

Mr. STILLMAN. I am not certain what the figures would be from
1993. The reason we relied on the numbers from 1992, because
that is the date of passage of the Act. And we know how the mar-
kets tend to respond to what Congress does in passing legislation,
not only simply when the regulations are put forth by the Commis-
sion go into effect.

I would also point out that the statistics we have relied on are
the basic statistics that the industry usesthe industry standard,
which is the numbers from Paul Kagen Associates.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am not sure I still understand.
Mr. Neel, let me ask. You also represent the Bells, in addition

to everybody else, do you not?
Mr. NEEL. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me see if I understand the import
Mr. NEEL. The 180-pound lightweights. lLaughter.l
Senator PACKWOOD. They are like yourself. !Laughter.
Mr. NEEL. Whatever.
Senator PACKWOOD. I want to make sure I understand Judge

Greene's action on Friday that was reported in the press. I have
not read his decision. As I read it., the Bells were already winning
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court cases to get into cable. If I read hig decision correctly, he is
saying fine to Bell Atlantic, but it looks like to everybody, go
ahead., you may program, you may carry, and you can also do it
interLATA. Do I read it right?

Mr. NEEL. I think that is right. I have not studied the decision,
but I believe the problem addressed the issue of a telephone com-
pany taking down a signal off a satellite for distribution.

Senator PACKWOOD. Right.
Mr. NEEL. And that represented a de facto interLATA trans-

mission.
Senator PACKWOOD. And, in essence, now, the telephone compa-

nies can get into cable nationwide?
Mr. NEEL. We believe, by virtue of the court decisions, they can

do that. By virtue of Judge Greene's decision on satellite trans-
missions, they now have a way to take down the signal from the
headend.

Senator PACKWOOD. Right.
Mr. NEEL. There are other regulatory problems in the making,

and some, unfortunately, could be created by the bill that you are
drafting.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree.
Mr. NEEL. But, yes. The answer is essentially.
Senator PACKWOOD. OK. And, again, you have got a three-Bell

consortium that has hired Howard Stringer from C -BS, and it looks
like they are practically ready to program. This is not in the dis-
tant future. It is next month as best I can tell. Have I got that
roughly right?

Mr. NEEL, Well, I am not sure they are quite there yet. I am not
totally familiar with their business. But they have certainly got a
lot of activity going. There is a lot of creativity at work. Howard
Stringer is one of the aces. And they will be players. I do not think
they are ready quite yet to do that.

S'enator PACKWOOD. Although they can buy programming from
anybody else?

Mr. NEEL. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. They do not have to wait to do it themselves.
Now, Mr. Anstrom, let me ask you this. I am going to assume

thatand tell me if I am wrongthat every house that is con-
nected to cable probably has a telephone. There may be some that
have cable and no telephones. It would be an unusual house, would
it not?

Mr. ANSTROM. I will take your assumption, although one of the
more interesting facts is that there are more homes with TV sets
than telephones in America. But, yes, I think that is right.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, that does not surprise me. You just
mean more sets.

Mr. ANSTROM. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes, they w-uld rather watch than talk.

That part I understand.
Therefore, you, in essence, are going to be faced with very effec-

tive competition not next year, but in a few months. If I under-
standand Mr. Neel can correct me on thisif I understand the
technology, the copper wire into the home can carry cable. You do
not have to do any great restructuring of the wire to the home. You
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may be doing some fiber optics to the neighborhood, but, to the
home, you can get in with cable now, can you not?

Mr. /qEEL. The current generation of what they call twisted cop-
per wire, it would be difficult to transmit multichannel services like
traditional cable systems. What you could do is basically drop a co-
axial cable from the curb into the house. And that is essentially the
kind of hybrid networks that the telephone companies would likely
be doing in the near future.

But it would be difficult with just twisted copper telephone wire
right now to efficiently deliver multichannel video, such as a cable
operator.

Senator PACKWOOD. OK. So you go to a coaxial cable from the
telephone pole to the house?

Mr. NEEL. Right. Perhaps off a fiber optic trunk.
Senator PACKWOOD. Right. That I understand. It may or may not

go to the telephone pole. It may go to the neighborhood.
But it is not a difficult technical problem, then, to do this rewir-

ing?
Mr. NEEL. No. But it does require significant investment.
Senator PACKWOOD. Right.
Mr. NEEL. Because you have got to lay all the fiber into the

neighborhood. And then you have got to lay new coaxial in, or de-
velop agreements with cable to do that. It is costly and time con-
suming. And that makes it more difficult to begin, for instance,
under your scenario, tomorrow, for any telephone company to begin
providing cable.

Senator PACKWOOD. I thought the telephone companies were
going ahead with their conversion over to fiber optics anyway.

Mr. NEEL. Sure. It is important to do that regardless, because it
is new technology, it is just a more elegant equipment to provide
all kinds of signals. And it can be used for all kinds of things other
than just telephone service.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, Mr. Anstrom, let me ask you this.
The test at the moment on competition is 50 percent of the

homes and 15 percent of the customers. But is it 15 percent of your
customers or is itlet us say you have got 1,000 homes and you
have got 60 percent penetration. You are covering 60. The phone
company very quickly can meet the 50 percent potential test. Is the
15 percent of your 500 customers or is 15 percent of 1,000 potential
customers?

Mr. ANSTROM. The latter, Senator Packwood. The homes in the
franchise area.

Senator PACKWOOD. And they have to sign up; it is not that they
could sign up; it is not that it is available?

Before you have effective competition, they would then have to
have 150 customers on a 1,000-customer base?

Mr. ANSTROM. Exactl.
Senator PACKWOOD. Some of which, in all likelihood, are going to

be some of your customers?
Mr. ANSTROM. If you listen to the telephone companies, they cer-

tainly think so. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. Do you want to comment on that, Mr. Neel?
Mr. NEEL. Well, we certainly support this effort to get rid of this

arbitrary 15 percent designation. It is no better than that. And we
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hope we can win more than 15 percent of their customers. We fully
expect them to be aggressively getting our customers, because the
fiber optic technology you mentionnot only can the telephone
companies use this for other services, but cable systems which are
aggressively laying fiber as well can use that same system to pro-
vide telephone services. Which is exactly what you want.

So those kinds of technological parities exist now. The 15 percent
is highly arbitrary. We would not want it applied to our services
any more than cable would to theirs.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is the current cable wire that goes into the
house capable of carrying telephone?

Mr. ANSTROM. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. You do not have to do any extraordinary

conversion that the phone companies would have to do to carry
cable?

Mr. ANSTROM. To carry telephone service?
Senator PACKWOOD. Right.
Mr. ANSTROM. We have some conversion involved. Again, in the

laboratory, we can deliver telephone service over that last mile of
coaxial cable. As a practical matter, in places where our companies
are doing that, particularly, I might point out, in a deregulated en-
vironment like Great Britain, we are using a twisted copper pair
to deliver the last telephone voice. But with the same kind of up-
grade s

Senatoi PACKWOOD. Are you adding an additional wire to carry
the telephone or what?

Mr. ANSTROM. Yes, Senator Packwood. The model now in Great
Britain, which is really the leader because of the kind of environ-
ment that they have created there, is both the phone companies
and the cable companies are going to be build the same kind of
plant, which is fiber optics deep into the neighborhoods, and, at
least for now, a coaxial cable and a twisted copper pair to provide
both telephone and video services.

I would tell you that Cable Labs, our R&D consortium, is actively
involved in an RFP process, however, which we think will lead to
major telephone suppliers telling us how to deliver voice over that
coaxial last mile.

Senator PACKWOOD. And my last question is to Mr. Neel.
You think you will get rid of your twisted copper and simply go

to a coaxial cable, rather than just attempting to lay the equivalent
of a cable in alongside your twisted copper?

Mr. NEEL. I think there will be interim steps to provide full serv-
ice. We will start, just as Decker said, with a combination of twist-
ed copper and coaxial. In some cases, there will be fiber running
right up into the homesin perhaps new developments where it is
economically feasible. There are all kinds of ways to do it.

I would point out one thing. Even though the technology is com-
parable, and as Decker said, they could very quickly move into te-
lephony, the rules that will govern the sale of those services and
the hole management of those networks are vastly skewed toward
burdens for the telephone companies and very few restrictions for
the cable companies.

We applaud them. We simply think there ought to be de-regu-
latory parity, to allow us both to compete on the same terms.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I am going in the order of arrival here.
Senator BURNS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BURNS
I would just ask that my statement be part c,f the record. And

I do not have very many questions, because we have been down
this road so many times that it is unreal. I never will forget, way
back in 1989, when we sort of froze the folks here. And, Roy, .you
were around at that time.

[The prepared statement of Senator Burns followsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BURNS

Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to thank you and Senator Hollings
for having this hearing this morning on Telecommunications Policy Reform to dis-
cuss the important issues of Cable Rate Deregulation, Broadcast Ownership and
Foreign Ownership.

These issues, while perhaps new to any legislation to reform our nation's tele-
communications policy, have been discussed extensively over the past few years. I'm
glad to see that they're being discussed today because all three are important ele-
ments to truly comprehensive telecommunications reform.

Chairman Pressler, Senator Hollings and the other members of the Committee
and our staffs have been working very hard to arrive at legislation that has as its
benchmark competition and deregulationso that consumers will truly benefit
through lower prices, more and better choices and an improved standard of quality.
These are the elements that I will use to evaluate any telecommunications legisla-
tion that winds its way through the halls of Congress. And these are the elements
that I will consider when listening to the testimony of our distinguished panelists
in front of us today.

I am no stranger to the debate on cable rate regulation. In 1992, I was a very
vocal opponent of the rate regulation provisions in the Cable Act. I thought it was
bad policy then and I think it's still bad policy today, perhaps even more so in the
face of increased competition for telecommunications services. At a time when we
should have encouraged cable companies to enhance their networks and provide ad-
ditional, new programming, Congress chose instead to tie cable's hands behind its
back by rolling back rates and providing regulatory uncertainty.

Now, as we look to allowing full competition for all telecommunications services,
some would suggest that we keep cable's hands tied through continued rate regula-
tion.

I disagree. Only through deregulation can we achieve true competition.
In the broadcast marketplace, broadcasters are operating under archaic rules that

better suited the 1950's tlian the 1990's. As we quickly approach the 21st century,
it is time that we reeve' ..ite regulations that so strictly govern the broadcast indus-
try. Whether it be cable/television cross-ownership, national ownership limits for
radio and TV or the newspaper/broadcast cross-ownership restrictions, yesterday's
regulations may not be appropriate for tomorrow's broadcasting marketplace.

It is clear that the broadcast environment today is the most competitive it's ever
been and every indication is that this trend will continue. In this new climate, com-
petition is performing today what regulations provided in the past...diversity, local-
ism and preservation of free over-the-air broadcasting that serves the public interest
at large. But we must, eliminate unnecessary regulations imposed on the broadcast
industry because, if we don't, competition will only take us so far.

As we look to reform our nation's telecommunications policy, we must also recog-
nize that the world in which we now live has changed substantially over the past
several years. Thanks to technological advances, people from all over the world are
now within reach of each other.

F.r those of us who cherish the rural nature of the states in which we live, we
look to telecommunications to allow us to compote in tho global economy, learn at
the best educational institutions and receive the most up-to-date medical advice that
individuals from around the world can offer...all without leaving our own backyards.

But we cannot expect to have the world opened up to us if, at the same time, we
continue to close our markets to countries wanting to compete in the United States.
It is important that we provide free ,narket amess to other ni.tions If we expect
them to open their markets to our own businesses. This market access and competi.

lit;
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tion, if reciprocal, is vital to the economic development of the United States and
other nations competing in the global economy.

Competition and deregulationthe hallmarks of good legislation. I look forward
to hearing from our panelists today on how we can use these principles to establish
the National Information infrastructure to move America forward. l'hank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator BURNS. Mr. Stillman, have you ever seen a regulatory
bill that you did not like? [Laughter.]

Mr. STILLMAN. Well, a regulatory bill that does not have as one
of its goals to bring competition so the regulation can ultimately go
away. That is a regulatory bill we absolutely dislike.

Senator BURNS. Then you would oppose the repeal of the 1992
Act?

Mr. STILLMAN. We do. Well, we oppose repeal of the Act until
there is actual competition. The idea that you can measure com-
petition by simply having something available is, we believe, a mis-
take. Because until consumers are actually subscribing to that al-
ternative, you have no evidence that it is viewed as the public as
a comparable service.

Senator BURNS. What I fail to understand is, in a regulatory en-
vironment, it has been my experience that you never did see any
kind of viable competition ever come into an area where you have
a regulatory environment.

Mr. STILLMAN. Well, Mr. Neel and others would certainly say
that, under their extreme regulatory environment, they are facing
lots of competition from competitive access providers and the like.
We would argue with their characterization of how much competi-
tion there is. But, nonetheless, competition does seem to be devel-
oping both in the cable industry and in the telephone industry.

The question is not whether it is developing; the question is
whether there is enough competition so that it can act to constrain
prices, like a competitive market otherwise would.

Senator BURNS. Well, I understand that. But what we have got
here between what Mr. Neel represents and Mr. Anstrom rep-
resents is an area where one is regulated and the other one is not
in that specific area. So you are just allowing a lot of folks to do
a lot of nibbling around the edges that are taking away the base
and the ability for the telephone companies to get in the business.

I fee] very strongly that we have to repeal the Cable Act and to
open that up, and also make the entry regulations the same for ev-
erybody who wants into the business.

And Mr. Hassell over there is quite right in his figures.
In other words, we have seen the capital dry up for expansion

of new programming and of new things going on whenever we re-
regulate. Because I was one of those folks that did not want to see
that regulation go into effect in the first place.

Mr. Neel, tell me about your deployment of your fiber, and then
your fiber/coaxial cembination. I know our co-ops and rural tele-
phones have been veryactive in deploying fiber. They operate out-
side the regulatory environment. I want to know what progress the
telephone companies have made in this.

Mr. NEEL. Well, there are more than 1,000 telephone companies
that belong to our association, and a couple of hundred more that
do not. And all of them have different timetables, because they all
have different regulatory environments, they all have different fi-
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nancial situations. As we said earlier, they will move as quickly as
they can, depending on their ability to invest.

This is one area where you can clearly stimulate investment in
places like Montana and throughout the country in rural areas. Be-
cause if the telephone companies and the cable companies do not
have the ability to invest in nrw plant and infrastructure that is
costly and takes quite a while to get a return on that investment,
they are not going to be able to do it.

It is not going to happen by magic. The taxpayers are not going
to be able to do it. So these private companies have to do it.

All the companies are doing it differently. Some will go early
with twisted copper for telephone service, and coaxial for video.
Some may even use some hybrid satellite technologies.

The thrrific thing about all of this is thatand to dispute Mr.
Stillman somewhatthe availability of competition is very impor-
tant, because, frankly, with DBS, with telephone companies poten-
tially, and cable, and all other kinds of providers, if someone does
gouge customers, if someone does abuse their market, there are
very few entry barriers now that would allow that to come in.

So it is happening all across the board. Regulation does need to
come down to free up investment from all these players.

Senator BURNS. Tell me about the role of the State PUC's.
Mr. NEEL. Well, it is critical. Every State governs the provision

of local telephone service. There may be one or two that are in-
volved in cable. But the State PUC's govern the way the rates are
set, the way service is handled.

Most of them-40 of themhave proceedings under way to blow
open the local telephone marketplace, to insert competition rapidly.
Six are wide openvirtually no limits whatsoever to competition.
So they have a critical role for the provision of local service. That
is important in many respects.

It is important for competitors to be able to get into telephony.
And it is import nt for the telephone companies to be relieved from
some things, such as severe rate-of-return, cost allocation regula-
tion, in order for the phone companies to be able to get into these
other kinds of services, to compete.

Senator BURNS. Mr. Anstrom, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. ANSTROM. Well, I think that the realitywith respect to the

State PUC questionI think that obviously they have a very criti-
cal role in terms of the regulation of telecommunication services. In
some cases, they do regulate cable companies, in terms of cable reg-
ulation. And I certainly agree with Roy that, again, a flexible regu-
latory environment, that acknowledges this very quick development
of competitioncompetition that has developed in part because of
the 1992 Cable Act and the program access provisions in the Cable
Actis changing this world, again, very quickly for all of our com-
panies.

Senator Bua,,s. Mr. Cutler, you mentioned about real competi-
tion from DBS and the direct channels. Do you really think that
they can be really considered, because they cannot get access to
local programming, that they are really a strong competitor right
now, a strong enough competitor to be acknowledged to your rural
cable companies?
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Mr. CUTLER. The answer is yes, Senator Burns. Most of our cus-
tomers have access to the off-the-airs by a simple antenna. And
that is how they were receiving their television before the cable

was built. S-.) they all have the networks and the public cable TV
available over Cle air. And so that is available with an antenna
and an AiB switch, and they have what they need.

Senator BURNE. I think Senator Gorton has a question for you,
and I am not going towe were sort of talking about thatand I
am going to let him handle that. But I thank you for coming today.

That is all the questions I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator 6:,evens.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I merely comment that Alaska

really is not in the footprint, as I understand it, of DBS. Other
than that, as Senator Burns said, I think we have been down this

trail before.
I do not have any questions today.
The CHAIRMAN. SeriatOr Ford.
Senator FORD. I do not want to be called a ditto head, but I am

going to agrea with my friend from Alaska. (Laughter.1
Senator FORD. We have been down this road before. And I think

I understand it.
Let me just ask one question. Mr. Anstrom, tell me about this

18-inch dish. I mean what can it do? I see a lot of places you can
buy it. You can buy it at lots of places.

REA's sell it. Maybe 700 to 800 they have ordered, and now they
are ordering that many more.

In my part of the country, you just do not get cable.
Mr. ANSTROM. Right.
Senator FoaD. And then, when you get a dish, as we have been

through this, then you scramble the clish. And so we cannot do

these things.
Tell me about this little 18-inch sucker out there. !Laughter.]
Mr. ANSTROM. It sounds like I am ready to make a sale here,

Senator Ford.
Senator Foal). No, not if you scramble the damn thing. [Laugh-

ter.]
Mr. ANSTROM. I am glad you have asked that question.
Because I think that one of the things that has clearly changed

very dramatically in the last year has been the advent of direct
broadcast satellite services. Currently, two major companies are
now providing high-powered services from a satellite, which allows
a customer only to need an 18-inch dish, rather than the big bird-
bath that you and Senator Rockefeller and others are familiar with,
in areas where cable has not been available.

That 18-inch dish and that high-powered satellite is capable of
delivering 150 channels of digital television, absolutely crystal, per-
fect clear pictures. And that providerin this case the principal
one being Direct TV, which is a subsidiary of General Motorshas
available every single program that the local cable system offers,

because of the program access provisions of the 1992 Act. They
have CNN, Nickelodeon and everything else. They have an abso-

lute right to deliver that.
And I would be clear w.th this committee. We are not asking this

committee to change that provision of the Cable Act. Those are re-
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tailed now throughout the continental United StatesSenator Ste-
vens is right that Alaska and Hawaii currently do not have a foot-
print for this satellitebut they are being retailedyou can go to
any Circuit City store here in the Washington area and buy one
of those dishes. You can go to Sears.

The National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative, an affiliate
of the REA's, makes these available. And in fact, they announced
last week that they will help finance the cost of this dish for rural
customers in REA 'districts.

The price of that dish currently is $699. That is a steep bill for
some people. But I think one of the things that is important, as you
all well know, the price of these products are going to come down
dramatically. The price of cellular phones came down 55 percent in
2 years. The price of the VCR came down 35 percent in 2 years.

Last week, again, at the satellite convention in Las Vegas,
Hughes announced that they are authorizing three new manufac-
turers to begin manufacturing dishes next year, and that the prices
of those dishes will probably come down to $399 next year.

And if you look at a cable system offering, on average, 40 chan-
nels, against 150-channel competitor that has all the programming
we have and a low retail price that increasingly will be financed
by the distributor, I think that is competition, Senator.

Senator FORD. What will it cost me as a customer to purchase
an 18-inch dish, other than the $699? I mean do I pay the satellite
owner? How much? And can he scramble all 150 channels? So
when I buy the dish, we go back to the same problem we had with
the bathtub.

Mr. ANSTROM. You would still pay a fee to the distributor of
those programs. There are whole packages of programs offered by
the distributors. You could buy a small package of programs for as
little as $5.95 a month. You could buy the whole load of 150 chan-
nels.

Senator FORD. Regardless of what I do, it is still controlled by
somebody else?

Mr. ANSTROM. Yes. Typically, in the rural areas, that is distrib-
uted through the local REA now.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, if I could just interject to
the Senator from Kentucky.

You pay a substantial amount for DBS. And then for 30 days you
get all kinds of things free. After 30 days, all of a sudden the
things do not become free. Anci then they call you up and they say,
well, now if you want to see these things, you are going to have
to pay $395 or $495 dollars.

So the rules change 30 days after you get the set.
Senator FoRn. I have been through this, and that is what we had

withwe have different kinds of States. We have some that have
vast territories and they are sparsely settled. We have mountain
areas where the cables will not go. And then we try to work out
something to get them the television, and then they are prevented
from receiving it because somcbody else owns the end product. And
so we are scrambled.

And now we are seeing the little 18-inch dish that does all these
things. It is just like you get no interest for the first 30 days, but
then, after 30 days, wham, the interest goes up to the double dig-
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its. So it is not as sweet and light out there. And I am looking at
rural coverage more so. The money is in the urban areas. But you
have got the small operator and others out there that havethey
will never be able to compete as long as you can have an 18-inch
dish.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lott.
Senator Lon% Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to thank

the panel for being here this morning. It has been a very interest-
ing presentation. But, in the interest of hearing the next two pan-
els, I am going to defer my questions, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Ashcroft.
Senator ASHCROFT. I subscribe to the wisdom of Senator Lott.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dorgan.
He has departed.
Senator GORTON.
Senator GORTON. Mr. Cutler, I just have one question or one

clarification. I just wanted to get it straight. You want us to de-
regulate the prices you can charge to your customers, but further
regulate the prices that your suppliers can charge you?

Mr, CUTLER. Well, you could take it that way.
Senator GORTON. I do take it that way. (Laugl-ter.1
Mr. CUTLER. The issue is this, sir. What happened was that we

had our rates to our customers regulated, but there was no regula-
tion on our cost, and so our cost had gone up dramatically, particu-
larly our programming, which is our bread and butter. That is the
food for the restaurants. We have to have that in order to provide
the product that the customer wants. That was not regulated. So
our costs went up and our prices were regulated.

Now, what we are saying is, with regard to the price for the pro-
gramming, there has always been this wide difference between
what the large providers pay and what we the small providers pay.
Now we have DBS in our boack yard. That is the large provider.
They are buying this at the low rates, and so we will not be able
to compete over time and provide the additional programming un-
less we are given the opportunity to buy the programming at those
same competitive rates. We do not want any advantage, we just
want to be able to buy it at the same rates as the larger providers.

Senator GORTON. But when it comes right down to it, you want
the Government to regulate, essentially, the prices you can be
charged, but you do not want the Government interfering in what
you can charge to your customers.

Mr. CUTLER. If the programmers would be controlled by anti-
trust, we could force them to lower the rates. But unfortunately,
programming is not covered by antitrust and so they have been
able to take advantage of the small cable operators. The bread pro-
ducer, the one that sells the buns at the hamburger stand, cannot
charge more for the local hamburger stand than they can for
McDonalds. But unfortunately, in cable the programmers, the
HBO's the Time Warner's, the Viacom's, are charging 54 percent
more to us, the small hamburger stand, than they are to McDon-
alds,

Wendy's, Burger King, and those fellows, and therefore we can-
not compete.
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Mr. ANSTROM. Senator, if I could just briefly add for the record,
if I might, with respect to the people I represent, which includes
the cable program networks, this is something that Mr. Cutler and
I strongly disagree on.

Senator GORTON. I suspect you do.
Mr. ANSTROM. And I would say to the committee, there is a proc-

ess created by the 1992 Act that allows complaints to be filed at
the FCC and for these kinds of business disagreements to be ham-
mered out there, which I think is the appropriate mechanism.

Senator GORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerry has departed. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Angstrom, I guess the question is can you get growth in a

regulated industry? And it seems like an awful lot of people that
want to get into your business, even though you have got rate regu-
lation on the services that you offer. It seems like there is competi-
tion. More and more people think that while you are regulated, it
is still a good thing to get into and they are knocking down your
door to get into your business, even though you have to follow rate
regulation. I guess your argument is "Look, we need deregulation
in order to be able to compete, in order to be able to do more
things." But there are a lot of people who think the situation is just
fine, and they would jump into it tomorrow if they had the oppor-
tunity to under the existing conditions, without the control of yourrates.

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, of course, I think the critical difference, Sen-
ator Breaux, is that in that case the competitors are not subject to
the kind of regulatory restrictions that we are. And, for example,
the DBS services,

I think it is important to underscore, are not subject to any of
the regulations that affect, putting aside pricing, the way in which
we can package and market our services. In many ways those re-
quirements are as onerous or more difficult for us than the pricing
restrictions. And of course, I think, as Mr. Neel's testimony sug-
gests, if they get into the cable business, they certainly do not
think that they are going to be subject to the Cable Act require-
ments in terms of pricing regulation, and in fact they would not be
under the terms of the Cable Act.

We think this is a good business. We want to stay in it. We are
committed for the long term.

Senator BREAUX. Well, is it just the larger companies that have
done very well, Time Warner and Cox Cable, that have done ex-
tremely well financially under the existing rate regulation system?

Mr. ANSTROM. Well again, I do not think that anyone has done
extremely well, Senator Breaux, under these regulations. I think
the most important fact, here, is that for the first time in the his-
tory of our industry, even though subscriber growth did occurunder regulation, the revenues for our industry did not increase
from 1993 to 1994. And I think perhaps the most telling indication
of the impact of these rules is that 14 companiesand these are
not small companies, these are large to midsized companies--have
already voted with their feet, and they have left the cable industry,
either merging or consolidating with other companies. And I think
as you look at the twin forces of new competition and restrictive
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regulation, many of these companies are very concerned about how
they are going to make a go of it.

Even the larger companies, I think, while they certainly generate
some cashflow, are, as I think Mr. Hassell has testified, encounter-
ing real problems in terms of raising capital in the capital markets.

Senator BREAUX. Are you satisfied with continued rate regulation
on the lower tier?

Mr. ANSTROM. I have said privately to many members of this
committee, and I would say publicly today, that we could accept
continued regulation of the broadcast basic tier, which in many
cases provides a lifeline service for people; for example, who sub-
scribe to direct broadcast satellite. And it provides an antenna
service for many people who do not receive over-the-air broadcast-
ing very clearly.

Senator BREAUX. What would prevent, then, a cable company
from pushing everything up into the upper tier or expanded tier
and just having maybe one station on basic tier?

Mr. ANSTROM. The Cable Act requires us, as you know, not only
to carry local broadcast signals, but also to create a package in
which those are included. Most cable systems have already created
two packages of service. One is a broadcast basic tier of the locally
retransmitted broadcast signals. The other package is the package
of services that include the popular cable networks. And so the
Cable Act itself has really already stimulated the development of
those two packages in most systems in the country.

Senator BREAUX. Roy, can telephone companies compete with the
cable companies on the basis of price for services? I think your tes-
timony talked in terms of telephone companies must do a lot of re-
wiring in order to compete in the cable business and that would be
very expensive, in fact.

Mr. NEEL. Our companies are very competent; they can compete.
A number of telephone companies already provide cable. These are
very small rural companies that operate under the rural exemp-
tion, and they do so nicely. They do so without burdensome sepa-
rate subsidiary requirements, and this is an important point, that
even if these phone companies are allowed to get into cable under
the court action and under what this legislation may do, you are
still going to mandate fairly severe separate subsidiary require-
ments. There are requirements that telephone companies get, what
are known as 214 waivers at the FCC for video carriage, and the
draft that we have seen earlier even delays entry for 1 year, with-
out delaying entries for any of the competitors into telephony.

So while we think long-term our companies can compete, if the
rules are fair and if there is a parity. There should be the least
possible regulation, and it should be the same for all players. So
yeah, we think we can compete.

Senator BREAUX. Is it necessary for the phone companies to get
rate regulation relief in the cable industry before you would get
into it, or not?

Mr. NEEL. IS it necessary for us to get rate regulation for tele-
phone services, before you would want to get into that business.
Can you get into that business under the existing rate regulation
structure for cable?

Mr. NEEL. Yes. Yes.
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Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STILLMAN. May I just add a point, Senator? There has been

a lot of discussion of this issue of regulating the basic care and
what that would mean. It sounds like the cable industry wants the
Congress to regulate only the thing that most customers can get for
free from another source, and they do not want regulation of those
unique programming sources like CNN and ESPN and MTV and
others that are the things that drive the purchase decision of the
cable consumer.

Senator BREAUX. Are those not things that would be available
through other markets or from other avenues?

Mr. STILLMAN. Well, they may be available from other markets.
All this discussion of DBS, I do not believe they have even manu-
factured a million dishes yet in this country. There are 62 million
cable subscribers in this country. They pass virtually every home
in the country. So it is sort of apples and oranges.

Our concern is not to keep the cable industry under regulation
any longer than absolutely necessary to protect consumers from
monopoly abuses, but we believe we do need rules for this transi-
tion, and nobody can say exactly how long the transition is going
to take.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hutchison.
Senator HUTCHISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

very much your holding these hearings, because I believe that
there was a great mistake made by Congress in the regulation of
cable companies, and I think it has caused a sea change in the in-
dustry, and I hope that we can correct some of those issues while
we also open deregulation in the whole telecommunications indus-
try.

I have been working to try to make sure that all of the entities
that might come online would have a level playing field. And I
have also been trying to protect the cities' interests in their rights
of way usage. I wanted to ask Mr. Anstrom a question regarding
that issue. I believe that telecom services are subject to telecom
right-of-way authority and cable is subject to cable franchise au-
thority. Do you agree with that?

Mr. ANSTROM. In terms of the current laws that operate now?
Senator HUTCHISON. Well, no, as we move into the new era

where we will continue to have those separated lines.
Mr. ANSTROM. Well, certainly with respect to cable we would cer-

tainly, in terms of our cable business, remain subject to regulation
under our local franchising authorities. With respect to tele-
communications services, I think, as Mr. Neel has generally indi-
cated, most of the regulation of telecommunications services comes
from the State PUC level, with, as I understand it, some minimal
right-of-way judgments about street cuts and things with respect to
the telephone company's activities in the community. That is my
understanding of the current situation in most States today.

Senator HUTCHISON. Well, in most States. I know it does differ,
but generally there is a delegated authority for rights of way pro-
tection. But do you agree that the telecom units that come in, even
as we deregulate and have new technologies, should remain with
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telecom right-of-way, and cable franchising should remain as cable
franchi sing?

Mr. ANSTROM. In general, if I can answer your question this way,
and if I am not being responsive, please ask me again, but we have
no problem with the general rule of parity that cable services of-
fereld by the cable company and the phone company; and telephone
services offered by the cable company and the phone company
should generally be handled in the same way. I will say, Senator
Hutchison, that we have grave reservations about anything that
would allow the local municipality to extend its regulatory jurisdic-
tion beyond its local cable franchising, in terms of the quality of
services or issuing new franchises or those kinds of things, which
I think there is an abundant record in the video business, provides
a lot of opportunity for municipal mischief, frankly.

Senator HUTCHISON. Well, thank you. I just want to make sure
that everybody has a level playing field as we come into this new
era, and I want to leave as much regulation out of it as we possibly
can, but I also want to make sure that one ent.ity does not come
in and pay all the fees and lay all the rights-of-way and then a
competitor comes in and does not have to do that and therefore has
lower costs, and it would not be fair.

Mr. ANSTROM. We understand that.
Senator HUTCHISON. So as we go through this we need to keep

the level playing field.
Mr. ANSTROM. Absolutely.
Senator HUTCHISON. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Snowe.
Senator SNOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is interesting to

listen to the testimony here this morning because it is clear there
are some contradictions in terms of whether or not there is com-
petition, no competition, or you allow competition or not, and Mr.
Neel, you mentioned in your testimony that one of the myths is
that Federal legislation is not necessary to allow cable to compete
against local telephones. And in fact, is that right?

Mr. NEEL. No, actually, the reverse of that I think is what I said.
Legislation is not necessary to allow telephone companies into
cable, because we have won these court victories. I may have
misheard you.

Senator SNOWE. No, the Federal legislation is needed to allow
the cable industry to compete against the local exchange industry
is in number 6.

Mr. NEEL. Oh, yes, I am sorry. That is correct.
Senator SNOWE. And you made reference to Decker Anstrom and

a study of competitive barriers in States indicating that 28 of the
50 States have removed some of the barriers to competition. Where
they removed the barriers, was it in areas where there could be ef-
fective competition?

Mr. NEEL. Well, each of the States have used different criteria,
and it is our expectation that all 50 States will have opened up
these markets effectively to allow not only the cable companies into
the telephone business, but every other kinds of competitor, as
well. I do not think there have been problems associated with doing
that.
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Senator SNOWE. So in other words, the cable companies have
gone into areas where they think it could be profitable for them in
areas in which the States have opened up to competition?

Mr. NEEL. I suspect that is right.
Senator SNOWE. In nonresidential markets?
Mr. NEEL. Sure. I would expect that would be correct.
Most of the competition has been for business customers, so far.

Very little, in fact virtually no competition for residential tele-
phone.

Senator SNOWE. Then are you saying then that it will not be
competition in the residential markets if we were to lift the bar-
riers for rate regulations?

Mr. NEEL. Well, this is an enormous problem, and I am sure you
are going to get into this later in the year on issues of universal
telephone service. There are parts of this country where competi-
tion for residential telephone service will be a long time coming. In
fact, cable offers probably the best opportunity for facilities-based
competition, because they have networks. So they may be their
early on. But much of the talk and the cry for opening up the local
telephone market and let us in relates to coming in and taking
away high volume, very profitable, business customers, and it is
going to be an issue of concern for a long time how you protect
those telephone customers in rural areas where there will be very
little competition.

Senator SNOWE. See, Mr. Anstrom, my concern is, and I would
like to have you respond to it, is on this issue, because I voted in
1992 for the Cable Act, and I hear what you are saying this morn-
ing in terms of the impact since that time in terms of decline of
profitability, although I understand, and decline of revenues, al-
though I understand that is also a matter of question. The real
issue is whether or not competition will exist in those areas.

My concern is, and I do happen to represent a rural State for the
most part, but even in areas where NYNEX, for example, could
compete in cable programming, that will be a few years before they
are on line, and that is the most urban area in our State. So what
is to ensure that we will not have protection against increased
prices if we repeal the Act of 1992? And I think that is essentially
the concern of many of us on this committee who represent rural
areas, is exactly what is going to happen?

Mr. ANSTROM. Arid as I suggested in my opening statement, our
industry is very sensitive to that concern. We know that this is a
controversial issue, and has been for some number of years. I think
I would answer your question several ways. First of all, as I sug-
gested in discussing with Senator Ford,

I think it would 1De a mistake, as Mr. Stillman has suggested, to
underestimate the competitive impact of DBS. As Mr. Cutler snid,
he views this as a real competitive threat in rural cable systems
in South Dakota today. And as those dish prices come down, and
they will in 1996, that is a very potent competitor, particularly as
the price of those dishes is financed.

Beyond that, as I suggested earlier, I think that any cable com-
pany in this interim period, from the time that they are authorized
now to provide telephone service, and the telephone companies :ire
authorized to provide cable service, to the time they actually turn
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on their plant, that a cable company has an enormous constraint,
and it is this: that if you know that the 800 pound gorilla, NYNEX
in this case, is getting ready to provide cable service, the last thing
you are going to do is to alienate your customers. That cable com-
pany is going to have to work hard to win their loyalty and trust,
to do a better job on customer service, to offer better products, and
if they do not, they are writing a prescription for going out of busi-
ness. And I cannot think of a better constraint than that, and that
is what is different than 1992. The 1992 Act specifically kept the
restriction on the phone companies, and DBS was a dream, not a
reality.

Senator SNOWE. But the average price of a DBS is what, $700?
What do you expect it would be in a couple of years?

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, next year, based on what we heard in the
satellite convention last week in Las Vegas, that price will be down
to $399, and particularly in rural areas, addressing your specific
concern, the REA's have already indicated that they intend to help
underwrite the cost of that for their customers. I think you will
find other distributors doing the same thing.

Senator SNOWE. You mentioned the definition of effective com-
petition. Could that not be a way of which to address your prob-
lems in terms of the percentage of subscribers, from 15 percent, to
reduce that number?

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, I think you have two problems there. First
of all, that suggests a market-by-market test, where in effect we
are competing against peoplenamely, DBS and the regional
phone companieswho operate on regional and national bases.
And the first race here is the race for capital. And I think as the
investment banks and others look for financing, they are not going
to pick one market at a time, they are going to look at the indus-
try's ability to raise capital. That is the first test.

The second is that as soon as you begin applying specific percent-
ages of how many people actually subscribe, you actually create a
very perverse incentive, which is that the cable system that does
very wellhas a competitive price, provides great service, has a lot
of programmingremains regulated because people do not buy the
competitor; whereas, the company that does not do very well, and
therefore a lot of people subscribe to the alternative, they are the
ones who get the flexibility to price and package their program-
ming.

Senator SNOWE. Well, I guess it is a matter to be seen. I under-
stand the position of the cable industry. I am also concerned about
what might happen to the rates of rural subscribers. And it is my
greatest fear that what is going to happen is we do deregulate and
we are going to see these rates go right back up again.

Mr. ANSTROM. We understand that. Again, without being repet-
itive here, I think that fundamentally there are choices that people
have, and will have, that are going to constrain prices.

Senator SNOWE. It is when those choices come on line, that is the
issue.

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, one is there today, in terms of direct broad-
cast satellite.

Senator SNOWE. Yes, but that is still an expensive option for
most people, frankly. A lot of people in my district and my State

1 ,'
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codd not afford to spend $700. So I am just wondering. I do not
disagree with what you are saying and what we need to do. I am
wondering when that is going to happen. And that is my apprehen-
sion, and that is what also we have to try to resolve. But the point
is that when is that going to happen in terms of effective competi-
tion so that people do have a choice in terms of providers, and of
course hopefully in terms of quality of service and price? I think
that is the major problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller?
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think Sen-

ator Snowe is on a good line of questioning, and I would address
this to Mr. Anstrom and also Mr. Stillman. I heard a lot during the
health care debate about how prices were going to come down be-
cause competition was going to be out there in the free market, and
some of that is in fact happening.

Whether the quality is any good or not is a matter of another dis-
cussion. But the point is, they always said do not do anything to
us in Government because we will take care of it ourselves.

Now, cable is sending mixed messages, I think, and I would like
to have both of you try to give your interpretations to help me un-
derstand this. You say, Mr. Anstrom, when Senator Snowe talks
about cable prices in rural areas going up, that you are very sen-
sitive on this issue, which is a classic "what you ought to be say-
ing" statement. It does not mean it is true. Di3S, if any such serv-
ice were available in some parts of West Virginia, would cost about
$1000 if a person took some of the options. And that would rep-
resent 5 percent of the entire income of the average West Virginia
family of four, except that in rural areas it is likely not to be as
high as $20,000, so it is probably closer to maybe 10 percent of
their entire income. So hence, would they make that choice; hence,

is that really competition?
But I get different messages. Cable people come in and they say,

now, we are going to get into phones. And 97 percent of American
homes can be served by cable, we are doing digital compression, we
are doing all kinds of things, and we are going to be ready to go
into homes with phone service.

That implies a lot of capacity, a lot of confidence. Then cable
comes in and they say oh, we are the most highly leveraged indus-
try of any telecommunications industry, and in fact one RBOC is
bigger than all of us put together. So how can you call us big? So
we are highly leveraged, one RBOC is higher than all of us, more
than all of us, and yet on the other hand we are ready to go into
the phone service, and oh, by the way, do not worry about prices
going up because we would not do that because competition would
force us to do that down, or as you say, DBS, or anybody who
would fool with that, is going to put themselves out of business.

I am suggesting, along with Senator Snowe, that that may not
be the case in points of the country that we represent. I would just
like to get both of your views on this statement that in fact, like
health care when the Government was fiddling around with it in
the Truman era and the Nixon era, that prices went down for a
couple of years and the Government got bored and moved away,
and prices went way, way up. And the Republican draft here just
deregulates everything, including second tier and small cable corn-
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panies and all the rest of it. What is the guarantee that DBS being
the only live competitor that you put out thereI am suggesting
now would be highly unaffordable to many of our people; therefore,
there would not be competitionwhy would there not just be a
substantial amount of price raising to allow you to do what you
have to do because you are so highly leveraged?

Mr. ANSTROM. Let me start to answer that question this way,
Senator Rockefeller, which is to compare, I think, the two options
in front of this committee. And the question you raise about will
prices increase?which is what I really hear you asking here, if
there was deregulation

Senator ROCKEFELLER. That is what I am really asking.
Mr. ANSTROM [continuing]. The.fact of the matter is that prices

are going to increase in many cable systems whether you deregu-
late us or not. Prices are increasing under regulation. And the rea-
son that is the case is because we are a business whose costs in-
crease every year. And as you, I think very appropriately, point
out, our costs are particularly going to increase because of the in-
vestments we hope to make to compete with the phone companies.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. But the price increases go through either
a municipal or some other public entity before they are granted. I
mean, there is some touch of the public there, right?

Mr. ANSTROM. Precisely. And I think therefore if the goal here
is reasonable cable prices, is that best achieved by having 250 peo-
ple at the FCC and 33,000 municipalities micromanaging the busi-
ness? Or is this newly competitive marketplace which people have
legitimate concerns about in terms of, will it constrain prices? Will
that yield a reasonable price for cable service? And I think that is
the first question.

The second question, though, is that if you conclude that you
want to keep price regulation on cable, then the next question is
are you confident that cable can indeed, given its leveraged posi-
tion, raise the tens of billions of dollars necessary to compete with
the giant phone monopolies? 4.nd I say that that way for this rea-
son: If you look at the entire structure, the competitive theory of
the broad legislation in front of this committee, the theory is that
you are going to allow the Regional Bell companies to move into
manufacturing, information services, burglar alarm services, infor-
mation services, cable, other areas, and that their potential for
anticompetitive behavior is going to be checked because they are
going to have competition. 16 id then you look around, and who is
going to provide that competiuon?

And I would submit to this committee it is us. We are the other
wire, and if we do not have the financial and investment environ-
ment to make these investments, those tens of billions of dollars,
then the net result is that this committee and this Congress will
have opened up a Pandora's box in terms of extending the regional
phone companies' monopolies, and you will never close it again.
And that is really the broad issue at stake here.

So will cable prices go up under deregulation? Sure, but they are
going to go up under regulation as well, and the question is, what
is the broader issue at stake here?

Senator ROCKEFELMR. No, that is not the entire question. I

mean, the question is also proportionality, the difference between
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a completely deregulated environment and an environment which
is regulated in which prices are going up in any event, and even
to the extent that they allow you to say we are going straight into
the phone business and have the wherewithal to do that.

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, and again, I think that what I would argue
is that we think that the presence of DBS and the imminent entry
of the phone companies is going to constrain the prices increases
that we take in a deregulated environment. And again, I would
come back to the point I think I made earlier with Senator Hol-
lings, which is that if I am a cable company and I want to compete
for the long term with that local phone company, if that is where
I am headed, the last thing I am going to do, assuming I am ration-
al at all, is poison the environment in my local community by tak-
ing price increases that my customers judge to be unreasonable. I
mean, I have just committed economic suicide if I do that.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Well, you have not where we have our
farm in West Virginia because the local phone company out there
is something that you have never heard of, and it covers about
three counties. So I do not see them as a big threat.

Mr. ANSTROM. Well, they may also be into the cable business,
however, tomorrow. And again, I think, as Mr. Neel has indicated
here, there is no reason that they would not be in the cable busi-
ness. Many rural telephone companies are entering, and they cer-
tainly have adequate capital, much of it financed in terms orbeing
in business for more than 100 years.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. We just went off circular dialing a couple
of years ago. [Laughter.]

Mr. ANSTROM. I think I notice that I am on thin ground here,
Senator Rockefeller, that I am not going to pursue in terms of the
specific area you talk about. I just think that if you look at this
overall environment here in terms of the presence of DBS, and
again, I think everything you know about direct broadcast satellite
and what we know about the cost of cellular phones and about the
cost of a VCR, but that dish price is coming down. It is going to
come down from $700 to $400 next year. And in rural areas, the
REA's are going to finance the cost of that dish for rural customers.
They announced that last week.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. If I could just have a chance for Mr.
Stillman to answer and give his view of that, I want to say as a
predicate to both of you that I want to see competition and a ma-
jestic array of services available for people out there. I want to see
this happen. I just do not want 10 percent of the incomes of some
of my rural folks going to see that happen.

Mr. Stillman?
Mr. STILLMAN. Senator, Decker's answer really makes clear that

the industry simply cannot sit here and say cable rates are not
going to skyrocket again. That is the fundamental problem. Nobody
is saying that they should not get a reasonable increase to reflect
increases in cost or increases in franchise fees or any other sort of
reasonable factor like that. The question really is how much are
they going to increase? Are they going to skyrocket or are they
going to climb at three times inflation until the competition is actu-
ally there in the market with an alternative for consumers, or is
there going to be a reasonable cost-based increase?
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Under the 1992 Cable Act, it is a guarantee that the increases
will be reasonable and cost-based. If they add new programming to
a regulated tier they are going to get more money for that regu-
lated tier, and that is as it should be. What they should not be al-
lowed to do is simply jack up their rates while they maintain their
local monopoly, and not give consumers anything new in the bar-
gain. They also said that they would not raise rates because of
their concerns over their long-term health and the relationships
with people so they could provide telephone service. Well, at the
same time they are in here asking this committee to allow them
to sell out to the cable companies, so in other words to eliminate
the most likely facilities-based competition. It just does not make
a whole lot of sense.

I would also point out that the cable industry seems to be able
to raise a good deal of revenue under the Cable Act. They have just
spent $2.1 billion on PCS licenses. They were the highest bidder in
the PCS auction, so that they could try and get into that business.
They have spent over $15 billion just since June 1994 buying each
other up, acquiring cable systems. There does not seem to be a real
problem with raising funds.

Last, Decker has raised this so-called independent study a num-
ber of times. I have a letter here that I will be glad to make avail-
able for the record which makes it pretty clear that the folks who
were organizing this study were only going to pay the institutions
that were doing the research if they came out with the appropriate
result, if they came out with a finding that the financial commu-
nity's view of the Cable Act was that it had a negative effect on
the industry. I will make this available for the record.

[The information referred can be referenced in Committee's files.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Can I see that?
Mr. STILLMAN. Certainly.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement I

would like to enter into the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Rockefeller followsJ

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROCKEFELLER

Mr. Chairman, to make an obvious point, this is an important hearing. I know
you are anxious to complete this Committee's work on legislation to reshape the na-
tion's telecommunications policy. We are surrounded, on a daily basis, by the rapid,
even stunning changes in communications and the convergence of formerly distinct
technologies. We need to re3pond with legislation that fits the demands of the mod-
ern world, and yet we also need to make informed decisions that are in the interest
of both the public and our vast teleomm industry.

I commend Chairman Pressler, Senator Hollings, and other members of this Com-
mittee for their continued hard work to craft bipartisan legislation.

One specific point I want to make is my belief that we must not lose sight of our
goals of protecting and advancing Universal Service, while designing measures to
allow competition to develop for all communications services. I say that because
both are essential to the economic growth and well being of the citizens of my own
state, West Virginia, and the entire nation.

This is one more hearing that gives us the chance to reevaluate regulations put
in place over sixty years ago. These rules have an enormous impactthey govern
the market place of our broadcast industry, and have immense implications for
American business opportunities at home and abroad. There is no question that now
i3 the time to seriously evaluate the effectiveness of ..hese rules and revise those
that no longer reflect the realities of the marketplace.

When markets become competitive and consumers are assured a choice, we need
to deregulate and revise government oversight.
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I look forward to this morning's ciscussion on how, through reforming our tele-
communications laws, we can promote a more competitive marketplace that will
provide consumers with greater choice, better service and the fulfillment of the
promise of new technologies.

Again, we should not let partisan politics and inactivity threaten the reputation
enjoyed by our country as the world leader in research, development and deploy-
ment of information technolou. We must act on the opportunity we have at this
moment for comprehensive reform of a rixty year old system of rules and regula-
tions.

Mr. Chairman, I am eager to continue to work with you and my
colleagues to put forth effective, bipartisan legislation that will
guide our telecommunications industry into the next century.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. This concludes this panel. If the
room would stay in order, I want to thank the witnesses very
much, and we are going to very quickly bring the next broadcast
panel forward. I want to thank everyone for waiting, and I want
to thank the Senators for their excellent questions.

We will now hear from Mr. Bertram Ellis, President and CEO of
Ellis Communications; Mr. Edward 0. Fritts, President and CEO
of the National Ass;;iation of Broadcasters; Mr. Preston Padden,
President, Network Distribution, Fox Broadcasting Company; and
Mr. Jim Waterbury, Chairman of NBC Affiliates Association.

And there will be order in the room here.
We will start with Mr. Bertram Ellis, and we will ask each mem-

ber to summarize their statement to 5 minutes, and we will place
the entire statement in the record, and we thank you very much,
and that will allow additional time for Senators questions.
STATEMENT OF U. BERTRAM ELLIS, JR., PRESIDENT AND CEO,

ELLIS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Mr. ELLIS. Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for inviting me to testify before the committee today.

I am the founder and CEO of Ellis Communications, which cur-
rently owns six broadcast television stations, two radio stations,
and the sports programming company Raycom. I am here on behalf
of a coalition of 16 entrepreneurial broadcast groups which own a
diverse group of broadcust stations located in markets throughout
the country. I have three points to make this morning on behalf of
this coalition.

First, the FCC's local ownership rule, the duopoly rule: This rule
bars the ownership of more than one television station per market
by any company. This rule is no longer good public policy. This rule
was put in place at the advent of television when limited media
outlets threatened competition and diversity. This scenario is no
longer valid.

Second, as you write the legislation that will relax the reg-ula-
tions that affect the other segments of the communications indus-
try, many of which were discussed in the previous panel, in order
to promote competition, competition that will further develop the
world's greatest television system, we implore you to not ignore the
local broadcaster and leave the local broadcaster frozen with the
regulatory policy that was written and implemented before I was
even born. Congress needs to set a legislative agenda to permit the
local broadcaster to own more tnan one television station in a mar-
ket in order to compete as a multichannel provider in a multi-
channel marketplace.

1 2



Third, relaxation of the local ownership rules does serve the pub-
lic ii:terest. The local television station has a unique opportunity
to provide local news and public service pr-qramming. But this pro-
gramming is very expensive to produce, extremely expensive for a
new television station, in many cases prohibitively expensive. Re-
laxation of the local ownership rule will permit broadcasters to
enter into unique arrangements that will permit new stations to
get on the air or financially disadvantaged stations to provide
news, public service, and other local programming that they could
otherwise not afford to do. This will enhance competition and bene-
fit the community.

Let me amplify on these points. The video marketplace that ex-
ists now is entirely different from the marketplace that existed
when the local ownership rules were last examined, again as was
discussed quite at length before. We have had a significant increase
in the number of television stations since this rule was last exam-
ined. But now we have 150 channel cable systems. We have MMDS
systems, we have wireless systems, we have direct broadcast by
satellite systems, and soon, probably, we are going to have video
dial-tone delivery to every household in the country by none other
than the phone company.

Each of these alternative sources of programming is a competitor
with the local broadcast station for audience, and more impor-
tantly, is an increasingly strong competitor for advertising reve-
nues. Advertising revenues are the life blood of local broadcast tele-
vision. That is our only source of revenue. And in the foreseeable
future I see that not changing at all. Local advertising revenues
are the only source of revenue we have to fund our investment in
local news and public service programming, the only thing that will
differentiate us from the majestic array of services that will be pro-
vided in the future. And this income streamagain, our only in-
come streamis subject to increased fragmentation by very power-
ful multichannel providers in the world of tomorrow. Already, the
cable operators in our markets have created market-wide
interconnects to permit them to offer system-wide advertising
across the many MSO's that might serve a marketplace.

And now the trend is toward clustering, a scenario which will
permit one MSO, one cable operator, to own and control all the
cable subscribers in a marketplace. At that point they will have the
efficiencies in that marketplace to compete head-on for all of the
advertising revenues which, again, serve as the only source of reve-
nue to fund local programming investment by the local broadcaster.
This trend will continue, and it will jeopardize the ability of the
local broadcaster to invest in local news and public service pro-
gramming and to invest in the technology that will permit us to be
competitive in the world of tomorrow.

But I am not here to sing the blues about broadcast television.
Broadcast television is a good business, and can continue to be a
go Jd business. We are not asking for special considerations, a leg
up on the competition, or to turn back the clock. We want to thrive
and survive in a competitive multichannel marketplace so we can
mvest in local news and public service programming. To that end
we are searching for innovative solutions to marketplace changes.

1 )
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One such solution that already exists is the local marketing
agreement, a term that I hope you are familiar with, but an LMA,
as it is abbreviated, is basically a joint venture between broad-
casters within a marketplace to permit them to generate economies
of scale through some type of joint operation. Those economies can
then be used to invest in local news and public service program-
ming. There are perhaps 50 LMA's in existence in the country right
now. My company participates in one, and we compete against two,
soon to be three, of these LMA's in our marketplaces. The vast ma-
jority of these LMA's have permitted a new station to actually get
funded and get on the air or a financially disadvantaged station to
offer programming that it otherwise could not afford to do. As a re-
sult, there have been greater options for viewers, advertisers, and
programmers, and improvements in the quality and the quantity of
local programming and local news programming.

In summary, we are asking that you establish in the telecom leg-
islation an explicit policy to permit the ownership of more than one
television station in the market so that local broadcasters can be
multichannel providers in a multichannel marketplace. Further-
more, we ask that you direct the FCC to permit the continuation
of the LMA's and/or a conversion of the existing LMA's into owner-
ship. All in all, this will encourage innovation nd result in more
voices, more diversity, and more competition in the marketplace.

Mr. Chairman, at the dawn of the digital age, we urge you to
change the policy that was written and implemented in the era of
black and white Tv. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ellis follows:1

.
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U. BERTRAM ELLIS. JR.
SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

Mr Ellis founder and Chief Executive Officer of Ellis Communications testifies co
benalf of a group of six television broadcast companies The group asks ;hat
Congress. as part of As telecommunications reform legislation give specific policy
direction to ensure that the Federal Communication Commission (FCC is ocal
ownership or auopoiy rufe which prohioits ownersnip of more than one teievision
station in a single market, is relaxed.

Tne =rent version of the television local ownership rule was adopted by the FCC
in 1964 at a time when scarcity of media outlets limited competition and
programming diversity Since that time there nas been a substantial increase ,n
tre number of bioadcast television stations and in other video tecnnolooy anc
outlets. inctuding caole and DEIS and video cassette rentals At the same time
local television is subject to increasing competition for advertising dollars Fur
eYampie cable operators through forming market-wide 'interconnects" and
clustering" of local cacle systeins, are now powerful competitors for advertising

Advertising is the sole source of revenue for !ocal broadcasters in contrast to their
competitors The du000ly rule of the FCC orevents the television industry from
makirg the operational and economic adjustments that are needed to thrive in the
new media marketolace Local marketing arrangements iLMAst a type of joint
venture that generally involves the sale oy one station of biccks of time to another
station that supplies programming and sells advertising to till that time are
particularly beneficial These arrangements nave enaoled distressed stations Ic
remain on the air and new stations to be built

Congress should establish a legislative zolicy to permit ownership of more than one
television station in a market with the goal of strengthening the ability Di
orcaccasters to survive and comoete .n today s marketplace Congress should also
direct the FCC to permit the continuation and conversion to ownership of ,:=xisting
LMAs
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Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee tnank you fc: inviting me here

tcaay to testify on telecommunications reform legislation The policy you set in this

legislation will determine the future of locally-based television broadcasting in this

country

I am the fcunaer ara chief executive officer of Ells Communications -- a

company comprised of six television oroadcast stations. two radio stations a sports

program production company and a multimeoia software company I am pleased to be

t-ere as the spcoKesperson for a group of 16 television broadcast companies a list or

shim is attached to my testimony These companies own local stations that are

affiliated with each of the national commercial networks as well as some stations that

are inceoendent of any network The stations are in iarge markets and small and in

nany of those in between

Tne issue that unites our group of diver se broadcasters :s the need to change

tre FCC's outmooed local ownership rule the cuCcoly rule ,.vhich says that no one can

own or control more than one television broaacast station .n a market Relaxation cf

this ru essential if broadcast stations are to ccrtirue to provide diverse local

,:onsurners ncludirg news arc Neatrer ana compete with the other

BEST COPY AVAILABLE I
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players on the information superhighway. Congress needs to provide explicit policy

direction in this legislaticr. to ensure that this anachronistic local ownership rule does

not impede the ability of local television stations to meet the challenges of today's

marsefplace

Tcoay's 'OCal television broadcaster ,s a single channel outlet in a multichannel

world The local video marketplace is characterized by an abundance of video

channels which are becoming availabie cue to new tecnnoiogies changing economics.

updated regulations are soon legislation This legislation must come to grips with the

hare fact of broadcasters single onannel limitation Unless we too are unleashed

from the itestrictive rules that were develooeo 'or yesterday's marketplace America's

free over-the-air locally-based television system will not be able to sustain itself and

survive and continue to perform its moortant role

The Changing Media Marketplace

One of the most or tical functions of over-the-air broadcast television over the

past 'our decades has been to provide local communities with locally relevant

programming The desire for localism is derived from fundamental societal values.

including the need 'or an educated citizenry apie to take part in local decision-making i

I strongly pelieve that these interests remain fundamental and that, despite the rapid

rtroduction of -ew fecnrcicgies croviding new video programming 'coal television

4
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stations are unique in their ability to serve their communities with local programming

However, changes in the marketplace make it questionable whether our incustry

can continue to serve its public as well as in past years Both technological changes

and the economics of the multichannel business make the local media marketplace a

very different place than thirty years ago when two or three television stations were the

only providers of video programming

Today's media market is an increasingly expansive one The first thing to note is

that every local station now has far greater competition from other local stations than it

did ten years ago The number of commercial television stations has risen from 677 in

1970. to 883 in 1985. to over 1 160 today Thars an increase of nearly one-third .n just

the last decade

This substantial increase in competition and diversity has come at a time when

new technologies are providing consumers with a plethora of information sources

There are 150 channel cable TV systems. 150 channel DBS systems 300 or 600

channel fiber based telephone video dialtone networks, and digitized MMDS and LMDS

systems with an equal number of channels These technologies, moreover are

interactive and offer opportunities for advertising, marketing and programming. literally

at a per sonal level to each family. and to each viewer in a local market

3
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And this is just video transmission media I am not even counting other sources

of video like the !coal ,,,idec store or other media, like local radio, newspapers.

magazines direct mail etc which vigorously compete with each other and with

broadcasters for the attention of the public and for the advertising dollar

Changes in Economics

However ,ocal broadcast stat.ons now face formidable life-threatening

cnallenges 'Porn a variety of competitors for the local ad dollar And unlike their

ccrneetitors advertising remains broadcasters only source cf revenue

The economics of the multichannel video business particularly the cabie

business is undergoing a fundamental change one that vinually guarantees that cable

will garner an increasing snare of local advertising revenues For years cable's share

of local ad revenues has lagged behind its rapidly increasing penetration and

viewership because of the fragmentation cf ownersnip in local markets

Increasingly however cable operators have been creating market-wide

'riterconnects capable of offering local spots on all or nearly all of the cable systems

+n a market At the same time driven by the additional .ncenove to compete with the

chone companies and provide a seamless local telephone service cable operators

ive been *-.;:ustering at a rapid pace cupna or trading cable systems so that they

4
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dominate local markets As a result of its recent acquisitions of Cablevision Industries.

Houston Industries and Newhouse for example Time-Warner ncw has over 30

'clusters" in excess of 100.000 homes

In Memphis. where Ellis Communications owns a station T:me-Warner contrdls

60% percent of the cable homes in the market. and 34% of total homes in the market

In Reno. where my company also runs a station. TCI controls 77% of cable and 52% of

total homes Both have been aggressively acquiring caole systems in order to create

s,..per clusters

Driven by interconnects ano clustering, cable s snare of local advertising

revenues is rising rapidly. hitting S600 million in 1993 an increase of 80% from 1990

and is projected to rise at a comparable rate for the foreseeable future And with the

pressure of competition from the phone companies, satellites and wireless cable and

regulation of subscriber rates cable MSOs can be expected to accelerate both

clustering and their efforts to target local advertising as a primary source of future

revenue growth

Because of the increased competition from other stations and the new media

many oroadcast television stations. particularly in smaller markets, are now marginal

operations The FCC has found that n 1991 smaller market stations lost on average

3880.000 each Cab.e will not have to grab much more cf the advertising market to put

5
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many more stations in the red

We are not blind to the fact that with your help digital compression may give

broadcasters an additional path into the multichannel video ousiness But the digital

conversion will require a formicable capital investment. For many stations. particularly

in smaller markets, the feasibility of that investment is at best highly questionable To

make it poss.ble we reed two :hinos we need to be able to get into the business of

providing more than ore programming service today and we need tc be able to take

advantage of economies cf scale Hamstrngina us with the current ownership

restrictions could mear that many c,oacoasters wiil never n-ake it to the digital wcrto

Fostering Broadcasters' Ability to Compete in the New Video Marketplace

While we've seen enormous changes in the Iecnnology and economics of video

ousiness -- changes that have outmoded :he entire structure of broadcast ownership

regulations the most substantial charges lie immediately anead Before the

Congress funher unleashes the teleonone and cable industries to compete for

audie-Ices and our advertisers provisions must be made to overhaul the broadcast

regulatory structure to enable television broadcasters to compete on the information

nignway Legistation s needea Acting ..vithin the confines of the 1934

Communications Act :he FCC s nct likel% to make the fundamental changes 'hat are

**,
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fundamental changes are necessary

The need for legislative direction is clear today The FCC has recently issued a

Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making seeking review of the duopoly local ownership

rule as well as other regulatory requirements affecting the television industry This

Further Notice amply illustrates the need for new policy direction from Congress The

Further Notice extends a regulatory review begun in 1991 after a significant internal

report at the FCC observed the many changes that even then had affected the

television industry During the :ntervening four years marketplace change has

accelerated the ownersnip rules have become increasingly anacnronist.s: but tnere

has been no FCC liberalization in this area for television. The FCC's newest

examination of competitive realities threatens to orcauce -- at best changes that are

too late and too modest

At present. despite the fact that broadcasters principal competitors t cable) are

free to consolidate their ownership of facilities in a :coal market. the FCC's duopoiy

rules absolutely bar television broadcasters from owning more than one television

channel in a market The prohibition applies across the board -- without regard to the

...cnipetitIve and other conditions in each local broadcaster market and without regard

to the level of consoliaation among and competition from non-oroaacast video

competitors This leaves broadcasters in the untenable oosition of being forced to

compete against multicrannel comeetitors Nith only one channel per market

4 7
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To respond to the cnallenges of today's media/advertising marketplace, a

significant number of television broadcasters, emulating their colleagues in radio

broadcasting. have entered into innovative arrangements called local marketing

agreements (LMAs) An LMA is a type of joint venture that generally involves the sale

by a licensee of blocks of time on its station to another station -- in the same or

adjacent market -- which then supplies the programming to fill that time and sells the

advertising to support it Such agreements enable separately owned stations to

function coope:atively achieving significant economies of scale via combinea sales

and advertisinc; efforts shared technical facilities and joint programming arrancements

and increasing stations access to diverse programming

No one knows precisely how many LMAs there are We believe there may be as

many as 50 with several others in the works In the vast majority of these cases. the

LMAs nave enabled financially distressed stations usually UHF stations to stay on the

air or have made it possible to build new stations which otherwise would not have

gone on the air

LMAs have played an important role in preserving opportunities for local

broaccasters to contribute to their communities For example Kentuckiana

Broadcasting held the construction permit for Channel 58 in Salem Indiana not far

from Louisville Kentucky but was unable to get bank financing to build the station

Thrcugr an LMA with WDRB the Fox _ffiliate and Charnel 41 in Louisville

"
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Kentuckiana got its financing and now Provides another well-programmed choice for

viewers in that market

In other instances LMAs nave saved failing stations Take WOTV the ABC

affiliate in the Battle Creek-Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo Michigan market From 1985 to

1990. squeezed by competition from an overlapping ABC affiliate, the entrance of ne.,

stations in its market and increased orooramming costs this locally owned station lost

over a maion dollars a year F:nally n 1990 !he station discontinued carrying any

local newscasts Even eliminating these costs however dic not save the station and it

faced the prospect of going dark But at the last moment. in late 1991 the stations

entered into an LMA with WOOD. the NBC affiliate in Grand Rapids As a result of the

operating efficiencies of the LMA. Channel 41 is once again profitable and, more

important to the local community. is once again producing 5 p m and 11 p m

newscasts, as well as sponsoring a wide variety of civic activities and promotions I n

Battle Creek and Kalamazoo

In the case of my own company the LMA we have in Fort Meyers has permittea

us to dc a much better ,ob on news than we otherwise wouio have been aole to do

These cases are the norm not the exception In virtually every instance LMAs

have resulted not only in increased competition in the local video market with greater

options for viewers advertisers and programmers but substantial ;morovements in the

9
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quality and quantity of local news and other local programming

The experience Nab LMAs in radio and television and the benefits that limited

relief from the duopoiy rules have brought radio broadcasting are good indications that

duopaly relief in television will produce a healthier industry and !ead to more free over-

the-air programming ana advertising cho;ces for consumers in the local market

Recommendations

For tne reasons I have discussed we reccmmend that Conaress act to ensure

the ability of broadcasters to compete in a fair and equal fashion in the emerging

multichannel marketplace If you leave the local station frczen in regulation from 50

years ago. crafted for a different marketplace we will not be able to compete in the

multichannel, video marketplace of the 90s. Congress must do more in the

telecommunications !egislation than leave this important issue to the FCC It must

provide a policy framawork in the legislation that will allow broadcast television

stations to survive ana cumpete in the marketplace

We think the telecommunications legislation should establish a legislative policy

tc permit owrersnip of more than one station in a market with the goal of strengthenino

the ability of broadcasters to survive and compete in todays multichannel marketplace

The FCC snoula alsc oe directed lo permit the continuation and conversion to

10
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ownership of existing LMAs These policies wiII rasult in more diversity and

competition

In order for broadcasters to continue their important role as providers of diversity

and competition in the local market, steps must be taken to remove rules that render

cr oaccasters too weak and cash strapped to produce their own quality local

programming arc: obtain other attractive programming for tneir viewers

We are not asking for subsidies we are not asking for a "leg up" on the

:ompetition We are askinr for explicit policy direction in the telecommunications

:egislation of 1995 to ensure relaxation of the outmoded FC C local ownership rule to

)ive !ocal television stations the flexibility to continue to be viable active providers of

ree over-the-air programming to consumers

1 1
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Broadcast Coalition:
Support for Relaxation of T.V. Local Ownership Rule and Continuation of LMAs

ABRY Communications
Boston. MA

Act III Broadcasting, Inc.
New York. NY

Argyle Television Holdings, Inc.
San Antonio. TX

Blade Communications, Inc.
Toledo. OH

Clear Channel Television
Franklin. TN

Ellis Communications
Atlanta GA

Granite
Morganton. NC

Kelly Broadcasting Co.
Sacramento. CA

LIN Television Corporation
Providence. RI

1.3L,

Ma Irite Communications Group, Inc.
Cleveland. OH

Outlet Communications, Inc.
Cranston. RI

Pappas Telecasting Companies
Visalia CA

Providence Journal Broadcasting
Corporation
Providence RI

River City License Partnership
St. Louis MO

Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc.
Baltimore MD

Waterman Broadcasting Corp.
Fort Myers FL



The CHAIRMAN. We shall next hear from Mr. Edward 0. Fritts,
President and CEO, National Association of Broadcasters.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD 0. FRITTS, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

Mr. FRrrrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first congratulate
you and Senator Hollings and your colleagues on both sides of the
aisle for attempting to move forward on telecom legislation, and
more specifically to include broadcast provisions in this. We know
that you and your staffs have worked very hard thus far to bring
forward legislation, and we appreciate the outstanding job already
done, and look forward to participating as we go through this proc-
ess.

John F. Kennedy once said, and it reminded me of listening to
the first panel which appeared here earlier today, what is mine is
mine and what is yours is negotiable. And I think that is what all
this is about. It is about competition, it is about new entrance into
the video marketplace, it is about competitors who want, quite
frankly, to topple the broadcast industry and to get a piece of the
action. Frankly, the only way that broadcasters, who are the only
ones tasked with providing free over-the-air service to the citizens
of your communities, can survive is that we are included in a regu-
latory framework, and we have confidence that the regulation that
you craft will do that.

As you know, NAB as an institution is neutral on the television
ownership issues. However, I have three of my colleagues here
today who can clearly and definitively put forth the positions of the
various facets of our great industry. But I do want to talk about
radio ownership issues, because there we do have unanimity "1 the
industry. The radio rules that we look at today at the FCC CAI C
clearly obsolete and need to be changed. There is an over-satura-
tion of the FCC population of radio stations. If you think about it,
we are in an era of 11,000 commercial radio stations, so that vir-
tually every village, every hamlet, and every city has a multiplicity
of voices serving the local community. We think that is important,
but we also think it is important that those stations are viable so
that they can serve those communities well.

The FCC is proposing and getting ready to approve satellite digi-
tal audio services which would in essence dump 60 new radio sta-
tions into virtually every market, large or small, throughout the
United States, these likely to be owned by one entity or one indi-
vidual. Currently, the cable industry provides an additional 30
audio services into virtually every market in the United States,
and I might add that none of these, either cable nor the satellite
digital radio, have any public interest obligations nor do they have
any responsibility to serve the local communities across this coun-
try, but can become clearly audience competitors against the local
radio.

The only way we can compete in radio, we believe, is through
consolidation at the national and at the local level. Even if one in-
dividual owned 100 radio stations across the country, they would
still have but 1 percent of the total marketplace. Now, the FCC
made some effort at removing and relaxing those rules in 1992, and
that history might be somewhat instructive. The radio industry
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today is stronger, values are higher, the number of stations which
were going off the air because of financial hardship have declined,
and a reverse trend has begun.

We also support what we call some license reforms that I know
that your committee is considering. A two-step license renewal
process at the FCC, we believe, is key. Let us just think for a
minute that if a licensee has served the public interest well, it has
not seriously violated FCC rules, then we believe it ought to be
judged first, before allowing competing applications at renewal
time. As a matter of fact, the FCC, indeed, itself has suggested this
as a part of their reinventing government. This would not preclude
petitions to deny for the bad apples. The broadcasters clearly must
continue to serve the public interest.

Let me turn briefly now to what we think is the issue of the day,
and that is digital television. It is an exciting new technology, and
it will enhance the current system of broadcasting as we know it.
Unfortunately, through erroneous reporting oftentimes instigated
by our would-be competitors, this issue is somewhat misunder-
stood. The issue is competition while protecting consumers. Can
broadcasters compete against the plethora of new services that you
have heard today which are coming? How do we and you preserve
free over-the-air universal television and radio for your consumers?

Spectrum flexibility, as proposed in this legislation, would allow
broadcasters to compete as we move to digital broadcasting. Some
peopleand let me confront this head-onhave called this a spec-
trum grab by the broadcasters, and let me debunk that myth early
and often. The facts are there are 230 million television receivers
in the marketplace today. Could we start broadcasting within 3
years digital television? We probably could, but you would require
every one of your constituents and our consumers to buy a new
converter box at about $150 to convert to that. So you have chosen
a rational approach through the FCC, or the FCC has, whereby
broadcasters could transition to 6 MHz over a 15-or 18-year period
and be able to have an orderly transition in the marketplace to dig-
ital television which can be high definition television. It can also,
with spectrum flexibility and compression, allow broadcasters to
provide many additional services, most of which would be free to
your consumers they are now paying for elsewhere. You have said
you want a bill that is technology neutral. I would suggest that un-
less spectrum flexibility is included in this bill, it will not be tech-
nology neutral.

And the final point, as we have heard the 800-pound gorilla and
the 750-pound gorilla here this morning, the final point is that we
suppmt moving legislation, but we have to have fair access for all
users onto the cable and onto the telephone networks. We have to
have navigation devices on the clicker that are fair and nondiscrim-
inatkry, because remember, who owns the wire also controls the
navigation devices. And they should, in fact, operate through sepa-
rate subsidiaries.

In closing with the caveat that we do not take a position, again,
on television ownership, NAB strongly supports radio deregulation,
license reform for radio and television, spectrum flexibility to allow
us to compete, safeguards to ensure access and fairness in the mar-
ketplace. Again, let me offer on behalf of our industry our com-



mendations to all of you for considering this legislation. We look
forward to working with you as it wends its way through the proc-
ess. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fritts follows:]
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I am Edward 0 Fritts. President and CFO of the National Association of Broadcasters I

appreciate the opportunm to testify today about telecommunications legislation NAB represents

almost 1.000 tele\ ision stations and more than 4.300 radio stations. as NA. ell as the major broad-

casting nem orks

NAB strongly supports the enactment of telecommunications reform legislation this year

NIr Chairman. the ness technologies and new players that are entering every communications

market has e tinallv outnin es en the flexible pros isions of the 1934 Communications Act The

communications marketplace is now beset with uncertainties, with policies often being set more

by litigation than by polic makers in the Congress or the FCC

Your bill is based on the view that the time is now past when communications companies

can he "pigeon-holed- into distinctly different niches Instead, it recognizes that technology no

longer requires, nor es en permits. traditional distinctions between providers of different types of

telephone service, cable companies. and broadcasters It looks to a new regime where the activi-

ties of communications companies are determined by their own entrepreneurial energies and suc-

cess in the marketplace, and not by decisions made here in Washington

Broadcasters support the oserall thrust of the bill and stand ready to move into thc ness

communications marketplace They, like other communications suppliers, need to be freed front

regulations that inhibit their abilities to offer ness and competitis e services Broadcasters. how-

er. also see a need for regulation to ensure that their traditional role as the supplier ofuniversal.

free sen ices is maintained, and that amicompetitis e actions of other companies cannot put them

BEST CUP'i
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into a situation where they cannot compete Let me turn to some of the specific areas in which

reform of broadcasting regulations has been suggested

Ownership Rules

As you are aware, while the television industry is agreed on most issues relating to this

legislation. there are differing views on the question of changes in the FCC's television multiple

ownership rules, both with respect to the national "caps" and the rules governing ownership of

stations in local markets Today, you will hear testimony from television broadcasters who repre-

sent the range of opinions on the ownership questions On this issue. however. NAB is neutral

On the separate question of changing the ownership rules for radio. NAB strongly sup-

ports the approach taken in the discussion draft of eliminating all remaining restrictions on radio

ossnership There are more than I I,000 radio stations operating in the United States Under the

FCC's current rules, no one entity can control more than 40 stations (20 AM and 20 FM) with the

possibility of a small additional ."bump-up- for minority-controlled stations The radio market is

so diverse that there is no possibility that any one entity could gain control of enough stations to

be able to exert any market power over either advertisers or radio programmers

Similarly. while the FCC several years ago modified its duopoly rules to permit limited

combinations of stations in the same service in one market, there are still stringent limitations on

the ability of radio operators to grow in their markets Further. the FCC's rules permit only s ery

rintricted or no combinations in smaller markets These limitations hamper the ability of radio

broadLacters to prmide the best possible service to listeners

Increased multiple ownership opportunities would allow radio operators to obtain efti-

taenue, from being able to purchase programming and equipment on a group basis, and from

ombining operations such as sales and engineeling Radio stations hio.e had to face increasing

4 al
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competition from nest radio stations and front other advertising and programmme sources. such

as cable television operators Further, many cable operators have begun to pros ide music services

that compete with radio stations, and the FCC is developing rules for a new satellite-delivered

audio service that may deliver 60 channels of digital music in every market In the near future.

radio stations will also begin to face the need for nets capital investment when the FCC authorizes

terrestrial digital audio broadcasting Without the opportunities to erow and to attract capital, the

radio industry will face an mcreasinaly difficult task in respondme to these new competitive pres-

sures

Fite experience of the industry following the FCC's limited relaxation of the radio rules

set eral years ago is instructive Prior to the FCC's action, there was little investment capital

flowing to the radio industry Mier the FCC permitted greater ownership opportunities, the radio

market revitalized. and became again an attractise area for investment If the Congress acts this

year to eliminate all ownership rules for radio stations, the ability of the radio industry to grow

and to pros ide better service will simply take off

Mr Chairman, these are the benefits that will floss front radio ownership deregulation I

am unaware of any threats to the public interest that could arise if radio ownership decisions were

made by operators and investors, and not the federal government NAB. therefore, supports the

proposals you have made to eliminate got ernment controls ()ter radio ownership and investment

Spectrum Flexibility

As; ske mot e into the new communications environment You seek to foster. iris Important

that the providers of sertices that form the backbone of today's communications market be per -

nutted to compete effectis els ks repeated sures:, [lase demonstrated, local television stations

me the core of todat 's side(' minket Most Americans obtain then nest s and the maionty or their
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entertainment programming front local telex ision stations These stations des ote an increasing

percentage of their total re\ enues to pros iding news and public atThirs programming and other-

wise sersing the needs of their communities

Todas 's telex isum broadcasters. howeser. ar t. increasingly at a technological and regula-

tory disathantage The new entrants to the video market, be they cable systems. telephone com-

panies. ol others. are able to provide multiple channels of programming, compared to the broad-

caster s one Nlost important, the new delivery systems that will be coming on-line m the next

few xears w ill all be digital Digital serx ices permit not only the transmission of vastly increased

amounts of data. they also are more flexible and, for xideo signals. they can provide pictures of far

greater quality than our present analog system Your bill includes a provision which will permit

television bioadcasters to be pail of this digital transformation

As .ou know. the FCC. broadcasters, and the electronics industry ha\ e spent years plan-

ning for a new Ads anced I elexision Serx ice I ATVi that ultimately will replace the present NTSC

analog sx stem of telex ision broadcasting The FCC expects to receive a recommendation for such

a nes+, ss stein later this year When it began to consider plans for immersion of over-the-air

broadcasting fi om analog to digital. the FCC recognized that it could not make all existing TV

sets obsolete osernight Doing so would lease everx household in the United States without

telex Non service and turn 200 million sets into Juni, At the sante time, the FCC recognized that.

if broadcasting were to remain compeutise. telex ision stations must be able to use digital technol-

OtZS

Thus. the Commission concluded that tht2ie must be a transition period during which tele-

\ ision signals Ss ill be as amiable to consumers in both analog and digital formats Because the laws

or ph, sic, pi es enl analog and digital 1 V signals from being pi ovided ovei the same channel. the



FCC adopted a plan under ss hich each existing full-power television station will be assigned an

additional \lllz channel on a temporary basis Stations will provide ATV service on the new

channels. while continuing to serve the public owning analog receivers on their existing channels

If .ATV service proves successful in the market, and when most analog TV sets have been

replaced with digital receivers. the FCC plans to end NTSC broadcasting and iecover one of the

two channels

The broadcast spectrum flexibility proposal builds on this foundation laid by the FCC For

broadcast stations. the FCC's plan creates both opportunities and difficulties Conversion to

digital broadcasting ssill allow stations to provide better services to their viewers :st the sante

time, the construction and operation of what in effect is a second station will place huge capital

demands on stations and. to the extent that the digital signals duplicate existing analog service.

stations will realize little or no additional advertising revenue from ATV service The spectrum

flexibilit . proposal ss e support will encourage the transition to digital service by providing the

opportunit!, to provide new and innovative services as par of an ATV signal

In a digital television s.Tvice, the amount of tit: total bitstream that is needed to produce a

television picture and sound wi I vary from moment to moment, depending on what is happening

on the screen In a fast-movihg basketball game where the action on the screen may shift rapidly.

virtually all of the data capacity may be needed to provide the television signal On the other

hand, if a station is broadcasting a "talking head- interview, only a small portion of the total

bandwidth might be needed to update the picture Because of this feature of dynamic scalabilits

Lharacteristic of digital s,stents. the rest of the bustream could be used to provide othei services.

such as supplemental pi ogram information or specialized information services
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.nder the spectrum flexibility prot isions we propose. the FCC st ould be directed to go

ahead with its plans to assign ATv channels to local stations and to permit those stations to pro-

s ide, as part of an A IA' signal, other sert ices that are ancillary and supplemental to their free.

over-the-air television suttee These sert ices would be limited only bt the technical limits of the

telesision signal and by the requitement that stations continue to provide a free. ot er-the-air ATV

service to slew ers

The benefits of this proposal will flow to the public and to broadcasters If broadcasters

can provide nest and innovatit e services, the public skill benefit by having access to such services

If they compete with sert ices pros ided tit other entities. the public will benefit from the competi-

tion in the tbrm of lower prices and higher quality If broadcasters can seek out additional res e-

nue sources from digital broadcasting, that skill help speed lir their conversion process and defray

the enormous costs of pros iding the nest service

Mr Chairman, we hat e heard of many objections to this proposal On examination. host -

es er. these eonceins are unfounded First, some have argued that additional spectrum shouk, not

be allocated to broadcasting I hake sr:sera! responses Nlost important, neither our proposal nor

the FCC's established ATV plans require the allocation of run. nen spectrum to broadcasting

The spectrum from which ATV channels st ill come ls as allocated to television broadcasting fitly

t ears ago It has not been assigned to stations because, in most areas, analog telesision signals

could not be provided on those channels st ithout creating interference io other stations Digital

technology allows these frequencies to be used

Others hat e questioned tt try these channels should be assigned to existing local stations,

lather than being made mailable to others The FCC carefully considered this question and con-

Lluded that initially resirming the at adabditt of A.R. channels to existing television broadcasteis
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"is the most practical. expeditious, and non-disruptise way to bring improsed service to the

Asnierican public Note that the restriction is only for the initial assignment of-licenses. if a par-

ticular station does not begin to pros ide a digital service within a reasonable period atter specific

licenses are assved and digital equipment becomes as..ilable, we expect that the FCC will offer

that channel to other users

\ loreos et-, those ssho argue that this is merely a spectrum "grab- by broadcasters ignore

seseral sahent points This new svectrum that stations ,A ill be allowed to use is transitional It

will be assigned to station, onls for the purpose of allowing them to change to a new delivery.

system Further, it is not spectrum that can be used for any purpose The primary purpose of the

second channel sk ill remain the same as the primary purpose of broadcasters existing channels

pros iding free. os er-the-air Ides ision service Those who argue that these channels should be

made as allable to new telesision stations ignore the fact that those stations could only survive by

otThring an analog service, a sers ice that could not be provided on these channels without causing

interference Those who instead argue that the non-broadcasters should be allowed to compete

for these channels forget that computer companies or common carriers are not likely to want to

the most of the spectrum to provide a broadcast serk ice

\ lost of the objections to spectrum tlexibilits. however, appear to come from those who

fear that ancillary and supplemental sers ices provided by broadcasters will compete with them

They argue that television stations should he restricted to providing traditional television service

and that it would be unfair for broadcasters to pros ide services over television spectrum that

competes with services for which others had to obtain spectrum through auchon These conceins

Advani Merimun S.1 %term Lie,utid Rep wi (Ind Orden. 7 FCC Red 3340, 3342-43
(19021
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are sunilarls unjustified The entire thrust of your bill. Mr Chairman, is to promote competition

and eliminate artificial distinctions between the 1-,iwiders of communications sers.ices by allowing

anyone to provide whateci serY ices they can that are able to succeed in the market Pi ovidmg

that freedom to cable systems, telephone companies. PCS providos, and es eryone else e \cept

local broadcasters would be unfair and harmful to the public interest So long as broadca,ters

meet their public interest obligations and use Al V spectrum to pros ide whatever ATV services

are directed by the FCC. there is no reason why they should be barred from providing additional

sers ices lc Mini the sante spectrum

Further. the FCC has long permitted radio and TV stations to provide additional services

on suhcarriers or in the tele itaon Yertical blanking inter\ al. and stations hay e done so without in

ens way lessening their main service to the public The same principle should be followed whim

the FCC authorizes ATV sersice. where the potential for new services is so much greater

What mans of these companies appear to tgar is competition. particularly competitors that

ina' ci os ide more attraeuse smices Most pioposals ccc lime seen tbr new services contemplate

imposing usage charges on consumers Many of the new services that this provision will allow

telesision stations to pros ide may instead be advertiser-supported and free to the consumer If

consumers behece those senices are better or mole attractis e, that should be the choice of the

maiketplace. rather than the result of a directne from Washington

The argument that broadcasters \sill recene an unfair adsantage from the spectrum Item-

bilits proposal simply ignores the actual proposal Where broadcasters offer servkes in competi-

tion cc ith whet priwiders who obtained their spectrum through auction, the proposal authorizes

the I-CC to impose a tee on the statmn offering those serk cs In setting thes': fees, the FCC is

duccted comader bow much ...pectrum i wing used and him much tune a broadcaster des otes

i. ;...; 9
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to a partly ulai senice. and the amount that competitors paid for then spectrum Permitting

broad, Aslel to offer nets and Irmo% sits e sery ices thus will proYide them ssith no unfair ady an-

taues

\\ hat particular semces broadcasters may offel no one can tell How es er. it is certain

now that. if tele\ ision stations are to moye into the ner, world of digital communications, they

must has e the ability to transition their existing services to digital without -disenfranchising.' the

inillions of households with analou reception equipment, and they must be allowed to use their

ingenuity and business skill to develop new services consistent with their oblitration to proyide

bee oy el-the-air tele \hum set ice in the public interest Me additional channel proposed by the

that soot NH ssould proyide is needed to ensure that all Americans continue to receise free

ei -the-an telesision sen ice during the period sy hen broadcasting in changing from analog to

digual to the ultimate benefit of the entire public

Broadcast Licensing

knottier issue w Inch ss e hay e asked ou to address concerns the outdated broadcast

hy ensine Foy isions m the Communications Act More than a decade ago. Congress extended the

normal tel in of an FCC license to ten .ears for every type of licensee except broadcasters

Mthoueh broadcast license terms were extended to sonie degree. television licenses still only run

for Ilse years and radio licenses for se% en These exceptions to the rule applicable to all other

Ct licenses should be eliminated Shorter broadcast license terms impose an unneeded burden

on both nuoidcasters who have to tile applications and on the FCC which has to process them

\ doming a uniform ten-Year license term would significantly reduce the FCC's processing work

load I he C's ability to ensure that broadcast stations operate in the public interest would not

lie afl w t ed l'he ( onunission ss ould retain its full powers to consider any complaints about a



broadcast station during its license term, or to initiate any investigations or proceedings it deems

appropriate Further, if a station's conduct warrants, the FCC would retain its authority to call

for an earh renewal application, or to grant a renewal for a shorter term than the maximum

authorized

The second area in which the licensing provisions need reform deals with the way in which

the FCC handles renewal applications Traditionally. when a renewal application is filed, the FCC

allow a a period durinu which the public can petition to deny thc renewal and competing applica-

tions for the same facilities can be tiled We propose that the process be amended to require the

FCC to consider the renewal application before it accepts any competing proposals.

The FCC's current process has been the subject of ceaseless criticism from the courts and

timm many other observers and participants Comparative renewal cases are among the longest

proceedings in administrative law Most frequently, they focus on questions about the fitness of

the applicants that are far removed from any consideration of the quality of service which either

has been or will be pros Med to the public Often. such applications were tiled as a way of extract-

inu a payment from the incumbent licensee in order to avoid a protracted proceeding The

Congress recognized that these "shake-downs- were occurring and amended section 311 of the

Communicanueis Act to prevent these so-called."strike applications Moreover, the FCC's stan-

dards for selecting among competing applicants were recently struck down by the courts, and the

Commission has to date been unable to develop acceptable new criteria 2

The answer we believe to these problems is to do away with comparative renewal pro-

ceedmus entirely Instead, the FCC should accept renewal applications and consider them in

Net. Het hie/ y 1.1'( lo F 3d 87c (I) C Cir I 0')



accordance with its usual renewal standards. including allowing petitions to dens or informal

objections from the public in the same way the FCC now handles non-compalative renewals If

the renewal applicant demonstrates that it has sersed the public interest and not engaged in a pat-

tern ofs olations of the FCC's rules. Its application would be granted If the FCC finds other-

s\ Ise. it could take either of the steps the law nos% pros ides either renew the license under

conditions or deny the renewal application Only if it denies the application would it accept nes%

applieations for the channel

The FCC in its pi oposals tot reins enung gosernment. also suggested the elimination of

comparatise broadcast renewal proceedings Indeed, for cellular telephone reneo al applicitions,

the FCC alreads adopted a similar two-step renewal proceduie on its own It found that a two-

step renew al process would encourage investment by licensees in their facilities since they would

be freed from the fear of an expensive comparative challenge The FCC also concluded that. since

comparatise hearings necessarily involved a distorted comparison between the actual record of

the incumbent licensee and mere promises of the competing applicant, they created the risk of

replacing an acceptable licensee with an interior one Third, the FCC determined that a two-step

renewal process would avoid needless disruption in sei-vice to the public All of these factors are

equally or more applicable to broadcast renewal proceedings

Radio and TV stations expect to be scrutinized by the FCC at renewal time What sse ask

is that the renewal process focus only on the record of the licensee, and not on the arcane and

expensis e legal maneuverings that mostly characterize comparatise renewal hearings

1 h enie Renettal, in the flonwstft Rath, elei,PMMUnhanntlit e

l-CC Red 28+-4, cci um dented. 8 FCC Red 0288 ( I 99+
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Safeguards

Finally. I would like to discuss some areas in which we think regulations will be needed to

make sure that, as new video delivery systems are established, the providers of those systems w ill

not engaue in anticompetitive actions that could destroy competition between them and other

program pi oviders. particularly local broadcasters The experience yvith the cable model has

show n all of us that where one company provides both transmission capacity and prouramming.

there is a substantial risk of that company taking action to disadvantage competitors There are

other types of regulations that the FC'C adopted to ensure the integrity of marketplace arranue-

milts. such as program contracts that also need to be extended to telephone company-provided

video delis CrY sy stems

If local broadcasters are to compete in the new y ideo environment and continue to provide

diverse local service both to subscribers of cable and telco video systems and those who receis c

their television over-the-air, it is absolutely essential that stations have access to viewers Local

television service is now, and for the fotesceable future skill be. primarily supported by advertis-

int: If the audience cannot see a station, that station cannot sell advertising and its programming

will inevitably sutler Thus, protections for stations' access to the audience are foremost among

the safeguards we believe must be included in any legislation

Among those protections is an extension of the must carry provisions of the Cable Act to

the telephone company environment Several of the telephone companies proposing video dial-

tone service have asked the FCC for authority to carry local stations to all subscribers on a "will-

carry- basis, indicatinu they recounize thc need for such protections idthough the telephone

company v ideo environment is more complex than the cable model, since there may be a number

of separate program suppliers on the system we think that a fair approac h would be to place must

4
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carry obligations on the telephone company s programming affiliate, particularly if as your

discussion drati proposed, telephone companies are required to use a separate affiliate to pros ide

\ideo programming to subscribers If instead you ult:mately permit telephone companies to pro-

s ide ideo programming directly, then y%e think the carriage obligation should fall on sshatever

entity is pros idmg programming directly to subscribers There are good arguments that carriage

obligations should be extended more broadly, but we think this proposal does not unduly burden

am, supplier and will have broad support among broadcasters

We also ask that sou establish guidelines for menumu and navivation systems With the

possibility of 500 or more -channels- on ness video delis cry systems, the design of the interface

betsseen the system and consumers can make the difference hem een a signal that consumers

ssatch and one they ignore We think that you should establish seseral principles for the FCC to

enfoice in connection ssith naigation systems For example. we think that consumers should be

able to gain access to a local broadcast signal without havinu to go through several levels of

menus or has mu to click on repeated "boxes- on a screen Instead, the navigation systems should

ensure that broadcast stations can be selected as easily on nes\ systems as they are today, and the

menus should clearly identit: the source of all program choices Second. sshatever menuing sys-

tem is adopted should preserve the integrity of a bloadcast signal Subscribers should be able to

select a broadcast signal from a menu which identities it as a local station, and not simply from a

menu of program categories Further, the nasigation s stems should maintain the integrity of

program channels, so that when one program ends, subscribers' sets remain on that channel,

rathei than automatically returning to a menu We also think that the FCC should have the

authority to ensue that equipment, such as set-top cons erters, that is pros ided to subscribers

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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cannot restrict subscribers easy access to broadcast or other signals provided by companies ()thei

than the telephone company or other program service provider

In addition to these navigation and access issues, a crucial protection the FCC has long

enforced in the cable environment must be extended to video signals delivered over telephone

company facilities We ask that you require the FCC to extend thc coverage of its nemork non-

duplication and syndicated exclusivity rules to all providers of video signals over telephone com-

pany facilities These regulations do not impose go% eminent restraints, instead they merely permit

the enforcement of private contractual arrangement for programming Absent these protections.

distant broadcast signals carrying the same programming as a local station could be imported.

even though the local station negotiated and paid for the exclusive right to carry that program-

ming in its area These rules arc needed to preserve the integrity of established local broadcasting

markets

F0 reiterate, Mr Chairman, broadcasters believe that the adoption of telecommunications

legislation this year %sill help usher in a nevi arca of advanced and innovative services for the pub-

lic Broadcasters look forward to competing in these nes% arenas, and %se support your efforts to

enact legislation I will be pleased to ansvver any questions you may have on any of these matte; s



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Preston Padden, President Network Distribution, Fox Broad-

casting Company

STATEMENT OF PRESTON R. PADDEN, PRESIDENT NETWORK
DISTRIBUTION, FOX BROADCASTING COMPANY

Mr. PADDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to start
by joining Eddie in thanking you and Senator Hollings and all the
other members of the committee for your leadership in this bill,
and most importantly for not leaving 'broadcasting behind as you
streamline the way to the 21st century for the people that use
wires to do their business.

Fox, the three other networksI started to say older networks,
but I will not say thatand many, many other local broadcasters
across the country strongly favor the deregulation of broadcast sta-
tion ownership. We believe that when you look at the objective
facts and apply the same deregulatory philosophy that applies in
the bill to other providers, you will conclude that the most appro-
priate course is to simply repeal those rules.

The simplest way to state it is that these ownership regulations
are left over from a bygone era in our business, an era of scarcity,
an era when there only three networks, and in most communities
only three television stations. In those days the business was heav-
ily regulated, highly profitable, and virtually risk-free. Believe it or
not, in those days if a broadcaster wanted to block a new competi-
tor from coming on the air, all he had to do was file a petition at
the FCC with a bunch of economic statistics showing that a new
station would harm the existing stations, and they could actually
keep competition from coming in. Those days are long gone.

Today, we have got a wildly competitive television marketplace.
We have hundreds and hunidreds of new local stations. We now
have six broadcast networks. Cable passes 96 percent of all TV
households. There are more than 100 cable networks, and apropos
the discussion you had earlier about whether DBS competition is
really here yet, I can tell you cable competition is really here for
the broadcasters. I have got yesterday's Daily Variety that has a
headline, "Cablers Outdo Nets," and the first line of the story says
for the first time basic cable networks beat the four broadcast net-
works in a given time period, 1 to 4:30 p.m. on the four February
sweep weekends. Our competition is very real, and it is here today.
And of course, as you heard earlier, DBS dishes are selling as fast
as they can be made.

We think there is plenty of evidence out there in the marketplace
that all of this competition is in fact a better servant of the public
interest than regulation ever could be. All of this new competition
has brought consumers program choices that could never have been
mandated by regulation, including an increase in the amount of
local news broadcast by stations since the last time the ownership
regulations were relaxed. And of course, your bill is going to bring
even more competition by unleashing seven of the strongest eco-
nomic forces in this country to enter our business, and I am not
embarrassed to say that is more than a little scary to all of us in
broadcasting.
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We could be sitting here today asking you for protection from
those 800-pound gorillas. But we are not doing that. We get the
drift of policy here, and our only request is if we are going to have
wide open competition, let the same standard apply to the broad-
casters. In our view it would be a tragedy to streamline the Com-
munications Act for the people who use wires and charge people for
programming while leaving the free over-the-air broadcasters
locked in a regulatory straightjacket that dates back to 1927.

We think there is a lot more at stake here than just our profits
and our economic viability. Believe it or not, we do not think that
plain old broadcasting has to be the gray old lady of this business.
NVe think broadcasting's best years are still ahead of it. And if freed
from a lot of outdated regulation and allowed to utilize the latest
technology, we think broadcasters can do a lot more than just be
a programmer riding on somebody else's information superhighway.
We think we can build a wireless superhighway of our own that
will provide needed competition for the people using wires to bring
programming to people.

Our worst fear is that you will unleash strong new competitive
forces in our business, deregulate everybody else, but when it
comes to us not act based on the competitive facts and the deregu-
latory philosophy but rather continue to regulate us based on some
kind of arbitrary compromise numbers. We urge you to look hard
at the competitive facts and choose the option of complete deregula-
tion of broadcast ownership.

I would like to conclude by reading a very short letter that was
sent to Senator BurnsI am sorry he is not here to hear itby a
small television broadcaster in Montana. I think it is eloquent in
its brevity.

It reads: "Dear Senator Burns, as you know, the Senate is con-
sidering legislation to deregulate the ownership of television and
radio stations. For reasons I cannot fathom, some people in the tel-
evision industry oppose such deregulation. We are a small company
with television stations in Billings and Miles City.

"I oppose ownership limits on general principle, and because
their practical effect is to artificially constrain the television mar-
ket limiting innovation and economics of scale. Conversely, these
limitations serve no public interest. Remember that whoever owns
the stations will have the same public interest desires and require-
ments. The people in each market do not benefit from keeping out
potential owners based on artificial criteria like number of stations.
"Please support the absolute elimination of ownership limitations,
or the closest you can get to it."

We would second the sentiments of the author of this letter.
Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Padden follows:]
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Testimony of
Preston R. Padden, President, Network Distribution,

Fox Broadcasting Company

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fox strongly supports repeal of the existing restrictions on (1) the multiple

ownership of broadcast stations nationally, (2) the ownership of more than one station in

a single market and (3) the cross ownership of broadcast stations and other media

properties. These restrictions date back to a bygone era of media scarcity.

Today, new competition from more broadcast stations, more broadcast networks,

cable and satellites provide consumers with an abundant diversity of television choices.

In this environment the broadcast ownership restrictions serve only to inhibit the

competitive effectiveness of broadcasting relative to other communications media.

There is substantial evidence that competition is a far better servant of the public

interest than is regulation. Since the last relaxation of the broadcast ownership rules.

local news programming has increased. Moreover, large group owners, including the

networks. arc proven leaders in local news.

Because of new competition by Fox, local affiliate stations have gained significant

leverage in their relations with their networks. In the last year alone, attempted "affiliate
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raids" by Fox have caused the three other networks to increase compensation to their

affiliates by hundreds of millions of dollars. The arguments against deregulation by

some affiliates suggest an anti-competitive desire to limit the growth of competing

broadcasters and to limit competition for station acquisitions.

It would be a tragedy and would disserve the public interest to streamline the

Communications Act for wired media like cable and telcos that charge the American

people while leaving free over-the-air broadcasting in an antiquated regulatory straight

jacket. If freed from regulatory constraints and permitted to utilize the latest technology.

plain old broadcasting can be transformed into a service rich, wireless superhighway in

its own right.

The three other networks and many local broadcasters (each in its own way and

each to different extents) all support broadcast deregulation. The legislation currently

being considered will unleash tremendous new competitive forces within the television

industry. We have resisted the temptation to resort to protectionist pleas. Our only

request is for reasonable symmetry in regulatory treatment and reasonable symmetry in

opportunity. Having chosen competition with regard to other media, it Nkould be unfair

to retain strict regulation of broadcast ownership.

AL. b
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Testimony of
Preston R. Padden, President, Network Distribution,

Fox Broadcasting Company
before the

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science & Transportation
Tuesday, March 21, 1995

I. INTRODUCTION.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is Preston Padden and I am President,

Network Distribution of Fox Broadcasting Company. We are very appreciative of !..our

leadership in moving the Congress forward on important new telecommunications

legislation. In my testimony today, I hope to make the following points:

First, today's television marketplace has become wildly
competitive.

Second, competition is a far better servant of the public
interest than even the best intentioned rtgulation can ever
be.

Third, deregulation of broadcast station ownership will not
harm the concept of "localism" since large group owners.
including the networks, are leaders in local news.

Fourth, because of new competitise forces, local affiliate
stations have gained significant leverage in their relations
with national television networks.

Fifth, it is fundamem,lly anti-competitive for some group
owners to seek to limit the size of other group ossners.

And sixth, it would be a tragedy, and would disserve the
public interest, to streamline the Communications Act for
%sired media like cable and telcos that charge the American
people while leaving free wireless broadcasting trapped ill
regulations that date back to 1427 -- regulations originally
designed for a bygone era of scarcit..

0J
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For all of the foregoing reasons, Fox strongly supports the repeal of the existing

statues and regulations that limit (1) the multiple ownership of broadcast stations

nationally, (2) the ownership of more than one station in a single market and (3) the

cross-ownership of broadcast stations and other media properties. The three other

national television networks and many local television stations all across the country

(including the 141 stations listed On Attachment No. 1 hereto) each in its own way and

each to different extents all support deregulation of broadcast station ownership.

The following recent letter to Senator Burns from a small station operator in

Montana states the deregulatory case with eloquent brevity:

March 8. 1995

The Honorable Conrad Burns
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Strong Support for Television Ownership Deregulation

Dear Senator Burns:

As you know, the Senate is considering legislation to deregulate the
ownership of television and radio stations. For reasons I cannot fathom
some people in the television industry oppose such deregulation.

We are a small company with television stations in Billings and Miles City.
I oppose ownership limits on general principal and because their practical
effect is to artificially constrain the television market, limiting innovation
and economies of scale. Conversely, limitations serve no public interest.

- 2 -
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Remember that whoever owns the stations will have the same public
interest desires and requirements. The people in each market do not
benefit from keeping out potential owners based on artificial criteria like
number of stations.

Please support the absolute elimination of ownership limitations or the
closest you can get to it.

Sincerely yours,

/

Thomas Hendrickson
President
Big Horn Communications
KSVI-TV/Billings
KYUS-TV/Miles City

When the views of the many local television broadcasters like Mr. Hendrickson

and the four national television networks are combined with the views of the Radio

Board of Directors of the National Association of Broadcasters, it is cleat that the weight

of opinion in the radio and television industry strongly favors deregulation of broadcast

station ownership. In addition, the views expressed in my testimony are supported by the

attached econotnic and telecommunications policy paper ("The Evolving Flectronic

Media Marketplace and the Devolving Case for Broadcast Ownership Restrictions-)

authored by John Harine & Harry M. Shooshan. III which appears as Attachment No. 2.

II. TODAV'S TELEVISION MARKETPLACE HAS BECOME WILDLY
COMPETITIVE.

In 'he old days, the television industry could best he described as a cozy and

comfortable shared monopoly. There were only three networks, and most communities

- 3 -



\kcre ,ened by only three stations. Because or the absence of competition, the business

%%as highly regulated. highly profitable and virtually risk free. Fortunately for the viewing

public, those days are gone forever.

roday's television marketplace is characterized by vibrant and increasing

wmpention. It is a marketplace in vihich consumers enjoy a vastly expanded array of

program choices. Advertisers enjoy a vastly expanded range of options for

communicating their marketing messages. And, both major program producers and just

sum,: little guy with a good idea enjoy a vastly expanded range of options for bringing

iheir creativity to the attention of American viewers. All of the new competition

materially undermines the foundation of the broadcast ownership restrictions. Worse

et. as outlined in the attached paper by Haring and Shooshan, in the newly competitive

ens ironment. the broadcast ownership restrictions become worse that unnecessary. They

become cininter-productive.

tirst source ot new competition is UHF broadcasiing. Throughout the 70's

and hundreds and hundreds ot new UHF television stations were established across

the country. As a result, instead of only three local program choices. 95(..'r of U.S.

ides isbon households are now served by five or more local stations. Perhaps most

impirtantl, the grov.th ot these new UHF stations has pros ided a platform for the

establishment ot ness national nemorks.

- 4 -



The emergence of new networks demonstrates that free market forces often can

accomplish what bureaucratic regulators deem impossible or unlikely. In 1980, the

FCC's expert staff spent taxpayers' dollars to issue a gloomy report which predicted that

the gross th of additional over-the-air networks was not likely in the then foreseeable

future. Not believing that pessimistic prediction, our company and our principal. Rupert

Murdoch, invested the capital and took the enormous risk necessary to establish a

genuinely competitive fourth network. And, our success has prompted the

Paramount/Chris-Craft partnership and the Warner Bros./Tribune partnership to launch

two additional national broadcast networks.

Thc growth of ncw over-the-air broadcasting stations and networks represents only

thc tip of the iceberg of the ncw competitive forces in television. Ninety-six percent of

U.S. television households are now passed by cable television systems and 63% subscribe.

As a result, a majority of Americans now enjoy the choice of over 30 channels of

television service -- a tenfold increase over the three channel era of yesteryear.

Currently, the cable television industry supplies American viewers with more than 100

different network services. As cable converts from analog to digital, the number of

channels and the number of program choices available to Americtms will grow

exponentially.

And, cable is not alone. SMATV services also provide more than a million

Americans with access to diverse progrzim sources. Wireless cable systems have attracted

- 5



over half a million subscribers. By the end of this year, more than a million American

households are expected to be receiving hundreds of channek of advanced digital

television service from the Hughes/Hubbard direct broadcasting satellite. Later this

year, Echostar will commence service from a second high powered digital direct

broadcasting satellite. Just last week. Echostar announced that it had signed contracts

with Turner, Disney, ESPN and numerous other program networks.

Finally, looming on the horizon are the ingest economic forces ever to be

unleashed in the television business -- the telephone companies. Just a few weeks ago in

a living metaphor of the changes engulfing our industry, Howard Stringer, the President

of CBS, quit his job to lead a television program alliance of three regional Bell

companies. Mr. Stringer's defection from broadcasting formally signals the end of the

era in which broadcast ownership regulation was relevant and productive. Simply stated,

the tremendous level of competition and diversity in today's television industry bears

absolutely no resemblance whatsoever to the era of scarcity in which the broadcast

ownership restrictions were born. And, if free broadcasting has any hope of staying

competitive with the new media, those ownership restrictions must be repealed.

III. COMPETITION IS A BETFER SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST THAN
EVEN THE BEST INTENTIONED REGULATIONS CAN EVER BE.

There is near universal agreement among public policymakers -- Republican and

Democrat -- that real competition, Ns hen you can get it, i absays a better servant ot the

t,
4
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public interest than is even the best intentioned regulation. he recent history of

broadcast deregulation confirms this commonly accepted consensus. In 1984, the FCC

loosened its regulations governing thc ownership of multiple television stations. It was

the hope and belief of the FCC, and of leading members of the United States Congress

(including in particular Congressman Edward Markey), that permitting the creation of

larger and economically stronger groups of commonly owned stations would foster

competition and diversity in the industry. History shows that they were correct. In fact,

the liberalization of the multiple ownership rules was a major contributing factor in the

successful establishment of a fourth national television network. An expanded base of

owned stations provided Fox with the foundation upon which to build a new competitive

force. The resulting public interest benefits exceed anything that could have been

accomplished by regulation.

General Diversity -- The growth of Fox provided viewers with new programming

options and spurred the three older networks to become more aggressive and

more innovative.

Children's Pro ,runs -- Fox brought children's programming back to weekday

network television for the first time in 20 years and currently leads the industry

with three hours per week t)t- hona fide "educational-by-anybody's-def inition"

children's shows.

7 -
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Local News -- As a part of its competitive strategy -- and not because of any

regulation -- the Fox stations present prime time local newscasts like the "10

O'Clock News" on WI-TO in Washington. The number of Fox affiliates

presenting prime time newscasts has increased from 15 to 50 in the last three

years. In addition, Fox owned stations and Fox affiliates have begun to create

local morning news and information programs like "The Fox Morning News" here

in Washington. In fact, the New World owned stations recently switched from

CBS to Fox and in the process virtually doubled the amount of their local news

and information programming. Again, these tremendous public interest benefits

were spurred by competitive opportunity not regulatory mandate.

Job Creation -- The new national network created hy Fox, has created thousands

of new jobs in the program production communiv.

Program Producers The new network created by Fox has provided an

alternative market for program producers large and small. Appended to my

ter''mony as Attachment No. 3, are letters recently sent to the FCC from two

African-American producers attesting to the opportunities created by Fox.

A.02.4-tisers -- Fox also has provided commercial advertisers with a host of new

competitive options for distributing their marketing messages.

- 8 -
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The growth of cable also demonstrates the principle that competition is a better

servant of the public interest than is regulation. Ted Turner's 24 hour news networks

were created in response to competitive opportunity not regulatory mandate. The

same is true of Bravo, Arts & Entertainment, Discovery and a host of other new cable

networks.

Simply stated, the goal of diversity, which was the original premise for the

broadcast ownership rules, has been achieved through competitive marketplace forces.

As a result, continued regulation is no longer necessary. In fact, continued regulation

disserves the public interest by inhibiting the over-the-air medium vis-a-vis other

competitive media.

IV. DEREGULATION OF BROADCAST STATION OWNERSHIP WILL NOT
HARM THE CONCEPT OF "LOCALISM" SINCE LARGE GROUP OWNERS,
INCLUDING THE NETWORKS, ARE LEADERS IN LOCAL NEWS.

Repeal of the broadcast ownership rules would not pose any threat to the concept

of localism or the amount of local programming on television stations. The objective

facts demonstrate that large group owners, including the networks, are leaders in local

news. In addition, the objective facts demonstrate that the amount of local programming

in the industry has increased since the last relmation of the broadcast multiple ownership

rules.
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In NM, the National Association of Broadcasters conducted a study which

compared the amount of local public service programming on group owned statiom and

on individually owned stations. The results of that study clearly demonstrated that group

owned stations broadcast more local programming and more public service programming

than do individually owned stations.

Following that study, the FCC relaxed its rules to permit increased multiple

ownership of television stations. Since that deregulation, the amount of local news and

information programming in the industry has increased. As noted above, increased local

news programming has been a key part of the Fox competitive strategy. Many other

group owners (including Sunbeam and New World) have increased local news

broadcasts. A recent study by the Columbia University School of Journalism confirmed

an increase in local public affairs programming on stations all across the country.

To provide the Committee with updated information regarding local news

broadcasts. Fox surveyed the current programming of stations operated by four different

group owners. The results of that survey are set forth below.
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LOCAL NEWS HOURS PROGRAMMED PER WEEK

AFI.AC BROADCAST DIVISION/
AMERICAN FAMILY BROADCAST GROUP

Local News Hours
Per Wed

Baton Rouge/WAFB 12

Cedar Rapids/KWWL 11

Columbus. GA/WTVM 12

Greenville, NC/WITN 11.5

Huntsville/WAIT
Paducab/KEVS 12

Savannah/WTOC 14.5

FOX OWNED & OPERATED*
Chicago/WELD 21.5
I louston/KRI V 13.5
Los Angeles/KTTV
New York/WNYW 23.5
Salt Lake City/KSTU 6
Washington/WITG 24

NEW WORLD
Atlanta/WAGA 36.5
Cleveland/WJW 39
Detroit/WJBK 36.5
Kansas City/WDAE 44
Milwaukee/WITI 42.5
Phoenix/KSAZ 34.5
Tampa/WTVT 38

ABC OWNED & OPERATED
Chicago/WLS 23.5
Fresno/USN 12
Houston/KTRK 18.5
Los Angeles/KABC 24.5
New York/WABC 20
Philadelphia/WTXE 20.5
Raleigh/WTVD 14.5
San Francisco/KG() 21

'Excludes WAIL and KDAF which are being sold.

"1fTh
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As these numbers illustrate, large group owners, including networks, are leaders in

the presentation of local news. In fact, network owned stations typically present more

local news than do the stations owned by AFLAC -- a group owner that opposes

deregulation. Plainly, there is no basis in fact for AFLAC's argument that the ownership

of additional stations by networks would be contrary to the goal of localism.

V. BECAUSE OF NEW COMPETITIVE FORCES. LOCAL AFFILIATE STATIONS
HAVE GAINED SIGNIFICANT LEVERAGE IN THEIR RELATIONS WITH
NATIONAL TELEVISION NETWORKS.

'Fhere arc many, many local broadcast stations that support deregulation of station

ownership. However, there are some affiliate stations who argue that deregulation could

upset what they describe as the "delicate balance" in the network/affiliate relationship.

With all due respect, we believe that these affiliates (I) substantially understate the

leverage that they enjoy vis-u-vis their networks and (2) suffer from exaggerated fears

regarding the likely consequences of deregulation.

The objective facts demonstrate beyond any argument, that because of new

competitive forces (and not because of the slams quo ante). local affiliates have gained

substantial leverage in their relationship with national television nem orks. In the old

days of television scarcity, there ssere only three networks and only three stations (or at

least only three strong stations) in most local markets. Imagining an analogy to the

game of musical chairs. it is easy to see NM n tth only three networks seeking

- 12
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distribution on only three stations, stations were not perceived as a premium commodity

and did not enjoy substantial leverage. When the music stopped, each of the three

existing networks would have a place to sit. As a result, compensation payments from

networks to local affiliates declined and at least one network considered charging its

affiliates a "franchise fee."

Because of amressive competition from Fox, those dynamics have now changed

radically. There are now more networks than there are strong desirable VHF stations in

most markets. As a result. %Oen the music stops. there are not enough desirable seats

for each network. Consequently, the market value and leverage of station "chairs has

gone up dramati::ally. In market after market, the three older networks have moved

aggressively to shore up their distribution by entering into long term affiliation

agreements with vastly increased compensation payments to their stations. Because of

new competitive forces, thet e has been a transfer of hundreds of millions of dollars of

wealth front the three older networks to their affiliates in the last year alone. And,

because of these new long term contracts, that transfer of wealth will be repeated in

each of the next ten years. With the at1.,ent of the WB and UPti networks and other

new programming services seeking distribution. the substantial leverage enjoyed by local

affiliate stations is certain to grow even stronger in the future.

Based upon these incontroveitible facts, there is absolutely no basis to maintain

stat;on ownership regulations out of any fear for the need to protect local at filime

13
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stations. They have the leverage. No one can make them sell their stations. And, the

competition from nesk networks is acting as a competitive restraint on any pressure that

one of the old networks might otherwise try to exert regarding program clearances.

IT IS FUNDAMENTALLY ANTI-COMPETITIVE FOR SOME GROUP
OWNERS TO SEEK TO LIMIT THE SIZE OF OTHER GROUP OWNERS.

Broadcasters operate in a competitive environment. We compete with each other

as well as with other media. Group owners often compete with each other to purchase

stations that are offered for sale.

We urge the Commerce Committee to be very careful in entertaining arguments

front any group owners seeking to cap the growth of their competitors. It is absolutely

true that if the largest groups are excluded from the bidding for future acquisition. the

remaining group owners may be able to purchase stations at lower prices. But, this is a

fundamentally anti-competitive objective.

VII. IT WOULD BE A TRAGEDY AND WOULD DISSERVE THE PUBLIC
INTEREST TO STREAMLINE THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT FOR WIRED

MEDIA SUCH AS CABLE AND TELCOS WHILE LEAVING WIRELESS
BROADCASTING TRAPPED IN REGULATIONS DATING BACK TO 1927 --

REGULATIONS DESIGNED FOR A BYGONE ERA OF SCARCITY.

The legislation currently hying considered will unleash tremendous new

competitive forces within the television industry. Frankly, this is a prospect that is

trightening to every statitm and network in broadcasting.

- 14 -
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Because of our fears, we could be sitting before you today, making protectionists

pleas. We could easily conjure arguments why the pubic interest would be served by not

fostering new competition. We could seek your protection against the onslaught of the

telephone companies and other frightening new competitors. But, we're not doing that.

All four major networks and many local stations accept the reality that the television

business is going to get even more competitive and even more dangerous.

Our only plea is for reasonable symmetry in regulatory treatment and reasonable

symmetry in opportunity. While smoothing the way to the 21st century for the wired

media, don't turn you backs on broadcasting. Don't leave us in a regulatory

straightjacket that dates hack to 1927. We are not seeking protection but rather the

freedom to compete.

There is a lot more at issue here than just our own economic well being. The

public has an enormous stake in the decisions you make because we believe that

broadcasting's greatest years still lie ahead. It is fundamentally wrong to perceive the

local broadcaster as just another programmer seeking to take a ride on the information

superhighway of tomorrow. If freed from outdated regulatory constraints and permitted

to utilize the latest technology, plain old broadcasting can be transformed into a service

rich wireless superhighway in its own right. With regulator), freedom, we can build a

broadcast freeway to compete with the wired toll roads. Most importantly, local

broadcasters can provide cons!' .ners with a wide array of video programming and other

- 15 -
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innosative services. And, our ubiquitous freeway can ac. as a strone marketplace

constraint on the pricing of the wired toll roads.

Fox, the other networks and the many local broadcasters who support

deregulation are not coming before you seeking protection. We believe that we can

compete and serve the public interest if we are free to respond to the dynamic forces of

our wildly competitive marketplace.

VIII. CONCLUSION.

The weight of opinion in the radio and television industry supports deregulation

of broadcast station ownership. The television marketplace has become wildly

competitive. That competition is a better servant of the public interest than even the

best intentioned regulation could ever be. Deregulation of broadcast station ownership

will not harm the concept of -localise since large group owners, including networks, are

leaders in :..)cal news.

Because of new competitive forces, local affiliate stations have gained significant

leverage in their relationship with their networks. It is fundamentally anti-competitive

for some group owners to seek to limit the size of other group owners. And, it would be

a tragedy and would disserve the public interest to streamline the C'ommunications Act

for wired media while leaving wireless broadeasting trapped in an antiquated regulatory

straight jacket.
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For all of the foregoing reason-, we urge you to repeal the statutes and

regulations restricting (1) the multiple ownership of broadcast stations nationally. (2) the

ou.nership of more than one station in a single market and (3) the cross-ownership of

broadcast stations and other media properties.

1
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Introduction

Exploding competition in the electronic media marketplace has rendered got ernment

broadcast ownership restrictions obsolete. but not irrelex ant as their continuation is unfortunately

likelx to pros e hazardous to the consuming publics health. t hvnership restrictions hake long since

stopped beirit part of the solution:. noss they are fast becotning part of the problem. Conceived in

an era xx hen scarcit of electronic media outlets was the statchttord. the government's ownership

restrictions were originally designed to encourage diversity of ownership and to safeguard against

undue concentration of economic pots er. In a world tt here there vs ere only a tew outlets, taking

steps to ensure adequate competition among the few made some sense. In a st orld ts here technology

.ind the market have astlx expanded the number of competing sources of information and

entertainment and done more to promote competition and diverstty than et en the most extreme

regulation could et cr hat e contemplated. the old rules nott lack a reason. What is tt orse. they hat e

become incoherent and operate primarily to stnle the effectixe deli\ any of dis erFe programming via

broadcast technology. including news and public affairs programming.

Not Kansas Anymore

rhe radical changes xx hich hat e transformed the ideo marketplace during the last quarter

centurt hat e become a commonplace in the print and electronic media. It has become almost

impossible to a \ oid seemg a dails report regarding the introduction of sonic nets communications

technolog or sett ice Mat promises to deli% er more for less. I he basic fdets dre bx now familiar to

et eryone: the selection and distribution of t ideo programming is no longer am thing ex en remotely

resembling an oligopoly tf ith three primary netstork play ers.

1t er the last twentx x ears. the t ideo landscape has been radically transformed bx a

%ariet of interrelated economic and technological des elopmcnts. I hese include remarkable growth

in the manlier of conventional broadcast tele t ision stations. a huge expansion in the amount 01

programming delis ered Int cable and other distribution media. and extensi\e household penetration

In 1054. tile I ederal i OmmunKanoils onirmssion tentatoeia sonchiikd that plosite eroeith ami
hanee in the muss media market .mhporied a ehase-out oi national 0, nership limits 5. Pnenaunt M I Vnifut'b'

e,,o1,,nw Ruh, uOener.iI no,kei 55.1.1001100 cc 2,1
1 is ( visa ii.. ''ii 'ito Hsi Ii I :si -1
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'Rs and non PC tecrimuogy Indeed. ,onsentionai ideo and interaeuse tn are sales ..md

rentals non tar exceed the Ns enues 01 all broadcast and basic cable nein ork,

In I 9/t I. there si ere onis n2 independent teles 'mon stations . tho...: not at Ciliated 'it ith

BC. CBS or NBC) operating in the I ntted States. fly 1991. that number nad gross n to 41/:. a

remarkable sevenfold increase. I he simultaneous gross th in cable television penetration play ed a

iennicant role in the growth ot independent television. lost independent stations operate in the

I I IF spectrum band imd. as a consequence are technically disads antaged in their ability. to reach

large audiences. Carnage by cable idles ism systems substantially reduces these technical disad-

santages and pernuts I hF tattons to he !Fiore compeutise in acquiring desirable progranuning and

producing larger audiences. According to the FCC, there were on as crate more than lour times as

many independent Ides 'sum 'Lawns operaung In the top-50 markets in 1994 than in I 070.

lite economic s Oulu% ot independent television stations has tUrthermore enabled the

formation of nen hrothhosr nernorks to compete with the established nemorks. Mc Vox Broad-

casting Company non is able to supply nen network programming to nearly 200 affiliates (including

secondary affiliates) and currently reaches 9X.7 percent of the national audience. In additionto Fox.

the I "[Med Paramount Network II TNI recently commenced operations. It is offering tsso hours of

programming two rughts per neck through fl affiliates nith coierage of about "9 percent of the

total audience. Mc WB eles tsion network ( Warner Brothers) also began opaations earlier this

y ear. It is otlenng programmine one night a %seek null plans to expand to additional nights in the

:attire. reles mon reaches about FaI percent of the audience through a combination of appro \i-

mately 5(1 local broadcast affiliates and the superstation W( IN

lhe entry of nes\ bissuleast nets\ orks has not only brought additional competition tor

audiences. advertising sales and programnung. but tor local market affiliates as \sell. Just a few

ears ago. CI35 attempted to reduce its all-dimes compensation and restructure its ielationshm nub

its atliliates. Flie elm\ 01 nen nein ork s nould make that idea suicidal tor a nein ork today. What

had been a buy CI'S ntarkel has !loss cleat b. become .t sellers market. Potenual affiliates are sluing

in the pros erhial dnst.r 'eat. and netssorks ate crandsline to solidtfs i.e base ot attlhates \stitch.

lit .1,1thhon !mithmle. 11.1s .11,0 mmulhom Ihe Ol'elmhltmh m twin!,
I'm% el !Cies 1011 ,11.111011,

m Ilste 111,01 ;III) llt h 1.111011, 01 let ',Is e
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ilong nub owned and operated stations. constitutes a critical component of a network'N ,conomic

structure. While the number of poamual ideo distribution channels to consumers is no55 virtually

unlire'ted as a result of advances in technology. the number ot' conventional broadcast station

licenses is limited by the amount of spectmm allocated to the service. With a limited number of

outlets and a growing number of commercial networks clamoring for effectis e local market

distribution. station leverage has grown significantly and is likely to continue to grow.

Following Fox's acquisition of broadcast rights to NFL football games. there have been

numerous shifts in nemork affiliation. In December 1904, Bmadeaswig & Cable reported that 08

changes in affiliation had occurred in 37 markets. The benefits produced by this ness ens ironment

base benetitted all affiliates, rhe networks have had to improve the compensation they r,y in order

to retain aluable affiliates and it has been estimated that, as a result. compensation ressards have

risen by several hundred million dollars.

During the 1980s cable television became a communications industry giant in the Lnited

States, substantially increasing its market penetration. vertically integrating extensively into program

production and supply. competing for local and national market advertising sales, and currently

poised to enter the market for telephone service. Cable now passes by over 91 million nouseholds

(about 97 percent of all television nouseholdsi in the l 'nited States, and its market penetration is nom.

about o3 percent of television households. I he vast maiority.of cable subscribers now receive 30

or more channels. ,md nearly 40 percent reeek e 54 or more channels. Cable offers a large number

and sariety of program services. I n 1994 there %%ere 70 basic cable neksorks and 30 national non-

basic service networks. Fhere are also a large number of regional cable nets% orks.

Broadcast and cable are not the only means by which video ptogrammine is distributed to

consumers. More than mo million households now receive programming utilizing backyard dishes.

acqutrtng services sin subscription as ysell as mailing themsekes of numerous free services.

I V services are utili/ed by another million St in-tilers. and isireless cable I N1MDS) has

attracted over a half million subscribers Recently direct broadcast satellite systems (DM) began

offcnm: teehmeall \Cr\ high-qualit sen ices and it is estimated that these services sill attract more

than one million subwribers iii I99
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.,- Looming Lirge on the fringes of the market are the telephone compames. The telephone

companies pose a s ers Ing his eredi ble coinpeutis e threat because of their specific identities. the

technology they are capable of depioying. the technologieal evolution their netssorks are undergoing

for reasons apart trom ideo distribution, and, last but bs no means least, their financial strength and

pert:wed staying posser. In 1903. the ses en Regional Bell Operating Companies ( RBOCsi and (i ft

had combined revenues in excess of S IOU billion. All of the mator telephone companies in the

l'inted States has e plans to enter the 'deo distribution business, and several are eurrentls stris ing

mightily to do so in the thce of heavy cabie industry opposition. opposition which speaks for itself

in terms of the perceived strength of the competition telephone companies are expected to bring to

bear.

Recently three of the RBO( s t Bell Atlantic. Nynex and Pacific Telesis) announced the for-

mation of a ioint venture. captained initially to the tune of 5300 million, for the express purpose

of developing entertainment, information and interactive programming for new telco s ideo

distribution systems. I his group has hired I toward Stringer, formerly of CBS. to head the venture

and Michael Oviti of Creative rtists Agency of I.os Angeles to advise on programmine and

technology. A key aspect 01 this effort is development of navigator software that eventually could

replace VCRs and remote control units to help customers find programs and services. Three other

R!)0Cs (BellSouth. Ameritech and SBC Communications) are forming a Joint venture ssith Disnes .

with a combined Investment of more than $500 million during the next Ilse s ears. I he goal of this

enture is specifically .0 des clop. market and delis er sideo programming.

On top of all this acus its mvols mg the creauon of new distnbution paths and deliver s. of ness

entertainment and information services to the home. there has been a simultaneous resolution in the

sophistication of the communications equipment emplosed in the honie. Today more than 84

million 1..5. households have VCRs. In 1904. I -.ti households spent as much money purchasing

and rentine videos (514 billion) as the combmed res enues of all basic cable 154 61 and the three

established broadcast nemorks ($9.4) in IOW:. In 1004. 37 percent of I ..S. households owned per-

sonal computers. In I093. estimated retail sales ot North American computer sotmare sales v.ere

56.I; billion.
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In addition to the purcnase and rental of Rico and int ormauon ,onss are. ieeent sears has e

ss [messed rapid gross th in information services. I or example. bemeen 1,19ii and the end of' fal.

the number of subscriber, to the top Ilse on-line inform:mon sers lees Irrild11.! Compw.,er5e.

\ mcnca ( In-line. Delphi and Gl-nmei gress from I million to 5.5S million. I he World Wide Web.

t%hich i itkred access to I :f it Internet sites in June I 0Q:. connected 12.00n sites al the beginning of

1995. By one estimate there are 50 to 1(10 ti.ns sites added to the World Wide Web each das

Accordine to one estimate. re% enue g.merated bs electronic databases gress by nearly oo percent

bemeen Qq2 and 1907.. and re% enue from consumer ol-line services mcreased by 21 percent during

the same period.

ro summarize. ss e are, as has been almost unisersally remarked. in the midst of an in lor-

mation revolution. Nat resolution us being dos en by ads ;Dices in nucroeiectronic and fiber optic

technology that gise no evidence of abating. niese advances are transformme market-

places. Perhaps not surpnsingl . the communications marketplace itself i, an environment ss tiere

Information .Age change has become particularly manifest. In communications there are two genenc

"Woks!" charts: ( Inc shosts productive capabilities rising exponentially %kith time. and the other

shows costs fhlling exponentiall %sill) time. What does that portend. comretely. m the picture sse

has e painted? rhe arissser: Ilver expanding and intensifying competition among more and more

difkrent types ot programming tsofmaret and information services, more and more closely matched

to specifically %chat consumers scant. delis ered in anv ol an increasing variety of was s. and. in

particular. the specific manner an particular consumer tinds most economical and cons ement at ans

particular tume.

Harms from Outdated Regulation

to the extent that regulations are perceised as a substitute 1.or competition. the es olution Pt

effective competition obviously mitigates the need for the regulations. l'hus. ss bile there may Ile a

need hir new regulation cope %stilt new t pes of problems posed by the ongoing revolution m

cotrImunications technolop and sers lees to If pri vacs' Mlles). to the extent Mat the lustoncal

rationale tor electronic mass media regulation has been se:Hi:Hy. concentration and lack of
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,onmetitton. that rationale has been thorouenly undermined by a radical transiormation ot the

industn structure that cannot he tic:11CLj.

the fact that old rei2siations are rendered irrelc ant in terms of thi ir initial and inomating

premises does not. IsMe cr. mean Mat their continued extstence 5 ithout material consequencF.

What trequently happens and Ahat sce think has happened in the case of the government's

broadcast ownership restrictions is that the result of a !allure to refonn outmoded regulation is

to transform the regulation into a bamer to competition as opliosed to a foandatton tor competition.

Instead of protecting consumers, outmoded regulations Kicome a source of potential harm to

,:onsumers.

Whether the existence ot such harriers ;natters turns in part on the extent and intensity 01

..-ompention Where competition is um ersal and Ull ielding. the consequence of a failure to retorm

locahied to the specific sector \\ ho,.e ability to compete et fectively has been et fectively restricted

W here compennon is -thercc se tun effective. the (perverse) effect ot the regulation in this

circumitance is to disable particulat competitors relanse to the compeutton. l'Ins poses an issue of

equity Why unlairly restrict the ability °Ione of many types of competitors to compete effectively'?

In the absence 01 othemise fully etfective competition. the perverse elit:ct of outmoded regulations

is not only to unfairl harm particular competitors, but to harm consumers as well.

e !lase pre toasty detailed, the broadcasting industry has become significantly mme

competime during the last menty-lise years and. %nen more sigmlicantl%. no longer operates in a

,otnpetime vacuum in terms ot the existence of alternative video distribution media. It faces

increasingly strong competition trout a variety of technologically adept. marketing-savvy. financially

high-pm%ered competitors. I hese rivals are deplo ing pristine new. state-of-the-an networks and

financing nes\ programming 5 entures to produce both conventional and new interactive program

matenal. If free broa.tcasting is going to remain an economically table and efiective distribution

alteinative. it is obviousl going to ha e to keep pace. It is going to have to find a way to marshal

the large amounts of financial capital necessary to upgrade its technical facilities. and it is going to

have to be able to deliver cottipettiuvel el tective program material that either it produces Itself or

can acquire limn independent sources that lind broadcasting a sulticientl attractive tnedium to

unli/c to reach audiences

TRATFGIC
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l'he problem in a nutshell is that the station ownership rules restrain broadcasters from

achieving the kinds of competitive snergies that other media can exploit etiecus el as a matter of

course. these constraints limit the large infusion of capital that is needed to ensure competitive

parity and the effective exploitation of productive synergies. Broadcast commenters in the I.C(

ownership proceeding uniformly argued that increased group ownership would foster more intense

competition by permitting broadcasters to achieve economies of scab: that would enable them to

better compete with cable, which enjoys a dual revenue stream from subscribers as well as

advertisers, rot available to over-the-air television.

Restrictions on consolidation of stations in local markets would similarly allow more

efficient operations. the theoretical common sense arguments are that there would he significantly

beneficial consequences in terms ot operating efficiencies if greater resource shanng in terms of

administration. marketing and technical facilities could be achieved. Again these are the types of

efficiencies that other competitors. notabl cable are permitted to exploit. It is ironic that

regulations adopted initially to promote competition and increase diversity ium operate to restrict

competition and limit diversity

Absence of Downsides

Repeal of restrictions on multiple station cotnership does not constitute repeal of the antitrust

laws. Mergers and acquisitions of broadcast properties. ss hether national or local, would remain

subiect to the full panoply of antitrust entbreement tools. It is striking to observe the extent to which

the FCC. in analyzing its ownership restrictions, is essentially duplicoung the analysis the antitrust

agencies would, in any event. conduct %sere ;.iir actual merger or acquisition proposed. the difference

is that the FCC is fruitlessl trying to arrive at an answer in advance and on a generic, rather than

a specific. basis. Whether ans particular consolidation will pass compeutis e muster will necessarily

depend on prevailing market conditions in particular market circumstances. Fit the extent that the

FCC is evaluating issues the antitrust agencies could and, presumptively. ssould be evaluating

anyway. its es aluation is simply redundant and unnecessary for reasons other than its own

bureaucratic Unmans es. I loss ever. it compention is the issue, the fact that the another pan ot the
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go% emment I continue to worry ;he INSIle oll:2ht to c institute sutlicient reason for this part of the

eovemment not to [lase to worry the issue.

l'he claims ot certain network affiliates Ihat ...immunny -oriented broadcasting would

somehoss be threatened are hard to credit senous:y . and conflict is ith observed reaiity. In the first

instance. %oluntary exchange is alit qt.s mutually beneficial to the transkung parties. Relaxation ol

restrictions on soluntary transactions does not compel traders to trade: it merely aftbrds parties

greater freedom to consununate trades if that is their ev:duation of where their self-interests lie. If

an affiliate wants to retain its existing ownership status. there is nothing to prevent it from so doing

if restrictions on purchases and sales are relaxed.

Some affiliates argue that network ownership skews programming adversely from a public

interest standpoint. Fins is not at all clear. While a nemotk may be able to en more direct and

immediate pressure on management of an owned station to clear network programming and

minimize local preemptions. the owned station will he strengthened in other ways by network

resources and die observed net impact has heretofore been an expansion Of hieally originated

programming. I-or example. Fox's owned stations have undertaker. to offer an hour of local news

at the conclusion of its network feed as well as additional local newscasts during non-prime time.

Fox's network rivals in Washington base also expanded their local news cos erage. now offering

three hours of late-alternoon. early -ei ening news. , 0, toe %.'as.ungton network 08.:Os and

affiliates are now offering an early -morning local news show. It should also be noted that network

clearance does nol Imply that local programs of panicular interest w. ill not. in fact. be Ochs ered

they may simply be carried on other stations. rhus. for example. Channel 50 in the Washington

market now carries ACC and Big Fast basketball games previously transmitted on network stanons.

Hie limited relaxation of the ownership rules heretofore adopted by the C is hich

established a twelve-station linnt up from seven provides some relevant evidence on the conse-

quences of multiple station ownership for programming. It would certamly be hard to sustain the

argument that this change had tine ads m-se compentise impact along wit. reit:sant pertOrmance

dimension l'o the contrary . this reiaxrv ion. among its other beneficial impacts. pemmted Fox to

establish a sufficient base ot stations to meditate the Mrmation of a Murth network. file enu- oh Fox

and other networks not iii I strengthened the bargaining position of stations ;is pro, iously discussed.

TRATEGIC
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hut it also strenethened the performance of both its owned and operated stations tthroueh

esplottatton of economies of scale and local program upgrades) and those stations that chose to

become at Ciliates sshich s ere. as a result, also empoo.ered to upgrade their proeramming).

Mose skho maintain that expanded network station ownership will reduce locally originated

programming need to explain shy previous relaxation of ownership restrictions has apparently not

had that consequence. Network and group-owned stations typically do more local news and public

affairs programming. The result of previous reform has apparently been more networking and more

locally originated programming as well. Networking can create stronger local broadcast opentions.

and multiple statton osnership can help facilitate the formation of competitively viable ruaworks

in an era of universal multimedia competition.

IThie notion that networking and localism are m fundamental conflict is only an assertion and

emmgly belied by the actual facts. A recent National Association of Broadcasters surveyunder-

scores an increasing commitment to television news. According to the survey results t reflecting a

(i9 percent response rale among commercial television stations), news programming costs for ABC,

CBS .nd NBC affiliates %sere up 4.11 percent in 1993 at a time when other expenses were being cut

1.6 percent. News costs for l.ox affiliates were up 23.4 percent while other expenses decreased 4.6

percent. Stations are doing more local news and public affairs programming because it is in their

economic interests to differentrate themselves in the local television market and to be competitive.

The number of Fos stations pr:senting prime-time nessscasts in their communities has increased front

to 50 in the last three sears Mans His stations are also creating lood morning nos s and intormation programs.

'In 1984. the National Association ot Broadcasters conducted a study of 107 group and nongroup.owned
sommerciat ides ision stations in 29 markets (See 'Public Service Vrograinnung By t iroup-Owned and Non

i;roup-ossned Television stations.- Janimr. 1084 I !he percentages ot a broadcast das WOO a or. through 12.00
midnight) devoted to three categories ot public service programming o. ere measured using rr(i.de listings tor a

randomls -selected composite seek, The results of the study indicated that os eratt. group.owned stattons offer more

public sers We programming than noneroup.m.ned stations firoup-ouned stations devoted 18 4 percent. 10.1 per-

lent and 32.0 percent ot an as erne broadcast day to informational. local and total nonentettamment programme.
Soneroup.ost ned stations des oted 12 0 percent. n 9 percent 4nd 24 8 percent ot a broadcast das to these same
program categories

STRATFGIC
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Conclusion

the United States is today the most imbrmation-rich society in history I he idea that there

are but tew paths to achieve the attention of citizeruconsumers is thoroughly belied by the radical

competitive transtbrmation of the communications marketplace that has occurred durinu the last

quaner century and is even nou accelerating. We suffer from neither a scarcity of independent

communications paths nor one of salient messages. Ile restrictions on broadcast station ownership

that remain in effect are a vestige of a %%odd that no longer exists. fheir surviN al in a new world to

which they arc ill adapted serves mainly to inhibit the competitive effectiveness of broadcasting

relative to other communications media.

STRArrGlC
cs.
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Februars 13. :

William F. Canton
Acting Secretars
Federal Communications Commission
1919 M Street. NW
Washington. DC 20554

ATTACHMENT NO, 3

Re Nppheation 1 F. televmon Stations Inc :or renessal at license for Station
WNYW.TV e, NY
File BRC7

Dear Mr. Canton.

My name is Samm-Art Williams. I am currently. the Executive Producer of the Martin

Show. on Fox Television. My resume is attached.

Mr. Canton. I gess up in North Carolina during segregation. degradation and man's

inhumanity to man. I was colored and Negro. lune before I became African American. I

have seen educated. qualified Americans. forced to feed their families on a servants pay.

Just because ot the color of their skin.

s a ten year old. I discovered that I wanted to become a writer. Day after day. 1 would

watch television. ss ith not a single show to give me inspiration. Not a stngle writer.

producer. stage manager or production person. that I could aspire to emulate The doors

were closed. But in my heart... the glass was always half full, rather tl.an half empty.

Thanks to Fox Television and opportunities afford African Americans by this network, ten

year old aspirme ss inters and producers can now say.. Maybe one day I can write for

Man. Masbe one das I can produce for Living Single. Mastic one day I can be stage

manager tor House ot Bugant. Maybe one day nc reate another Roc. Maybe one day

Lean be the Executive Producer of a show like Martin How wondertul it is for ten year

olds to he able to dream and aspire without boundaries.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I :Oct sers strone:s aNnit Fo. fele% ision commitment to America.. The melting pot.'

\no 1 cronel ...rport tne espansion ot this network both bocail anc nationail.. Renewal

license tor station WNYW Ness York. is serv important It ll help a lot ot people.

TIrs\nk .ou.

Samm-Art Williams

The Honorable Reed E Hunch
Chairman

The Honorable lames H Queilo
Commissioner

the Honorable Andress C Borrett
Commissioner

The Honorable Rochelle B Chong
Commissioner

The Honorable Susan Ness
Commissioner

WiLliam E Kennard. Esq
General Counsel

Renee Luhi. Esu
Acting Deputy Chiel

AvIJ 9
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UNIV1hR5AL TEL k V181014. 1)3 UNIVERSAL art, PLAZA UNNERSAL CITY CAL !FORMA MOS

01.1Rum1;er

818-777-3265

February 22, 1995

Mr. William F. Caton
Acting Secretary
Federal Comminications Commission
1919 M Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20554

Re: Application of Pox Television Stations. Inc. for
Reneval of License for Station WNYW-TV, New York,
N.Y., File &PICT-94020ln

Dear Mr. Caton:

I am Writing on behalf of Fox Television Stations, Inc.
("Tor Network"), and in particular, on behalf of the
tddevision show "New York Undercover" which airs on the Fox
Network.

Because of the conviction that the Fox Network has to
minority broadcasting, 1, as an African-American, find
myself in a rare position in the film and television
industry. Through the medium. I an able to express ideas,
opinions, and tackle themes, ethnic and otherwise, which
would never reach the American public unless someone was
willing to take an enormous risk. The risk-taker in this
instance is the Fox Television Network.

I feel that the programming efforts of Fox Television are
beneficial and crucially necessary to every aspect of
American society. It has been my goal and quest on "New
York Undercover" to bring onr minority characters "into the
light," so to speak, to American viewers. The idea of "New
York Undercover," two ethnic leads doing undercover police
work in New York City, was and remains progressive. There
is a thirst and hunger in our society for greater
understanding and insights into the multi-cultural fabric
that is the heart and soul of America. After a long, long

BEST COPY PI/A(1_4M F
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Mr. Ailliam Caton 2 February 22, 1995

diet of musn and oatmeal, the country yearns for jambalaya,
red beans and rice and good old-fashioned down home cooking.

We strive to be less generic in the presentations of our
characters and Fox encourages, rather than hinders us.
MAybe this is why we are currently nominated for a People's
Choice Award as "Favorite New show." Everyone will suffer
dearly if the Fox Netwurk is not allowed tc continue their
innovative programming. T feel like they are doing
something extremely important and others share that belief
as well. It is certainly the case regarding "New York
Undercover." I have taken tours of elementary schools
around the country and worked with the Los Angeles Police
Department in programs to help troubled youths. I would say
the single greatest root of the frustrations of these youths
is lack ot self-esteem, self-worth and self-respect and the
feeling of lack of representation in our society. Not
surprising, virtually every one of these youths is familiar
with, relates to, and identifies with my show, "New York
Undercover," and other Fox shows, such as "Living Single,"
"House of Buggin" and "Martin" because these youths get an
opportunity to finally see themselves represented in
society. That is to Say, in the depiction of characters
similar to themselves, they feel that they gount...their.
lives actually mean something. Many of the kids / have
spoken to see a ray of hope that they can transcend their
environment and be legitimate participants in the American
dream just because shows like ours exist and 'Lend the
message: "You can do it if you try."

At the other end of the spectrum, because the Fox Network
has enccuraged us to put quality and integrity into our
show, I feel that we attract a significant percentage of
vieverr A..ho would otherwise never get a glimpse of the other
culturs: that exist virtually in their back yards. What
they're used to seeing regarding minorities is what appears
on the evening news.., gange, gunfire, rapes, etc., etc.,
etc. The Fox Network in many ways is a "stereotype" buster
because they show ethnic characters closer to reality. In

this light, how can a show not be beneficial in its telling
of the struggles of a young black man in Anerica, the
struggles of a young Hispanic in America or, in the case of
"Living Single," young singles looking for love, vho happen
to be African-American.
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- 3 February 22, 1995

It is unfortunate that we must call this kind of programming
daring. I believe the shows I've mentioned serve to iink
the universality of all cultures. These shows need to be
aired at all costs. I pray it continues.

Veriy truly yours,

'Kevin Arkadie,
Creator/PrOducer,
"New York Undercover

KA:hrs
cc: The Honorable Reed E. Hundt

Chairman, FCC

The Honorable James H. Guello
Commissioner, FCC

The Honorable Andrew C. Barrett
Commissioner, FCC

The Honorable Rachelle B. Chong
Commissioner, FCC

The Honorable Susan Ness
Commissioner, PCC

William E. Kennard, tsq.
General Counsel

Renee Licht, Esq.
Acting Deputy Chief
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, very much.
Mr. Jim Waterbury, chair, NBC Affiliates Association,
President and General Manager, KWWL TV, Waterloo, Iowa.

STATEMENT OF JIM WATERBURY, CHAIR, NrIC AFFILIATES AS-
SOCIATION; PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, KWWL TV
Mr. WATERBURY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, good morning. Good

morning to the members of the committee. I am here today rep-
resenting NASA, which is the network affiliates.

The CHAIRMAN. Pull that microphone right up.
Mr. WATERBURY. Certainly. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here

representing today NASA, which is the Network Affiliated Station
Alliance. We represent more than 600 television stations affiliated
with the ABC, CBS, and NBC networks. These local broadcasters
are, for the most part, small businesses that broadcast local pro-
grams of all kinds, local sports, news, political debates, election
night coverage, charity telethons, as well as network and syn-
dicated programming, as coverage to our communities.

The business of being a local affiliate television station is a sepa-
rate and distinct business from operating a television network.
Broadcast affiliates are Main Street businesses. Our smallest mem-
bers may employ fewer than 50 people; our largest members may
employ more than 300. But we all provide the same bas;z: service.
We serve our local viewers with the best blend of programing that
we can provide. Most NASA affiliates have been providing continu-
ous service to our community, to our viewers, for 40 years.

NASA members have worked hand in hand with our networks
for decades. Together, we have created a free, universal system
that no other television system begins to match. That system now
serves more Americans than are served by telephones, and today
meets many of the lofty goals that are held out for the information
superhighway someplace on the future. We want to see that system
continued, even i it means opposing our network partners on this
one issue of owne, ship.

Like all broadcasters, we do favor deregulation in a number of
areas, such as financial syndication rules, prime time access rules,
and the numbers of stationed owned, but there are two areas
where we believe that the current rules make great sense, and in
fact do serve the public. And that is why I am here today, because
these local television broadcasters asked me to deliver to you the
following message: Your local broadcasters want to remain local
broadcasters. The rules defining the relationship between the net-
works and the affiliates have served our Nation well by promoting
localism, diversity, and universal availability of over-the-air broad-
casting. Yet the proposals under discussion to abolish the cross-
ownership prohibitions or to significantly increase the national au-
dience caps would severely damage our ability to continue as local
broadcasters. We disagree with abolishing cable cross-ownership
restrictions or significantly altering the network ownership cap,
both for public policy and for business reasons.

Our public policy concerns include maintaining a diverse number
of competitive voices in the market, maintaining free universal ac-
cess to first-run and first-rate programming, avoiding an unantici-
pated but inevitable concmtz ation of power in New York and Hol-
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lywood, particularly as part of a new American agenda focused on
moving power back to the States and to the people that we serve.

Our business ismes concern maintaining a reasonable balance
with our network pertners, partners that already control 25 per-
cent of the country through station ownership, 75 percent of the
programming day of ;-he typical network affiliate, and the next 7
to 10 yearg of those affiliates' program schedules under new, long-
term contracts. We must maintain checks and balances to preserve
this system. Our business issues also concern maintaining a rea-
sonable balance with the cable (...-mpanies that act as a gatekeeper
to some 65 percent of America's homes. The simplest, surest way
to maintain that balance is to continue the cable cross-ownership
prohibitions.

Finally, we must ask who would be served by such changes? Cer-
tainly not the individual viewer nor the broadcaster nor the coun-
try as a whole; rather, only the networks and the cable companies
would be served by these changes. I know that some in Washington
are arguing that rules in place will protect affiliates with their
dealings with the networks. That may sound appealing in Wash-
ington, but let me tell you my experience as a broadcaster operat-
ing this station in Iowa.

I face regular struggles with the networks daily on preempting
network programs for network coveragefor local coverage, excuse
mewhether it is a local sports event or a charitable fund-raiser.
The idea that there may be rules in Washington provides little
comfort when you have to go head to head with the network orga-
nization for a decision that must be made now. Also, the committee
should realize that networks do not need these rule changes to
compete with telephone or cable companies. In fact, it is just as
likely that the network someday will be the telephone or cable com-
panies. And so you have to ask whether anyone, a network, a
phone company, a cable company, or a foreign-owned company,
should have the kind of concentrated power that would be permis-
sible and inevitable if these rules were not, in fact, in place.

There is one final point that I need to address. Those who need
to justify a bare grab of power are attempting to wrap themselves
in the mantle of deregulation. These proposals are being sold as de-

, regulatory, when in fact they would simply concentrate power in
the hands of the networks, and in fact be anticompetitive to this
system. My friend here from the Fox network will admit that it
would have next to imposAble for the Fox network to get on the
air if the national and local ownership rules he is attacking now
had been abolished just 10 years ago. The Fox network has been
good for affiliates and good for the public, but let us not destroy
the chance for another Fox network to begin.

In short, the ownership rules were put in place to facilitate the
development of a competitive television broadcast service, one that
is owned by many companies, one that provides wide range and di-
versity of programming judgments and decisions at the local level.
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A repeal of these rules by Congress would be a giant leap back-
wards, and a repeal of these rules with their simplicity and effi-
ciency of administration would be counterproductive to the goal of
this committee to reduce waste and efficiency in government.

Mr. Chairman, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Waterbury follows:]

4411% --,;Jfl
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STATEMENT

of

Jim Waterbury

President and General Manager
Station KWWL-TV, Cedar Rapid, Iowa

representing

Network Affi1i d Stations Alliance
(NASA)

before the

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

U.S. Senate

March 21, 1995
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SUMMARY

NASA represents the more than 600 local television
stations affiliated with the ABC, CBS, and NBC networks. NASA
members broadcast local sports, news, politica' debates,
election night coverage, and charity telethons. These
broadcasters seek to send one message to the Committee: Let
local broad asters be local broadcasters

The rules defining the relationship between the networks
and the affiliates promote local'sm, diversity, and universal
availability of over-the-air broadcasting Yet the proposals
under discussion to abolish the cross-ownership prohibitions
or significantly increase the national audience caps would
severely damage localism. If too much power is placed in the
hands of the networks, then the balance is tipped. The result
in the care of an imbalance in government is an "imperial"
presidency; in the broadcasting context, the result would be
imperial networks.

Two sets of rule changes under discussion would tip the
balance of power in favor of the networks.

Cable-broadcast and cable-network cross-ownership. Under
current law, a broadcast station cannot own a cable system
within its market. The reason behind this law is as valid now
as it was when first adopted: Television stations compete
with cable and depend upon cable carriage for their continuing
viability. Replacing a competitive market with one in which
cable and broadcast can be owned by the same company will give
consumers less choice. Cable companies that own an in-market
broadcast station will have substantial incentives to favor
their own station through carriage and channel position and
undermine their competitors.

National ownership caps. Current rules provide that
no licensee can own more than 12 stations or reach more than
251 of the Nation's households. Though the station number
rule should be dropped, what should not be fundamentally
altered is the cap on national audience reach. Eliminating or
relaxing the national multiple-ownership rule would radically
skew the balance of power in the network-affiliate
relationship towaid the network. Networks don't need these
rule changes to compete with telephone or cable companies. It
the rules are to be changed, the Committee must use an "honest
number" that fully attributes ownership interests and does not
permit limits to be ignored.

The network-affiliate Partnership is unique in its
ability to foster divernity, localism, and universal
availability. Relaxing the national ownership caps and
eliminating the cross-ownership bans ie not "deregulation,"
but a conscious decision to abandon an industry styuctule
based on localism in ravor of a structure where a handful cf
large and poweiful netwciks wculo uxelcisI: concentrated
national pow,,i in the television marketplace.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

Committee. I am Jim Waterbury, President and General Manager

of Station KWWL-TV in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Today I represent

the more than 600 television stations affiliated with the ABC,

CBS, and NBC networks. These local broadcasters are small

businesses that broadcast local sports, news, political

debates, election night coverage, and charity telethons as

part of their commitment to their communities.

These television broadcasters asked me to deliver

the following message: Your local broadcasters want to remain

local broadcasters. The rules defining the relationship

between the networks and the affiliates have served our Nation

well by promoting localism, diversity, and universal

availability of ov,r-the-air broadcasting. Yet the proposals

under discussion co abolish the cross-ownership prohibitions

or significantly increase the national audience caps would

severely damage their ability to continue as local

broadcasters.

The damage to local broadcasters would occur because

this increased network control would disrupt the delicate

balance that exists between affiliates and the networks, a

relationship that is similar tc one between distinct branches

of government. Currently, the networks need their affiliates,

and cannot push them too far to broadcast network programming

over local programming. timilarly, the affiliates need the

networks ,s a sour"e of natir,n,t ptogramming. That balanced

relationship between the networks benefits both the networks
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and local broadcasters and, I believe, serves the public. But

if too much power is placed in the hands of the networks, just

as if too much power is placed in the hands of one branch of

government, then the balance is tipped. The result in the

case of government would be an "imperial" presidency; in the

broadcasting context, the result would be "imperial" networks.

There are two sets of rule changes which we

understand are under discussion that would tip the broadcast

balance of power in favor of the networks. Let me briefly

speak to each of them.

Cable-broadcast and cable/broadcast-network cross-

ownership. Under current law, which has been in place since

1970 and was codified in the Communications Act in 1984, a

broadcast station cannot own a cable system within its market.

The reason behind this law is as valid now as it was when

first adopted: Television stations compete with cable and

depend upon cable carriage for their continuing viability.

Though there has been a lot of technological change in the

last 10 years, and though we expect tremendous change in the

next 10 years, one thing will not change: most broadcasters

will depend upon cable systems to carry their signal to the

majority of viewers who access their signal through a wire.

Repeal of this law would be anti-competitive.

Congress, the Commission and the Department of Justice

repeatedly have found that cable operators exercise

substantial and growing market power over local stations 3n

virtually every market in the country. Cable companies that
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own an in-market broadcast station will have substantial

incentives to favor their own station through carriage and

channel position and undermine their competitors by denying

access to cable's essential bottleneck facilities.

Moreover, today unlike the conditions in 1984 -- cable

systems sell and carry substantial amounts of local

advertising. A cable system owned by a local station would

(a) have a substantial competitive advantage over non-cable

owned stations in the local market in selling advertising, and

(b) could disadvantage other local stations by refusing to

grant them carriage, or making them pay for retransmission of

their signal or denying them access to an additional channel

on which competitive news, entertainment and advertising may

be provided.

These threats to competition would be even more severe if

the cable/broadcast-network cross-ownership prohibition were

to be repealed. If the broadcast networks were acquired by

the large cable MSO's, they would be free to threaten to by-

pass affiliates and place preferable network programming on

their own cable channels to force them to accept programming

on the networks' terms. Even independent stations competing

with a network/cable combination would be threatened because

network/cable entities could attempt to deny carriage or

otherwise discriminate against these stations. In total, any

relaxation or repeal of the cable-broadcast or cable-network

cross-ownership rules would undermine localism and diversity.
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National ownership caps. The second issue affecting

the network-affiliate relationship is the question of how much

of the national audience can the networks reach through their

owned stations. Current rules provide that no licensee can

own more than 12 stations or reach more than 25% of the

Nation's households. Clearly, the rule limiting the number of

stations serves no purpose, and it should be removed. But

what should not be fundamentally altered is the cap on

national audience reach by stations under common ownership.

Though the cap currently states that no broadcaster

can own stations that reach more than 25% of households, the

loopholes currently availahle enable the networks to exceed

that limit. We estimate that CBS will soon have an interest

in broadcasters reaching 32% of the country. So as the

Commitcee looks at the question of audience reach, I urge it

to use an "honest number" that fully attributes ownership

interests and does not permit legal limits to be ionored.

In addition t..) an "honest number," the affiliates

believe that eliminating or relaxing the national multiple-

ownership rule would radically skew the balance of power in

the network.affiliate relationship toward the network. If

networks can own all stations needed to cover the most

important markets in the U.S., the affiliate body would no

longer be able to preserve affiliates' power to preempt

network programming in favor of important local news, rIblic

interest and local sports programming. Increased network

power also wou'-1 hamncr local broadcasters' ability to compete

I
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vigorously in the advertising market. And most importantly,

such a change would harm the ability of a local broadcaster to

act responsively to their local communities.

And don't be fooled by the suggestion that network-

owned stations have expanded local news, and therefore if they

can control more of the country through their owned stations,

local news will be expanded. First, every broadcaster in the

country has expanded its news, so the network-owned stations

are not unusual. This also ignores the point that a network-

owned station almost never preempts a network program tc cover

a local sports game or do a local charity. But more to the

oint. It the networks had the power, which they don't now,

to make the national feed ot news one hour long, they would do

so at the expense of local news. It would only make

economic sense tor them. The only reason network-owned

stations expand local news is because they don't have the

ability to do it at the network level for all stations in the

country. But don't kid yourself -- if they had the power,

they'd do it in a New York minute.

Now I know that some people here in Washington are

arguing that rules in place will protect affiliates in their

dealings with the networks. Well, that may sound appealing to

government lawyers in Washington, but let me tell you the

experience or a broadcaster operat;n,1 a station in Iowa. 1

face regular struggles with the networks cri preempting network

programming for local coverago, whether t is a local sports

event or a charitable fundraisei. The idea that there may be

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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some rules somewhere in Washington provide little comfort when

you have to go head-to-head with the network organization.

Also, the Committee should realize that networks

don't need these rule changes to compete with telephone or

cable companies. Networks are programmers, and local

affiliates supported changes in the FCC's rules -- including

the financial interest
and syndication rules -- to make the

networks more competitive as programmers.

The local broadcast
industry will succeed in the future

if you do not destroy it by eliminating the existing strong,

balanced network-affiliate partnership. The only reason a

network wants to dominate and control all of its outlets is if

it seeks to control all
programming from New York or, if the

head of NBC is correctly quoted in a recent New Yorker

magazine article, move all network programming towards a pay-

per-view service. The broadcast networks have every economic

incentive to move their best programs to a pay-per-view

delivery system. Neither outcome serves the public interest.

There is one final point that I need to address:

Those who must justify a bare grab of power are attempting to

wrap themselves in the mantle of "deregulati o." These

proposals are sold as "deregulatory" when, at fact, they would

concentrate power in the hands of the networks and, in the

end, be anti-competitive.
My friend here from the Fox Network

will admit that it would have been next to impossible for his

network to get on the air if the national and local owernship

rules he is attacking now had been abolished Len years ago.

4.4



The Fox Network has been good for affiliates and good for the

public, but let's not destroy the chance for another Fox being

set loose.

In short, the ownership rules were put into place to

facilitate the development of a competitive television

broadcast service, owned by multiple companies, that provide a

wide range and diversity in programming judgments and

decisions. A repeal of these rules by Congress would be a

giant leap backwards.

The network-affiliate partnership is unique in its

ability to foster the core value:, of diversity, localism, and

universal availability of free over-the-air service.

Affiliates can continue to serve these values only if the

basic structure of the network-affiliate relationship is

preserved. We agree that Congress should streamline the FCC's

regulations when app.ropriate, but must maintain these rules

that are essential to localism and diversity. Reiax;rg the

national ownership caps and eliminating the ban on broao...-- -

cable and cable/brcadcast-network cross-ownership is not

"deregulation," but a conscious decision to abandon an

industry structure based on localism in favor of a structure

where a handful of large and powerful networks would exercise

concentrated national power in the television marketplace.

In short, if a ew large companies can own enough

television stations to reach more than 25% of the national

audience, w]thout negotiating with otners for the exhibition

2
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of their programs, the delicate local-naticnal partnership

that has been the strength of our system of broadcasting will

be destroyed. The goals of diversity and localism, long the

pillars of the Communications Act of 1934 and the broadcast

industry, would be obliterated with the stroke of a pen.

Finally, the cost to the federal government and the

industry of enforcing these structural rules is minuscule.

Compare what it would cost the government and the affected

industries, if these matters were handled on a case-by-case

basis in antitrust actions tiled in hundreds c,f local federal

courts across the country. A repeal of these rules, with

their simplicity and efficiency of administration, would be

counter-produ to the commitment el_ Cr.:p Committoe

reduce waste and efficiency in government.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr Ellis, you mentioned in your testimony that relaxing the local

ownership rules will result in more diversity and competition. Peo-
ple who disagree with relaxing the local ownership rules say it will
have just the opposite effect. How do you know it is going to result
in more diversity and competition?

Mr. ELIAS. Well, for a television station, in order to compete
against the other television stations and/or the other video provid-
ers in a marketplace, a television station must have the economic
viability in order to invest in the local news and frublic service pro-
gramming. There is no future for the local television station to be
simply an on-air redistributor of satellite-delivered programming.
There are too many other more efficient ways to do that. And there
is no magic dust in the economics of this industry. All we have is
advertising to fund the investment in these services.

By virtue of duopoly and/or LMA's, two television stations can
share some of the duplicative costs of operation in order to invest
in that programing that is going to be more viable locally, and of
more interest to the local consumer. And in a duopoly or in an
LMA situation it is in the best interests of the programmers of
those stations to make them more diverse, not complete duplicates
of each other. That serves no purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. I know that ownership caps are an issue on
which the broadcasting industry could not reach agreement, as I
understand it. Frankly, I am troubled by the prospect of an indus-
try like the NAB Board sitting around the room trying to reach
agreement on how big any one player should be allowed to get.
Now, that is anticompetitive. I guess that Speaker Gingrich said in
yesterday's Broadcasting Magazine if you had caps in software you
would not have had Microsoft. But would any of you like to com-
ment on the general issue of ownership caps?

Mr. PADDEN. Sure, I would be happy to respond to that. I sat
through the deliberations of the NAB television board trying to
come to an agreement on an agreed-upon limit so that we could
have sort of gentlemanly competition and nobody would get hurt
too badly, and I was struck that it was an entirely inappropriate
process. We had people stand up and say look, I am trying to buy
stations, and if these other guys over here can all be in there bid-
ding against me I will have to pay more to buy those stations. And
I thought to myself, yeah, that is kind of the way the marketplace
is supposed to work.

So I think you would be well-advised to be weary anytime an in-
dustry group came to you and said we have all agreed on exactly
how much we are going to compete with each other. I also found
myself thinking in that room that if those folks had had a chance
to vote 10 years ago they would have almost certainly voted not to
allow a fourth network to happen.

Mr. WATERBURY. Senator, that might have happened 10 years
ago. I do not believe that would happen today. We are very com-
petitive. We compete with cable companies all the time; we are
used to an ever-expanding number of channels available on cable
systems as well as over the air; but insofar as this issue of caps
is concerred, I think it is a question of influence and control. With
the cap at 25 percent right now, the question is not one of moving
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from 25 percent to 100 percent, the question is moving from 25 to
51 percent.

Because at 51 percent the other 49 percent of any network would
in fact be disenfranchised. You would find an enormous number of
stations, if any network were allowed to move to a 50 percent cap
or a 51 percent cap, an enormous number of stations who would
simply have no further voice with their network because the net-
work could simply say we have the majority of affiliates with us
and we are going to do this and such. So I think it is an issue of
balance and control.

The CHAIRMAN. I would address this to Mr. Fritts, and to all:
Does not the FCC already have in place a series of rules, regula-
tions, and restrictions governing the network and affiliate relation-
ships which at bottom seem to be Mr. Waterbury's concern, I be-
lieve? Are not these rules especially relevant to this ownership de-
bate; most significantly, the right-to-reject rule which states that a
network my not prevent or hinder an affiliate from rejecting net-
work programming or substituting non-network programs?

Mr. FRITTS. Mr. Chairman, I understand the question. If I might,
I would like to add onto what was a followup to the last question
inasmuch as President of the Association I do not want to leave the
impression, particularly before the Congress and the United States
public that we sit around and carve up competition at the NAB
Board of Directors. It is a very diverse board of directors. The ques-
tion laid on the table before them was do you want to change the
FCC ownership rules, and it was prompted by a discussion draft
that came from this committee. So we were responding to a legisla-
tive proposal that was on the table and it was notand I have
never heard, and we have legal counsel in all of those meetings to
make sure we do not overstep the bounds on antitrust.

Yes indeed, there are rules at the FCC, but since we are neutral
as an industry I think I will let my three colleagues respond to
that.

Mr. WATERBURY. Mr. Chairman, I will step in, if I might. The
right-to-reject rule basically protects stations from unwanted intru-
sion on program schedules by networks, and gives us the right to
reject programming that is, quote, unsatisfactory, unsuitable, or
contrary to the public interest, and instead requires us and allows
us to substitute programming of greater local or national impor-
tance. But the fact of ;he matter is that the networks, particularly
in light of the past year's activity and churn in this industry, have
all entered into long-term agreements with a substantial number
of their affiliates, and several of the networks in particular have
included language or have attempted to include language in their
agreements with many of the affiliates that is much more restric-
tive than that.

One of the networks, for example, limits these kind of preemp-
tions to fast-breaking news events. I would submit to you that that
might, in fact, eliminate a local station from doing extensive local
coverage of the O.J. Simpson trial.

Unless something particularly relevant is happening on a day,
that would not be a fast-breaking news event. Another network
asks affiliates to agree in a 7-to 10-year contract stipulation that
we do not foresee the need to preempt other programming other
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than as specified in this agreement. That is a far cry from what
is envisionci by the right to reject rule.

The programming that the networks deem unqatisfactory under
this particular contract means only those progrins that are tech-
nically inferiorthat is, not airable technicallylegally impermis-
sible, or programs that are not in good taste. And what the net-
work defines in good taste is programs that we have not previously
sent to you. in other words, if you have accepted a cop show before,
you automatically will clear the next cop show that we make be-
cause we take it that you consider that in good taste.

Again, we think these are onerous restrictions that were not in
place a year ago, and while that rule is there right now, it may not
be there for long.

Mr. ELLIS. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hollings.
Senator HOLLINGS. Go ahead, Mr. Ellis.
Mr. ELLIS. Our group does not view the networks as our competi-

tion. We have gives and takes with our network relationships like
any other franchise-franchisor relationship, but the competition
that we are the most concerned about are the multichannel provid-
ers, and these are the cable companies, the telephone companies,
and the other entities that are going to be in our marketplaces
with multichannel offerings. In that regard, we think the most im-
portant thing to be addressing is the ability of the local broadcaster
to have the economic viability to continue to offer strong local pro-
gramming, and we believe that is going to require a multichannel
environment for them, as well.

Senator HOLLINGS. But with respect to the ownership by the net-
work of affiliates, what is your position on that, Mr. Ellis?

Mr. ELLIS. Personally, I have no objection to increase of the caps
of the networks. I am in favor of total deregulation. On behalf of
the group that I speak for, we are generally in favor of deregulation
of the networks and broadcast in the national ownership caps.

Senator HOLLINGS. Well, I must say that I am more impressed
with the concern that Mr. Waterbury expresses with these individ-
ual stations. There is no question that the networks can own 12,
they can permeate 25 percent of the market in that area, and they
have got enough control now. And I agree with Mr. Waterbury, if
they get to that 51 percent I can tell you, you can forget about the
public interest at the local level. We have already done away with
the fairness doctrine, you are moving every day away from entities
that come in like cable and others with no regard for the public in-
terest, and the core excellence of the public broadcasts in the Unit-
ed States has been those local affiliates who have done a wonderful
service and they now are beleaguered by all kinds of competition,
innovations, and everything else of that kind, now, to just take the
network and say you can eliminate that local flavor, that local pub-
lic interest, by mandating from New York, I think would be a bad,
bad move for loroadcast entities here in the United States.

We al, eady see too much TV violence. We get every kind of hear-
ing that we have had and we get all the representations from the
networks themselves that they are going to clean it up, clean it up,
and then their own magazine, Broadcast Magazine, says it is on
the increase, increase, increase. So we know, Mr. Ellis, about those
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economic considerations and that dollar controlling. I would rather
have the tendency toward the local public interest rather than the
economic concern cared for in this particular regard. That is why
we provided the flexibility to the FCC but not the outright repeal
of 310(b)(4). I think that would be a tragic thing for the networks
to be able to come in and own them all, or 51 percent, as Mr. Wa-
terbury said.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Ellis, I want to make sure that I under-

stand. You would like the right, and I do not mean this critically,
to go into a town and perhaps own two stations.

Mr. ELLIS. Correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. You are not carrying the water one way or

the other for the networks on that answer. This is just you, as an
entrepreneur.

Mr. ELIAs. That is correct.
Senat.or PACKWOOD, Mr. Waterbury, do you have any objection to

that?
Mr. WATERBURY. Senator, our group does not speak directly to

that issue. There are some members of our group that would agree
with Mr. Ellis. I think it is once again a question of voice in the
marketplace, and it troubles me to come to you to ask for duopoly
on the one hand and on the other hand to ask you to keep the caps
in place on the networks. So my response to you, sir, would be yes,
I disagree with Mr. Ellis on that.

Senator PACKWOOD. In terms of bargaining with the networks,
would the affiliates not be stronger if Mr. Ellis owned 20 or 25 sta-
tions, there might be a couple in one town, but he is not a network,
he is an entrepreneur now bargaining with the networks?

Mr. WATERBURY. He might have some additional leverage inside
the industry, but as far as with the networks themselves I think
not, because you would be simply paring down once again the affili-
ate voice. Instead of being 100 percent NBC in a market he might
be 50 NBC, 50 percent something else, which means that the net-
works can pay half as much attention them as they did prior to
making that split.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me ask Mr. Ellis. Let us say, Mr.
Ellis, you owned 25 stations, two are in five markets. Would you
be in a stronger bargaining position to go to NBC and say I do not
like the contract you want me to sign and I think I am going to
sign with ABC?

r. ELLIS. Yes, I think it would put us in a stronger position,
but I think that is not the relevant issue. We are not competing
with our networks. That is not who I view.

Senator PACKWOOD. No, I know. I know that is not yourit is
Mr. Waterbury's concern about the power of the networks, if I un-
derstand it correctly.

Mr. WATERBURY. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. And I know that is not your concern.
Would it make you stronger vis-a-vis the networks if you owned

25 or 30 stations, some of which might be two in one market?
Mr. Ems. Absolutely.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Would the network pay a lot more attention
to you?

Mr. ELLIS. In a consolidating industry, a consolidated position
will give you more strength.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, let me ask Mr. Fritts a question in
your neutral nonpartisan bipartisan no-opinion position. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. I am an owner of a television station in Eu-
gene, Oregon. From a standpoint of the value of that station if I
want to sell it, am I better off that both the network and Mr. Ellis
could bid on it?

Mr. Funs. From a personal point of view, absolutely. The more
buyers there are for a product, the better the price will be.

Senator PACKWOOD. In that casenow, put on your ability to
argue both sides of this issue hadwhy would local affiliate owners
be opposed to letting the networks own more stations, assuming
Mr. Ellis can bid also, and it would increase the value of their
property?

Mr. FRITTS. I know you were going to do this. You put me in a
difficult spot. I think that is a question for Waterbury or for Mr.
Padden, quite frankly, because they are affiliate broadcasters and
have a better feel for that.

Senator PACKWOOD. All right. Mr. Waterbury, go ahead first.
Mr. WATERIILTRY. Thank you, Senator. Obviously, nobody would

object to having a property value increase, but the people that we
represent by and large are operators. We are not interested in
being in the business for a quick turn, we are interested in being
in the business for many years of service. Many of our members,
in fact, are second-generation owners; a substantial number are
not. But the fact is that we are local businesses with long ties to
local communities and we want to stay in business.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand that. I like local broadcasters.
I like the diversity. I have never seen a business yet that was not
for sale at a right price. I do not know where that margin is, and
maybe there are one or two left that would say I do not care how
much Fox offers to buy me or NBC, I do not care if it is five times
what this station is worth, I like the business I am in. There may
be a few like that, but I do not think there are a lot.

Mr. Padden?
Mr. PADDEN. Well, I was going to respond first by assuring Mr.

Fritts I did not mean to suggest, Eddie, that we were violating the
law in the board meeting. I know that those discussions are discov-
ered by the Moore-Pennington Doctrine and we were well within
that. I was speaking to the extent to which those kind of rec-
ommendations ought to carry weight up here.

But on the issue of the public interest, if networks buy more sta-
tions I think it is instructive that the network-owned stations in
fact present the largest amounts of local news and public affairs in
their communities of any stations in the industry. In fact, the sta-
tions owned by the networks just happen to present more local
news, generally speaking, on their stations than do the stations
owned bly Mr. Waterbury's group. So if your concern is the level of
local public aff'airs and news programming, the objective facts
would cause you to want the networks and the large groups to own
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as many stations as possible because they, in fact, do the best job
of presenting local news in their communities.

Senator PACKWOOD. What do you say to that, Mr. Waterbury?
Mr. WATERBURY. I would agree with Mr. Padden that the net-

work stations by and large present more local news than smaller
stations. They have more resources to do that. I would also say
that much of that news product is simply repackaged over a period
of several hours. I think the larger issue is one of if the networks
get too much control of the network systemof the affiliate system,
you would find that more network news would find its way into
local channels, crowding out local news.

Senator PACKWOOD. I thought local news was a good money-
maker for stations. Mr. Ellis?

Mr. ELLIS. Yes, sir. It can be. And in most of our stations it is
the single largest producer. of revenue on the station. And it is a
very important franchise. It is very expensive to get in if you are
not already there, cost prohibitive, in many cases.

Senator PACKWOOD. But you would have no desire to put on more
national network news and cut back your local news?

Mr. ELLIS. Right. On point, we are ambivalent as to who owns
the television stations in a market, so long as they program them
as local broadcasters. That is the only future of the over-the-air
system, is a lot of local broadcasters.

It is not a national over-the-air broadcast system, it is a large
number of local over-the-air broadcast systems, and it is absolutely
counterproductive and it is bad business for anyone, whether it is
a group owner or a network or small group owner, to dictate the
local programming of a market from afar. It is just not done. It is
not done by anybody at this table. I do not believe it is done by
any group that I know of. If it is, it is bad business.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is my intuitive experience. I go to
towns that have not only affiliates but owned and operated, and
they seem to do a tremendous amount of good local news, to the
extent you define the kind of news that anybody does as good.

Mr. ELLIS. The best thing you can do as a local broadcaster is
put the best people you can in place, and give them the mandate
to serve their local marketplace and make sure they have the eco-
nomic viability to invest in that local news, that local public service
programing, local sports, whatever you can cin to be a local station.
That is the only way to differentiate the free over-the-air broadcast
system from the nationally delivered satellite and/or wired services
that are much more efficient to deliver. A local broadcast station
is very inefficient if all you are going to do is retransmit national
programming. It will not survive as a retransmitter.

Mr. PADDEN. In fact, Senator Packwood, you are exactly right,
local news is very profitable, and at Fox part of our counter-pro-
gramming strategies, one of the benefits of competition, is we have
found we can succeed by presenting local news programming when
the other stations in town are presenting network programming.
You have the example right here in Washington with the Fox
Morning News in the morning, a locally based show up against the
three network shows. We are attracting a lot of audience, making
a lot of money, we come back in prime time when they are running
Murder, She Wrote and we put on a local news at 10 and make

"
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a lot of money, and in fact, in the arguments we make to affiliates
of the three old networks to switch to Fox, one of the strongest ar-
guments we make, is if you come with us, drop your old network,
we will free you up to present local news in time periods where
your local competition is stuck running networks shows, and you
will be able to make more money just like we do at our stations.

Senator PACKWOOD. I frankly am intrigued by the success of the
10 News of an independent station in Oregon. The others are not
on until 11, and they do very, very well, with that programming.

Mr. WATERBURY. Senator, I do not disagree with anything the
other gentleman has said, but I wish our networks were similarly
enlightened. If they were, perhaps we would not be looking at
new

Senator PACKWOOD. Maybe you and I ought to talk after the
hearing. [Laughter.]

Mr. WATERBURY. Perhaps we would have an opportunity to be
dealing with them on contract bases that are not so restrictive as
what we see now, but clearly they do not support the idea of local-
ism, because they in fact are trying to tie us more closely to them,
and I would also disagree with one point, if I could contradict my-
self on just this one point.

Mr. Ellis is right that the future of broadcasting is local, but we
are a system of local and national service, and we need the net-
works, and they need us. The point is, we do not want to become
their company stores.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I might say to
Eddie, this is the first time I have heard you sound like Buddha.
[Laugh ter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRrrrs. I think Senator Packwood is really on today. First

he jabbed Roy Neal and he got me good, too.
Senator BREAUX. Mr. Waterbury, let me ask a question. You base

some complaints about your relations with NBC and some of the
things that the network tried to get affiliates to do that you may
nut, think it is in your best interests. Why would you not then want
to have the option of just telling them goodbye, I am going to go
sell my station to Padden for some outrageous profit?

I mean, isn't one of the reasons that you have problems some-
times with networks is because they know you are locked into
them, and that you do not have the option to market your local,
affiliated station to somebody else?

Mr. WATERBURY. Yes, Senator, that is correct, we do not have
that many options, particularly in the smaller markets, those
under, say, markets 50. There are 211 television markets in the
country, and as the previous panel alluded to, most )f. the money
is in the top 50. Actually, most of the money is in the top 25.

Senator BREAUX. So that is the point I am trying to make is, if
an affiliate has problems with a network who is leaning on them
to do things that they may not think is in their interest, the chair-
man's proposition of removing the camp should be in your interest.
It gives you other options to sell your product, and you have the
option to say, look, if you do not treat me right, I am out of here
because I have some options, and one of my options is to sell to
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Fox, or to sell to somebody else that may want to penetr,Ae this
market at a better price, and with less restrictions. Isn't that a
good thing to do?

Mr. WATERBURY. Only if one network is standing away from the
other networks in the number of restrictions that it seeks to place
on affiliates. My experience is that all the networks are moving
rather sequentially toward more restrictive contracts.

Senator BREAUX. If you have problems with one, is it not better
for you to have options to go to somebody else?

Mr. WATERBURY. Yes, sir.
Senator BREAUX. Let me ask Mr. Fritts, and I know,
Eddie, you have not taken a position, but I am trying to figure

out, of the limitations on ownership of the networks you have got
a 12-station Nationwide limitation, and you have the 25-percent
audience cap. Of the two, which one is the most onerous as far as
ownership is concerned? Is it the 12-station limitation, or the pene-
tration of the audience cap?

In other words, I am trying to figure out if we have to make a
decision to address the audience cap, or to address a number of sta-
tions and maybe just do one instead of both.

Which would be the better way of pursuing this?
Mr. FRrrrs. You know, I feel ill at ease not being able to respond

directly to your questions, because that is not my style, but in this
case, quite franklyI think, quite frankly, there are two sides to
that coin. I think some of the people at this table would be more
interested in increasing the numerical cap and others would be
more interested in increasing the percentage cap.

Senator BREAUX. Let me ask that. Mr. Padden, do you have a
comment on that?

Mr. PADDEN. It depends on the size markets in which you pur-
chase stations. Fur all of the networks and several other large
groups like the Tribune Company, we are bumping right up against
the 25 percent right now.

If, on the other hand, you were buying a lot of stations in smaller
markets, you could probably get to 12 easily without bumping into
the 25, so the two really do work together, and I come back sort
of to our central point, which is we think all of these regulations
are left over from an era in this business that bears no relationship
at all to what is happening out there today, and we think they de-
serve a zero-based review, and we think you will conclude they
ought to be repealed in their entirety.

Senator BREAUX. Mr. Ellis, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. ELLIS. Our group has no objection to an increase of the ac-

tue: :.um,.ric ownership cap, and we have some concerns about the
relaxi,n of the percentage cap but are willing to live with some.

ain, our biggest concern, though, is that whatever relaxation
of t e rules, whether they apply to telephone, cable, or broadcast
regulation, bear in mind the local broadcaster, and that is the most
important part of the broadcast system, the free over-the-air broad-
cast system, to permit us to be multichannel competitors in a mul-
tichannel environment, the big competition, the guy that is going
to have all the power in our local marketplace is going to be the
sole owner of the one cable system that serves the entire market,
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and/or, even worse, the sole owner of the one joint venture tele-
phone-cable system that is going to serve the entire market.

That entity is going to be able to compete head-to-head for all of
our advertising dollars and will be able to subsidize their entry into
our most profitable venture, news, with significant dollars from
other revenue bases that we will never have access to, and to be
able to come and cut the life blood and the knees right out from
under the local broadcast station. That is what we need to protect.
That is what we want to compete to protect.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the argument that some of the affili-
ates make, and I guess Mr. Waterbury may share this thought,
that by repealing the cap, I mean, you are just putting too much
power in the hands of the networks?

Mr. ELLIS. The networks do not dictate how we program our tele-
vision stations. My company has or will have affiliates of all four
of the existing networksnone of the two wannabes, but of the
four existing networksand again, we have negotiations on a num-
ber of things, but they do not dictate how we program our local tel-
evision station.

I have the ability to run my company, and I do not dictate how
my local television stations program the local television stations. It
just is not good business to do so. I cannot tell you on a day-to-
day basis, sitting in Atlanta, my headquarters, what is good for my
constituents in Memphis, or what is good for our consumers or ad-
vertisers in our other markets. I have to leave that to the people
on the spot.

Senator BREAUX. Is, in fact, your ability to consider selling one
of your affiliates to another network, does that not in-Tease your
negotiating strength with the network you happen to be

Mr. ELLIS. I do not believe that plays into the negotiations.
an acquisitive company, we are trying to acquire additional prop-
erties so we can build critical mass and participate in the television
system of the future. We compete with various players for the ac-
quisition of television stations. Some are other groups, some are
other individuals, in some cases they may be networks, and that
is OK by us.

We want to have critical mass to be able to invest in local news,
public service programming in our local markets. That is what we
are looking for, and a multichannel environment necessitates mul-
tichannel competition. Otherwise, you are going to eventually have
your revenue base eroded out from under you with no ability to
protect your flank.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Burns.
Senator BURNS. Let us shift gears here, and I am sorry I missed

your testimony. I have too many things to do and no time to do it.
Let us talk about radio just a little bit, Mr. Fritts. That is kind

of what I am most familiar with, anyway. This bill allows deregula-
tion of ownership rules for radio broadcasters. Do you believe that
this is necessary?

Mr. FRIrrs. Absolutely, Senator. You talked about the NAB
board, and there are some smattering of people who are making
noise about this. There are 18 board members on the radio board
of NAB who operate in markets of less than 25,000. Seventeen (17)
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of those 18 board members voted to eliminate the radio ownership
rules.

The reason that they should be eliminated is that we have an
overpopulation of radio stations. The FCC through docket 80-90
imposed 2,000 new FM stations on the marketplace, so smaller
market stations in particular have been hurt by this, and the FCC
loosening of the rules did not help those smaller market stations,
because they do not allow duopolies or concentration to take place
in smaller markets, and as a result, those stations are still suffer-
ing, whereas in larger markets we have had some consolidation,
and it has been somewhat helpful for the larger market stations,
but we are still waiting for relaxation in the smaller markets for
the radio stations.

I mentioned earlier that even if one entity owned 100 radio sta-
tions, they would still only have less than 1 percent of the total
amount of radio stations.

The other reason I think it is critically important is that the FCC
ih, about to unleash satellite DAB, 60 channels of digital audio qual-
ity broadcast for radio coming from 22,300 miles in the sky, with
no local service requirements, no local news requirements, no local
weather, no school closings, but yet 60 new channels of radio
owned by, ostensibly, one entity.

Now, if you are going to allow one entity to own 60 stations in
one market, or virtually across the country, then the rationale to
hold one to a market, even down to the tiniest market, just does
not hold water.

So I think the fact that if the Congress would be concerned about
concentration of control, there are antitrust laws which we would
submit would suffice in the local marketplace, so we believe, and
our board believes, and I believe the industry believes that relax-
ation of ownership rules for radio is not only necessary, but it is
long overdue.

Senator BURNS. Mr. Fritts, I guess that leads me toyou talk
about NABto the next question. What do you think this does? In
other words, if the regulation is just taken clear off, what does that
do to localism?

In other words, are we going to lose our local flavor for our
broadcast, for our radio broadcast people?

Mr. FRrrrs. If we were to do away with local radio rules, what
would that do to localism?

Senator BURNS. Yes. You see, I am concerned about communities.
Mr. FRIrrs. Of course you are, and all of us are. I think that

would enhance local service, because right now, in, let us say, a
middle-sized market, you have eight radio stations competing
against one another, all scrambling for the same advertising pie,
all having to reduce cost in order to make ends meet.

If those stations can consolidate to some degree, you can have
economies of scale, you could have the same sales department, you
could have the same engineering department, the same administra-
tive department, you could share news people ostensibly. You can
provide additional local service, whereas right now, those stations
are withering on the vine in many cases under having to, quite
frankly, reduce local service, and that is very unfortunate.
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Mr. ELLIS. Senator, might I add, you could substitute video for
audio in Mr. Fritts' entire remarks, and the same economics apply.

Senator BURNS. I was going to come up with the questions that
Mr. Waterbury, you manage a station in Waterloo, Iowa, and yet
you are owned by a group that comes out of what,

Atlanta, Georgia?
Mr. WATERBURY. Columbus, Georgia, sir.
Senator BURNS. But anyway, what effect do the decisions made

in Georgia have on you making your decisions for Waterloo, Iowa?
Mr. WATERBURY. I speak with my boss in Columbus several

times a week, but the decisions are made by me at the local level.
There are seven stations in my broadcast group, and like Mr. Ellis,
those decisions are made at the local level now. I make some of
them, and I have managers for two stations that I oversee that
make them in Baton Rouge and Huntsville, Alabama as well.

Senator BURNS. I think that is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I want to thank this panel very

much.
Senator BURNS. I have their testimony. I missed your comments,

but thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. While you were away, a very fine letter to you

was read, but Mr. Padden will tell you about that later.
We will move the next panel up very quickly and in an orderly

way here. This panel is on foreign ownership.
Mr. Scott Harris, Bureau Chief, International Bureau, Federal

Communications Commission, and Mr. Eli Noam, director,
Columbia Institute for Tele-Information, Columbia University.
We will call on Mr. Harris first for his statement, and we thank

you very, very much.
STATEMENT OF scow BLAICE HARRIS, BUREAU CHIEF,

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
Mr. HARRIS. Chairman Pressler, Senator Hollings, and Senator

Burns, it is a privilege to be here this morning to discuss with you
the issue of foreign ownership in the U.S. communications markets.
I would like to begin by saying that as soon as I return to the FCC,
I will talk to our interference specialists and have them contact
your staff and see if we can resolve the problem we had here this
morning.

To ensure that I have a job when I return to my office, I also
want to begin by noting that I am testifying to my personal views
and not those of the commission. With that caveat, let me say that
I believe the time is right for legislative action to revise section 310
of the Communications Act. Such an action by this Congress would
send a clear and powerful message around the world about our con-
tinuing commitment to competition.

Why should we revise 310? Because today it is an impediment
to U.S. industry overseas and to global competition. But, if revised,
section 310 could help create competitive opportunities for U.S. in-
dustry abroad by creating enormous incentives for foreign Govern-
ments to treat U.S. industry fairly.

The world stands on the 'brink of an enormous change in its tele-
communications markets. The monopoly is dying. It has been killed
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by the intellectual power and by the demonstrated success of com-petition in the United States. Yet as the world moves to competi-tion slowly, and sometimes fitfully, it is not yet clear whether U.S.industry will be allowed to participate in that competition.
Section 310 is a problem, because it provides much of the worldwith a plausible excuse to exclude U.S. industry. The U.S. limitsaccess to its markets, they say. Surely we ought to do the same.Just last Thursday, the European Parliament passed a draft direc-tive permitting companies with a single national license to provideservice in all of the countries of the European Union. They ex-cluded companies that had more than 25 percent foreign owner-ship. Reuters described that as "a slap at the U.S." This is theproblem with 310 as it is currently configured. So why not elimi-nate it? Even with 310, our communications markets are far moreopen than most communications markets around the world. To behonest, I am not convinced that if we simply eliminated 310, for-eign Governments would treat U.S. industry fairly, though cer-tainly it would be in their best interests to do so.

Moreover, even today, there may be an occasional case wherethere are national security and other policy reasons to keep 310 inplace. But we can use 310. We can use 310 to create a powerfulincentive for foreign Governments to give U.S. industry a fairchance to compete by weaving into it, as part of the public interestanalysis, the issue of whether the foreign Government providesU.S. industry with an equivalent opportunity to compete. And asforeign markets opened, so, too, would the U.S. market, creatingmore competition here, giving consumers still greater services andstill lower prices.
Having handled a few 310(b) cases, I hope it is appropriate forme to offer several suggestions about how you might revise section310. First, let me say there are two things I would suggest notchanging.
First, I would retain the public interest test as the touchstone ofwhether an investment in excess of 310 limits ought to be granted.Second, I would retain the general ban on license ownership by for-eign Governments.
There are, however, four changes you might wish to consider.First, you might wish to consider eliminating the current distinc-tion between direct investment in a licensee which is limited to 20percent with no possibility of a waiver, and investment in a holdingcompany which owns a licensee which is limited to 25 percent, butwith the possibility of a waiver in the public interest. I would sim-ply suggest you consider selecting a single numerical standard andapplying it in both instances. Second, you might consider includingin the public interest test consideration of competitive opportuni-ties available to U.S. industry in the primary markets of a 310 ap-plicant here.
Third, you might consider permitting the FCC sufficient flexibil-ity to take into account new developments in foreign regulatory re-gimes, and to give the FCC flexibility to grant applications in part,or to condition those applications as is appropriate.
And finally, you might consider a minor modification of the banon foreign Governments holding licenses so as to exempt satellite
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news-gathering, unless the Government in question denies similar

access to U.S. media.
I thank you for taking the time to listen to me, and I w'.11 do my

best to answer any questions you have. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Harris follows:]
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Introduction

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee

It gives me great pleasure to appear before you today This is my first opportunity

to appear before you and I am pleased that you have asked me to testify on a topic of

such significance to the future of the U.S. communications industry -- restrictions or

foreign entry in the U.S. communications market. The resolution of this issue will have a

great impact not only on the competitive opportunities for U S. industry in the United

States, but also in foreign markets Your draft proposal, Chairman Pressler. is particularly

significant because it focuses the debate on this critical issue. You and your colleagues

will have a decisive impact on the shape ot the global communications market. I believe

that legislative action in this area is essential, and the sooner the better. I also believe a

revised Section 310 can help further the pubfic interest in ensuring that U S. companies

have increased competitive opportunities in communications markets overseas Let me

also say for the record that the views I am about to express are my own personal views

and are not intended to represent those of the Federa Communications Commission

I. Global Services Market

The question of foreign ownership restrictions is at the top of the agenda

internationally as well. Recently. the G-7 countries' Ministers of telecommunications

convened in Brussels to discuss the development of the global information infrastructure.

This is the first tune the G-7 has ever focused on one single industry, which demonstrates

the pivotal role the communications industry plays in the world economy. I believe that it

is important to the domestic debate on the future of the foreign ownership restrictions to
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consider international developments, such as the G-7 countries agreement on key

principles -- including notably private investment and competition introduced previously

and reiterated in Brussels by the Vice President.

The communications industry is undergoing a profound transformation

Communications providers and users are developing a global perspective We are seeing

U.S. and foreign communications companies developing new strategies to serve their

customers' needs -- including international alliances and individual entry into foreign

markets. There is no question that U.S. service providers are responding to an increasing

consumer demand for novel solutions to global telecommunications needs.

A competitive global services market offers significant benefits for U.S. consumers

and the U.S. economy. U.S companies will become successful global competitors U.S

consumers will enjoy reduced rates, increased quality, and more innovative

communications services

But a competitive global services market is not possible if foreign countries do not

allow U.S. companies opportunities to compete in the most basic telecommunications

services While foreign investment can enhance the competitiveness of our own markets.

our companies must have equivalent opportunities to compete effectively in the foreign

investors' home countries. Completely unrestricted entry into the U.S market by entities

from closed foreign countries will do more to inhibit international competition than enhance

it

These competitive concerns recently lead the FCC to initiate a comprehensive

iulemaking proceeding addressing foreign entry into the U S market under Sections 214

and 310(b)(4) of the Communications Act of 1934 The Commission's goal is to determine

3
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the best way to regulate foreign access to the U.S. communications market in order to

promote global competition. The key to the Commission's rulemaking is a proposal that.

when considering foreign requests to enter the U.S market, the Commission explicitly

consider whether the primary market(s) of the foreign applicant offers iJ S industry

effective market access.

The Commission's rulemaking is a step in the right direction However. as

Chairman Hundt recently stated before the House Commerce Committee, legislation to

accomplish these goals would serve U.S. industry and consumers even better. It would

send a clearer, more powerful, more permanent message to the rest of the world. Vice

President Gore challenged other c.nntries to join the United States in dropping barriers to

foreign investment for those countries who do the same. With your draft proposal.

Chairman Pressler, you have done the same thing.

II The Current Section 310 Hampers Effective Global Competition

In my role as Chief of the International Bureau. I am repeatedly told by U S. service

providers that Section 310 currently impedes their efforts to gain competitive opportunities

in overseas markets. Modification of Section 310 can, however, produce an effective tool

to achieve opportunities for U.S. entities in markets abroad and introduce additional

competition into the U S. communications market. It can do so by creating significant

incentives for foreign governments to open their markets to U S industry bringing more

growth and jobs to the U S economy. The incentive would be to allow more competitors

into the U S. market as markets open overseas -- bringing even lower prices and better

4
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services to U.S. consumers and businesses. This way the UnitPc1 States would win twice:

(1) more revenue for U.S. industry and jobs for Americans: and (2) better services and

lower prices for U.S. consumers

Foreign governments, rightly or wrongly, view the current Section 310 as closing

the U.S market to their companies. Section 310 has become a metaphor for a closed

U.S market. It has become an excuse to go slowly on embracing competition and

opening foreign markets to U S. competitors. At international gatherings or bilateral

discussions, the United States is routinely criticized for Section 310.

The European Union, for example, has recently argued that, since most U S.

carriers use some form of radio facility to supplement their wireline telecommunications

facilities, any foreign equity investment will be subject to the restrictions of Section 310.

The European Union, therefore, views the U.S. communications market as essentially

closed While this dramatically overstates the truth, it does not overstate the problem In

today's global environment. Section 310 may unnecessarily impede U S companies'

ability to attract investment, and thus develop their own global strategies.

This negative perception of the current Section 310 detracts from the U.S.

Government's efforts to demonstrate the openness of the U.S. market and to advance the

goal of global liberalization. It hinders the efforts of U S. companies to compete in foreign

markets. Indeed. as I have observed, certain foreign governments have incorporated, or

are proposing to incorporate, parallel investment limitations in their own regulatory

frameworks.

Why not, then, simply eliminate Section 310? For all the criticism of the United

States, foreign markets typically are much more closed VS competition than our own. In

5
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Europe, basic local, domestic long distance, and international switched voice services

generally are provided by monopolies. Likewise, most European Union (EU) member

states impose significant restrictions on foreign investment. Wireless services generally

are subject to limited competition and foreign participation is often restricted. In the E.U..

there are a few notable exceptions to this rule. In other regions, most markets are also

closed to competition, though again, there are important exceptions in each region.

Let me reiterate that I believe it is in the public interest for U.S companies to have

increased competitive opportunities in communications markets overseas and that a

revised Section 310 can further this goal.

Now is the time to act. U.S. communications companies are the most successful

in the world. Just a couple of weeks ago, the International Telecommunications Union

released a report which listed the top 25 information-communications companies among

the G-7 nations. 12 of the 25 ranked companies were U.S companies. Results like this

explain why the U.S. vision of competition is gaining ground around the world. But it is

not yet clear that U.S. companies will be given a full and fair opportunity to participate in

that competition. There cannot be real competition if the best competitors -- U.S.

competitors -- are excluded.

Ill. Comments on Section 310

The International Bureau's experience in handling 3ppiications which raise Section

310(b) issues lends me to make the following observations on how Section 310(b) could

be more effectively restructured. Let me begin by noting that two important elements of

Section 310 should not change. First. I submit that Congress should retain the "public

interest" test for determining whether Investment in excess of Section 310 limits should be

6
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approved. Second, I would maintain the general ban, now in Section 310(a). on foreign

governments or their representatives owning radio licenses.

As to the changes, I would first suggest that Section 310(b) be rewritten to

eliminate the artificial distinction in regulatory treatment of foreign investment based on the

corporate structure of the applicant. Congress could amend Sections 310(b)(3) and (4) so

that in the event a foreign entity proposes to acquire a greater than 20 percent interest in

either the licensee or its paren holding company, the FCC would adjudge the application

under the public interest standard. Today there are different percentage limits depending

on whether the investment is direct or through a holding company.

Second. I would suggest that a revised Section 310(b) explicitly incorporate a

comparison of competitive opportunities in overseas markets to those in our markets as

part of the FCC's "public interest" analysis. In other words, when an applicant seeks to

invest above the Section 310(b) limits. the FCC should consider as part of the total

public interest test -- whether a U.S. entity would have equivalent competitive opportunities

in the foreign applicant's market. One of the Commission's important public interest goals

-- fostering competition in global communications markets is furthered by the

participation of U.S companies in markets overseas. The prospect of entry to our market

which represents about 25 percent of the global telecommunications market -- should be

sufficiently enticing that foreign governments will strive to ensure that U.S entities are

afforded equivalent opportunities to compete in their markets But it is important that such

an approach be sufficiently flexible so that it increases, and not decreases. competitive

opportunities abroad for U S industry.

7
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Third, I would suggest that any new legislation Which incorporates the concept of

equivalent competitive opportunities should be flexible enough to permit the FCC to be

forward-looking. It should allow the United States to take into account new developments

in foreign countries. For example, the FCC should have the discretion to approve a

transaction with the precondition that planned changes in a foreign country occur. This

would eliminate one of the difficulties often associated with a reciprocity approach: that is,

who goes first? The answer is, we go together.

Fourth, any new legislation should not require "mirror image" reciprocity. The

successful transition of a foreign market from a monopoly to a competitive environment

hinges upon the technical details of the overarching regulatory framework. And no two

countries have identical regulatory frameworks. I would suggest further that new

legislation should not require an identical service sector to be open in order to allow a

transaction to proceed under Section 310(b). As the communications market evolves.

future technological advances will make it increasingly difficult to identify identical service

sectors; a regulatory scheme which is too rigid would inhibit the progress of technological

innovation. The focus should be first on competitive opportunities in similar sectors, and.

when appropriate, in other communications sectors. Both should be considered in

determining whether the public interest would be served by a particular transaction.

Fifth, I believe that an equivalent competitive opportunities approach should permit

the FCC to offer more than a simple yes or no answer to a proposed transaction. In other

words, a transaction need not be simply approved or denied. Instead, we should be able

to grant a specific application to the same extent that the subject foreign country affords

U S. entities equivilent opportunities to compete in its Market.

8
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Finally. I would like to turn briefly to Section 310(a). I believe that the general

restrictions contained in Section 310(a), which prohibit foreign governments or

representatives of foreign governments from holding radio licenses, remain valid. I would.

however, urge you to consider a minor modification of Section 310(a) to exempt satellite

newsgathering facilities from that restriction, leaving the Commission discretion to deny

licenses in cases where foreign governments refuse U.S. news organizations opportunities

to compete in their countries.

This provision creates great uncertainty for U.S. broadcasters about the continuing

availability of overseas satellite newsgathering capability. Many foreign newsgathering

organizations are part of their governments. Therefore, Section 310(a) prohibits them

from holding a license for satellite newsgathering in the United States. In response,

foreign governments often prohibit or threaten to prohibit U.S. entities from engaging in

satellite newsgathenng activities in their countries. Ironically, few overseas broadcasters

even have the facilities to do satellite newsgathering here. But they know we cannot

license them, so they will not license our broadcasters. Thus, while exempting satellite

newsgathering appears a minor modification to Section 310(a). its import is far greater to

the U S. entities engaged in satellite newsgathering activities.

Before I conclude, I would like to expand on why I believe the public interest should

continue to be the touchstone for the analysis of foreign investment -- and why I believe

equivalent competitive opportunities should be an importan., but not necessarily an

outcome determinative, factor.

One can imagine a case in which a foreign country does not afford equivalent

opportunities to compete -- but the proposed transaction'would be so important for

9
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competition in the United States that it should be approved. On the other hand, one can

imagine a case in which, despite equivalent competitive opportunities abroad, national

security concerns, foreign policy concerns, or trade policy concerns would suggest

disapproving a transaction. My suggestion is that the flexible approach of a public interest

standard which retains the government's discretion to respond appropriately to those

scenarios would best serve U.S. interests.

I am not suggesting, however, that the F.C.C. make determinations about national

security, foreign policy or trade policy. These areas are not within our.traditional domain

or competence. Rather, the Executive Branch has the expertise on these matters.

Therefore, it would also be appropriate to include a requirement that any application

subject to Section 310(b) be simultaneously notified to the Executive Branch I believe that

this would furthe the U.S. government's ability to ensure that the purpose of the law is

fulfilled effectively. Finally, let me emphasize one last point. I fully support the

Administration's goal of full market liberalization and competition on a multilateral basis. I

hope that the approach I have discussed will be only an interim measure. The success of

the GII depends on a comprehensive, not piecemeal, liberalization scheme. Accordingly. I

support the objective of obtaining a successful GATS agreement by April 1996. thus

achieving full liberalization of the telecommunications markets on a multilateral basis.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for the opportunity to appear before this

Committee and testify about this important issue. I would be happy to answer any

questions that you may have about my testimony

10
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The CHAIRMAN. Professor Noam.

STATEMENT OF ELI NOAM, DIRECTOR, COLUMBIA INSTITUTE
FOR TELE-INFORMATION, 809 UNIS HALL, COLUMBIA UNI-
VERSITY
Mr. NOAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Hollings.
Last June, I had the pleasure of chairing a panel at Brussels

with you, Mr. Chairman, as a speaker, and I well remember that
you were quite conciliatory, promising to reduce U.S. ownership re-
strictions to the best of your abilities, and your Europeans respond-
ents would not budge. They claimed to be wide open, and the Unit-
ed States to be the restrictive country. I felt like Alice in Wonder-
land.

The CHAIRMAN. So did I.
Mr. NOAM. A few days later, you addressed the Senate and that

speech did not get the attention it would get today, so let me quote
a few sentences: "I found this summit to be a real eye-opener. I'was
horrified, and that is not too strong a word to use, by the
unremitting resistance of the Europeans to my polite suggestion
that they need to open up their telecommunications market!'

I think this frames the background to the 310(b) revision well.
The questions that must be addressed are how to deal with protec-
tionism in our own country and telecommunications law, and how
to get other countries to do.the same.

It makes no sense for the United States to maintain ownership
rules dating back to 1914 when a German-owned high-powered
radio transmitter on Long Island sent messages to German naval
ships in violation of American neutrality.

Unfortunately, different countries are at different points of
telecom policy evolution. In Europe and the Pacific, many countries
are moving today from State monopoly to competition. This is an
historic process marked by painful and often slow progress, and by
significant internal opposition.

The progress that has been made deserves credit, but there's still
a long way to go. In the meantime, it is best for us not to be con-
fused by liberalization that is more smoke and mirrors than fiber
and microwave, paper liberalizations with none of the details
worked out, and "everything-except" liberalizations, opening every-
thing, except 85 percent of the respective telecommunications mar-
ket represented by voice and intrastructure.

The U.S. is not fully open, either. For the U.S., therefore, one of
the options is to open its market unilaterally. That is the approach
taken by Representative Oxley's bill. The arguments for unilateral
market opening are that we should not care if others restrict their
own markets and hurt their own economies. We should instead
make the U.S. market more open and competitive. By setting a
shining and successful example, the United States will lead,
shame, and attract others into following.

The problem of this approach is that it takes away inducements
for other countries to open their markets to American carriers and
service providers. Such negotiations are taking place as part of the
general agreement on trade and services. The restrictions abroad
on U.S. companies have been estimated to add up to huge amounts



in terms of American jobs, dividends, equipment, software, and
trade balance.

Second, unilateral opening tilts the level playing field, much
along the way that you, Senator Hollings, suggested earlier for the
airline business.

This leads, then, to the question of reciprocity. The problem with
reciprocity, however, is that it is easy to state as a general propo-
sition, but very hard to operationalize. Nobody stands still. Every
market is different. There are hundreds of sulDmarkets, each with
its own particular rules. So what to do?

Strictly speaking, this is one of the situations where you need not
do anything, since the FCC has already discretion to let nongovern-
mental foreigners own anything they want as long as it is not con-
trary to the public interest.

Practically speaking, however, you want to reform section 310(b)
to focus thinking, set national policy, reduce uncertainty, send a
signal to other countries, and take away a molehill from those
abroad who would make a mountain out of it in order to resist lib-
eralization. It is a molehill, because already today a foreign telecom
company can own virtually anything in the United States except
over-the-air licenses, and even those they can lease and resell, or
even own if the FCC becomes more flexible.

I have several short comments on the draft bill itself First, I like
the fact that you do not try to micromanage. You should resist calls
for greater specificity of criteria for determining a foreign market
opening, or for mirror-image reciprocity.

Second, I would let the FCC rather than the U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative make the determination on market access. It has the
expertise, staff, and ability to compare U.S. conditions. Its inde-
pendence can also provide some shelter if the determination is un-
popular. As a practical matter, the USTR would likely follow the
FCC's findings anyway.

Third, I would add a concrete incentive for other countries to
reach multi- or bilateral agreements with the United States.
Progress in the GATT's round will be very difficult to achieve, so
every little bit of help counts.

This could be done by adding a phrase in the bill to the effect
that a multilateral or bilateral agreement on telecom trade among
the United States and other countries would constitute such a de-
termination of adequate openness unless expressly excluded in the
agreement.

Fourth, to reduce litigation for dilatory purposes, you could add
language that makes the granting of a stay by a court presump-
tively unlikely.

I have a few other smaller comments, but I think I can in the
interests of time I will leave them in my written comments.

To conclude the United States should offer in its legislation what
could be called an "anticipatory flash cut," with full American mar-
ket opening being assured to other countries conditional to reach-
ing a multilateral trade agreement. This would give us the high
ground and help the reciprocity spiral moving toward liberalization
rather than away from it.

Those other countries that are committed to market liberaliza-
tion should have no problem with these provisions, and those that



are less committed might find them another reason to reevaluate
their restrictions to competition.

Senators I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Noam follows:]
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Chairman Pressler. Senator I lollings. Members of the Commerce Committee:

Last June 1 had the pleasure to chair a panel at a CEO summit in Brussels. with you. Mr.
Chairman, as a speaker. I well remember that you were quite conciliatory, pointinu to
instances of American protectionism such as the restrictions on foreign ownership in
communications. And yet, the European respondents would not budge. The U.S. was
described as anti-competitive. while Europe was wide open. 1 felt like Alice in Wonderland.
A few days later, on June 16, 1994, you addressed the U.S. Senate. That speech didn't get
the attention it would today, so let me quote a few sentences:

...I found this summit to be a real eye-opener. I was horritiedand that is not
too strong a word to use--by the unremitting resistance of the Europeans to my
polite suggestion that they need to open up thcir telecommunications market ..
. [They] have little interest in breaking down their commercial barriers . . .

[Theyj talk a good line about opening their telecommunications market. but to
American firms trying to crack Fortress Europe. this progress appears to be
snail-like in pace.

Today, we are engaged in thc next major round in the evolution of American
telecommunications--continuing the efforts of both parties, all three branches of government.
and the States--to move from regulated monopoly to open and deregulated competition. Two
of the questions which must be answered are how to deal with the vestiges of protectionism in
our law and regulation, and how to get other countries to do the same. I am happy to see that
you have addressed bot11 questions as you promised in Brussels a year ago. The FCC, too.
issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Vice President Gore raised the issue last month in
Brussels at the G-7 meeting. And, the Commerce subcommittee of the House of
Representatives just held hearings on Congressman Oxley's HR 514.

It makes no sense to maintain ownership rules dating to 1914. when a German-owned hioh-
power radio transmitter on Long Island. N.Y., sent messages to German naval ships in the
Atlantic in violation of American neutrality. (The 1912 Radio Act still permitted indirect
foreign ownership). In the best of worlds, all countries would fully open markets to each
other in multilateral free trade. Unfortunately, countries are at different points of telecom
policy evolution. The UK, Japan. Australia, New Zealand. and Sweden are reasonably open
to domestic and sometimes foreign competition, or about to become so. Yet, even the UK--
everyone's Exhibit Nr. 1 for opennessmoved out of its cozy domestic duopoly arrangement
only in 1991 and still maintains a closed duopoly for intemational service. And in cable TV
service Britain let in Americans only when not enough interested Europeans showed up.

Of the other countries of Europe and the Pacific, many are moving from state monopoly to
competition, but many still have a long way to go. It is a historic process. marked by painful
progress that we should applaud, and by significant internal opposition that we should
recognize. It is best for us not to be confused by liberalizations that are more smoke and
mirror than fiber and microwave: paper liberalization, with none of the details worked out:
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eve-gleam iiherali:ations. promising thc futureEurope 1998. Singapore 2007and
"every.:.ing except" liherali:ation. opening "everything except" 85% of the respective
telecommunications market.

No doubt, many of these countries will become competitive, but what do we do in the
meantime? Is it a second-best solution for the US to open unilaterally. or is it third-hest onl).
less preferred than requiring reciprocity?

The arguments for unilateral market opening arc that we should not care if others restrict their
own markets and hurt their own economies; let us focus instead on making US markets even
morc competitive, attract foreign investment and technoloey, give consumers more options,
and protect freedom of expression. By setting a shining and successful example thc US will
lead, shame, and attract othcrs to follow. Moreover, a full and unconditional opening is easy
to administer.

One drawback to this approach is that it negates any inducement for other countries to open
their markets to American carriers and service providers. Such negotiations are taking place
now as part of the GM a. optimistically scheduled to be concluded by April 1996. These
restrictions have been estimated in one study (Economic Strategy Institute) to represent almost
one trillion dollars of revenues denied for the decade of the 90's (S874 billion for 9 years.
$81.2 billion this year). and rising. Anothu study (Strategic Policy Research) similarly finds
that by removing impediments to free trade, and reforming thc international settlement rate
system, the U.S. would experience growth of 120,000 to 260.000 new jobs. increase GDP by
$120 to $160 billion, and improve the overall balance of trade by $50 to $60 billion per year.
We need not accept those numbers beyond observing that they indicate big ticket items
affecting American jobs, dividends, equipment sales, information services, marketing
opportunities, and the trade balance. Operations abroad ma) also generate economies of scale
and scope benefitting American consumers at home.

Second. unilateral opening, tilts the level playing field. Networks are not like refrigerators
where thc best and cheapest tends to win in the marketplace. One buys connectivity from
point A to point 13; but if A is open to all while II is restricted to its own monopoly compan),
that company will get the business. Consumers today want seamless one-stop service, which
gives competitive advantages to a company controlling a critical and protected territory, even
if it has no efficiency advantage. Such a protected foreign company could, for example.
extend its domestic monopoly over its customers vertically into the US by carrying all of that
country's outgoing traffic inside the U.S. to the local market, effectively taking that traffic
away from competition among carriers for enduser business. For global competition, both
points A and 13 need to he open.. not just one of them.

Thus, a unilateral removal of barriers may benefit Americans as consumers in the short run
but harm them as producers of communications equipment and services over time. And the
benefit to consumers will he moderated by the fact that most American communications
markets likely to he targeted by foreign entrants arc already submantially competitive.

2
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This leads to the question of reciprocity. .flte problem with reciprocity is that it is easy to
state as a general proposition hut hard to operationalice. Nobody stands still, every market is
different. there arc hundreds of submarkets, each with Its own particular rules.

Also, reciprocity requirements beget the sante requirements, or stricter ones still, by other
countries. Thus, one may reach a "reciprocity gr,dlock" that encourages continuous and time-
consuming inter-governmental negotiations--like last month's high-visibility hut low-
productivity G-7 event in Brussels.

So what to do'?
Strictly speaking, you need not do anything, since the FCC already has discretion under
31001(4) to let non-governmental fbreigners own anything they want to so long as it is not
contrary to public interest. The Commission has historically interpreted this quite narrowly,
but Congress can always redefine the public interest for the Commission.. It seems the FCC is
already doing so in its NPRM. Even the FCC nced not issue any ncw rules and simply
exercise its statutory discretion in a new way. Practically speaking, however, you want to
reform section 310(b) to focus thinking. set national policy, reduce uncertainty, send a signal
to other countries, and take a molehill away from those who would make a mountain out of it
in order to resist liberalization. And it is a molehill, because already today a foreign telecom
company can own virtually everything except over-the-air licenses--and those they can lease
and resell.

Your bill gives us back leadership and the moral high ground, by invalidating 310(b)
conditionally on a USTR detennination. This is a sound approach. I have several comments.

First: I like the fact that you do not try to micro-manage the conditions for market
opportunities, and market definition. The shifting circumstanccs of any test defy codification,
and you should resist calls for greater specificity by any interest group. It is much better to
leave this to the FCC which has already embarked on the task. What your committee could
do, however, is to give signals to the FCC that you do not seek mirror-image reciprocity: and
that the determination should be based on actual telecom outputs, rather than on the minutiae
of rules as inputs. For example. are telecom prices much higher for carriage front country
into the I;S than in the opposite direction'?

Second: let the FCC rather than the USTR make the determination on market access. It has
the expertise, staff, and ability to compare US conditions. Its independence can also provide
some shelter if a determination is unpopular. As a practical matter. the USTR would likely
follow the FCC's findings anyway, just as the FCC would accept the Executive's policy lead.
If Executive branch authority is critical, you could give both the FCC and the USTR the
ability to make a positive determination sithout requiring the other to concur.

Third: I would add a concrete incentive to other countries to reach multi-lateral or hi-lateral
agreements with the US. Progress in the GM'S Round will be difficult to achieve, if one
considers that in several years of the Ilruguav Round no basic telecommunications agreement
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was reached. So every little bit of help counts. This could be done by adding a phrase to the

effect that "a multi-lateral or bi-lateral agreement on telecommunications trade among thc
United Statcs and other countries would constitute such a determination, unless expressly
excluded in the agreement."

Fourth: To reduce litigation for dilator: purposes after a determination. you might want to add
language that makes the granting of a stay by a court presumptively unlikely.

Fifth: I would substitutc for the drafted condition ("mutually advantageous market
opportunities") the term "effective market access." The former, by requiring mutual
advantage, might not be met if an American company proves too successful. The latter
matches the FCC's terminology, which has the advantage of being already part of a
rulemaking process that would clarify standards and definitions.

Related ly, the draft language speaks of "market opportunities for...licenses." Yet a license

could be granted to a US company under circumstances that still prevent competitive viability.
such as without interconnection arrangements, access charges that create a price squeeze. etc.

Sixth: While the inclusion of broadcasting as open to foreign ownership is correct, it is also
true that the issues in broadcasting arc different than those for common carriage, being more
connected with general standards for broadcasters. 1 would not want to ace the common
carriage element fail to receive a majority by being tied to broadcasting. Therefore, you may
want to deal with broadcasting separately.

Seventh: It is not clear in the draft language whether a determination of openness is required
for all of the media listed (broadcast, common carriers, or aeronautical enroute or fixed radio
stations) or for either of them singularly.

The second part of the draft bill section deals with a "Snapback for Reciprocity Failure."

The intent of this clause is to put some teeth into enforcement, which is laudable. However.
the resent language invalidates existing licenses upon the USTR determination of non-
openness, which will be destabilizing. Other countries, no doubt, will enact mirror image

provisions, and this will provide a tool for governments to periodically threaten American
companies' licenses abroad. For this reason. I would leave the actual remedies to the FCC.
Such remedies could then include, for example. partial or gradual divestiture, stricter controls
of interconnection and unbundling, or other safeguards, rather than the all-or-nothing of a
license loss that might, in fact, discourage a negative determination in the first place

Finally: while you arc at it. there arc a few other dusty ownership restrictions on the hooks
that you may want to give a proper burial also. snch as thc Telegraph Act of 1900 and the
Submarine Cable Lam ling Act of 1921.

Conclusion: A unilateral fiash-cut opening has the advantage of simplicity but reduces
leverage in thc upcoming trade negotiations. instead. the l Intted States should offer in its
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legislation an "anticipatory flash cut." with full market opening in the I'S already being
assured to other countries upon reaching a multilateral trade agreement. This would give us
the high ground, and help the reciprocity spiral move towards liberalization. Even without a
multilateral agreement. >our bill will increase openness and consumer benefits at borne.
reward similar openness abroad and increase opportunities for American exporters. Those
other countries that are committed to market liberalization should have no problem with these
provisions. and those that are less committed might find them another reason to reevaluate
their restrictions to competition.

Senators. I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you, and am read> to he of assistance on
this or other topics of the major reform task before you.

'1
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you, because I remember that speech at Zrussels,

and the Europeans said their markets are open and the U.S. mar-
ket is closed. I guess we have this foreign ownership thing in there
as a wedge to try to enable our people to invest overseas. They run
into enormous problems, even though there is a lot of rhetoric that
surrounds this.

Generally speaking, which markets in the world are the most
open? And also then, some people say well, there might be some
little country like Panama, or you name it, that has no restrictions
on our investment, so a company will just move there, have their
corporate headquarters there, invest in the United States, funnel
the money through, and they will circumvent the real intent on
what you are trying to do. How would you each deal with those
questions?

Mr. HARRIS. Senator Pressler, let me deal with your last point
first. I think you are correct, there is the possibility of a company
trying to move its headquarters and circumventing the rules.

I think any attempt to deal with this issue has to be willir to
pierce the corporate veil and look to the real, primary market of
the company in question, so that it cannot operate through a sham
subsidiary, reincorporate itself, or use some other device to avoid
the clear intention of the legislation.

Second, to deal with your first point in terms of which markets
are most open, I would say the United Kingdom, if one had to
choose one, was a market that, as you yourseif have said, is very
open, and has reaped enormous benefits as a result. Our market,
too, is much more open than the Europeans believe, but we do have
a perception problem. And that is exactly why legislation, rather
than attempting to handle it through the regulatory process, is im-
portant. Because it sends a clear message to the rest of the world
about the political will behind the policy decision.

Mr. NOAM. The U.K. is open, but even it moved away from a cozy
duopoly system only 3 years ago, and that duopoly still exists for
international service. United States carriers are active in U.K
cable, but they were let in only when no Europeans showed up as
investors.

New Zealand, Australia, and Sweden are fairly open. Japan is
fairly open for domestic issues, and in the process of presumably
loosening up on de-facto foreign participation. Germany is getting
there after it scales some political hurdles. Several of the other Eu-
ropeans are moving, with different degrees of enthusiasm. Com-
pany and party politics are always complex.

Mr. HARRIS. Senator, aif I could just add something more, the last
study I saw suggested that approximately 85 percent the EU
telecommunications market is still closed to foreign participation,
so there is a long way to go, despite their rhetoric. And I think the
legislation you are conside ring may nudge them along. It may, in-
deed, shove them along to making their rhetoric a reality.

The CHAIRMAN. I have some more questions, but I will yield to
my colleague, Senator Hollings.

Senator HOLLINCS. Well, most respectfully, I do not see the prob-
lem that you two gentlemen are trying to solve. Of course, there
is no witness for the present policy, and it is not up to me to be
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attesting to that particular policy, but this so-called open, open,
open, the present policy has been well-founded in this Senator's
judgment.

I do not understand what you are talking about when you come
to the regular investment and the marketing, then we are all over
the world. You are right, we are into the United Kingdom. We have
got RBOC's investing in Mexico and New Zealand. Bell South is
putting in the communication system for the city of Buenos Aires
down in Argentina. We have got investment all the way around the
world.

But when you come to actuallylike we have the Voice of Amer-
ica, the voice of people in this country to be able to broadcast in
Germany or in New Zealand, or wherever, why is that a national
problem?

I mean, I have been in more international conferences than you
two gentlemen have. I have been in every country, almost, in the
world including up at Point Barrow and the South Pole, and I have
yet to have this kind of problem where you have got your own com-
munications. It is not just for national security, it is a matter of
the taste and the fear with respect to violence in certain programs
that are put on in other countries.

Mr. Harris, where is the problem that yvu are talking about? I
understand they had a conference in Brussels, but I mean, where
have you seen the problem about all this investment? We have got
enough room for investment the world around.

In fact, that has been the policy with respect to the RBOC's.
That is why we have got a manufacturing provision. We forced
them to invest overseas. The problem has been, they have not been
investing enough here, and that is why we are going to change the
manufacturing provision so we hope they will begin to manufacture
all these communication entities here.

I do not see the foreign problem, other than some kind of aca-
demic "openness." What is the national problem you see?

Mr. HARRIS. Senator, first let me say there is much about what
you say that I agree with. I think in many respects the current pol-
icy has, indeed, proved valuable, and that is why I suggest, among
other things, we ought to retain the current public interest test.

Keep in mind, all I am suggesting is that when we consider the
public interest, we take into account, not necessarily outcome de-
terminative, but simply take into account whether foreign Govern-
ments treat U.S. industry fairly. Let me address the question of
whether it is

Senator HOLLINGS. Do you mean U.S. broadcasters? When you
say industry, let us get right to the point: broadcasters, because we
know the communications companies, the cable and the regular
wire services and everything else, satellite and everything, all the
rest of that is taken care of. They can invest the world around, and
we have got Siemens and Northern Telecom and everything else
around here manufacturing. It is a very viable, competitive situa-
tion. All sides are investing. But when you come to the actual
broadcast, where is the problem?

Mr. HARRIS. I think, again, you raise an interesting issue, and
let me tell you how I would approach it. It seems to me that when
one considers the public interest, even for broadcasting, there is



nothing untoward about considering as one of the factors whether
or not a foreign Government treats U.S. industries or U.S. broad-
casters fairly.

Now, let me be candid, though. If you adopted such a minor al-
teration to our existing public interest test, you would have no ef-
fect whatsoever today. And I mean none, because all across the
world, broadcasting markets are closed to foreign investment in
very much the way they are closed to foreign investment in the
United States.

Let me add that while there is enormous movement in the tele-
communications sector, there is no such movement in the broadcast
sector. So, if you adopted legislation akin to what I am suggesting,
there would be no real world difference today or in the immediate
future.

So then the obvious question is, why suggest it at all? I would
say to you only that all of the panels we have heard before today
suggest that this industry is evolving, and I am the last person to
know how it is going to evolve, but you have heard them talk about
convergence.

You have heard the broadcasting people say how they are going
to be able to provide perhaps voice services, provide digital infor-
mation transmission. You have already heard about the phone com-
panies providing video, the cable companies providing voice. It may
be over time this issue, or the industry, rather, will evolve, and you
will want in place a statutory mechanism that allows your regu-
latory structure to evolve with it. But you have to understand,
today it would make no difference whatsoever. And you are correct,
in broadcasting for today, you are really talking theory.

Senator HOLLINGS. Well, you can rent a country, as the question
by the chairman indicates. This committee started off as the Com-
mittee on Foreign Commerce, and we know from licensing of ves-
sels all about the Panamanian and the Liberian tankers, and you
can rent one of those countries and they can be located there.

And the wealth of an individual, when you talk about Govern-
ments, let us go down to Mexico. An individual owns that broadcast
entity, and in fact we know it up here very, very vividly. At the
Committee of Commerce we had a hearing going on last year, and
in the middle of that particular hearing, being beamed by satellite
from Mexico City, they did not like what the witnesses were attest-
ing to right at that same table, and Emilio Ascaguera, who owns
that broadcast, he just cut it off.

So you think you have got a Government, I mean, we are all
learning now in the headlines on the front page that individuals
own Mexico, the PRI, just a small group of them, and so that has
been the problem.

So just talking about Governments and indwiduals does not sat-
isfy my concerns. I do not see the big problem on national concerns
that you have, other than the fetish you have about openness,
openness, openness, and that is wrecking the economy of this coun-
try right now, there is no doubt about it.

If anybody thinks NAFTA is working, I have got 14 industries
that have left South Carolina to go down there to do what, to avoid
what we as Senators require from a minimum wage to clean air to
clean water to plant closings, to parental leave, to social security
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to health care, to safe working place, to safe machinery, and on and
on and on.

And so I put all the requirements on that local industry, and
they say, ta-ta, and goodbye, we can go right across the line and
ship back in. This is like moving the industry to Texas, it is a won-
derful operation. And we wonder why we are going out of business.

I think you had an answer, Mr. Noam.
Mr. NOAM. Senator, you are focusing on the broadcasting field,

and indeed, I agree with you that if you separated it from the
telecom side, there would not be much harm.

However, on the telecom side the United States is a potential
large exporter, and we are hurting ourselves by these rules. The
United States, because of its competitive system, has now a very
efficient industry that could become a service provider to the world,
and in its wake are software and information services, and one rea-
son slowing these exports is because other countries have restric-
tive rules.

Senator HOLLINGS. Mr. Noam, we know differently. We have had
hearings on all that. Software has moved to Malaysia. They say,
we do not want any textile industries, we want the software indus-
try, and when we had the other hearings with respect to the
RBOC's in the long distance, we pulled back the press boards of the
AT&T on manufacture, and all the little capacitors and everything
on the back of the board had "Made in Taiwan." The communica-
tions industry is gone.

I mean, we have got the potential. We have had the potential,
but it is gone, and we are trying to get some of it back. The prob-
lem is the exact opposite of what you are talking about.

Mr. NOAM. In the United States, for example, the number of em-
ployees per telephone line is 10 times less than it is in India. The
United States telecommunications industries, because of the com-
petitive environment, has become efficient and customer-oriented.
We can provide service in other countries, where the telecommuni-
cations organizations are not responsive in the same way. The way
to gain entry to those countries is to get our own restrictions into
order, and that is what the FCC and the White House advocate,
and that is what this bill enables the FCC to do.

Senator HOLLINGS. Well, you and I could go at it at length, no
doubt. I mean, we have learned the hard way. For 50 years since
World War II we had Adam Smith open markets. No one followed
us. The truth of the matter is, they all follow Frederick Liszt and
the Japanese system, whereby the wealth of a country is measured
not by what you can buy, but what you can produce, and economi-
cally we are on the ropes, and everybody ought to sober up and un-
derstand it.

I mean, even the East European countries, very interestingly,
Romania and the entities of the former Soviet Republic, are now
following not Adam Smith and open markets, the governmental de-
cisions are not whether it is open or not, or a level playing field,
it is whether or not it strengthens the economy of that country, and
this is the same thing we would be into in communications.

Setting the nice little example that you folks think of academi-
cally, we tried that for 50 years. We have tried it for 50 years, and
it just has not worked, and now we are having to move like we re-
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cently moved with the Chinese question, under the matter of copy-
right and the CD's and so forth, the patents that we just were
going to cut them off from our markets unless they, by gosh, cut
out violating our patent rights and our CD's. Now we finally are
using market access in the United States to get that so-called level
playing field.

But your particular approach of opening up and setting a nice ex-
ample, we tried that for 50 years otherwise, and it has really been

4 a disaster.
Mr. NOAM. Senator, we are not arguing here for "unilateral dis-

armament" in telecom trade. This gives the Trade Representative
the ability to declare another country open to American companies,
and only then would those companies from those countries have
market access of a similar kind in the United States.

Mr. HARRIS. Senator, I might add, I may have been less than
clear, and for that I apologize. It is, indeed, our view that olir mar-
kets ought not to be open to those who would restrict access to
their markets. I share your view entirely on that issue, and what
we propose is simply giving us the ability to allow into our markets
those who have done the same for American corporations.

Senator HOLLINGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Just following that up, let us say thatand in-

deed, I am not for this, but let us say that the other countries do
not open up their markets. Would we still be better off in getting
capital into the country that would expand our industrial baseto
have our markets open?

Mr. HARRIS. Senator, I would say that it is an advantage in
many ways to have capital come into the market regardless of what
happens.

However, if you take the market on balance, I come out the other
way: that it is important to use our leverage to pry open foreign
markets, and let me explain to you why. For us, it is a question
of competition. The communications market is globalizing. You can
see it in the papers every day, global alliances, worldwide satellite
systems and the like.

If a foreign entity can offer GM seamless global services because
it can do business here and elsewhere, but AT&T cannot offer those
services because it can only do business in the United States, you
have distorted competition. You have distorted competition in the
emerging global marketplace, and that is what we hope to protect.
Because we believe the very best competitors in this industry are
U.S. competitors, which will mean more jobs in the United States,
more competition in the United States, more economic growth in
the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. What are the issues in foreign ownership in
terms of national security implications?

Mr. HARRIS. As you know, Senator, the current test, or current
public interest test, includes an evaluation of the national security.
I think that is valuable to retain, and that is one of the reasons
I suggest we retain the public interest test.

If the executive branch comes to us in a given case and says,
there is a national security problem with this application, it seems
to me appropriate for the FCC to defer to that kind of decision by
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the executive branch. We cannot make our own independent analy-
sis, needless to say, of national security issues.

Today, it may happen in a rare case, but one can hypothesize
such a case, and my view is the legal system ought to be in place
to allow you to react, if that rare case arises.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. NOAM. The United States Government is precluded from be-

coming a broadcaster in the United States itself, and it would
make no sense for a foreign Government to have such a right.
Therefore, I would support maintaining the restrictions against for-
eign Government ownership in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us say a foreign Government would give
an individual the money to buy a station, and engage in some ac-
tivities that would be the same as their Government would. How
would we prevent that?

Mr. NOAM. I trust that the FCC would look to that.
Mr. HARRIS. Again, Senator, the public interest test includes na-

tional security concerns, foreign policy concerns, and other con-
cerns.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I may have some additional ques-
tions for the record.

I thank you very much for waiting so long this morning. It is al-
ways hard on the last panel, because a lot of these Senators go ofi
to lunch or somewhere. I am sure they are all working, having said
that. But thank you very, very much.

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee adjourned.1
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Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee,

Thank you for graciously providing me with this opportunity to

present the views of the Minority Media and Telecommunications

Council ("MMTC") on telecommunications reform legislation.ii My

statement will focus'on the broadcast multiple ownership rules, 47

C.F.R. §73.3555, on the alien ownership provisions of Section 310 of

the Communications Act, and on the need for universal service by

providers of telecommunications and video services.

I. Broadcast Multiple Ownership

The Minority Media and Telecommunications Council

unequivocally stands fc:r diversifioatien and localism in one of our

greatest national resr,urces, the radiofrequency spectrum.

On such issues as crime, welfare and health care. Congress is

considering how to shift the balanoe of power from the national

level to the local level. Congress should adopt a similar approach

for broadcasting. It should avoid legislation which would vest in

New York City and Hollywood -- and remove from local businesspeople

-- the ability tu decide what the American public sees and hears.

Legislation to further accelerate concentration of control in

broadcasting Is especI,Aly in..,pprriate In an Industry whose

greatest asset is creativity. Creative thinking flows from the

bottom up, ri::t fr%:m the top down.

1, tiMTC is a ir.nptafit association of at tot noys. scholars, engineets an,1
econcrnist: .'in-e 1981,, it has provided research and legal support ro

the national civil rights organizations on matters of communications policy. In
my private capatity, I am one of the attorneys representing vat ions units vf the
NAACP befoie the RC in challenges to whether Fox Television Stations, Inc.
violated Section 310!13) of the Comwmic.,tions Act. 1.11,1TC emphasizes that it
takes no posit tan on the met It:, of that lit igation .-1- any other ad)u.licatoty

Tho ... d in 1-1114 t..ntnn,ny dIO the Caletully c.znsideted views
411., Ih.0.1!-A1,11.1)17. This to,t-mtn.ny nOt netessailly tetlect

71,,,:; et my pift f he . mull 01 any ineml-er of It:: 13: Ito.
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Protections against media concentration are especially

critical for minorities. Minority broadcasters, almost without

exception, are small broadcasters. Minorities own only 2.7A of

broadcast stations, and these stations am(unt to less than 0.5% of

broadcast industry asset value. Mcst minority owned radio staticns

operate in :Le AM band, which now enjoys only 19% of radio

lisenersh:p. Many of these AM stations are uncompetitive, upper

band, daytime-uhly facilities: the "(1,gs" the spectrum which

nchddy else w.incr.

Today, minority 1.:1-)adcos, ownership is an endangered species,

given rhe pc.n:;:hle repeal of the tox pclioy, which in

resp,:nsible fol C of all minori....y owned stations. Frthermoxe,

the rur:eu,. e...:,nrmic climate rende::: ir prcf,undly diftirulr

minorities to tinande staitup stations oi stand-alone radio sta-i.ns

and keep them .n ola whale strugllin-4 foi a piece of the

adver_sin.; pie.

we need -uly lr k at cimilor induz.trie!: which grew wirlou:

owne:ship cable and daily newnpabeic

tc soothsay the foi.._unes of minoilLies In br.iicosting if r.he

mul-Iple owncinhip rules ore repealed. In newsag.eting and

as in agricul:.ure and food retailina, min,:rities and mcst small

weie unable to compete with huge mu:tiple

whc tr r.xtract crmetitive advant.lgeu or

gr-up huldini... A small, otand-alone trcadrat station is n,

in the matkerplare for a powe:Lul com12:nario:, of sev(-,-,_ lataf-t

:cnOWit -an out-tinance, uut-prcjram, out-seli anu

COO Lma ,..,peLJ'ul
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Ten years ago, in Vultiole Oime'rshir) Ruleq (Reconsideration)

100 FCC2d 74, 94-35 (1985) (history omitted), the FCC recognized

that "our national multiple ownership rules may, in some

circumstances, play a role in fostering minority ownership."

Tcday's FCC is considering a rulemaking proposal which would link

increases in the number of stations a company may own to the

company's efforts to invest in or finance minority owned stations.

This 'incubator" :onoept was first developed by President Bush's FCC

Chaiiman. Alfred Sikes. The concept only works if the multiple

ownership rules remain in effect.; otherwise, there will be no

incentive to "inr..:1-47e- anything. Absent positive incentives,

nonminority broadcasters seldom voluntarily go out of their way to

assist minorities to :cin the ranks of station owners.

Broadcast diversification is like the rain forests -- once

plowed under, it will never return. F,,r four decades, as the

industry grew, diversificatic:. grew. The resultina panoply of small

business owners, minorities. gave our airwaves the

diversity of information which makes our system of broadcasting

unaque in the world. It would be a national tragedy, of immense

proportion, if Congress tells *rile FCC co shut the doors on

minorities and small husincss owners forever.

II. Alien Ownership

The re(-.trictisns on almen (ownership in Section 310 of the Act

has .;erved us we:: and should be retained. Unlimited foreign

capital Invested in Aneii.%in broadrasting would eviscerate the

public lweres srandard which has undergirded broadcast regulation

to: 7r'?
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Repeal of Section 310(b) '..Duld literally permit the airwaves

to be sold off to the highest bidder. That would be a tragedy. It

would destroy years of careful and thoughtful work in constructing

the world's greatest system of broadcasting.

Unlimited alien ownership in American media would make

broadcast owners even more distant trom viewers and listeners than

many of them are now. Today, if a radio listener in Peoria thinks a

local station's programming is harmful to her children, she can call

the owner, whether the owner is in Peeria or in New York City. What

if the owner is in Brussels or Berlin? In Teheran or Tripoli? In

Csaka or Vladivostok?

In our system of broadcasting, the licensee is ultimately

responsible fnr everything he broadcasts. The "tuck stops" with the

station owner. Because of that direct accountability, broadcasting

has been freed even af indirect program content regulation, such as

the Fairness D:ctrine, ascertainment and program percentages.

The quality of our broadcast service is guaranteed by the

FCC's very Ligh standards for licensee character qualifications.

Because there are far fewer radio and telev:sion licenses than there

are people who want them, wth have laws and re.lulations to insure

that licensees are nst felons, antitrust violators, race or sex

discriminators, or drug dealers. We know that an American owned

licensee has ,:omplied with American laws. But we have n2 realist::

way of knoina whether alien broadcast owners have complied with the

laws of their home countries -- laws which may be much more relaxed

and easier co circumvent than American laws.

Another fundamental reason Congress sh,uld not repeal Section

310(L) is that we have not yet completed the 'ask of insuring that

ill .kme:lc:Itl ltdv(- chinc,- ro achleve o.,:hel:;hip in
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important industry. I trust that we as a nation have not given up

on our cummitment tc diversify the public airwaves. And that, above

a]: other teasons, is why the Minority Media and Telecommunications

C.2uncil opposes outright repeal of Section 310(b).

The primary obstacle facing minorities seeking to. break into

mejia cwnersh:p is acress tio capital. Even by taking advantace of

the tax certif:oace pclicy, mino,ities frequently cannot win a

bidding wai with competitors engorged with the ample

resources s:...1r7ec laL.PLI:. capital which are seldam

availJble

sed:a and celec==.1.7.1t1c,ns

invei:tm'e;.t 11;.1L American capical.2' Suppose '7ongress

am-unta af that uf the world's meila

anj ir.vest:r.ent :apical to ant:et this countiy

w111. 1nd 1::::';adcasters are forced to

ailen a. wel: as d=(...1: cipital, they wtll be swam.ped.

(r even foreIgn debt linds its

,re prInclp.al reF:h:..)nn

arrIveh in th:r

In f de.,is. Unlike dc:mestIc

in%'est_ors, en ailen typi2ally lackn the knowledgo mnd

The c,J7iniscrative

greuteq tcr a

SI th,r, f.../ u SI.7.C.,00 investment.

1,1r. t ir r.- in 1.111 medi Inn ric -:
. . r I Ir. . 1 xv. t ; he tt..;,Lit :,:;

. the kr;:-...wlel.h. A the. F,.".
1 ; :. ; 1 :- t put ....pity, nc,1 , 1 ',11.:..

I:. l : ..: I : II. I I
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Consequently, alien funds are generally unavailable to small (and

thus most minority; businesses.

Second, alien fund managers and banke:s seldom have

experienced the cultgre and traditions much less the legal regime

cf civil rights. The C3mmunity Reinvestment Act does not apply

overseas, nor do preoepts against redlinina and discrimination in

leLding. Ever; alien investors with the oesr of intentions have

little tr: gain flr:m the long term sucoess or minority

en-:epleneur;,hip in -.he Onited States. On the olrher hand, all

Americans benefit when the minority sectcr of our economy is strong.

m,:are of these beneflt, frego,ntly act

accordingly.

C::ngres;1 ;m::4!: avoid even the appear:Inc, of weakening its

deryn,:e af ability to obtain meaningful access to

capital and 'Z., use that o]pital competitively. It should remember

that the broadcast' deregulatory initiatives the FCC launched over

the past two decades with congressional approval were defended

by pointing to the eistence of the minority .:inership policies as a

st:,:ctu:ai, content neutral and p:,founaly necessary means of

promoting diveisity.1 The D.r has ,,xpres.sly apprnvod

2 F,egInnin ; icmst inum-diat ely af er. It adot.ted the minoi it y owner shil
pc-1isle:1, the FC:: began systematically deregulating in every dther

subt..tant ive ala ex-ept EEJ: postcard Lenewa1s, ascel tainment and pi ogram
cci tent per:.ent,Ige standirds, the Fairness Dc,ctrine, five year TV and seven year
rad:: renewalu, the du,poly rule, the Tc;_. tt Felicy, the 7-7-7 and the 12-12-12
rule, the Mr,:d...ey Leland 04-14 -; 4 I rule, mart dist oss sales f or want of
stations placed it hearing), most cosp,uative hearmgo tor new facilities, and
the AM :Jedi channel cilteria favoring minority ownership. Fcr
example, in ;,".eiegulat Padio ,nrpM "?, F.-C-2d 4...7, 482 (1979, the FC:

1..SUIt.:1 the public that " (e) tfor to 'CC p-rcnict ml. r:ty ownership and EEO are
:11 5. I ) 1 0'1: 1110 0,-.-Or a Ma; .1 .1r(.:- 1 ly reprosol;(1)
In I /-. 1y "
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safety-net approach, endorsing the FCC's reliance on minority

ownership as a preferred means of promoting diversification.A/

A safe environment for minority ownership is socially

compelled if we are not to remain forever two societies, one Black

and one White. agg Aeoorr of the Na 'onal Adviqorv Commission on

Civil Disorde'-'s (1968), Chapter 15. The minority ownership policy

is the thin straw upon which the FCC relies to insure that listeners

and viewers receive a diverse pallette of information.

2! (continued from p. 6)

In adopting its ultimate rules in neregulatjan_oLgasijo 84 Fcc2d 968, 1036,
re ^n granted in part 87 FCC2d 797 (1981) aff'd in Pertinent Part s b nom.

II I 707 F.2d 1413
(D.C. Cir. 1983), the FCC held that 'it may well be that structural regulations

'such as minority ownership programs and EEO rules that specifically address the
needs of these groups is preferable to conduct regulations that are inflexible
and often unresponsive to the real wants and needs of the public.' It

explicitly concluded that the minority ownership policies and EEO rules, rather
than direct regulation of broadcast content, were the preferable means to
achieve diversification. Id. at 977.

Dee alsq Ame dment of 573 636(a) of the Commission's Rules (Multiple Ownership
of Television Stations) 75 FCC2d 587, 599 (1979) (separate statement of
Chairman Ferris), aff'd sub nom. NAACP V. FCC 682 F.2d 993 (D.c. Cir. 1982);
Implementation of BC Docket 80-90 to Increase the Availability of FM Broad ast

I II :-. 101 FCC2d 638, recon. denied 59 RR2d 1221
(1985), aff'd sub nom. pmc V. FCr 822 F.2d 277 (2d Cir. 1987). Deletion of AM

102 FCC2d 548, 558
(1985), recon denied 4 FCC Rcd 5218 (1989). Nighttime Operations on Canadian

s 3 FCC Rcd 3597 (1988), recon. denied 4 FCC
Rcd 4711 (1989); Cf., Revision of Radio Rules and Policies (Report and Order) (MM
Docket 91-1401 7 FCC Rcd 2755, 2769-2770 1126-29 (1992) (relying on minority
ownership policies to further diversification goals, even as the FCC delet d one
of those policies, the Mickey Leland Rule.)

n I , 4,4 - ;

4. 4 :444. 44 4, IP

A! NAACP V. FCC 682 F,2d at 1004 (holding that the FCC 'has not improperly
exercised its discretion by relying on (its minority ownership,

employment and programming policies) rather than the Top-Fifty Policy, to
advance minority gcals.') Eviscerating the marketplace value of the FCC's
minority ownership incentives by eliminating alien owneiship protections would
necessarily call into question the continued validity of two decades of
deregulation.
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The bottom line is that unlimited entry of aliens into

American media ownership would virtually eviscerate the effectiveness

of the minority ownership policies. /t would be especially cruel to

American minorities to deny them a meaningful opportunity to buy

broadcast stations as a consequence of legislation welcoming

well-heeled Briton, Russians, and Germans to buy access to the

American peoples airwaves. Congress should not force American

minorities to the back of the line and allow wealthy foreigners

simply because they have money -- to jump to the front of the line.

Americ.Ins. we simolv need t- put ';'cr ,sn re-,rle first.

If some relaxation of Section 3l0b) is considered by the

Congress, we have four recommendations on how to somewhat cushion the

blow to minorities and small businesses.

First, we should not allow foreign access without reciprocity.

Most nations do not allow virtually unrestricted access by American

investors in their mass media enterprises. Most Anglophone and

.Francophone nations have at least a 60% local ownership and equity

requirement. Leaders of both political parties disfavor unilateral

concessions in trade negotiations. The recent successful negotiation

with China over the pirating of intellectual prcperty demonstrates why

reciprocity must be part of any liberalization of Section 310(b). If

reciprocity is a factor, though, it should be but one of several

elements of the public interest test the FCC uses in considering

whether to grant waivers -- and it should be a relatively minor

element.

Second, if Congress liberalizes Section 310(b), it should do

so in a way which fosters minority ownership by addressing the

longstanding, almost intractable problem of capital formation. For
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example,,Congress could permit up to 49% alien equity so long as it

is invested in a minority controlled company.

Third, Congress should authorize the FCC to permit an alien

who makes a substantial investment in a minority controlled

broadcaster to hold a larger equity stake in that and other American

media holdings than otherwise would be permissible.

Fourth, Congress should create the American Communications

Investment Bank as a vehicle to promote diversity in broadcasting

through the use of alien investments. The Bank would be a private,

nonpartisan institution, operated by Presidential appointees subject

to Senate confirmation. The Bank would permit aliens (and others,

including U.S. based multinationals) seeking to invest in U.S. media

to channel and pool their investments for subsequent subdivision and

targeting to U.S. media interests of all sizes, in furtherance of

U.S. communications and trade policy.

The Bank would be designed to attract sufficient investment to

greatly accelerate the construction of the information superhighway,

generate additional tax revenue, and help balance the budget without

raising taxes.

The Bank would promote minority ownership in five ways,

providing minorities with capital to which they heretofore seldom

had acce=

1. Its investment decisions would include minority ownership
as a primary decisional factor, accounting for at least
30% of the capital Invested or loans made, subject to
generally accepted prudent lending and investing
criteria.

Capital flowing through the Bank would not be deemed
attributable for the purpose of Section 310(b) (4) of the
Act.

X
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3. By its pooling mechanism, the Bank would reduce the
transaction costs which prevent small and moderate sized
amounts of alien capital from being invested in American
media and thus ultimately being accessible by minorities.

4. By its subdistribution mechanism, the Bank would enable
large sized amounts of alien capital to be broken down
into the smaller sums minorities often require for
broadcast acquisitions.

5. The Bank would have the flexibility to make investments,
to make loans, or to issue loan guarantees, thus
maximizing its ability to harness private sector
resources to achieve its business and social objectives.

This is not "affirmative action." it is, instead, a workable

means of fulfilling Congress' goal of assisting minorities to

acquire the capital needed to compete in the marketplace.

In opening a rulemaking proceeding on alien ownership subject

last month, the FCC emphasized that "we have had a traditionally

heightened concern for foreign influence over or control of

licensees which exercise editorial discretion over the content of

their transmissions." Market cnt',' and Perpoiarion ot

affil'ated Erv-ities (NPRM) FCC 95-53 (released February 17, 1995:

("1112E3") at 41-42 and n. 84..al The FCC has asked for comment on

"whether we should also consider other factors" besides reciprocal

access in evaluating whether to allow additional alien ownership of

broadcast facilities." at 44. As the expert agency, the FCC

should be permitted to complete its rulemaking proceeding before

Congress intervenes.

The Minority Media and Telecommunications Council encourages

the Subcommittee not to consider repeal or liberalization of Sec'"ion

310(b) unl.ss and unt'l a firm, workable and tested mechanism is

The FCC c'ited OPC 47 FCC2d 467 (1974) dhd
alp7m2771^ R.;"1(.',. Inc. 8 FC7 Et:A .)063 ,CCB 1.9,..
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created to guarantee that the net effect of additional alien

ownership will be a dramatic .inrrea e in American minority

ownership.

/II. Universal Service

In fostering the development of a new generation of

telecommunications services, including video services, Congress has

a wonderful opportunity to insure that all Americans will benefit

equally from Day One. This opportunity is particularly desirable in

the case of common carriers, with centuries of tradition as

providers of equal service to all. An innkeeper, a bridge toll

taker, a stagecoach operator, a passenger vessel, an airline, or a

telephone company should never say "there is no room at the inn" to

any paying customer. That is why the great civil rights decisions

of the 1930s through the 1950s the desegregation of state

universities, buses and airlines all turned on the fact that

these institutions were common carriers, and a Black or Brown dollar

is just as valuable as a White dollar.

Therefore, we encourage the Committee to adopt strong anti-

redlining protections. Your proposed legislation should specify

that no carrier may exclude any area from any of its geographic

service areas on the basis of the race, national origin, income, age

or rural location of the residents of the excluded area. No

ratepayer should be forced to ride in the back of the bus on the

information superhighway because he or she does not reside among the

wealthy.

In addition, the Committee should instruct the FCC to develop

strong equal employment opportunity rules in telecommunications, and

enforce those protections vigorously. The FCC has been particularly

41;1
K. '.)
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negligent over the years in enforcing its common carrier EEO rule,

and the Committee should provide appropriate oversight to be sure

this rule begins to be enforced.

Conclusion

We hope the Committee will keep these considerations in mind

before performing radical surgery on a statute which has meant so

much to the American way of life and to the American way of

broadcasting and telecommunications.
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STATEMENT OF PAUL J. WONDRASCH
- AT&T CORP.
BEFORE THE COMMERCE,

SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
U.S. SENATE

MARCH 21, 1995

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name

is Paul J. Wondrash. I am a Senior Vice President of AT&T Corp.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to discuss the

issue of foreign ownership restrictions in telecommunications.

My testimony will focus on AT&T's views concerning the need tc

open global telecommunications markets and to ensure that U.S.

carriers have effective market access abroad in order to ser.:e

their customers' current and future international

telecommunications needs.

I will explain why AT&T fully supports the proposal in

the draft legislation to revise the Comnunications Act to make

the removal of the U.S. foreign ownership restriction in Sec:ion

310 of the Act contingent upon other countries' willingness to

open their markets to U.S. telecommunications carriers. : will

also discuss AT&T's recommendation that other countries be

required to grant U.S. carriers effective access to their mar;:e:s

and to charge U.S. carriers non-discriminatory, cost-based

accounting rates before carriers from these countries are Eilriowed

enter the U.S. market.

Anyone who went through the competitive revolution in

telecommunications in the United States over the last Len years
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understands the benefits of competition to customers, and what is

good for customers is good for industries and countries. As U.S.

business expands internationally, our customers increasingly

demand the same high quality and access to information from their

international telecommunications services that they have come to

expect domestically. But our customers' access to high-quality

services overseas is often limited by regulatory and legal

practices that have never been changed to reflect the changes

that have occurred and will continue in the global

teleoommunications industry. As ,a result, most foreign markets

i,ave been unable to match the pace and breadth of change in the

')nited States. Traditional closed-market prohibitions are siz.p;y

incompatible with the promise of technological innovation and the

continuing vitality of providers of these new services.

The catalyst which will bring vitality to global

telezommunications services is the same one that stimulated

computition in the U.S. long distance and telecommunications

equipment markets full and effective market access ty all

service prOviders. We need a global market that provides

customers with competitive choices a market where

communications companies are free to cross national borders to

jive customers the services they want. In the vast majority of

the countries of the world, this type of market access simply

does not exist today.

The need for and benefits of competition are recognized

just about everywhere today. Some countries have acknowledged

tho changed circumstances in the industry and are beginning to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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adjust accordingly. Not much concrete action, however, has been

taken by most countries outside of the United States to remove

barriers to competition in basic services.

The barriers to entry into these markets go far beyond

restrictions on foreign ownership. While some countries do

impose explicit restrictions on foreign ownership of

telecommunications operators, even countries that do not have in

fact kept their basic voice telecommunica.tions markets firmly

closed to any and all competitors.

Germany, for example, has no legal foreign ownership

restrictions, but the government-owned carrier, Deutsche Telekom,

has a statutory monopoly over public, switched voice

communications, both domestically and internationally. In

addition, Deutsche Telekom controls interconnection to the local

distribution facilities, and therefore manages the way in which

its "competitors" can access customers for the limited services

where competition is legally allowed.

Most countries, concerned about the effect of

competition on their national carrier and their national

economies, are moving only cautiously toward opening their closed

markets. For example, the majority of foreign telecommunications

operators are government-owned. Even those that profess to

embrace pro-competitive policies have failed to develop

regulatory policies that require the monopoly provider to make

access to essential facilities available to potential competitors

on terms that would permit the development of effective

competition. In fact, few countries have established independent

...I 1,-

,W
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regulators. In addition, few countries provide for the

separation of monopoly and competitive services providers or

employ other safeguards that.would help to ensure that

competitive services are not subsidized with monopoly revenues.

Of course, such countries have the sovereign right to

manage their telecommunications markets in ways that they

perceive will best serve their national interests. However, when

individual countries choose to keep their telecommunications

markets closed to U.S. carriers, the U.S. should consider that

fact in deciding whether the entry of a foreign carrier from that

country into the U.S. telecommunications market is in the U.S.

public interest.

While the size and openness of the U.S.

telecommunications services market has attracted competition from

all over the world, that open door policy has not generated

comparable progress in other countries. Some foreign carriers

want not only the freedom to compete and be profitable in the

United States, but also freedom from competition with U.S.

carriers in their home countries.

The need for effective market access is a critical

issue because of the unique nature of international

telecommunications ser,ices. The provision of international

telecommunications services, by its very nature, absolutely

necessitates a presence in two countries simultaneously to

complete a call. Because other countries, in the exercise of

their sovereign rights, have granted monopoly status over all

traffic into and out of their country to one national carrier,
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U.S. carriers have been forced to provide international services

through alliances with monopoly foreign telephone

administrations.

However, multinational corporate customers for

international telecommunications services are increasingly

seeking a single source of supply -- providing "end-to-end",

global, high-quality seamless services, including international

services and domestic services originating both in the U.S. and

in foieign countries. Competition for these customers'

tolecommunications business is fierce from both U.S. and foreign

carriers. .Foreign carriers have a significant competitive

advantage over U.S. carriers, however, when they enter the U.S.

market and offer services originating in the United States, while

also controlling overseas markets that are closed to U.S.

cariiers. This can make all the difference in a customer's

decision to purchase services from a U.S. or foreign-based

carrier.

Moreover, the ability of a foreign monopoly carrier to

make an equity investment in a U.S. carrier creates the finanmial

incen-jve for the foreign monopoly carrier to discriminate in

favcr of its U.S. affiliate. If the foreign monopoly carrier

mc.nrcls a closed overseas market, other U.S. carriers must_ rely

cn _lle foreign carrier in order to offer services between the

S. and the closed overseas market and can be severely

disadvantaged by such discrimination when, for example, t.r.e

fcrc:qn mchopolist delays or denies the necessary service

arrangements reuuired to provide service to customers.
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The economic distortions that have arisen in the

international telecommunications services market can only be

resolved through the opening of foreign markets and achieving

full and nondiscriminatory market access. Fully competitive

global markets in telecommunications would foster economically

rational (e.g., cost-based) pricing and business decisions to :he

benefit of both carriers and consumers throughout the world.

AT&T supports the opening of telecommunications markets

worid-wide and believes that any country that offers U.S.

carriers full and effective access to its market should have open

access to the U.S. market. In particular, AT&T believes that any

foreign carrier whose home country allows U.S. carriers full and

effective market access in basic switched telecommunications

should be free to invest in the U.S. telecommunications industry

without being subject to any foreign ownership restrictions.

There is, at present, no international convention or

treaty that requires a country to allow open, competitive markets

in basic telecommunications services. There is hope, however,

thai. this can be achieved through the basic telecommunications

negotiations now underway within the GATS. These negotiations

are a major piece of unfinished business from the Uruguay Round

of multilateral trade negotiations. Basic telecommunications

have been set aside for separate negotiations in the Negotiating

Crc.up on Basic Telephony (NGBT), with a deadline for comp',,ticn

of April, 1996. A's Vice President Gore said at the G-7

Conference in Brussels l'ast month, the GATS negotiations

.1t3
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repre'sent "a historic opportunity to open telecommunications

markets around the world."

AT&T is hopeful that the GATS negotiations can produce

an agreement that will give U.S. carriers effective access to

global telecommunications markets. However, we have no illusion

that this will be an easy task. Trade negotiations on basic

telecommunications are taking place now because it was not

possible to reach agreement on these issues after years of

negotiations in the Uruguay Round. At that time, other countries

were, for the most part, simply unwilling to open their basic

telecommunications markets in any meaningful way.

There is, however, some reason to be optimistic. Since

these issues were last discussed in GATS, more countries have

begun active consideration of open markets and competition in

telecommunications. AT&T, therefore, believes that the GATS

participants should now be better positioned to take advantage of

this great opportunity to transform the global telecommunications

industry.

AT&T fully supports removal of the U.S. foreign

ownership restrictions as part of a GATS agreement providing full

and effective market access abroad for U.S. carriers. Until that

agreement is reached, the restrictions should be removed on a

bilateral basis for individual countries that open their markets

to competition by U.S. carriers.

To help the U.S. telecommunications industry obtain the

best possible result in the GATS negotiations, the U.S. should

not remove its foreign ownership restrictions unilaterally.

0

Ir
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Because the U.S. is already the most open and competitive

telecommunications market in the world, it also has fewer

concessions to offer other countries in these negotiations in

return for their removal of their barriers to competition An

important potential conceSsion by the U.S. is the removal of the

foreign ownership restrictions.

Thus, to maintain U.S. negotiating leverage at this

critical time, AT&T endorses the approach taken in the draft

legislation to make the removal of the foreign ownership

restriction contingent upon the opening of foreign markets to

U.S. carriers. However, the legislation should also make clear

that the legal right for U.S. carriers to compete in foreign

markets will not be enough. U.S. carriers must obtain effective

market access, which means the ability to compete with foreign

carriers, most of which are government-owned monopolists, on fair

and equal terms in their home markets.

Effective market access requires not only the ability

to provide basic international -and long-distance

telecommunications services on both a resale and facilities

basis, but also safeguards to ensure that competition is fair.

Necessary safeguards include the existence of standard terms and

conditions for non-discriminatory, cost-justified

interconnection, and allowing customers to choose alternative

catriers on an equal basis. These safeguards also include the

separation of monopoly from competitive operations, or the

existence of other safeguards to prevent cross-subsidization.

The legislation should therefore permit the foreign ownership
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restriction to be waived for any foreign carrier whose home

country enters into a multilateral or bilateral trade agreement

providing U.S. carriers with effective market access in basic

telecommunications services.

AT&T believes that consistent effective market access

criteria should be used in evaluating applications from foreign

carriers to enter the U.S. market. In particular, AT&T welcomes

the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking released by the FCC focusing on

the issue of foreign carrier entry into the U.S. The FCC is

considering in this rulemaking whether to include an "effective

market access" inquiry in deciding whether to grant entry to

companies affilieted with foreign carriers through facility

authorizations under Section 214 of the Communications Act and

through Section 310(b)(4) waiver requests.

AT&T understands that the FCC plans to conclude this

rulemaking on an expeditious schedule and AT&T will fully support

that effort. The U.S. should establish uniform criteria that

will encourage foreign governments to provide U.S. firms

effective market opportunities before any other foreign-based

carriers are allowed to enter the U.S. market, and before those

already here are allowed to expand their operations.

The U.S. also should make affirmative use of market

entry applications from foreign carriers where there is no

effective market access in the foreign carrier's home market to

identify areas requiring specific action. For example, where the

FCC determines that effective market access does not exist in

response to an application from a foreign carrier to enter the
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U.S. market, the United States Trade Repreentative should

undertake negotiations with the government of the home country of

the foreign carrier to seek an agreement to provide U.S. carriers

with effective market access. AT&T believes that a requirement

for a market access proceeding by the FCC, and for bilateral

negotiations by USTR if effective market access is not found to

exist, should also be included in the legislation being

considered by this Committee.

Finally, the legislation should require that foreign

carriers entering the U.S. to provide international services

c:iarge U.S. carriers non-discriminatory, cost-based accounting

rates. Accounting rates determine the payments U.S. carriers

make to foreign carriers for terminating overseas calls. Because

the U.S. originates more traffic than it teceives, there is a net

$4 billion outflow in these payments, approximately one-half of

which has been estimated to represent an above-cost subsidy.

Further, foreign carriers often charge much higher accounting

rates to U.S. carriers than to carriers from other countries,

although the costs of terminating traffic from different

c:untries are very similar. These payments by U.S. carriers tc

foreign monopoly carriers are costs that ultimately must he

recovered from customers.

In contrast, a study by Strategic Policy Research

estimates that the elimination of foreign market barriers to

competition by U.S. carriers and the reduction of accounting

rates to cost would result over the next ten years in the

creation of 120,000 to 260,000 new U.S. jobs, cumulative growth
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of $120 to $210 billion in U.S. GDP, and accumulated improvement

in the U.S. balance of trade of $50 to $60 billion.' Likewise, a

recent report by The Economic Strategy Institute estimates that

U.S. carriers would obtain at least 10% of foreign, local and

long distance markets and a minimum of 20% of international calls

originating outside the United States if those markets were open

and competitive:

We should not waste any more time on this issue. Any

further delay in clarifying U.S. regulatory policies on foreign

carrier entry would amount to "closing the barn door after the

horse is gone." Indeed, foreign-based carriers that hold

monopolies, or near monopolies, in their home markets of Canada,

the U.K., Spain, Hong Kong and Australia have already entered the

U.S. international market. Carriers from Frapce and Germany have

applications pending before the FCC to enter the U.S. Foreign

monopoly carriers that enter the U.S. while U.S. carriers are

unable to obtain effective access to the home markets of the

foreign monopoly carriers are, in effect, bypassing the GATS

negotiations process.

The concept of effective market access is a fair and

equitable one. It is simply a recognition of the fundamental

Strategic Policy Research, The U.S. Stake in Competitive
Global Telecommunications Services: The Economic Case for
Tough Bargaining (Dec. 16, 1993) at 2.

Economic Strategy Institute, Crossed Wires, How foreign
Regulations and U.S. Polices are Holding Back thu U.S.
Telecommunications Services Industry (Dec. 1994) at 71, 73.
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fairness of requiring foreign governments to afford U.S.

telecommunications carriers similar opportunities to those

enjoyed by foreign-based carriers in the U.S. Effective market

access abroad would allow U.S. carriers to respond more fully to

customer demands for a single world-wide source of supply for

their global telecommunications requirements. Most importantly,

effective market access abroad is essential if U.S. carriers are

to compete on a level playing field with foreign carriers that

offer services originating in the U.S.

Once again, on behalf of AT&T, thank you for the

opportunity to share AT&T's perspective on these important

issues.
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